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1. Policy Perspectives

O

ver five years since the end of the armed

GDP growth in 2013 was estimated at 7.3 per cent.

conflict in May 2009, the Sri Lankan

But questions are emerging as to whether

economy is now firmly on a path of

macroeconomic indicators are fully capturing the

economic transformation. In the post-war period,

dynamics of an evolving Sri Lankan economy. For

the country exited from a precarious external

instance, although the construction sector grew by

payments position, to successfully conclude a

14.4 per cent in 2013, cement sales grew by only

Stand-by Agreement (SBA) with the International

2.9 per cent; by contrast, when the construction

Monetary Fund (IMF) in 2012. GDP growth has

sector grew by 21.6 per cent in 2012, cement sales

picked up from an average of 5.5 per cent during

grew by 28.7 per cent.1

2000-2009 to 7.5 per cent in the post-war period,
and is estimated to exceed 7 per cent in 2014 as

The changing structure of the post-war Sri Lankan

well. February 2014 marked five consecutive years

economy could hold the explanation in par t.

of single-digit inflation, and the country is now able

Sources of growth in recent years have been largely

to borrow in international capital markets at rates

dominated by the domestic non-tradable sector

that would be the envy of many crisis-ridden

Non-tradable services like wholesale and retail

European countries. An impressive and far-ranging

trade, and non-tradable industry activities like

public infrastructure drive continues apace, and is

construction and utilities, have been at the heart of

strengthening the country's prospects for attracting

this. These are also the sectors in which the

a new wave of foreign investment and for becoming

government has a significant share of activity in. It

a strong regional economic hub. Yet, there is a

is not unusual, then, that private sector credit

growing sense of frustration that the economy has

demand has been so sluggish - the sectors that

not fully harnessed its post-war dividend and is

are booming are the sectors in which opportunities

performing less than what it is capable of.

for private investment is relatively limited.

One of the most noticeable symptoms of this is the
uninspiring private investment performance,
characterized by the slow growth in foreign direct
investment (FDI) and domestic private investment,
reflected in remarkably low levels of credit uptake
by the private sector over the last 18 months. Since
the signalling of monetary policy easing in
December 2012, low interest rates that prevailed
throughout much of 2013 and into 2014 has been
slow to translate into higher private sector lending.
Credit growth in 2013 was a sluggish 7.5 per cent,
and by June 2014 had decelerated further to just 2
per cent on a year-on-year basis.
1

Over five years
since the end of the
armed conflict in
May 2009,
the Sri Lankan
economy is now
firmly on a
path of economic
transformation.

Central Bank of Sri Lanka, “Selected Economic Indicators”, various issues.
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Some part of the mismatch of the numbers could

trade-off. Sri Lanka is increasingly dependent on

also be because the nature of economic activities

foreign investor demand for its Treasury bills and

under way now, is not being fully captured in existing

bonds to finance its fiscal deficit. If interest rates

techniques of national accounting. To rectify this,

reduce further, and consequently the yields on

the government's statistics office has embarked on

Treasury bonds, it would make these bonds less

a timely effort of revising how the country's national

attractive to foreign investors. If it falls to a level

accounts are compiled, and updating what is

where the spread between the return on Treasury

included in it. 'Rebasing' the compilation of national

bonds and the return on Sri Lanka's Sovereign

accounts - i.e., taking a snapshot of the economy

bonds is quite slim, foreign investors would consider

in a more recent year in order to see the size and

the elevated currency risk and sell off their

composition of different sectors in the economy -

investments, or at the least, avoid future investments

will no doubt strengthen confidence in ongoing

in rupee denominated Treasury bills and bonds. This

efforts to improve data collection and analysis.

could adversely impact the government's ongoing
and much needed capital raising efforts.

In the second half of 2014, it is expected that the
sustained low interest rates (nearing almost one
year) would finally trigger an increase in private
sector borrowing. There are already some
indications that private firms are responding to the
very low borrowing costs to expand investments.
However, with rates likely to remain low for the rest
of 2014, the authorities would need to be cautious
about asset price bubbles, and igniting inflationary
pressure from the loose monetary policy stance if
rates remain too low for too long.

Sources of growth
in recent years
have been largely
dominated
by the domestic
non-tradable
sector.

What must be avoided is a consumption driven

Another factor which may influence an edging up

credit boom as was the case in 2010/11 in the

of interest rates would be the drawing down of the

previous round of aggressive monetary policy

extraordinary monetary measures in the US

easing. It coincided with a 'pawning boom' that came

('tapering' of quantitative easing by the US Federal

unstuck as international gold prices plummeted.

Reserve). This, coupled with a sustained recovery

Several measures were adopted in 2012 to avert a

in output in the US economy, could push up global

looming balance of payments (BOP) crisis - re-

interest rates and consequently raise the

adjustment to import duties, a change in exchange

international borrowing costs for Sri Lanka as well.

rate management, imposition of credit ceiling on
banks, etc. This time around, early and prudent

For now, the rupee remains stable, with no major

policy responses to any emerging signs of

pressures emanating from the external current

macroeconomic instability will provide an

account. Slow growth in import expenditure coupled

environment of policy consistency, and encourage

with a recovery in export earnings, a steady growth

the private sector to undertake investments.

in remittances (albeit lower than in previous years),
and a steady rise in tourism earnings are all helping

It is likely that towards the latter part of 2014, interest

to bring down the deficit on the current account. It

rates could edge up, as credit demand picks up

fell from 6.6 per cent of GDP in 2012 to 3.9 per cent

once again. For the government, it is a delicate

of GDP in 2013, and looks set to decline further in
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2014. The signs are hopeful; by the first half of 2014,
export earnings had picked up substantially
(growing by 16.8 per cent against the same period

Net inflows of FDI in the post-war
period

in 2013), and across all categories - indicative also
of a gradually recovering external environment.
The recovery in export performance is good news
for Sri Lanka. The country's economy is most
vulnerable on the currency front. Despite reporting
healthy official reserves of over US$ 9 billion, almost
all of it is from accumulated borrowings. With a
growing dependence on external sources of savings
to meet the country's development financing needs,

Attracting more and better FDI becomes especially

stability on the external sector is needed to retain

important for a country like Sri Lanka with a low

foreign investor confidence on the medium to long-

level of domestic savings and weak public finances.

term outlook for the economy. This is all the more

Tax collection in Sri Lanka continues to be

important in view of Sri Lanka's rising exposure to

substantially low, with 2013 seeing the lowest tax-

external sector developments on multiple fronts, as

to-GDP ratio in recent years of just 11.6 per cent.

direct government foreign borrowing is increasingly

The norm is for this rate to be around 18 per cent

accompanied by indirect government foreign

for lower middle-income countries and nearly 25

borrowing and private sector borrowing.

per cent for upper middle-income countries.

It is to be hoped that the turnaround in export

Problems with revenue also seem to have translated

performance may also herald a change of fortunes

into reported delays in payments to government

in terms of FDI. Five years on from the end of the

suppliers (for instance, fertilizer importers and

war, FDI has been a most conspicuous under-

construction contractors). This strategy of pushing

performer in an otherwise bullish economy. Net

large settlements from one year to the next, serve

inflows of FDI in the immediate post-war period have

the purpose of meeting one year's budget deficit

not been materially higher than before, recording

target, but cause much cash flow distress to the

US$ 916 million in 2013 compared to US$ 941

firms involved, and in turn places severe pressure

million in 2012. Much of the recent FDI has been

on the banks from which the firms have taken

not in manufacturing expor t sectors, but in

advances. This undesirable cycle can only be

prominent mixed property development projects -

curbed with strengthening of government finances

the 'Altair Tower' set to be Sri Lanka's tallest building,

by the dual approach of curbing wasteful public

a US$ 600+ million mixed-used development by the

spending - including reining in loss making state-

country's leading conglomerate, a 5-star Shangri-

owned enterprises (SOEs) - and raising more

La Hotel and ITC Hotel, etc. While these will boost

government revenue. Of course, a pick-up in overall

growth in the short-term through construction and

economic activity, as well as higher imports, would

allied sector growth, and in the medium term through

see a recovery in revenues, given that much of Sri

allied services and employment creation, they have

Lanka's revenue comes from taxes on consumption.

little impact on technology transfer that boosts

But for a more sustainable increase in tax revenues,

longer term growth through positive spillovers on

more fundamental reforms to tax policy and tax

labour force skills and productivity of domestic
firms.

administration would be required.
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Attracting more
and better FDI
becomes especially important
for a country like
Sri Lanka with a
low level of domestic savings
and weak public
finances.

The fiscal deficit since the
end of the war
Rs.

Rs. Rs
. Rs.
Rs.
Rs. Rs.

Rs.
Rs.

Rs. Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

Rs.

In the five years since the end of the war, the fiscal

In this context, the improvements in the global

deficit has been slashed from 9.9 per cent of GDP

economic environment - reflected in a better export

in 2009 to 5.9 per cent in 2013. A positive feature

performance for Sri Lanka - is heartening. In Europe,

has been a continued commitment towards capital

the unprecedented confidence-building measures

expenditure. For a country requiring continuing

of the European Central Bank (ECB) during 2012-

investments in critical modern infrastructure -

13 stabilized distressed financial markets in the

whether it is connective infrastructure, technology

region. With investors once again buying into

infrastructure or social infrastructure (schools,

European sovereign bonds, consumer confidence

universities, etc.), Sri Lanka cannot afford to

gradually recovering, and cautious expansions by

compromise on public investments in items that lay

firms, Europe appears to be finally exiting a

the foundations for competitiveness and sustained,

recession, and joining the US in making an escape

inclusive growth.

from the prolonged slowdown. Yet, policy makers
appear nervous about the recovery not being robust

The downside has been that the infrastructure

enough.

development has been financed primarily through
foreign loans or projects implemented by foreign

Unemployment rates remain stubbornly high in

state-backed firms (notably, Chinese). Many of the

Europe, especially among younger workers. The

mega infrastructure projects have received strong

average youth unemployment rate is around 23.5

sovereign guarantees, for instance to the Road

per cent, much higher than pre-crisis (2008) levels

Development Authority (RDA) and other non-

of 14.5 per cent. This average masks worse

revenue generating state entities, leading to an

situations in specific countries. In Greece, Spain,

increase in the government's contingent liabilities

Portugal and Italy, the rates are as high as 56 per

as well. More worr yingly, and as previously

cent, 53 per cent, 40 per cent and 33 per cent,

mentioned, reliance on external borrowing has

respectively. Meanwhile, political shifts in the region

made Sri Lanka not only more vulnerable to external

are also adding to the concerns. Anxiety over

shocks but also weakened its ability to ride them

Russia's annexation of Crimea and its ripple effects

out.

on Europe, as well as the dimming hopes of tighter
political cooperation and fiscal coordination in the

4
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European Union (EU) to complement monetary

the story. But it is also explained by other factors.

integration, mean that the recovery remains fragile.

Several of the emerging economies that received
large 'hot money' flows in the post-crisis, liquidity-

In the US, meanwhile, the economy appears to be

flushed era, depended too much on global capital

making a decided escape from the slowdown, and

flows to finance their domestic demand. Their

has been posting steady growth and reductions in

currencies

unemployment. However, as the extraordinary

competitiveness, and eventually resulted in

monetary policy measures draw down in the US, it

untenable current account deficits.

appreciated,

eroding

expor t

remains to be seen how the global economy adjusts.
In the latter part of 2013, the beginning of the Fed

Much like how the Asian financial crisis unravelled

taper sent markets into a tail-spin, with emerging

inherent weaknesses in macro management and

market economies (EMEs) hit particularly hard as

financial markets in Asian economies, the aftermath

capital flight occurred and their currencies

of the global crisis together with the effects of the

depreciated sharply. In 2014, though, the taper

Fed taper have shone the spotlight on the

effects would have been priced-in by global

underlying risks and performance of a new cohort

investors, and many appear sanguine about the

of current EMEs. Although it was the EMEs that

remainder of the process. Yet, concerns stem from

demonstrated resilience in the aftermath of the

questions around the timing and speed of the Fed's

global downturn and helped buoy global growth

actions. If the ongoing recovery of the US economy

(despite the impact on them from contracted export

speeds up, and the Fed feels that it would lead to

demand), questions are now emerging on the

upward inflationary pressure, the taper may be

issues in these economies, as investors take a 'look

quickened. If this happens too fast, it may reverse

under the covers'. Several factors are influencing

the gains from the expansion in the first place. If it

this concern, particularly in five of the EMEs: India,

happens too slowly, the prolonged period of easy

Indonesia, Turkey, Brazil, and South Africa - where

money may create unstable asset-price bubbles

economic growth has reached a low plateau, fiscal

(similar to what happened in EMEs during the height

and current account deficits are rising, and minimal

of the US quantitative easing).

attempts at structural reforms are under way.

As tighter monetary conditions take root in the US

Nevertheless, it is without doubt that the entire

and Europe, global investors appear to have

global economy is in transition, with a shift in

become more risk-averse. A first sign of this has

economic vitality from the established industrialized

been the sharp year-on-year decline of 9.6 per cent

economies of Europe and North America, to

in net capital inflows to EMEs in 2013. 2 This

emerging economies in Latin America, Africa, and

scenario is a marked difference to what was seen

most prominently, Asia.

in the immediate aftermath of the global financial
crisis, where capital flows to EMEs soared, with

Investor appetite for emerging markets in these

global investors looking for alternative destinations

regions may have seen peaks and troughs, but has

to park their capital. On first glance, it may seem

remained alive. Nearly 15 years since the first

that this reversal in 2013, then, is mainly due to a

acronym for emerging markets was coined - BRICs

changing global climate and the drawdown of US

(Brazil, Russia, India, China), there has been a

quantitative easing. This certainly is a key part of

proliferation of acronyms and groupings - mostly

2

Tyson, L. (2014), “Sense and Sensibility in Emerging Markets”, available at http://www.project-syndicate.org/ commentary/laura-tysonsays-that-differentiation-of-country-and-sector-risk-will-determine-future-investment-flows [accessed on 9th May 2014].
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of the global recession, projected and actual growth

If there is one
overarching
feature of the
shifts in
economics,
geopolitics and
society in the 21st
Century, it is the
rise of Asia.

rates in emerging and developing Asia were often
as much as 6 percentage points higher on average
than that of advanced economies. In 2014 and 2015,
while advanced economies are set to grow at 2.2
and 2.3 per cent, emerging and developing Asia is
set to grow at 6.7 and 6.8 per cent, respectively.
This is higher also than the 4.9 per cent and 5.3
per cent forecast for the wider group of emerging
market and developing economies.
China, one of two regional anchors along with India,
has long surpassed Germany as the world's leading
exporter. Asian firms (Japanese automobiles, South
Korean electronics, Chinese e-commerce sites, etc.)

by portfolio investors and fund managers looking

are among the world's most valuable brands.

3

to come up with a new investment basket on EMEs.

Japanese and South Korean cars are ubiquitous

While many agree that strictly going by these for

on European roads, American technology giants like

investment decisions is not a prudent strategy, it

Apple source billions of dollars worth of advanced

does have the ability of highlighting to a wide

components from South Korean and Taiwanese

audience the profound shifts taking place in the

suppliers, and Chinese firms are buying into

global economy. More importantly, what is most

German, British and American companies across

conspicuous is how much Asia, as a region, features

a slew of sectors. Western multinationals and

prominently in this 'alphabet soup' of emerging

consumer brands have flocked to Asian cities to gain

markets groupings.
If there is one overarching feature of the shifts in
economics, geopolitics and society in the 21st

Projected growth rate
Emerging and developing Asia

Century, it is the rise of Asia. Asian economies particularly those in East and Southeast Asia as
well as India - are at the heart of the tectonic shifts
that are under way.
Asia is now home to about 60 per cent of the world's
people, generates around one-fourth of global
output (set to rise to half by 2050), and produces

Advanced economies

47 per cent of the world's manufacturing. With this
has come a rise in prosperity, with around one-third
of global middle-class spending accounted for by
Asians. The spectre of the Asian financial crisis that
badly hit some key economies has faded into distant
memory. In the six or so years following the onset

3
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a foothold in the growing market, as Asians aspire
to a Western standard of living, and increasingly,
can well afford it. Industry estimates suggest that
Asian consumers account for a half of the US$ 80
billion global luxury goods market.4 Technology
diffusion is not only enabling Asian firms to compete
better on a global scale but also giving rise to
disruptions in consumption patterns through ecommerce. China's Alibaba online marketplace, for
instance, now boasts 180 million users, handled
around US$ 250 billion worth of transactions in 2013
(more than eBay and Amazon combined), and has

But the rise of
Asia is by no
means a foregone
conclusion; many
factors will
influence the
future trajectory
of this rise.

filed for what is arguably the world's largest
technology Initial Public Offering (IPO) valued at
close to US$ 20 billion (higher than that of
Facebook's). Meanwhile, intra-Asian trade is proving
to be a most vital element of Asia's economic
vibrancy, post-crisis. Exports to China by the top10 exporting countries of the Association of South
East Asian Nations (ASEAN) now exceed their

But the rise of Asia is by no means a foregone
conclusion; many factors will influence the future
trajectory of this rise. Aside from numerous countryspecific challenges, some wider challenges merit
discussion, particularly in understanding the Asian
context in which Sri Lanka operates as well as in
drawing lessons for Sri Lanka's own growth efforts.

exports to either the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) region or the EU.

The nature of governance and the role of the state
has been a standout feature of the economic growth

Newer emerging Asian economies are also showing
promise. Indonesia, home to about 40 per cent of
ASEANs citizens (around 240 million people),
generates just under 40 per cent of its GDP. It has
risen to become the world's 15th largest economy,
surpassing the symbolic trillion dollar GDP mark in
2012. The Philippines is making great strides in
recovering from being 'the sick man of Asia',
following sweeping reforms. GDP grew by 7.2 per
cent in 2013, the fastest in ASEAN, and this too
despite the devastation wreaked by Typhoon
Haiyan. The Philippines sovereign debt was
upgraded to investment grade by ratings agencies
like Fitch, Standard & Poor's and Moody's, and the
countr y rose up 26 places in the Global
Competitiveness Index (since 2010) and 30 places
in the Doing Business Index.

trajector y of Asian countries. The strategic
government involvement in economic development
- across an array of activities - was conspicuous
for both its reach and efficacy. That the state should
have a role in deciding resource allocation and
economic production would have been a heretical
notion about a generation ago, as failed
experiments in strict central planning amply
demonstrated. But more recently, largely because
of the narrative built around the success of Asian
economies, the idea that the state does have a role
has much wider currency. Even developed countries
that would have earlier shunned such policies, have
been some of the strongest advocates of state
involvement, especially after the crisis - whether it
is the decision to bail out their banks (including
taking equity stakes in some of them), the decision
to provide government assistance to specific sectors
(for instance, the US automobile industry when it

4

Chadha, R. and P. Husband (2006), The Cult of the Luxury Brand: Inside Asia’s Love Affair With Luxury, Nocholas Brealy International,
London.
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was in trouble, or now the renewable energy
industry), or the decision to provide overall fiscal
stimulus and allow extraordinar y monetar y
expansions to spur growth.
The rise in wealth and affluence in Asia is startling,
but not surprising given the rapid growth seen there.
Industry estimates suggest that Chinese consumers
lap up 10 per cent of worldwide luxury sales, 5
Southeast Asian shoppers account for between
one-fourth and half of all purchases at designer
outlets in Europe,6 and despite mediocre economic
growth, Indian sales of high-end cars in 2013 rose
by between 15 to 30 per cent.7
Just 60 years ago, the picture in Asia was very
different. It was the world's poorest region. Strong
growth has lifted millions out of poverty. But much
remains to be done. The ADB estimates that around
1.7 billion people in Asia live on less than US$ 2 a
day, and roughly 800 million on less than US$ 1 a
day.8 Disparities exist among sub-regions of Asia
as well - poverty remains highest in South Asia and
is lowest in East Asia (driven mainly by China's
slashing of poverty from 85 per cent in 1990 to 30
per cent by 2008).
In addition to poverty, income inequality continues
to be a challenge for the region. According to further
ADB estimates, in the 12 countries that account for
more than four-fifths of Asia's population, income
disparities worsened over the last two decades.
During this period, the Gini-coefficient (measuring
inequality) in Asia has deteriorated sharply from 38
to 47.9 While the glitzy Chinese city of Shanghai
has achieved living standards similar to Portugal,
the number of poor in just eight Indian states is more

than in 26 of the poorest African countries
combined.
China is one of the first countries to see a push
back from people on this rising inequality,
particularly those rural workers who work in lowpaid jobs in the coastal industrial cities. Following
severe labour unrest in 2010, China was forced to
let wages rise by as much as 30 per cent. This trend
is only going to continue, in line with the new effort
at pivoting towards domestic consumption. In fact,
China's current five-year plan mandates that the
average official minimum wage across the country
must rise by at least 13 per cent every year. Pay
differentials between China's industrial regions and
the US cities, where the parent companies reside,
have narrowed. Chinese workers in Americanowned factories are reported to be now getting 25
per cent of the US pay rates, compared to just 5
per cent in 2000.
Another characteristic of the rise of Asia is the
seismic shift taking place in its demographic
structure. Asia is ageing at an unprecedented pace.
Emerging evidence suggests that this increase in
the 'ageing population' will occur more rapidly than
in the West, giving rise to numerous public policy

5

Mckkinsey and Company (2011), “Understanding China’s Growing Love for Luxury”, McKinsey Consumer and Shopper Insights, March
2011.

6

Bain and Company (various years), “Luxury Goods Worldwide Market Study”.

7

“India’s Luxury Car Sales Accelerating”, South China Morning Post, 10 February 2014, http://www.scmp.com/business/companies /article/
1424901/indias-luxury-car-sales-accelerating [accessed on 20 May 2014].

8

Global Development Network (2013), “Q&A with Takehiko Nakao, President, Asian Development Bank”, available at http://www.gdn.int/
html/feature_archive_detail.php?id=54#sthash.rRklMpjm.dpuf [accessed on 27 April 2014].
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challenges including financing of health care and

countries have been at the heart of environmental

social welfare (pensions, etc.). Some countries like

degradation, as Western manufacturers found lax

Japan and South Korea will experience this more

environmental laws an attractive feature of locating

rapidly than others like India and Indonesia. China

in many of these countries, while their own countries

will be particularly challenged, as its one-child policy

began to impose stringent standards.

will cause a sharp rise in old-age dependency.
Slowly, the demographic dividend - where the

China and India's appetite for coal and petroleum

working age population is higher than the population

to meet the growing energy demand has placed

of dependents - which helped many of these Asian

further stress on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

countries to attain rapid growth will wane.

The intensity of the 'capture fisheries' and
aquaculture industry (where nearly 70-90 per cent

Another prominent feature of the Asian

of production is in Asia) are putting immense

industrialization-led growth story has been the rapid

pressure on the natural fishery resource base.

urbanization of Asian cities, characterized by

Rising consumption and increased modernization

extensive rural-urban migration, heightened

has heightened this pressure. Meanwhile, a city

pressure on urban infrastructure like transport,

scape of an Asian mega-city is almost incomplete

water, housing and sanitation, and the concomitant

without the looming smog or haze. Such

rise in pollution. While the more newly industrialized

concentrations of smog and brown clouds over

countries in Asia such as China and India still do

Asian cities create many costs including rising

not have a majority urban population, the number

health costs. All of these appear to be influencing

of urban inhabitants is growing fast. It is estimated

changing weather patterns, including freak events.

that by 2025, over half of the population in Asia will

The frequency and the intensity of natural disasters

be urban.

in Asia are showing an increasing trend. During the
period 1980 to 2009, over 38 per cent of global

Urbanization is but one aspect of the growing

economic losses due to natural disasters were

concerns on the environmental outcomes of rapid

reported from Asia.10

growth. Asia's emergence as a significant player in
the global economy takes place at a time when

These are just some aspects of the overwhelming

global ecosystems and the environment are

evidence that suggests that Asia's impressive

undergoing vast transitions. It is now widely

economic growth has come at a significant cost to

accepted that Asia cannot grow under the same

local, national and global ecosystems. While

'pollute now clean later' pattern as the West. The

economic growth has brought some affluence in

realities of climate change do not allow

terms of physical wealth, associated damages to

environmental underpinnings of growth to be

ecosystems and a decline of ecosystem services

ignored. In fact, certain parts of Asia, especially

has created conditions that diminish the opportunity

countries located in the tropical region and in

for converting this wealth into true human welfare.

islands, are among the most vulnerable to impacts
of global climate change. Asia is facing serious

Pan-regional cooperation will be required if Asia is

environmental degradation issues linked to poor

to make any meaningful headway in tackling these

land use management, unsustainable energy

challenges - many of which have cross-border

consumption, and over-use of natural resources.

implications. But such cooperation may not be easy

The industrialization process in many Asian

to foster.

10

ADB (2012), ADB’s Response to Natural Disasters and Disaster Risks, Asian Development Bank, Manila.
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Global economic losses due to natural disasters
reported from Asia, 1980 to 2009

Across Asia, the geopolitical landscape is littered

strategic investments and assistance. Some argue

with hostilities. Some of the most critical ones are

that China's rising pre-eminence in Asia could be

the maritime tussles in the South and East China

countered by a growing US engagement in the

Seas, particularly between Japan and China;

region - rekindled by its 'pivot to Asia' strategy. The

demarcations of the Exclusive Economic Zone in

Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) appears to be the

the sea between China and the Philippines; and

key tool in this. It is not a typical trade deal; it

disputes linked to the Spratly Islands among China,

straddles trade, investment, and strategic economic

Vietnam, Brunei and Malaysia. Meanwhile, South

cooperation. Asian countries that are wary of the

and North Korea continue to be at loggerheads,

security implications of China's rise may warmly

oscillating between good relations to dangerous

welcome a heightened US presence in the region.

escalations. Farther West in Asia, the hostilities are

The TPP could prove to be a key factor in the US-

dominated by India and China as well as India and

China rivalry over economic leverage in the region,

Pakistan. In the former case, the two countries have

and a tool for Asia's other economies to hedge

long-standing tensions around the control of South

against the rise of China.

Tibet. In the latter case, the conflict around Jammu
and Kashmir has been the overwhelming narrative

All of these developments reveal how far Asia has

shaping the t wo countries' relations, and by

to go in terms of a common vision around its

extension, the region's. This is further complicated

ascendance. The closest effort towards bridging this

by the spillover of terrorist groups across borders,

is of course, the moves by ASEAN to establish a

proving to be a major destabilizing force.

fully fledged 'diplomatic and economic community'
by 2015. But one cannot forget that this is limited to

While India continues to be an influential anchor in

just a sub-set of Asian nations. Asia would need an

South Asia, China is strengthening its influence

ambitious regional effort of the type seen in Europe.

more broadly across the Asian region through

But this too is easier said than done.

10
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The European integration project was a farreaching exercise that required courage and vision
on the part of the region's political leaders, despite
centuries of bitter rivalries. Such progress seems
much farther away in Asia. Apart from ASEAN and
a few other regional and bilateral initiatives, Asia is
yet to see any far-reaching pan-Asian regional
integration efforts. Too many territorial conflicts are
continuing for too long without decisive resolution.
Unlike the 'European project', few political leaders
have emerged, willing to stake their careers to
further an 'Asian project'. Groups of countries swing
between fear/suspicion of, and mutual gain from,
the two regional giants - China and India. Little
regional cooperation on security and military affairs
prevail. And possibly most crucially, there is a
notable absence of pan-Asian institutional

Sri Lanka must
accept that strict
replication of
industrial
policies of the
type used
in East Asia
economies
would be
problematic
today.

arrangements and agreements (similar to the
European Commission) to further all these agendas
in a manner that is strong, consistent, and widely
accepted. While this does not for a moment suggest
that the rise of Asia will be less peaceful or benign,
it does throw up questions on the ability of the region
to rise as a whole.
European integration was also made relatively easy
by their shared history, culture, languages, and (for
the most part) political systems. In Asia, on the other
hand, the region is so vast geographically and so
diverse culturally and politically that it is hard to
proclaim that similar integration is possible. While
some countries in East Asia are globalizing rapidly
and boosting prosperity, parts of Central Asia and
South Asia are mired in poverty and backwardness.
While some countries operate thriving, and at times
cacophonous, democracies where the voices of the
many are heard over the tyranny of a few, other
countries are conspicuously and unashamedly
undemocratic or authoritarian at best, and despotic
at worst. Economic systems, too, do not cohere to
a common model. The state-capitalism practised in
China is vastly different to the liberal capitalism seen
in Japan or Thailand. Meanwhile, countries like

For Sri Lanka, the lessons from Asia's ascendancy
are many, as are the opportunities and pitfalls. Sri
Lanka's own economic policy orientation post-2005
reflects many of the East and Southeast Asian
characteristics, with a strong state-led approach to
development. State par ticipation in public
infrastructure projects, putting a freeze on
privatization of SOEs, selective support to certain
domestic industries, etc., have been key features
of this stance. As seen in much of East Asia, this
approach is not unprecedented. Many East Asian
governments went beyond the standard neoclassical interpretation of 'getting the fundamentals
right'. They proactively pursued industrial policy in
bringing about structural adjustment and upgrading
their respective economies. They cleverly prioritized
infrastructure projects and ensured they were costeffective and in line with industrial policy. They
geared education and skill development policies to
complement targeted future growth sectors. Thus,
the overwhelming lesson from the experiences of
East Asia was that the role of the state needs to be
strategic and coherent, across industrial policy,
infrastructure development, and education.

Vietnam, Singapore, Myanmar, and indeed Sri
Lanka, contain features of both.
11
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Yet, Sri Lanka must accept that strict replication of

robust social security programmes now to ensure

industrial policies of the type used in East Asia

that welfare financing is sustainable and not a drag

economies would be problematic today. For one,

on the economy. The current social protection

global trade rules have changed, making it almost

programmes are either under-financed, or lack the

impossible to adopt the kind of conspicuous

coverage and coherence, to be able to effectively

protectionism employed by these economies.

cater to the looming demographic shift.

Secondly, most countries do not have the same
political systems, which enable a heavy-handed

The health sector too will need to evolve to cope

approach to public policy making. Thus, for instance,

with the growing health care needs of an ageing

the South Korean model of fostering large

population. The present public health care system

conglomerates - the chaebols - with very close

has not kept pace with these changes, and if this is

linkages to elected officials, would not be easy today.

not addressed, the ageing population could be left

Thirdly, many countries aiming to provide state

with a large private health expenditure burden. While

support to spur growth may not have the fiscal space

catering to these social welfare needs of an ageing

required to do so. South Korea, for instance, was

population, Sri Lanka would need to keep growing

able to use vast amounts of concessionary aid as

in order to finance them. This becomes problematic

well as war reparation fees paid by the US to invest

with a shrinking working-age population. So,

in its heavy and chemical industry drive. Countries

encouraging more women to join the workforce,

may also not necessarily have the technocratic

revisiting restrictive labour laws that discourage

capabilities to cleverly and effectively identify which
industries are to be supported and promoted. Unlike

hiring, providing opportunities for retirees to engage
in productive activities, and making the existing

Latin America's tryst with industrial policies, which

working population more productive to counteract

handed out government support to strong and weak

the rising dependency ratio, are critical areas for

performers alike, in Asia, firms with perceived high

policy makers to focus on.

potential were ex-ante identified and only those
received help and many of these firms went on to

On the latter-most aspect of boosting the

be best-in-class performers. Yet, a misstep in

productivity and skills of the population, too, Sri

devising this could mean a severe misallocation of

Lanka has much to learn from the experience of

resources, leading to rent-seeking and crony

Asian economies. The success of Asian education

capitalism at best, and gross inefficiencies at worst.

systems has its roots in a well-thought-out and
constantly-improving strategy. Some of the critical

As in many Asian countries, Sri Lanka is set to join

success factors emerging from the comparative

the ranks where an ageing population is on the rise.

analysis are the strategies employed to improve

In less than 20 years from now, the elderly
population of Sri Lanka is expected to reach over
20 per cent of the total population and subsequent
to that, one in every four people will be a pensioner.
This places a massive economic burden both in
terms of the costs of welfare financing as well as
the costs of potentially slower growth due to the
fewer numbers of working-age people. As can be
seen in countries like Japan where this shift is well
under way, the biggest risk lies in welfare financing.
Age-related social security spending has soared
over the last 20 years. Sri Lanka needs to invest in
12
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teacher quality and attract the best talent into the
teaching profession; improvements made to school
systems, curriculum and teaching methods; and
enhancements to budgetar y allocations to
education (schools in particular) while ensuring
accountability and performance in line with the
finances spent by the state. Sri Lanka lags well
behind on all of these aspects, stemming
particularly from weak management and allocation
of resources - be it teachers or finances - and the
lack of accountability and weak governance at
different levels of education delivery.
Meanwhile, in Sri Lanka too, a faster rate of
urbanization will bring its own challenges, although
with an urbanization level of just 18 per cent, the
country is much less urbanized than its counterparts
in Asia. A history of spatially spread investments in

Sri Lanka needs
to identify key
urban areas into
which industries
and FDI can be
channelled, and
build the energy,
housing, and
environmental
management
infrastructure
around it.

social infrastructure coupled with successive
initiatives to take industrial activities outside of the

these changes. The experience of Japan shows

Western Province has meant that Sri Lanka did not

the importance of investing early in urban public

see intensive urban centres emerge, except for a

transport that facilitates urbanization by connecting

few districts. A large influx of rural migrants was

peripheral workers to productive jobs in cities.

also not seen on the scale of that in other Asian

Already Sri Lanka appears to be late on this,

countries. The reason could be twofold. On one

evidenced by the crippling traffic jams faced by

hand, rural poverty in Sri Lanka has not been as

urban commuters daily in Colombo and major

acute as in many of these Asian countries, and

suburbs. As evidence from many Asian cities shows,

welfare services like health are well located across

urbanization does have strong agglomeration

the country. On the other hand, it may also be

effects. Industries clustering closer together can

because, while the Western Province cities did grow

spur productivity and innovation, while raising

commercially, the growth, and resultant incomes,

worker incomes. Like in Malaysia, Sri Lanka needs

was not outstanding enough to attract migrants in

to identify key urban areas into which industries and

any significant way. In contrast, the population in

FDI can be channelled, and build the energy,

China's southern coastal cities grew very rapidly

housing, and environmental management

due to the thousands of export-oriented production

infrastructure around it. As Sri Lanka is relatively

facilities being located there, which proved to be a

new to this, the country is at an advantage in being

strong attraction for rural migrants seeking better

able to better plan and foster inclusive and

incomes than in their villages.

sustainable urbanization.

However, as post-war growth and the middle-

While a rapid urban regeneration programme has

income transition bring with it changes in incomes,

already begun in many parts of the metro Colombo

living patter ns, and aspirations, issues of

region, due considerations must also be given to

urbanization is becoming a policy concern. The

the welfare of populations being resettled in

experiences of Asian countries have much to offer

unfamiliar locations, the societal upheaval due to

Sri Lanka in understanding how best to manage

severing of existing community ties, and the
13
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implication of relocation on livelihoods of workers
(especially informal workers). While the ongoing
urban regeneration efforts appear to be very much
centrally-planned and implemented, which makes
sense given the finances required for it, it is also
important to consider the governance implications
of this strategy. Not all urban regeneration across
the country would, or ought to, be tackled centrally,
and local authorities like Municipal Councils outside
the metro-Colombo area need to be empowered to
deliver better urban facilities to their constituents.
To avoid facing the same pitfalls of environment
pollution across many Asian countries, Sri Lanka
needs to tighten its policies and institutional
frameworks that govern environmental protection
and prevent ecosystem degradation. Re-arming

Sri Lanka
cannot
forget that it
lies in an
enviable
geographical
location that
connects
this rising Asia
with the rest of
the world.

ineffectual laws, implementing comprehensive plans

governance, and the willingness to disregard

that have already been drawn up, better

environmental consequences in favour of rapid

coordination between responsible agencies to

industrialization, etc. Sri Lanka's conditions are

ensure maximum impact, and finding new ways to

different, and following the Asian trajector y

minimize the environmental impact of industrial

identically may not be feasible or desirable. Yet, there

activities, are crucial strategies.

are salutary lessons to draw from Asia's rise, both
for Sri Lanka's own development journey but also

With the end of the post-crisis era of easy credit

in understanding how best to latch on to it.

and the slowing down of funds to emerging market
economies like those in Asia, countries are going

There may be debates on its style and scale, its

to have to focus more closely on growth-boosting

nature and intent, but the fact remains that Asia's

structural reforms to attract finance and investment

rise is here, and will be a defining feature of the

to spur the next wave of development. For Sri Lanka,

next few decades. Sri Lanka needs to better

too, the challenge is similar. With the post-war

understand how it fits in. Amidst this, Sri Lanka

growth bump decisively over and a costly but

cannot forget that it lies in an enviable geographical

essential infrastructure drive financed with borrowed

location that connects this rising Asia with the rest

funds under way, undertaking the critical reforms

of the world. While looking at latching on to rising

to ensure a sustained growth trajectory cannot be

Asia, Sri Lanka cannot ignore countries to its West

ignored. If Asia's experiences have taught any

- whether it is in Africa, the Middle East, or traditional

lessons, it is that fundamentally strong economies

partners in the industrialized West. Although many

with the right policies in place and having done

are quick to assume it, the countries in Europe and

reforms when needed, have been able to

North America are not in systemic decline. They will

successfully navigate multiple global storms and

continue to be poles of innovation, creativity,

remain on a path of economic ascendance. Of

consumption, and global leadership, and failing to

course, there were inherent advantages that did

recognize that and navigate accordingly, will only

help; for instance, a favourable demographic

be to Sri Lanka's peril.

structure, developmental state models of
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1' m%;m
s ;a;s m¾hdf,dalh

2

009 uehs udifha wú .egqï wjikaùfuka jir
myla .;jk úg Y%S ,xldfõ wd¾Ólh ia:djr
wd¾Ól mßKdóh udj;lg fhduqj mj;S'
mYapd;a hqo iufha Y%S ,xldj wjodkï iy.; úfoaYh
S
f.jqï ;;ajhl isg 2012 § cd;Hka;r uQ,H wruqo,
iu. iydh ,nd .ekSfï fmdfrd;a;= .súiqula
id¾:l ^Stand-by Agreement& f,i we;s lr
.ekSug iu;a úh' 2000 - 2009 ld, mßÉfþofha§
ishhg 5'5 jQ o'foa' ksIamdÈ;h mYapd;a hqo iufha§
7'5 la jQ w;r 2014 § th ishhg 7 o blaujkq we;ehs
.Kkh lr we;' WoaOuk wkqmd;h oyhlg jvd
wvq uÜgul jir myla ;siafia mj;ajd .ekSu 2014
fmnrjdß udifha§ iksgqyka úh' ±ka fuu rgg
w¾nQoj,ska msß hqfrdamSh rgj,g ,nd .; fkdyels
;rï wvq wkqmd;hlg cd;Hka;r m%d.aOk fj<|
fmdf<ka Kh ,nd .ekSfï yelshdjla mj;S' lemS
fmfkk mq¿,a m%isoaO há;, myiqlï bÈlsÍu
fõ.fhka isÿ jk w;r rg úfoaYSh wdfhdack
wdl¾IKh lr .ekSfï kj /,a,l iy l,dmfha
m%n, wd¾Ól flakaøhla njg m;aùug wdikakfha
isà' tfy;a wd¾Ólh mYapd;a hqo iufha mj;sk
jdis iy.; ;;ajh iïmQ¾Kfhkau w;alr .ekSug
wfmdfydi;aùfï iy tys yelshdjkag jvd wvq
uÜgul l%shd;aul jkafkahehs l,lsÍulao mj;S'
fï ms<sn|j lemS fmfkk i,l=Kla jkafka iDcq
úfoia wdfhda c kj, wvq j¾Okfhka ±la f jk
fm!oa.,sl wdfhdackj, mj;sk ukao.dó j¾Okhhs's
fuh miq.sh udi oy wg ;siafia foaYSh fm!oa.,sl
wdfhdackh yd fm!oa.,sl wxYfha Kh ,nd .ekSu
b;d wvq uÜgul mej;Sfuka ms<sìUq ±lafõ' 2012
foieïn¾ udifha § uQ,H m%;sm;a;sfha ,sys,a lsÍu
iksgqyka lrñka 2013 jir mqrdu mdfya;a 2014
olajd;a mej;s wvq fmd,S wkqmd;h fm!oa.,sl wxYhg
jeäfhka Kh §ula njg mßj¾;kh jQfha ke;'
2013 § Kh j¾Okh ishhg 7'5 l w,ij mej;s
w;r 2014 wfm%a,a jk úg th ishhg 3'3 olajd ;j;a
my; jeáK'

2013 o'foa' ksIamdÈ;h ishhg 7'3 la jkq we;ehs
.Kkh lrhs' tfy;a id¾j wd¾Ól o¾Yl Y%S ,xld
wd¾Ólfha fjkia fjñka mj;s k .;s l hka
iïmQ¾Kfhkau .%yKh lr .ekSug iu;aj we;ao
hk m%Yak u;=fjñka mj;S' ksoiqkla jYfhka bÈ
lsÍfï wxYh 2013 § ishhg 14'4 lska j¾Okh jqjo
isfuka;s wf,úh j¾Okh ù we;af;a ishhg 2'9
lsks' bÈlsÍï wxYh 2012 § ishhg 21'6 lska j¾Okh
jQ úg isfuka;s wf,úh ishhg 28'7 la úh'1
mYapd;a hqo iufha Y%S ,xld wd¾Ólfha fjkia fjñka
mj;sk jHqyh óg wv jYfhka fya;= úh yelsh'
miq.sh jirj, j¾Okfha jeä jYfhkau lemS
fmfkk uQ , dY% jQ f ha foa Y S h fj<| fkdjk
wxYfhks' fuys m%Odk jQfha f;d. yd is,a,r
fj<|du" bÈlsÍï iy Wmfhda.s;d jeks fj<|dï
fkdjk ld¾ñl ls%hdldrlïh' rcfha l%shdldß;ajh
ie,lsh hq;= uÜgul mj;sk wxY o mj;S' túg
fm!oa.,sl wxYfha Kh i|yd we;s b,a¨u w,iùu
widudkH fohla o fkdfõ' úYd, msì§ula we;s
wxYj, fm!oa.,sl wdfhdackh i|yd we;s wjia:d
idfmalaI jYfhka iSñ;h'
ixLHd w;r mj;sk fkd.e,mSug ;j;a fya;=jla
úh yela f la is ÿ fjñka mj;s k wd¾Ól
l%shdldrlïj, iajNdjh mj;sk cd;sl .sKqï l%u
fõohg iïmQ¾Kfhkau yiq fkdùuhs' fuh ksjerÈ
lsÍu i|yd rcfha ixLHd f,aLk ld¾hd,h cd;sl
.sKqï ieliSu ixfYdaOkh l< hq;af;a flfiao iy
mj;s k l% u fõo hdj;a l d,S k ls Í fï jeo.;a
m%h;akhg msúfiñka isà' cd;sl .sKqï ieliSu
zkej; mokï lsÍuZ tkï wd¾Ólfha úúO wxYj,
ixhq;sh yd m%udKh ±laùSu i|yd jvd;a uE; jirl
wd¾Ól ;;ajh .ek ±laula ,nd .ekSu" o;a; /
ialsÍu iy ú.%yh jeä ÈhqKq lsÍfï m%h;akh flf¾
we;s úYajdih Yla;su;a lsÍug ksielfhkau fya;=
jkq we;'
2014 fojk w¾Ofha § jirlg wdikak ld,hla
fmd,S wkq m d;h wvq uÜgul mej;S u ks i d
i
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fm!oa.,sl wxYfha Kh by< hkq we;ehs wfmalaId
flf¾' fm!oa.,sl iud.ï wdfhdack mq¿,a lsÍu
i|yd b;d wvq uÜgul mj;sk Kh ,nd .ekSfï
msßjehg m%;spdr olajk njg i,l=Kq ±kgu;a
úoHudk fõ' flfia jq j ;a 2014 jif¾ b;s ß
fldgfiao fmd,S wkqmd;h my< uÜgu mej;sh yels
ksid j;alï ñ, by<hEu .ek iy fmd,S wkqmd;
È.= l,la wvq uÜgfï mj;skafka kï ,sys,a uQ,H
m% ; s m ;a ; s h ls k a Woa O uk mS v khla we;s ls Í fï
wjodku .eko n,OdÍka ie,ls,a, fhduq l< hq;=h'
u. yeßh hq;= jkafka uQ,H m%;sm;a;sh mq¿,a f,i
,sys,a lsÍfï m<uq jgfha § 2010$11 ld,fha § fuka
mßfNdackh i|yd jQ Kh b,a¨fï jeäùula kej;
we;sùuh' th cd;Hka;r rka ñ, my; jeàu;a iu.
k;r jQ zWlia lsÍfï msì§uZ yd ne¢K' wdikak jQ
f.jqï fYaI w¾nQoh u.yeÍu i|yd 2012 § mshjr
lSmhla .kakd ,§' tkï wdkhk ;Sre nÿ kej;
.e,mSu" úksuh wkqmd;h l<ukdlrKfha fjkila"
nexl= u; Kh §fï Wmßu iSudjla mekùu jeks
foah' fï wjia:dfõ § o id¾j wd¾Ól wia:dhS Ndjh
ms<sn|j i,l=Kq u;=jk úg l,a;shdu nqoaêu;a
m%;sm;a;s m%;spdr olajkafka kï m%;sm;a;s mßirfha
fkdfjkia njla we;s lrk w;r fm!oa.,sl wxYhg
wdfhdackh lsÍug Èßu;a lsÍula o jkq we;'
2014 wjidk Nd.fha § Kh i|yd we;s b,a¨u kej;
jrla jeäùu;a iu. fmd,S wkqmd;fha by< hEula
isÿúh yelsh' fuh ishqï f,i iu ;=,kh l< hq;=h'
Y%S ,xldj ;u nÿ uqo,a ysÕh uQ,HKh lsÍu i|yd
NdKavd.dr ì,am;a iy ne÷ïlr wf,ú lsÍug jeä
jeäfhka úfoaYSh wdfhdack u; /£ isáhs' fmd,S
wkqmd; ;jÿrg;a my; jefgkafka kï NdKavd.dr
ne÷ïlr fmd,S wdodhï úfoaYSh wdfhdaclhkag
t;rï wdl¾IKSh jkafka ke;' NdKavd.dr ne÷ïlr
m%;s,dN iy rdcH ne÷ïlr m%;s,dN w;r we;s
me;sreu b;d iq¿ uÜgulg meñKsh fyd;a uqo,a
tallfha wjodkï ;;ajh by< f.dia we;ehs is;k
úfoaY wfhdaclhka ;u wdfhdack úlsKSug mshjr
.kq we;' ke;skï wju jYfhka remsh,a NdKvd.dr
ì,a m;a iy ne÷ïlrj, wkd.;fha wdfhdackh
lsÍfuka j<lskq we;' fuh ±kg isÿfjñka mj;sk
tfukau rchg w;HjYH jk m%d.aOk /ia lsÍug
wys;lr fia n,mdhs'
fmd,S wkqmd; by< hEug ;=vq fok ;j;a idOlhla
jkafka tlai;a ckmofha iqúfYaIS uQ,H mshjr
ii

^tla i ;a ckmo f*vr,a ixÑ;h m% u dKd;a u l
myiqlsÍu& bj;a lr .ekSuhs' tlai;a ckmo wd¾Ól
ks I a m dÈ;h fkdlvjd by<hEu;a m% u dKd;a u l
myiqlr
s u
S ;a ksid f.da,h
S fmd,S wkqmd; by<g hEfï
m%jk;djhla we;s jsh yels w;r ta ksid Y%S ,xldfõo
wka;¾ cd;sl Kh .ekSfï msßjeh by< hkq we;'
ndysr cx.u .sKqfuka u;=jk uyd mSvkhla ke;s
ksid ±kg remshf,a w.h ia:djrj mj;S' wdkhk
úhofï u| jeäùu yd ne÷K wmkhk wdodhï h:d
;;ajhg m;aùu" iïfm%aIK wdodhï m%n, f,i
jeäùu ^l,ska jirj,g jvd wvq jqjo& ixpdrl
wdodhï m%n, f,i j¾Okhùu hk ish,a, cx.u
.sKqfï ysÕh my; ±óug bjy,a fõ' 2012 § o' foa'
ksIamdÈ;fhka ishhg 6'6 lajQ th 2013 § ishhg 3'9
olajd my; jegqK w;r 2014 § ;j;a my; jeàug
bv we;' 2014 uq , a ld¾;= f jka ,efnk ix{d
wfmalaIdiy.;h' 2014 uq,a ld¾;=fõ§ wmkhk
wdodhï ie,lsh hq;= m%udKhlska ^ 2013 jif¾ tu
ld¾;=j yd ieie£fï § ishhg 16'8 lska& by< hEu
ish¨ ldKavj,ska olakg ,eîu ndysr mßirh h<s
ke.sàfï o¾Ylhls'
wmkhk l%h
s dldß;ajh Y%S ,xldjg hym;a wdrxÑhls'
rfÜ wd¾Ólh jvd;a wjodkï iy.; jkafka uqo,a
wxYfhah' rcfha ixÑ; m%udKh fvd,¾ ì,shk 9
lg wêl jqjo ta ish,a, iukaú; jkafka talrdYS
jQ Khj,sks' rfÜ ixj¾Ok uQ,H wjYH;d i|yd
ndysr b;sreï uQ,dY% flf¾ jeä jeäfhka r|d isàu
iu. wd¾Ólfha uOH ld,Sk iy È.= ld,Sk úfoaYSh
wdfhdacl úYajdih mj;ajd .ekSu i|yd ndysr
wxYfha ia:djr;ajh mj;ajd .ekSu wjYHh' fuh
jvd;a jeo.;a jkafka rdcH iDcq úfoaY Kh .ekSï
jeä jeäfhka rdcH jl% Kh .ekSï yd fm!oa.,sl
wxYfha Kh .ekSï yd ne£ mej;Sfuka ndysr wxYfha
úúO fmruqKq j, j¾Okhkag YS% ,xldj jeä
jeäfhka ksrdjrKhùu ksidh'
wmkhk l%shdldß;ajh by< hEu úfoaYSh iDcq
wdfhdack iïnkaOfhka o hym;a ;;ajhla we;s
lrkafkahehs wfmalaId flf¾' hqoaOh wjikaj jir
myla .; jqjo fjk;a wxYj, uy;a .;sl;ajhla
fmkakqï lrk wd¾Ólhl iDcq úfoaYSh wdfhdack
lemS fmfkkafka tys ukao.dó j¾Okfhks' hqoaOh
wjikaj .;jQ jir my ;=< rgg .,d wd Y=oaO iDcq
úfoaYSh wdfhdack m%udKh Bg fmr mej;s ;;ajhg
jvd fjkia jkafka ke;' 2013 § iDcq úfoaYSh
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wdfhdack fvd,¾ oY ,laI 916 la jQ w;r 2012 §
úfoaYSh wdfhdackh jQfha fvd,¾ oY ,laI 941 ls'
fuu iDcq úfoaYSh wdfhdack jeä jYfhkau fhduq
jQfha wmkhk ksIamdok wxYhg fkdj" weußlka
fvd,¾ oY ,laI 600 lg jeä wdfhdackhla jk Y%S
,xldfõ Wiu f.dvke.s,a, úh yels zwe,afghd¾
gj¾Z nyq ld¾h ixj¾Ok jHdmD;sh" ;re mfya
fydag,a jk Ika.,
s% d iy whsàiS fydag,a jeks bÈlsÍï
i|ydh' fujeks jHdmd;Skaf.ka flá ld,Skj
bÈlsÍï iy Bg iïnkaê; wxYj,;a" uOH ld,Skj
iïnkaê; fiajd iy /lshd W;amdokfhka j¾Okh
by< kxjk kuq;a ;dlaIK mejÍula fkdjk ksid
Y% u n,ldfha l= i ,;d" iy foa Y S h iud.ïj,
M,odhs;djfha idOkSh j¾Okhlska §¾>ld,Sk
n,mEula jkafka ke;'
jvd;a fyd| iDcq úfoaYSh wdfhdack wdl¾IKh lr
.ekSu foaYSh b;sreï my< uÜgul mj;sk" ÿ¾j,
rdcH uQ,H ;;ajhla mj;sk Y%S ,xldj jeks rgj,g
úfYaIfhka jeo.;ah' nÿ /ia lsÍu Y%S ,xldfõ my;a
uÜgul mj;S ' th 2013 § o'foa ' ks I a m dÈ;hg
wkqmd;hla jYfhka ishhg 11'6 la ùfuka uE;
jirj, mej;s wvqu wkqmd;h jd¾;dúh' my< uOHu
wdodhï ,nk rgj,a i|yd nÿ /ialsÍfï wkqmd;fha
idudkH kshuh ishhg 18 la muK jk w;r by<
uOHu wdodhï ,nk rgj,a i|yd th ishhg 25 la
f,i ie,fla'
wdodhï ,eîu ms < s n |j we;s s .eg¨ rcfha
iemhq ï lrejka g ^ks o iq k a jYfhka fmdfydr
wdkhklrejkag iy bÈlsÍï fldka;%d;alrejkag&
f.ùï m%udoùïj,g fya;= jk nj jd¾;d fõ' úYd,
f.ùï jirlska ;j;a jirlg f.k hEu jif¾
whjeh ysÕh b,lal lr .;a uÜgfï mj;ajd
.ekSfï Wmdh ud¾.hg .e,fmk kuq;a th wod,
iud.ïj, uqo,a ixjrKh flf¾ úYd, n,mEï we;s
lrk w;r tu iud.ïj,g w;a;sldrï ,nd ÿka
nexl=j,go nrm;< ;;ajhls' fuu whym;a pl%h
iSud l< yels jkafka mdvq ,nk rdcH jHjidh
flf¾ iSud mekùu we;=¿j rcfha wkjYH úhoï
md,kh lsÍfï iy rdcH wdodhï jvd;a by<
kexùfï oaú;aj m%;sm;a;shlsks' tfy;a Y%S ,xldfõ
rdcH wdodhfuka jeäu m%udKhla mßfNdackh
ms<sn| nÿj,ska ,efnk ksid iuia; wd¾Ól lghq;=
by< hEfuka iy wdkhk jeäùfuka wdodhï ;;ajh
h<s by< hd yelsh' tfy;a nÿ wdohfï mj;ajd .;

yels j¾Okhla i|yd nÿ m%;sm;a;sfha iy nÿ
mßmd,kfha uQ,l
s m%;f
s YdaOk jvd;a wjYH jkq we;'
2009 § o' foa' ksIm
a dÈ;fha wkqmd;hla jYfhka ishhg
9'9 la jQ nÿ wdodhï ys.h ^Fiscal Deficit& hqoaOh
wjikaù jir myla .; jk úg 2-013 § ishhg 5'9
olajd wvqù we;' YS% ,xldj jeks rglg wjYHjkafka
;SrKd;aul kùk há;, myiqlï jk tlsfklg
hd flfrk há;, myiqlï fyda ;dlaIK há;,
myiqlï fyda ^mdi,a" úYaj úoHd, jeks& iudc há;,
myiq l ïj, fkdlvjd wdfhda c kh ls Í uh'
;r.ldß;ajfha iy ish¨ fokd we;=<;a lr .kakd
ixj¾Okfha mokï Yla;su;a lsÍfï § Y%S ,xldjg
iïuq;Ska we;s lr .; fkdyelsh'
wjdisodhl ;;ajh jkafka há;, myiqlï ixj¾Okh
uQ,sl jYfhkau úfoia Khj,ska fyda úfoia rdcH
wkq . % y h
,nk
iud.ïj,s k a
^úfYaIfhkau Ök& l%shd;aul lrk jHdmD;Ska ùuh'
±jeka; há;, myiqlï jHdmD;Ska fndfyduhlg
m%n, rdcH iy;slhla ysñ fõ' ksoiqkla jYfhka
ud¾. ixj¾Ok wêldßh iy wdodhï ckkh
fkdlrk fjk;a rdcH wdh;k i|yd ,nd § we;s
iy;slj,ska rcfha wdm;sl j.lSï by< hEug ;=vq
foa' lki,a,g jvd;a fya;= jkafka l,ska i|yka
l< wdldrhg msg;ska Kh .ekSu flf¾ úYajdih
/|ùu ksid Y%S ,xldjg ndysr le,öïj,ska mSvdjg
m;aùfï yelshdjla mj;sk w;r tajdfhka f.dv
taug we;s yelshdjo ÿ¾j, lrhs'
fuu ika o ¾Nfha § Y% S ,xldfõ wmkhk
l%shdldß;ajfha by<hEfuka ms<sìUq jk wdldrhg
f.da,Sh wd¾Ól mßirfha j¾Okh Èß.kajk iq¨h'
2012 - 13 ld, mßÉfþofha hqfrdamSh uy nexl=j
mSvdjg m;a uQ,H fj<| fmd< ia:djr lsÍug fmr
fkdjq úrE mshjr f.k we;' kej; jrla hqfrdamSh
rdcH ne÷ïlr flf¾ wdfhdaclhka fhduqùu;a iu.
mdßfNda.sl úYajdih kej; msì§u;a iud.ï jvd;a
m%fõYï f,i mq¿,a lsÍu;a ±lsh yelsh' hqfrdamh
wjidkfha§ wd¾Ól wjmd;fhka ñ§ tlai;a ckmoh
iu. tlaù l,la ;siafia mej;s miqnEfuka f.dv
tk nj fmfka' tfy;a fuu h<s ke.sàu m%udKj;a
wdldrhg Yla;su;a ke;ehs m%;sm;a;s iïmdolhka
;=< ìhla o mj;S'

iii
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hqfrdamfha ú/lshd wkqmd;h" úfYaIfhkau ;reK
fiajlhka w;r ;ju;a by< uÜgul mj;S' idudkH
;reK ú/lshd wkqmd;h ishhg 23'5 la jk w;r
th w¾nQohg fmr 2008 mej;s ishhg 14'5 g jvd
fnfyúka jeäh' fuu idudkHfhka ksYaÑ; rgj,
mj;sk jvd;a krl ;;ajh fmkakqï lrkafka ke;'
.%Sish" iamd[a[h" mD;=.d,h iy b;d,sh hk rgj,
ú/lshd wkqmd;h wkq ms<sfj<ska ishhg 56" ishhg
53" ishhg 40" yd ishhg 33 la ;rï by<h' fï w;r
l,dmfha we;sjk foaYmd,k fjkialï o wúksYaÑ;
Ndjh jeä lrjhs' reishdj l%sñhdj wE|d .ekSu yd
hqfrdamh ;=< bka we;s lrk n,mEï fukau hqfrdamd
ix.ufha uQ,H ixl,khg mßmQrK jYfhka jvd;a
±ä foa Y md,k iyfhda . s ; dj iu uQ , H
iïnkaëlrKh .ek ;snq n,dfmdfrd;a;= ySkùu;a
iu. h<s ke.S isàfï ÿ¾j, iajNdjh fmkakï
q lrhs'
fï w;r tlai;a ckmofha wd¾Ólh meyeÈ,sju
miq.dó ;;ajfhka ñ§ m%n, j¾Okhla yd ú/lshdfõ
wvqùula jd¾;d lrhs' flfia jqj;a tlai;a ckmofha
iqúfYaIS uQ,H m%;sm;a;s mshjr bj;a lr .ekSu;a
iu. f.da,Sh wd¾Ólh Bg yev .efikafka flfiao
hkak .ek úuis,su;a úh hq;=h' 2013 w. Nd.fha§
fuu mshjr l%shd;aul ùu;a iu. fj<| fmd<
jHdl+, ;;ajhla we;s ù ke.S tñka mj;sk wd¾Ól
j,ska m%d.aOkh m,d hEu;a iu. tu rgj, uqo,a
tallhkays w.h ;shqKq f,i wjm%udKh úh' kuq;a
2014 § bj;a lr .ekS f ï n,mEu f.da , S h
wdfhdaclhka ñ, ;SrKh lsÍfï § ie,ls,a,g .;a
w;r l%shdj,sfha b;sß fldgi .ek wfmalaIdiy.;j
isák nj fmfka' tfy;a ixÑ; mshjf¾ ld,h iy
fõ.h .ek u;=jk m%Yak .ek lkiai,a,la mj;S'
tlai;a ckmofha wd¾Ólfha h<s ke.S isàu fõ.j;a
jkafka kï iy th WoaOuk mSvkh jeä lsÍug
fya;= jkafkahehs is;kafka kï bj;a lr .ekSu
fõ.j;a úh yelsh' fuh fõ.j;aj isÿ jqjfyd;a
m<uqfjkau jHdma;f
s ha ch.%yK wdmiq yerfjkq we;'
th jvd;a fifuka isÿ jqjfyd;a myiqfjka uqo,a
,nd .ekSfï ld,h jvd;a È.=ù foafmd< jákdlï
by< hEfï ^tlai;a ckmofha m%udKd;aul myiq
ls Í fï WÉp;u wjia : dfõ ke.S tñka mj;s k
wd¾Ólj, is ÿ jQ wdldrhg& wia : djr ;;a j hla
ks¾udKh úh yelsh'
tlai;a ckmofha iy hqfrdamfha ±ä uQ,H ;;ajhka
uq,a nei .ks;au f.da,Sh wdfhdaclhka wjodkï u.
iv

yßk nj fmfka' fuys m<uq i,l=K jkafka 2013 §
ke.S tñka mj;sk wd¾Ólhkag ^EME& .,d wd Y=oaO
m%d.aOkh jir wkqj .Kka ne,Sfï § ishhg 9'6
S uQ,H w¾nQoh
lska my; jeàuhs'2 fuu ;;ajh f.da,h
ksuùfuka miqj mej;s ;;ajhg yd;amisku
a fjkiah'
tys§ f.da,Sh wdfhdaclhka ;u m%d.aOkh fhoùug
úl,am ia:dk fidhd hEfï§ u;=fjñka mj;sk
wd¾Ólhkag .,d wd m%d.aOkh YS>f
% hka by< heúK'
neÆ ne,aug 2013 § fuu ;;ajh wdmiq yeÍu" m%Odk
jYfhkau f.da,Sh jd;djrKh fjkiaùu yd tlai;a
ckmo m%udKd;aul myiq lsÍu bj;a lr .ekSu
ksidhehs fmfka' ksielfhkau fuh l;dfõ jeo.;a
fldgila muKs' tfy;a th fjk;a idOlj,skao
meyeÈ,s l< yelsh' w¾nQofhka miqj zWKqiqï uqo,aZ
,enqKq u;= fjñka mj;sk wd¾Ól fndfyduhla
øjYS,S ;;ajfhka msÍ .sh iufha ;u foaYSh b,a¨u
uQ,HKh lsÍu i|yd o f.da,Sh m%d.aOkh .,d taï
flf¾ jeä úYajdihla r|jd ;sìK' Tjqkaf.a uqo,a
tall w.h by< hEfuka wmkhk ;r.ldß;ajh
ì| jeà j¾;k f.jqï fYaIfha ±ßh fkdyels ysÕhka
we;s flßK'
wdishdkq uQ,H w¾nQofhka wdishdkq wd¾Ólj, mej;s
id¾j l<ukdlrK iy uQ , H fj<| fmd<
ffki¾.sl ÿ¾j,;d fy<s l< wdldrhgu f*vr,a
ixÑ;fha myiqlsÍfï m%;sm;a;s bj;a lr .ekSfï
n,mEu yd ne÷Kq f.da , S h w¾nQ o fhka miq j
u;=fjñka mj;sk wd¾Ól .Kkdjl wNHka;rfha
mj;sk wjodkï iy l%shdldß;ajh flf¾ wjOdkh
fhduq flßK' f.da,h
S wjmd;fhka miqj ke.S isàfï
§ u;=fjñka mj;sk wd¾Ól ^wmkhk i|yd ;snq
b,a¨fï yels<Sula ;snqK o& Tfrd;a;= §fï Yla;shla
m%o¾Ykh l< kuq;a u;= fjñka mj;sk wd¾Ól
.Kkdjl" wdfhdaclhka úiska zydrd wjqiaid ne,Su
jeksZ m%Yak u;= fjñka mj;S' úfYaIfhkau bkaÈhdj"
bkaÿkSishdj" ;=¾lsh" n%iS,h yd ol=Kq wms%ldj jeks
u;= fjñka mj;sk wd¾Ól mfya fuu ;;ajhg
n,mdk idOl .Kkdjla mj;S' tajdfha j¾Okh
my< ;,hlg jeà we;s w;r nÿ iy j¾;k
.s K q ï j, ys Õ h by< hñka mj;S ' jHq y d;a u l
m%;sfYdaOk i|yd wju m%h;ak .ksñka mj;S'
flfia jqj;a iuia; f.da,Sh wd¾Ólhu hqfrdamh
yd W;=re weußldfõ ia:dms; ld¾ñl wd¾Ólj,
is g ,;s k a weußldj" wms % l dj iy jvd;a lemS
fmfkk wdldrfhka wdis h dj lrd wd¾Ól

Rs.
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m%dKj;aNdjh udrefjk mßKduhlg ,laj w;s nj
ksielh'

yd ixj¾Okh jk mq¿,a wd¾Ól lKavdhu i|yd
jk wkdjelsh jQ ishhg 4'9 yd 5'3 g jvd jeäh'

fuu l,dmfha u;=fjñka mj;sk wd¾Ól flf¾ we;s
wdfhdacl reÑfha WÉp iy wju wjia:d ;snqK o th
;ju;a m%dKj;aj mj;S' u;=fjñka mj;sk fj<|
fmd< i|yd m<uq flá kduh BRICS ^n%i,
S h" reishdj"
bkaÈhdj iy Ökh& f.;Sfuka jir 15 lg miqjo
u;=fjñka mj;sk wd¾Ólhkays kj wdfhdack wjia:d
.ek Wkkaÿ jk ;Sre wdfhdaclhka ^Portfolio
Investors& iy wruqo,a l<ukdlrejka úiska flá
kï fh§fï iy lKavdhïùfï wvqjla ke;'3 wdfhdack
;SrK fujeks lreKq u; mokïùu nqoaêu;a Wmdh
ud¾.hla fkdjk njg fndfyda fokl= tlÕ jk
kuq;a f.da,Sh wd¾Ólfha isÿfjñka mj;sk .eUqre
fjkia ù ï mq ¿ ,a ms ß ilg bia u ;= lr ±la ù ug
yelshdjla mj;sk nj o fmkajd Èh hq;=h' jvd;a
jeo.;a jkafka u;=fjñka mj;sk fj<| fmd<
tl;+ka ;=< l,dmhla jYfhka wdishdj fl;rï
lemS fmfkk ;;ajhlg m;aj we;ao hkakhs'

bkaÈhdj iu. l,dmfha mokï foflka tlla jk
Ökh f,dj m%Odk wmkhklre jYfhka fndfyda
l,lg fmr isgu c¾uksh miqlr we;' wdishdkq
iud.ï ^cmka jdyk" ol=Kq fldßhdkq
bf,lafg%dksla" Ök B fj<| wvú hkdÈh& f,dj
w.kdu fj<| kdu njg m;aj we;' cmka iy ol=Kq
fldßhdkq ld¾ hq f rda m S h uyd ud¾.j, iq , n
o¾Ykhls ' wem,a jeks weußldkq ;dla I K
±jeka ; fhda ol= K q fldßhdkq iy ;dhs j dka
iemhqïlrejkaf.ka fvd,¾ ì,shk .Kka jQ Wmdx.
ñ,§ .ks;s' Ök iud.ï wxY .Kkdjl c¾uka"
ì%;dkH iy weußldkq iud.ï ñ,§ .ks;s' ngysr
nyqcd;sl iud.ï yd fj<| kdu" ngysr Ôjk uÜgu
lrd hk" th myiq f jka u ys ñ lr .; yels
wdishdkqjka .%yKh lr .ekSug wdishdkq k.rj,g
frdlafj;s' weußldkq fvd,¾ ì,shk 80 la jk
f.da,Sh iqfLdamfNda.S NdKav fj<| fmdf<ka wvlau
wdishdkq mdßfNda.slhkahehs l¾udka;fha .Kkh
lsÍïj,ska fmfka'4 ;dlaIK jHdma;sh wdishdkq
iud.ïj,g f.da,Sh mßudkfhka jvd;a fyd¢ka
;r. lsÍfï yelshdj l< w;r B fj<|du ;=<ska
mßfNdack rgdjkaf.a fjkiaùï we;s lrùug o
iu;aj isà' ksoiqkla jYfhka Ökfha w,snnd
ud¾..; fj<| fmd<g oY ,laI 180 la iïnkaOj
isák w;r 2013 § weußldkq fvd,¾ ì,shk 250 l
.kqfokq lr we;' ^Bfí iy weufidka hk foflau
tl;= j g jvd jeäh& tfuka u f,dj úYd,;u
;dlaIK uQ,sl fldgia ksl=;=j ^IPO& jYfhka
ye¢ka ú h yels fvd,¾ ì,s h k 20 l fldgia
ksl=;=jlg o iQodkï fõ' ^fuh f*aianqla ksl=;=jg
jvd jeäh'& fï w;r wka;¾ wdishdkq fj<|du
mYapd;a w¾nQo iufha wdishdkq wd¾Ól cjfha jvd;au
uQ,sl ,laIKh njg m;aj we;' w.aksÈ. wdishdkq
cd;S k a f .a ix.ufha ^wdis h dka & wmkhk lrk
rgj,ska by<u 10 Ökhg lrk wmkhk m%udKh
W;=re weußldkq ksoyia fj<| .súiqï l,dmhg fyda
hqfrdamd ix.uhg lrk wmkhk blaujd hhs'

21 jeks ishjfia wd¾Ól" N+ foaYmd,k yd iudchSh
fjkiaùïj, by<skau ±lafjk ,laIKhla jkafka
wdishdfõ msì§uhs' wdishdkq wd¾:slhkays
úfYaIfhkau kef.kysr iy bkaÈhdj we;=<;a
w.aksÈ. wdishdfõ msì§u" isÿfjñka mj;sk .eUqre
fjkiaùïj, yoj; njg m;aj ;sîuhs'
wdishdj ±ka f,dj ck;djf.ka ishhg 60 lg muK
ksjykhs' f.da,Sh ksujqfuka y;frka tlla ^ th
2050 jk úg wvla olajd by< hkq we;'& yd f,dalfha
ks I a m dokfhka is h hg 47 la imhhs ' fuu kj
iuDoaêfha Wodj;a iu. f.da,Sh uOHu mx;sfhka
;= f kka tllg wdika k m% u dKhla is á ka f ka
wdishdfõh' iuyr m%Odk wd¾Ólhkag ;Èkau n,mE
wdis h dkq uQ , H w¾nQ o h wE; w;S ; fha jQ w÷re
fijKe,a,ls' f.da,Sh wjmd;fhka miqj .; jQ jir
yhla jeks ld,hla we;=<; wdishdfõ ke.s tk iy
ixj¾Okh jk wd¾Ólhkays m%lafIams; iy ;;H
j¾Ok fõ.h ÈhqKq wd¾Ólhkays idudkHh fuka
ishhg yhla ;rï by< uÜgul mj;S' 2014 yd
2015 jir ;=< ÈhqKq wd¾Ólhka ishhg 2'2 yd 2'3 la
w;r m%udKhlska j¾Okh jkq we;ehs wfmalI
a d lrk
w;r wdishdfõ u;=fjñka mj;sk yd ixj¾Okh
jk wd¾Ól ms<sfj<ska ishhg 6'7 yd 6'8 m%udKhlska
j¾Okh jkq we;' fuu m%udKh u;= fjñka mj;sk

jvd;a uE;loS u;=fjñka mj;sk wdishdkq wd¾Ól o
n,dfmdfrd;a;= iy.; ;;ajhla fmkakqï lrhs'
wdishdka l,dmfha ck ixLHdfjka ishhg 40 lg
ksjyk jk ^oY ,laI 240 l muK ck ixLHdjla
we;s& bkaÿkSishdj l,dmfha o' foa' ksIamdÈ;fhka
v
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ishhg 40 lg uola wvq m%udKhlg j. lshhs' 2012
§ bkaÿksishdfõ o' foa' ksIamdÈ;h ixfla;d;aulj
jeo.;a fvd,¾ á%,h
s kfha iSudj blaujd f.dia f,dj
15 jeks úYd, wd¾Ólh njg m;aúh' mq¿,a wd¾Ól
m%;sfYdaOkj,ska miqj zwdishdfõ frda.shdZ jYfhka
ye¢ka jQ ms,smSkh úYd, m%.;shla w;alr .ksñka
isà' 2013 § o' foa' ksIamd;h ishhg 7'3 lska jeä jQ
w;r th wdishdka l,dmfha by<u j¾Ok fõ.hhs'
tjeks j¾Okhla w;a m ;a lr .;a f ;a yhs k Eka
l=Kdgqfjka uy;a úkdYhla isÿj ;sìh§h' ms,m
s k
S fha
rdcH Kh *sÜÉ" iagEkav¾â iy mqj¾ia iy uQä
jeks ;lafiare lsÍfï wdh;k u.ska wdfhdack
fY%aKsh olajd by< ±uQ w;r th f.da,Sh ;r.ldß;aj
o¾Ylfha ia:dk 26 la ^2010 isg& iy jHdmdrj,g
ys;lr o¾Ylfha ia:dk 30 la by<g f.dia we;'
tfy;a wdishdfõ msì§u iïmQ¾Kfhkau iqrlaIs;
;;a j hla fkdfõ' bÈßfha § idOl .Kkdjla
wdishdkq rgj, fuu .uka ud¾.hg n,mdkq we;'
tla tla rgg iqúfYaIS jQ fkdfhl=;a wNsfhda.j,g
wu;rj úfYaIfhkau Y%S ,xldj l%shd;aul jk
miqìu ms<sn| wjfndaO lr .eksug;a iy Y%S ,xldjg
iajlSh j¾Ok m%h;akfha§ mdvï bf.k .ekSug;a
iuyr mq ¿ ,a wNs f hda . .ek idlÉPd ls Í u
m%fhdackj;ah'
md,kfha iajNdjh iy rdcHfha N+ñldj wdishdkq
rgj, wd¾Ól j¾Ok .uka ud¾.fha lemS
fmfkkakls' wd¾Ól ixj¾Okfha § l%shdldrlï
.Kkdjla ;=< rcfha Wmdh ud¾.sl iïnkaO;djh
tys jHdma;h
s yd ld¾hlaIu;dj ms<n
s |j lemS fmfka'
iïm;a fjka lsÍfï § iy wd¾Ól ksIamdokfha §
rchg N+ ñ ldjla ;s ì h hq ; = h ehs mejiS u óg
mrïmrdjlg fmr ±ä uOH.; ie,iqï lsÍfï
wid¾:l jQ w;ayod ne,Sfuka meyeÈ,sju ±la jQ
wdldrhg ñ:Hd øIaál u;hla úh yelsj ;sìK'
tfy;a jvd;a uE;l§ jeä jYfhkau wdishdkq
wd¾Ólhkaf.a id¾:l;ajh ms<n
s | l;dkaorh;a iu.
rdcHhg N+ ñ ldjla mj;S hka k g jvd;a mq ¿ ,a
ms < s . ekS u la ,eìK' tjeks m% ; s m ;a ; s bj; ±uQ
ixj¾ê; rgj,a mjd úfYaIfhkau w¾nQofhka miqj
rdcH ueÈy;aùu fjkqfjka ±äj fmkS isàs' ;u nexl=
w¾nQofhka uqod .ekSug ^iuyr nexl=j, fldgia
ñ,§ .ekSu we;=<;a& ;SrKh lsÍu" ksYaÑ; wxYj,g
rcfha wdOdr ,nd §ug ^tlai;a ckmofha w¾nQohg
,la jQ r: jdyk ksIamdok l¾udka;h yd ±ka
vi

mqk¾ckk n,Yla;s l¾udka;h jeks& ;SrKh lsÍu
fyda nÿ iyk ie,iSu iy j¾Okh m%fõ.j;a lsÍug
iqúfYaIS uQ,H úia;dmkhg bv yeÍu jeks ;SrK
.ekSfï§ th olakg ,eìK'
wdishdfõ Okh iy iuDoaêh úiauh cklh' tfy;a
fuu m%foaYfha we;s jQ YS>% j¾Okh;a iu. th
mqÿuhla fkdfõ' l¾udka; lafIa;%fha .Kka ne,Sï
wkqj f,dj mqrd wf,ú jk iqfLdamfNda.S NdKavj,ska
ishhg 10 lg j.lshkafka Ök mdßfNda.slhkah'5
hqfrdamfha iqmsß ksñ we÷ï wf,úi,aj,ska jd¾;djk
wf,úfhka y;frka tl;a Nd.h;a w;r m%udKhla
ñ,§ .kafka w.aksÈ. wdishdkq idmamq hkakkah'6
wd¾Ól j¾Okfha miqnEula ;snqK o bkaÈhdfõ
jákdlfuka jeä ld¾ wf,úh 2013 § ishhg 15 ;a
30 w;r m%udKhlska by< .sfhah'7
óg jir 60 lg fmr wdishdfõ ;;ajh fnfyúka
fjkiah' th f,dj ÿmam;au l,dmhhs' m%n, wd¾Ól
j¾Okh;a iu. oY ,la I .Kka ck;dj
oßø;djfhka uqojd .eksK' tfy;a ;j fndfyda foa
l< hq;=j we;' wdishdkq ixj¾Ok nexl=j .Kka
n,k wdldrhg wdishdfõ Èklg fvd,¾ 2 lg jvd
wvq wdodhï ,nk ixLHdj ì,shk 1'7 ls' ojilg
fvd,¾ tlg jvd wdodhï ,nk ixLHdj oY ,laI
800 la muK fõ'8 wdishdfõ Wm l,dm w;r úiu;d
mj;S' ol=Kq wdishdfõ oßø;dj by<u uÜgul
mj;sk w;r kef.kysr wdishdfõ mj;skf
a ka my;au
uÜguls' ^Bg uQ,sl jYfhka idOl jkafka 1990 È
ishhg 85 la jQ Ökfha oßø;dj 2008 jk úg ishhg
30 la olajd my; jeàuh'&
oßø;djhg wu;rj wdodhï úiu;d l,dmfha ;ju;a
wNsfhda.hlaj mj;S' wdishdkq ixj¾Ok nexl=fõ
.Kka ne,Sï wkqj wdishdfõ ck ixLHdfjka mfyka
y;rlau wh;ajk rgj,a 12 l miq.sh oYl foll
ld,h we;=<; wdodhï úiu;dj jvd;a jeäúh' fuu
ld, mßÉfþoh ;= < wdis h dfõ .s k s ix.= K lh
^wdodhï wiudk;d ñïu& 38 isg 47 olajd by<
f.dia we;'9 Ök k.rhla jk Iexyhs mD;=.d,hg
iudk Ôjk ;;ajhla w;a lr f.k isák w;r
bkaÈhdfõ ÿmam;au m%dka; rdcH wgl ÿmam;=kaf.a
ixLHdj wms%ldfõ ÿmam;au rgj,a 26 ÿmam;=kaf.a
tl;=jg jvd jeäh'
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jeäjk wiudk;dj ksid ck;d ke.S isàula ±lsh
yels jkafka Ökfhah's tys fjr<dY%;
s ld¾ñl k.rj,
wvq jegqma hgf;a jev lrk .%dóh lïlrejka f.a
ke.sàula ;sìK' 2010 mej;s lïlre wr., ksid
jegqma ishhg 30 la jeks m%udKhlska jeä lsÍug
Ökhg isÿúh' foaYSh mßfNdackhg keUqreùfï
m%h;akh;a iu. fuu m%jk;dj È.gu mj;skq we;'
we;af;kau Ökfha ±kg l%shd;aul jk mia wjqreÿ
ie,eiau wkqj rg mqrdu wju jegqm wvqu jYfhka
jd¾Islj ishhg 13 lska jeä lsÍug wfmalaId lrhs'
Ökfha ld¾ñl m%foaY iy ujq iud.ï we;s tlai;a
ckmo k.r w;r jegqma mr;rh wvqfjñka mj;S'
weußldkqjkag wh;a lïy,aj, jev lrk Ök
fiajlhkag tlai;a ckmo jegqmaj,ska ishhg 25
,efnk nj jd¾;d fõ' 2000 § tu wkqmd;h ishhg
5 ls'
wdishdfõ msì§fï ;j;a ,laIKhla jkafka tys
ckúoHd jHq y fha we;s f jñka mj;s k n,j;a
fjkia ù ïh' wdis h dj fmr fkdjq wdldrhg
jhia.;fõ' u;=fjñka mj;sk idOl wkqj zck
ixLHdj jhia.;ùfïZ jeäùu ngysrg jvd fõ.fhka
isÿjk w;r fi!LH /ljrKh yd iudc iqN idOkh
^úY%du jegqma jeks& uQ,Hkh we;=<;a fkdfhl=;a rdcH
m%;sm;a;suh wNsfhda.hkag uqyqK §ug isÿjkq we;'
cmdkh iy ol=Kq fldßhdj jeks iuyr rgj,a
bka È hdj iy bka ÿ kS i s h dj jeks rgj,g jvd
fõ.fhka fuu ;;a j hg uq y q K fokq we;'
úfYaIfhkau Ökh wkq.ukh lrk tl orefjla
muKla m%;sm;a;sh hgf;a jhia.; hefmkakkaf.a
ixLHdfõ jeäùfï wNsfhda.hg uqyqK fokq we;'
fuu wdishdkq rgj,a fndfyduhlg fõ.j;a wd¾Ól
j¾Okhla w;alr .ekSug bjy,a jQ hemqï uÜgfï
ck ixLHdjg jvd jev lrk ck ixLHdj jeäùfï
ckúoHd m%;s,dNh fifuka wjika jkq we;'
ld¾ñllrKfhka we;s jQ wdishdkq j¾Okfha ;j;a
lemS fmfkk ,laIKhla jkafka .ïj,ska k.rj,g
ixl% u Kh ùfuka wdis h dkq k.r jvd;a
kd.ßllrKh ù m% j dykh" c,h" ks j di iy
ikSmdrlaIdj jeks kd.ßl há;, myiqlï flf¾
we;s mSvkh iy ta iu. mßir ¥IKh by< hEuhs'
Ökh yd bkaÈhdj jeks w¨;ska ld¾ñl jQ wdishdkq
rgj, ;ju;a kd.ßl ck ixLHdj nyq;rh fkdjk
kuq;a kd.ßl ck ixLHdj fõ.fhka jeäfjñka

mj;S' 2025 jk úg wdishdfõ ck ixLHdfjka wvla
kd.ßl úh yelshehs .Kka n,d we;'
kd.ßllrKh fõ.j;a j¾Okfhka u;= flfrk
mßir .eg¨j,ska tlla muKs' f.da,Sh wd¾Ólfha
wdishdj lemS fmfkk ;;ajhg u;=ùu isÿ jkafka
f.da , S h ffcj moa O ;S k a iy mßirh nrm;<
fjkia ù ïj,g ,la f jñka mj;s k ;;a j hla
we;=<;h' wdishdjg ngysr isÿ jQ wdldrhg z±ka
¥IKh lrkak" miqj Y=oaO lrkakZ rgdj wkqj
j¾Okh úh fkdyelsh hkak ±ka mq¿,a ms<s.ekSug
,laj we;' foaY.=Ksl fjkiaùï j¾Okfha mdßißl
n,mEï fkdi,ld yeÍug bv foka f ka ke;'
we;af;kau" wdishdfõ iuyr fldgia" úfYaIfhkau
ksj¾;k l,dmSh rgj,a iy ¥m;a f.da,Sh foaY.=Ksl
fjkiaùfï wjodkug jeäfhkau ,lajk rgj,ah'
wdishdj bvï Ndú;dlsÍfï whym;a l,ukdlrKh"
Ñria : dhS fkdjk n, Yla ; s mßfNda c kh yd
iajNdúl iïm;a muK blaujd Ndú;h yd ne÷Kq
mßirh mßydkshg ,laùfï nrm;< ;;ajhlg
uqyqK foñka isà' fndfyda wdishdkq rgj, mdßißl
mßydkshg uq,aù we;af;a ld¾ñllrK l%shdj,shhs'
ngys r fndfyda rgj, mdßißl m% ó ;S k a ±äj
l%shd;aul lsÍu ksid tu rgj, ksIamdolhkag
wdishdkq rgj, mj;sk mßir kS;sfha ,sys,a nj tys
l¾udka; msysgqùug wdl¾IKhla úh'
Ökfha iy bkaÈhdfõ jeä fjñka mj;sk n, Yla;s
b,a¨u imqrd,Sug .,a wÕ=re iy fmg%da,shï Ndú;h
jeäùu yß;d.dr jdhq fudapkh flf¾ ±ä n,mEula
we;s flßK' uiqka we,a,Su iy c,c l¾udka;j,
;Sj%;dj ^c,c ksIamdokfhka ishhg 70 - 90 w;r
m%udKhla ,efnkafka wdishdfjks'& iajNdúl ëjr
iïm;a flf¾ uy;a n,mEula we;s flf¾'
mßfNdackh by< hEu;a kùlrKh mq¿,a ùu;a fuu
mSvkh jvd;a jeä lrjhs' fï w;r wdishdkq ±jeka;
k.rhl o¾Ykhla wyig kef.k ÿfuka yd
me;sfrk ÿudrhlska f;drkï wiïmQ¾Kh' wdishdkq
k.rj, by< wyfia tjeks ÿudrh iy ÿUqre j,dl=¿
by< hk fi!LH msßjeh we;=¿ fndfyda msßjeh
by< kxjhs' fï ish,a, fjkiajk ld,.=Ksl rgdj
yd wiajdNdúl isoë
a ka flf¾ n,mdkq we;' wdishdfõ
ia j Ndúl wdmod we;s ù fï ks r ka ; r Ndjh iy
;Sj%;djh jeäjk m%jk;djhla fmkakqï lrhs' 1980
;a 2009 w;r ld,fha § iajNdúl wdmodjka ksid
vii
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we;s jQ f.da,Sh wd¾Ól ydks j,ska ishhg 38 lg;a
jvd jd¾;d jQfha wdishdfjks'10
by;ska ±lajf
Q ha wdishdfõ wdl¾IKSh wd¾Ól j¾Okh
w;alr f.k we;af;a m%dfoaYh
S " cd;sl yd f.da,h
S mßir
moaO;Skag ie,lsh hq;= ydkshla isÿ lrñka njg we;s
m%n, idlaIj
s , ,laIK lSmhla muKs' wd¾Ól j¾Okh
fN!;sl Okh jYfhka lsishï Yla;sh;a w;alr §
we;s kuq;a ta yd ne£ we;s ffcj moaO;shg isÿj we;s
ydksh;a ffcj moaO;s fiajdjkaf.a mßydksh;a fuu
Okh ienE udkj iqN idOkh njg mßj¾;kh lsÍfï
wjia:d ySk lrjhs'
wdishdjg fuu wNsfhda.j,g uqyqK §fï§ w¾:dkaú;
wdldrfhka bÈßhg hEug wjYHkï iuia; l,dmSh
iyfhda . s ; djhla wjYH jka f ka ta wNs f hda .
fndfyduhla foaY iSudjkaf.ka Tíng me;sr hk
ksidh' tfy;a tjeks iyfhda.hla we;s lr .ekSu
myiq fkdfõ'
wdishdj mqrdu N+ foaYmd,k o¾Ykh tÈßjdÿlïj,ska
msÍ mj;S' bka jvd;a lemS fmfkkafka ol=Kq iy
kef.kysr Ök uqyqfoa mj;sk wdrjq,ah' Ökh iy
cmdkh w;r uqyqÿ iSud fjka lr .ekSu" Ökh iy
ms,smSkh;a w;r úfYaIs; wd¾Ól l,dmh fnod fjka
lr .ekSu" Ökh" úhÜkduh" nDDkdhs iy uef,aishdj
w;r iam%eÜ,s ¥m;aj, whs;sh .ek;a mj;sk w¾nQo
jeks lreKqh' fï w;r W;=re iy ol=Kq fldßhdj
w;r úrilh È.gu mj;S' jrl ñ;%YS,S in|;d we;s
lr .ekSfï isg wú.egqï olajd ;Sj%ùfï ;;ajhla
we;' wdishdfõ jvd;a ngysrg fj;au bkaÈhdj iy
Ökh w;r;a bka È hdj iy mdls i a : dkh w;r;a
fkdikaiqka;djhla mj;S' bkaÈhdj iy Ökh w;r
ánegfha ol=Kq m%foaYfha md,kh .ek È.= l,l isgu
u;fNaohla mj;S' bkaÈhdj iy mdlsia:dkh w;r
iïnkaO;d yev.eiaùfï jeo.;au l;kaorh jk
cïuq iy ldYaór m%foaYh .ek mj;sk .egqu ta forg
w;r muKla fkdj l,dmfha o in|;d yev .eiaùfï
;S r Kd;a u l idOlhls ' ;;a j h jvd;a ixlS ¾ Kù
we;af;a ;%ia;jd§ lKavdhï foaY iSud fkdi,ld
me;sr hEfuks' th wia:dhS Ndjhla ks¾udKh lsÍfï
m%n, idOljla njg m;aj we;'
bkaÈhdj ol=Kq wdishdfõ n,j;a /|jqï ,laIHhla
jk w;r Ökh Wmdh ud¾.sl wdfhdack iy wdOdr
yryd wdishdkq l,dmh mqrdu ;u n,h jHdma; lr
.kshS' wdishdfõ jeä fjñka mj;sk Ök n,mEu
viii

tlai;a ckmoh Wmdh ud¾.slj kej; wdishdj foig
yeÍfï m%;sm;a;sfhka wNsfhda. lrkq we;ehs iuyre
n,dfmdfrd;a;= fj;s' fï i|yd jk uQ,sl Wmdh
ud¾.h jkafka g%dkaia meismsla fj<| yjq,hs' th
idudkH fj<| .s ú iq u la muKla fkdfõ' Bg
fj<|du" wdfhdack iy Wmdh ud¾.sl wd¾Ól
iyfhda . s ; dj o we;+ < ;a h ' Ökfha ms ì §fuka
wdrlaIdj ms<n
s |j we;s lrk n,mEï .ek úuis,u
s ;a
jk wdishdkq rgj,a fuu l,dmh ;=< weußldkq
n,h me;sÍu WKqiqï f,i ms<s.kq we;' g%dkaia
meismsla fj<| yjq, l,dmfha wd¾Ól n,mEï
ms<sn|j tlai;a ckmoh yd Ökh w;r mj;sk
;r.fha uQ,sl idOlhla fukau Ökfha msì§u iSud
lsÍug wdishdfõ wfkla rgj,g we;s fuj,ulao
úh yelsh'
fuu ish¨ j¾Okhkaf.ka fy<sjkafka wdishdj ;u
ke.S isàfï§ fmdÿ ±laula wkqj lghq;= lsÍug
fl;rï wjYH;djhla mj;skafkao hkakhs' óg
ióm;u wjia:djla jkafka wdishdka ixúOdkh 2015
§ mQ¾K rdcH;dka;%sl iy wd¾Ól m%cdjlaZ njg
m;aùug f.k we;s ;SrKhhs' tfy;a th wdishdkq
cd;Skaf.a Wm l,dmhlg muKla iSud jQjla nj
wu;l fkdl< hq;=h' wdishdjg o hqfrdamfha olakg
we;s wdldrhg mq¿,a l,dmSh m%h;akhl wjYH;djh
mj;S' tfy;a th lSug myiq jqj;a idlaId;a lr
.ekSu myiq fkdfõ'
Y; j¾I .Kkdjla wm%ikak wdrjq,a mej;sho
hqfrdamSh wka;¾.%yKh ms<sn| jHdmD;sh l,dmfha
foaYmd,k kdhlhka f.a ±lau yd ffO¾h wjYH jQ
mq¿,a;u m%h;akhls' tjeks m%.;shla wdishdjg
w;alr .ekSu fndfyda ÿria: jQ b,lalhls' wdishdka
yjq, iy ;j;a l,dmSh yd oaú md¾Yaúl uq, msÍï
lS m hla yereK úg iuia ; wdis h dkq l,dmhu
wka;¾.%yKh lr .kakd m%h;akhla fuf;la ìysù
ke;' wdrlaIdj iy yuqod lghq;= ms<sn|j l,dmSh
iq¿ iyfhda.s;djhla mj;S' N+ñ m%foaY ms<sn| wdrjq,a
È.= l,l ;siafiau úi÷ula ke;sj mj;S' zhqfrdamSh
jHdmD;shZ fuka fkdj zwdishdkq jHdmD;shlaZ i|yd
;u jD;a;sh wNsfhda.hg ,la lsÍug bÈßm;a jQ
foaYmd,k kdhlhka isákafka lSm fokls' rgj,a
yd lKavdhï" l,dmSh n,j;=ka fofokd jk Ökh
iy bkaÈhdj flf¾ we;s ìh$ielh yd wfkHdkH
jYfhka ,nd .;yels jdis ksid rgj,a fol w;r
foda,kh fj;s' wdrlaIdj iy yuqod lghq;= ms<sn|
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iyfhda.s;djhla we;af;au ke;s ;rïh' jvd;a
jeo.;aj" fuu ish¨ kHdh m;% m%n," fkdlvjd
isÿjk yd mq¿,a ms<.
s ekSula mj;sk wdldrfhka bÈßhg
f.k hEfï iuia; wdishdkq wdh;ksl jev ms<f
s j<la
iy tlÕ;d ^hqfrdamd fldñiug iudk& fkdue;'
ñka wdishdfõ msì§u fudfyd;lgj;a iduldó
Ndjfhka wvq iy kuHYS,S fkdjk njla woyia
jkafka ke;s jqjo th iuia;hla jYfhka ke.S isàug
l,dmh ;=< we;s yelshdj ms<sn| m%Yak u;= lrhs'
hqfrdamh
S wka;¾.%yKh idfmalI
a jYfhka myiq jQfha
tys b;sydih" ixialD;sh" NdIdj iy ^fndfyda ÿrg&
foaYmd,k moaO;Skaf.a fmdÿ Ndjh ksidh' wfkla
w;g wdis h dj N+ f .da , S h jYfhka we;s mq ¿ ,a
jHdma;sh;a ixialD;sl yd foaYmd,k jYfhka we;s
úúO;a j h;a ks i d tjeks wka ; ¾.% y Khla .ek
m%ldYhla lsÍu mjd ÿIalrh' kef.kysr wdishdfõ
iuyr rgj,a f.da,Sh jYfhka jHdma; fjñka
iuDoa ê u;a N djhla w;a l r .ka k d w;r uOHu
wdishdkq iy ol=Kq wdishdkq rgj,a oßø;djfha iy
miq.dó;ajfha .s,S isá;s' iuyr rgj, Yla;su;a
yd úfgl w;a;fkdau;sl lSm fokl=f.a y~ wNsnjd
fndfyda fokl=f.a y~ u;=fjk m%cd;ka;% mj;sk
w;r wfkl= ; a rgj, ks ¾ ,ÊÔj m% c d;ka ; % j d§
fkdjk fyda meyeÈ,s j u w;a ; fkda u ;s l fyda
taldêm;s md,khka mj;S' wd¾Ól moaO;Ska o fmdÿ
wdlD;shlg .e,fmkafka ke;' Ökfha mj;sk rdcH
Okjdoh cmdkfha fyda ;dhs,ka;fha l%shd;aul
,snr,a Okjdohg fnfyúka fjkiah' fï w;r
úhÜkduh" isx.mamQrej" ñhkaudrh yd we;af;kau
Y%S ,xldj jeks rgj, fï fohdldrfhau ,laIK
mj;S'
Y%S ,xldjg wdishdkq msì§fï jdis iy wjdis jYfhka
bf.k .; yels mdvï fndfydah' 2005 ka miq Y%S
,xldfõ wd¾Ól m%;sm;a;sfha ixj¾Okh ;=< m%n,
rdcH ueÈy;aùula mj;sk kef.kysr iy w.aksÈ.
wdishdkq ,laIK fndfyduhla ms<sìUq fõ' uyck
há;, myiqlï jHdmD;Sj, rdcH iyNd.s;j
a h" rdcH
jHjidh fm!oa.,sllrKh kj;d ±óu" f;dard .;a
foaYSh l¾udka;j,g iyk ,nd §u jeks mshjr
fujeks ia:djrhl uQ,sl ,laIKhs' kef.kysr
wdishdfõ olakg ,enqKq wdldrhg fuh fmr fkdjq
úrE m%;sm;a;shla fkdfõ' fndfyda wdishdkq rgj,a
zuQ,sl isoaOdka; ksjerÈ lsÍfïZ iïu; kj iïNdjH
w¾: .ekaùu blaujd .shy' jHqyd;aul .e,mSï we;s

lsÍfï § iy Tjqkaf.a wd¾Ól jeä ÈhqKq lsÍfï §
jvd;a l%h
S dYS,S ld¾ñl m%;m
s ;a;h
s la wkq.ukh l<y'
Tjqyq há;, myiqlï jHqy jHdmD;Ska Y+r f,i
m%uqL;d.; fldg tajdfha msßjeh M,odhs;djh iy
l¾udka; m%;sm;a;shg .e,mSu ;yjqre l<y' Tjqyq
wOHdmkh iy l=i,;d ixj¾Ok m%;sm;a;s b,lalr
.;a wkd.; j¾Ok wxYj,g W!K mQrK jk
wdldrfhka ilia l<y' fï wkq j kef.kys r
wdishdkq w;a±lSïj,ska bf.k .;yels jeo.;au
mdvu jkafka rcfha N+ñldj ld¾ñl m%;sm;a;sh"
há;, myiqlï ixj¾Okh yd wOHdmkh hk wxY
yryd Wmdh ud¾.slj iqixfhda.S úh hq;=h hkakhs'
tfy;a kef.kysr wdishdkq rgj,a fhdod .;a ld¾ñl
m% ; s m ;a ; s ta wdldrfhka u wkq l rKh ls Í u wo
.eg¨iy.; nj Y%S ,xldj ms<s.; .; hq;=h' tl
w;lska f.da,Sh fj<| kshuhka fjkiaj we;' fï
wd¾Ól wkq.ukh l< meyeÈ,s wdrlaIKjdoh wo
fhdod .; fkdyelsh' fojeksj fndfyda rgj, tlu
foaYmd,k moaO;shla ke;s ksid rdcH m%;sm;a;s ilia
lsÍfï § ±ä msúiqula .; yelsh' ksoiqkla jYfhka
Pka o fhka f;a Í m;a j k ks , OdÍka iu. ióm
iïnkaO;d we;s uyd jHdmdr tl;+ka - pfhfnd,a we;s ol=Kq fldßhdkq wdo¾Yh wo myiq fkdfõ'
;=kajeksj j¾Okh Èß .ekaùug rdcH iydh ,nd
§ug wruqKq lrk fndfyda rdcH j,g tfia lsÍug
wjYH nÿ m%;sm;a;s wjldYhla ke;' ksoiqkla
jYfhka ol= K q fldßhdjg ner iy ridhk
l¾udka; wdrïN lsÍfï wdfhdack jYfhla tlai;a
ckmofhka f.jk ,o hqo ydks mQrK uqo,a iy
iyk jYfhka ,enqKq wdOdr uqo,a úYd, m%udKhla
fhdod .ekSug yels úh' fndfyda rgj,g l=uk
l¾udka; j,g iydh Èh hq;=o" m%j¾Okh l< hq;=o
hkak olaI f,i yd ld¾hlaIu f,i y÷kd .ekSug
wjYH lrk ;dlaIK yelshdjka fkdue;s úh yelsh'
Yla;su;a iy ÿ¾j, iud.ï ish,a,gu rdcH iydh
,nd ÿka ,;s k a weußldkq rgj, fuka fkdj
wdis h dfõ by< yels h djla we;s wh l,s k a u
y÷kdf.k Tjqkag wdOdr ,nd §u isÿúh' tjeks
iud.ï b;d Wiia ;;ajlg m;aúh' tfy;a fuu
m%;sm;a;sh l%shd;aul lsÍfï § lsishï je/oaola
jqjfyd;a iïm;a fjka lsÍfï nrm;< je/oaola jk
w;r th b;d fyd| ;;ajhla hgf;a .c ñ;=re
Okjdoh úh yels w;r b;d krl ;;ajhla hgf;a
buy;a wld¾hlaIu;djhlg fya;= úh yelsh'
ix
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fndfyda wdishdkq rgj,a fuka Y%S ,xldjo jhia.;
ckixLHd fY%K
a h
s g we;=¿ ùug wdikakfha isà' jir
20 lg;a jvd wvq ld,hl§ Y%S ,xldfõ jhia.; ck
ixLHdj uq¿ ck ixLHdfjka ishhg 20 lg jvd
jeäúh yels w;r tuksid iEu y;r fokl=f.ka
tla wfhl= úY%dñlfhl= jkq we;' bka iqN idOk
uQ,Hkh msßjeh fukau jev lrk jhfia ck
ixLHfõ wvqùu ksid j¾Ok fõ.h my; jeàfï
msßjeh wd¾Ólhg buy;a nrla jkq we;' fuu
fjkiaùu isÿfjñka mj;sk cmdkh jeks rgj,
olakg ,efnk wdldrhg úYd,u wk;=r jkafka
iqN idOk uQ,Hkhhs' jhig wod, iudc wdrlaIK
úhoï miq.sh jir 20 ;=< úYd, jYfhka by<
f.disks' Y%S ,xldj ±ka isgu iqN idOk uQ,Hkh
mj;ajd .;yels nj;a" wd¾Ólh flf¾ nrla fkdjk
nj;a iy;sl lsÍug Yla;su;a iudc wdrlaIK jev
igykaj, wdfhdackh l< hq;=h' ±kg mj;sk iudc
wdrlaIK jev igyka m%udKj;aj uQ,Hkh ù ke;'
ke;s k ï t<fUk ck úoHd;a u l fjkia ù ug
ld¾hlaIuj uqyqK §ug wdjrK iy ix.;Ndjhla
ke;'
fi!LH wxYho jhia.; jk ck ixLHdfõ j¾Okh
jk fi!LH wjYH;d j,g uqyqK §ug ilia úh
hq ; = h ' mj;s k fi!LH /ljrK moa O ;s h fuu
fjkialïj,g .e,fmk wdldrhg bÈßhg f.dia
ke;' fuu m%Yakh fkdúi÷k fyd;a jhia.; jk
ck;djg fi!LH úhoï fm!oa.,slj ord .ekSug
isÿfõ' jhia.; jk ck;djf.a iudc iqN idOk
wjYH;d bgq lsÍfï § tajd uQ,Hkh lsÍu i|yd Y%S
,xldfõ wd¾Ól j¾Okh o isÿ úh hq;=h' jev lrk
jhfia ck ixLHfõ my; jeàu;a iu. fuh
.eg¨ldÍ úh yelsh' tuksid ia;%Skag jeäfhka Y%u
n,ldhg tlaùug Èß .ekaùu" fiajhg n|jd .ekSu
wffO¾h lrk ndOdldÍ lïlre kS;s kej; úuid
ne,Su" úY%dñlhkag M,odhS l%shdldrlïj, fh§ug
wjia:d ie,iSu iy by< hk hemqï wkqmd;hg
uqyqK§u i|yd ±kg jev lrk ck;dj jvd;a
M,odhS lsÍu flf¾ m%;sm;a;s ie,iqïlrejkaf.a
wjOdkh fhduqúh hq;= ;SrKd;aul lafIa;%hs'
ck;djf.a M,odhS;dj iy l=i,;d k.d isgqùfïÈ
b;du;a wdika k ,la I Kj,§ mjd Y% S ,xldjg
wdishdkq wd¾Ólhkaf.ka bf.k .ekSug fndfyda
foa we;' wdishdkq wOHdmk moaO;sfha id¾:l;ajh
r|d mj;skafka ukdj is;d n,d iy ksrka;rfhkau
x

jeä ÈhqKq jk Wmdh ud¾.hla u;h' ;=,kd;aul
ú.% y hls k a u;= j k id¾:l;a j fha ;S r Kd;a u l
idOlj,s k a iuyrla jka f ka .= r ejreka f .a
.=Kd;aulNdjh jeä ÈhqKq lsÍug fhdod .;a Wmdh
ud¾. iy .=re jD;a;shg olaI;u wh wdl¾IKh
lr .ekSu" rch úiska jeh lrk ,o uqo,g iß,k
wdldrfha j.ùu iy l%sldß;ajh ;yjqre lrk w;r
mdi,a moaO;sh" úIhOdrj iy b.ekaùfï l%ufõo
jeä ÈhqKq lsÍu iy wOHdmkhg ^úfYaIfhkau
mdi,aj,g& fjka lrk whjeh m%;smdok jeä lsÍu
hkdÈhhs' Y%S ,xldj fuu ish¨ lreKq w;ska miq.dó
jk w;r Bg uQ , s l jYfhka fya ; = jka f ka
l<ukdlrK iy iïm;a ^.=rejreka fyda uqo,a& fjka
lsÍfï ÿ¾j,;d" j.ùula fkdue;sùu iy wOHdmk
l% u fha úúO uÜgïj, mj;s k md,k l% u fha a
ÿ¾j,;dhs'
kd.ßl ck wkqmd;h ishhg 18 la muK jQ wvq Y%S
,xldj wfkl=;a wdishdkq rgj,a yd ii|k úg
kd.ßl lrKfhka wvq jq j o jvd;a fõ.fhka
kd.ßllrKh;a iu. úfYaIs; jQ wNsfhda. bÈßm;a
fjkq we;' iudchSh há;, myiqlïj, flfrk
wdfhdack mq¿,a m%foaYhl me;sr ;sîu yd ld¾ñl
l%h
s dldrlï niakdysr m<df;ka neyerg f.k hEfï
uq,msreu;a ksid Èia;%Slal lSmhl yer Y%S ,xldfõ
m% n , kd.ßl lrKhla ola k g ke;' fjk;a
wdishdkq rgj, fuka .%Dóh ck;dj úYd, jYfhka
k.rj,g .,d tafï m%jk;djhla o ±lsh fkdyelsh'
Bg fya;= folla ±lsh yelsh' tl w;lska Y%S ,xldfõ
.%dóh oßø;djh fjk;a fndfyda wdishdkq rgj,
fuka ;shqKq ke;s w;r fi!LHh jeks iqN idOk
fiajd rg mqrdu fyd¢ka jHdma;j mj;S' wfkla w;g
niakdysr m<df;a k.r jdksc jYfhka j¾Okh jqjo
tu j¾Ok m%udKh lemS fmfkk wdldrfhka
ixl%uKslhka wdl¾IKh lsÍug ;rï fkdùu o
úg yelsh' Bg fjkiaj Ökfha ol=fKa fjr<nv
k.rj,g .%dóh ck;dj úYd, jYfhka ixl%uKh
úh' ta tu m%foaYfha wmkhkh i|yd ksIamdok
myiqlï újD;j;au bka .ïnoj Wmhd.; yels
wdodhug jvd jeä wdodhula Wmhd.; yelsùu
ksidh'
flfia jqj;a hqoaOfhka miqj jd¾;d jQ j¾Okh yd
uOHu m%udKfha wdodhï ,nk ;;ajhg m;aùu;a
iu. wdodhï" Ôjk rgd iy wfmamaId fjkiaj;au"
kd.ßl lrKfha .eg¨ m%;m
s ;a;u
s h ie,ls,,
a g ,la
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jQ ldrKhla úh' wdishdkq rgj, w;a±lSfuka Y%S
,xldjg fuu fjkiaùï fyd¢ka l<ukdlrKh
lrkafka flfiao hkak wjfndaO lr.ekSug yels
jkq we;' msgia;r lïlrejka k.rj, M,odhS /
lshdjkag iïnkaO lsÍfuka kd.ßllrKh myiq
flfrk wdldrhg kd.ßl uyck m%jdykfha fmr
is g u wdfhda c kh ls Í fï jeo.;a l u cmka
wdo¾Yfhka fmkakqï lrhs' fld<T iy wfkl=;a
m%Odk k.rj, kd.ßl ck;dj Èkm;du uqyqK
fok ±ä ud¾. ;onofhka fmkakqï lrk wdldrhg
Y%S ,xldj ±kgu;a m%udo nj fmfka' kd.ßllrKfha
m% n , ta l rdYS ù ï mj;s k nj wdis h dkq k.r
fndfyduhl ±lsh yelsh' l¾udka; talrdYS ùfuka
lïlrejkaf.a wdodhï jeäfldg M,odhs;djh iy
kùlrKh Èß .eka ú h yels h ' Y% S ,xldfõo
uef,a i s h dj fuka l¾udka ; iy iDcq úfoia
wdfhdack fhduq l< hq;= kd.ßl m%foaY y÷kd
.ekSfï;a ta jgd n, Yla;s" ksjdi iy mßir
l<ukdlrKh jeks há;, myiqlï f.dvke.Sfï;a
wjYH;djhla mj;S' Y%S ,xldj fuu lafIa;%hg
idfmalaI jYfhka w¨;a ksid iïmQ¾K iy Ñria:dhS
kd.ßllrKh jvd;a fyd¢ka ie,iqï lsÍfï § iy
f.dvke.Sfï § jdisiy.; ;;ajhl isáhs'
uy fld<U fndfyda m%foaYj, kd.ßl mqkre;a:dmk
jev igyka läkñka wdrïN lr we;s kuq;a ck;dj
kqyqre m%foaYj, kej; mosxÑ lsÍfï§ Tjqkaf.a iqN
idOkh" mj;sk iudc iïnkaO;d ì|jeàfuka
we;s ú h yels iudc .eg¨" kej; mÈxÑ ls Í u
lïlrejkaf.a ^úfYaIfhkau fkdúêu;a wxYfha
lïlrejkaf.a& Ôjk ud¾. flf¾ we;s lrk n,mEï
.ek ksis wjOdkh fhduq l< hq;=h' ±kg flÍf.k
hk kd.ßl mq k re;a : dmk lghq ; = fnfyúka
uOH.;j ie,iqï fldg l%shd;aul lrk njla
olakg we;s w;r ta i|yd wjYH uqo,a ,nd .ekSfï
f;areula mj;sk kuq;a fuu Wmdh ud¾.fha mj;sk
hymd,k n,mEï ms<sn|jo ie,ls,a, fhduq lsÍu
jeo.;ah' ish¨u kd.ßl mqkre;a:dmk lghq;=
uOH.; md,khlska l< hq;= ke;' uy fld<U
m%foaYfhka neyer we;s uy k.r iNd jeks m<d;a
md,k wdh;k tu m%foaYj, jvd;a fyd| kd.ßl
myiqlï iemhSfï § n,.ekaùfï wjYH;djhla
mj;S'
fndfyda wdishdkq rgj, mj;sk wdldrfha mßir
¥IK .eg¨j,g uqyqK fkdfokq i|yd Y%S ,xldj

mßir wdrla I dj iy ffcj moa O ;s mßydks h
je<elaùug m%;sm;a;s iy wdh;ksl rduq Yla;su;a
l< hq;=h' ÿ¾j, kS;s jvd;a Yla;su;a lsÍu" ±kgu;a
ilia lr we;s iúia;rd;aul ie,iqï l%h
s d;aul lsÍu"
Wmßu M,h ,nd .ekSu i|yd wod, wdh;k w;r
jvd;a fyd| iïnka ë lrKh iy ld¾ñl
l%shdldrlïj, mdßißl n,mEu wju lsÍfï kj
ud¾. fidhd .ekSu ;SrKd;aul Wmdh ud¾.hs'
mYapd;a w¾nQo iufha myiq Kh ,nd .ekSfï ud¾.
wjikaùu iy wdishdfõ wd¾Ól jeks u;=fjñka
mj;akd fj<| fmd< wd¾Ólhkag .,d tk wruqo,a
wvqùu;a iu.u ixj¾Okfha B<Õ /,a, Èßu;a
lsÍug uqo,a iy wdfhdack wdl¾IKh lr .ekSu
i|yd j¾Okh by< kxjk jHqyd;aul m%;sfYdaOk
flf¾ jvd;a fyd¢ka wjOdkh fhduq lsÍug rgj,g
isÿjkq we;' Y%S ,xldjg o uqyqK §ug we;af;a iudk
wNsfhda.hlgh' hqoaOfhka miq ld,Sk j¾Ok msì§u
meyeÈ,sju wjikaùu;a" w;HjYH tfy;a úhoï
wêl há;, myiqlï Khg .;a wruqo,a j,ska isÿ
lsÍu ksid Ñria:dhS j¾Ok .uka ud¾.hla ;yjqre
lsÍug ;SrKd;aul m%;sfYdaOk isÿ lsÍu ;jÿrg;a
fkdi,ld isáh fkdyelsh' wdishdkq w;a±lSï lsih
s ï
mdvula we;akï ta ksjerÈ m%;sm;a;s l%shd;aul jk
iy wjYH úg m%;sfYdaOk isÿ lrk uQ,sl jYfhka
m% n , wd¾Ólhka g fndfyda jq f.da , s h l= K dgq
id¾:lj miq nEug yd wd¾Ól Wka k ;s .uka
ud¾.fha /£ isàug;a yels njh' we;af;kau Bg
bjy,a jQ ffki¾.sl jdis iy.; ;;ajhka o ;sìK'
ksoiqka jYfhka jdisodhl ckúoHd;aul jHqyh"
ixj¾Okhg keUqre jQ rdcH md,k wdlD;s iy iS>%
ld¾ñl lrKh fjkq f jka mdßißl n,mEï
fkdi,ld yeÍu hkdÈh ±laúh yelsh' Y%S ,xldfõ
;;a j hka Bg fjkia h ' wdis h dkq .uka ud¾.h
tf,iskau wkqlrKh myiq fyda wjYH lghq;a;la
fkdfõ' tfy;a wdishdkq msì§fuka Y%S ,xldfõ
ixj¾Ok .uka ud¾.hg muKla fkdj jvd;a
fyd¢ka Bg .e,fmkafka flfia±hs bf.k .ekSug
fhdod .; yels w¾:odhS mdvï o we;'
tys ffY,sh yd mßudKh .ek;a" tys iajNdjh iy
wNsm%dh .ek;a" újdo mej;sh yels jqj;a wdishdkq
ms ì §u h:d¾:hla nj;a bÈß oYl .Kkdjl
;SrKd;aul ,laIKhla nj;a wu;l l< fkdyelsh'
msìfok wdishdjg .eg .eiSug wfmalaIdfjka Y%S
,xldj Bg jvd;a fyd¢ka wkq.; jkafka flfia±hs
xi
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bf.k .; hq;=h' msìfok wdishdj fiiq f,dalh yd
hd flfrk jeo.;a N+f.da,Sh flaka§%h ia:dkhl Y%S
,xldj mj;sk nj wu;l l< fkdyelsh' YS% ,xldjg
ngysfrka we;s rgj,a - wm%sldj fyda ueo fmrÈ.
fyda idïm%odhsl yjq,alrejka jk ngysr wu;l l<
fkdyelsh' fndfyda fokl= is;k wdldrhg hqfrdamh
fyda W;=re weußldj iuia; msßySulg ,laj ke;'

xii

tajd kjHlrKh" ks¾udKYS,S;ajh" mßfNdackh yd
f.da,Sh kdhl;ajh ms<sn| flakaø f,i ;j;a l,la
mj;skq we;' fuh f;areï.ekSug;a ta wkqj .uka
u. ilid .ekSug;a wfmdfydi;aùu Y%S ,xldfõu
úkdYhg fya;= úh yelsh'

1. nfhs;if Nehf;F

2

009 Nk khjkhFk; NghJ MAjg; Nghuhl;lk;
epiwtile;J Ie;J tUlq;fs; epiwtile;Js;s NghJ ,yq;ifapd;
nghUshjhuk; jw;nghOJ epiyahd
nghUshjhu tsu;r;rpg; Nghf;fpw;F mbnaLj;J
itj;Js;sJ. Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;duhd fhyj;jpy;
,yq;if Mgj;J epiwe;j ntspehl;L kPsr;
nrYj;jy; epiyikapypUe;J 2012 Mk; Mz;by;
ru;tNjr epjp epWtdj;jpd; cjtpiag; ngw;Wf;
nfhs; S k; thf; F Wjp xg; g e; j nkhd; w pid
ntw;wpfukhf ^Stand-by Agreement& Vw;gLj;jpf;
nfhs;s Kbe;Js;sJ. 2000 – 2009 Mk; Mz;L
fhyg; gFjpapy; E}w;Wf;F 5.5 rjtPjkhf ,Ue;j
nkhj;jj; Njrpa cw;gj;jpahdJ Aj;jj;jpd;
gpd;duhd fhy vy;iyapy; 7.5 rjtPjkhf
,Ue;jJld; 2014 Mk; Mz;by; E}w;Wf;F 7
rjtPjj;ij tpQr
; pAs;sjhf fzf;fplg;gl;Ls;sJ.
gztPf;f epiyikahdJ gj;jpYk; Fiwe;j
Fiw kl;lj;jpy; Ie;J tUlq;fyhf Ngzpr;
nry;fpd;wik 2014 Mk; Mz;L ngg;Utup
khjj;jpy; cWjpg;gLj;jg;gl;Ls;sJ. jw;nghOJ
,e;j ehl;bw;F ru;r;irfs; epiwe;j INuhg;gpa
ehLfs; ngw;Wf; nfhs;s Kbahj mstpy;
Fiwe;j tl;b tPjj;jpy; ru;tNjr %yjdr;
re;ijapy;
fld;
ngWk;
,aYik
fhzg;gLfpd;wJ. njspthf ntspg;gLfpd;w
gue;j gpugy;akhd cl;fl;likg;G trjpfspd;
epu;khzpg;Gf;fs; Ntfkhf eilngWtJld;
ehl;bw;fhd ntspehl;L KjyPl;bid ftu;e;J
nfhs;Sk; Gjpa Nghf;nfhd;W kw;Wk; tyaj;jpy;
gpugy;akhd nghUshjhu Nfe;jpu Kf;fpaj;Jtk;
kpf;f ,lkhf khWk; neUq;fpa epiyapy;
cs;sJ. vdpDk; nghUshjhuk; Aj;jj;jpd;
gpd;duhd rhjfkhd epiyikapid
KOikahf mile; J nfhs; s ,ayhJ
Nghdik kw;Wk; mk; kl;lj;jpYk; Fiwe;j
kl;lj;jpy; nraw;gLfpd;wik gw;wpa ftiyAk;
epyTfpd;wJ.

,J njhlu; g hf njspthfj; njupfpd; w
milahskhf ,Ug; g J Neub ntspehl; L
KjyPLfspy; Fiwthd tsu;r;rpiaf;
fhl; L fpd; w jdpahu; Jiw KjyP L fspy;
epyTfpd;w ke;j epiyahFk;. fle;j 18 khj
fhy vy;iy G+uhfTk; cs;ehl;L ntspehl;L
KjyPL kw;Wk; jdpahu; gpuptpd; fld; ngwy;
,aYik kpfTk; Fiwe;j kl;lj;jpy;
fhzg;gLtjid mtjhdpf;f Kbfpd;wJ. 2012
Mk; Mz; L jprk; g u; khjj; j py; epjpf;
nfhs; i fapid ,yFgLj; j g; g l; l jidj;
njhlu;e;J 2013 Mk; Mz;L G+uhfTk; 2014
Mk; Mz;L tiuAk; fhzg;gl;l Fiwe;j tupr;
rjtPjk; jdpahu; Jiw rhu;ghf mjpf mstpy;
fld; toq;Fk; mstpw;F khw;wk;
milatpy;iy. 2013 Mk; Mz;by; fld;
tsu;r;rp tPjk; 7.5 rjtPjkhf Njf;f epiyapy;
fhzg;gl;lJld; 2014
Mk; Mz;L Vg;gpuy;
khjkhFk; NghJ mJ E}w;Wf;F 3.3 rjtPk;
tiu tPo;r;rpaile;Js;sJ.
2013 ,y; nkhj; j Njrpa cw; g j; j pahdJ
E}w; W f; F 7.3 rjtP j khf ,Uf; F k; vd
fzf; f plg; g l; L s; s J. vdpDk; > nkhj; j
nghUshjhu Fwpfhl;bahdJ ,yq;ifapd;
nghUshjhuj; j py; khw; w kile; J tUfpd; w
Nghf;fpid KOikahf cs;thq;fpf;
nfhs;tjw;F ,aYik fpilj;Js;sjh vd;w
tpdh vOe;j tz;zk; cs;sJ. cjhuzkhf
epu;khzj; Jiw 2013 Mk; Mz;by; 14.4 rjtPj
tsu;r;rpapidf; nfhz;bUe;j NghJk; rPNke;J
tpw;gid tsu;r;rp 2.9 rjtPjkhfNt
fhzg;gLfpd;wJ. epu;khzj; Jiw 2012 Mk;
Mz;by; E}w;Wf;F 21.6 rjtPjkhf mjpfupff
; pdw
;
NghJ rP n ke; J tpw; g id E}w; W f; F 28.7
rjtPjkhf fhzg;gl;lJ’1
Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;duhd ,yq;ifapd;
nghUshjhuj; j py; khw; w kile; J tUfpd; w
i
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fl;likg;ghdJ ,jdpYk; ghu;ff
; gFjp mstpy;
fhuzkhf ,Uf;f KbAk;. fle;j tUlq;fspd;
tsu;rr
; papy; mjpf mstpy; njspthff; njupfpdw
;
%y tplakhf ,Ug;gJ cs;ehl;L tu;j;jfk;
rhuhj; JiwahFk;. ,q;F gpujhdkhf ,Ug;gJ
nkhj;j kw;Wk; rpy;yiw tpahghuk;> epu;khzk;
kw; W k; nghJ trjpaspg; G f; f s; Nghd; w
tu;j;jky;yhj ifj;njhopy; nraw;ghLfshFk;.
murpd; nraw;ghLfs; fUjj; jF mstpy;
fhzg;gLfpd;w gpupTfSk; fhzg;gLfpd;wd.
mNj Ntis jdpahu; Jiwapd; fld;
njhlu;ghff; fhzg;gLfpd;w Nfs;tp ke;jg;
Nghf;fpy; fhzg;gLfpd;wik mrhjuz
epiyad;W. ghupa tsu;r;rp fhzg;gLfpd;w
Jiwfspy; jdpahu; KjyP L njhlu; g hd
re; j u; g q; f s; xg; g P l ; L mstpy; tiuaiwf;Fl;gl;ljhFk;.
Gs;sptpguq;fSf;fpilapy; epyTfpd;w
nghUj;jg;ghbd;ikf;F NkYnkhU fhuzpahf
,Ug; g J eilngw; W f; nfhz; b Uf; f pd; w
nghUshjhur; nraw;ghLfspd; jd;ik epyTfpdw
;
Njrpa fzf;fPl;L Kiwikf;F KOikahf
mfg; glhikahFk; . ,jid rP u ; nra; t J
njhlu;ghf murhq;fj;jpd; njhif kjpg;Gg;
Gs;sptpguj; jpizf;fsk; Njrpaf; fzf;Ffisj;
jahu; nra;tjid jpUj;jk; nra;a Ntz;baJ
vt; t hW kw; W k; epyTfpd; w Kiwikia
,w;iwg;gLj;j Ntz;bajd; Kf;fpa Kaw;rpapy;
<L gl;Lf; nfhz;bUf;fpd;wJ. Njrpa
fzf; F fisj; jahu; nra; j y; “kP z ; L k;
mbg;gilahf;fpf; nfhs;sy;” mjhtJ
nghUshjhuj;jpy; gyjug;gl;l Jiwfspd; $l;L
kw; W k; mstpid ntspf; f hl; L tJ kpf
neUq;fpa Mz;Lfspy; nghUshjhu epiyik
gw;wpa Nehf;nfhd;wpidg; ngw;Wf; nfhs;sy;>
juTfis
Nrfupj; J f; nfhs; s y; kw; W k;
gFg; g ha; T fis Nkk; g Lj; J k; Kaw; r pfs;
njhlu;ghd ek;gpf;ifapw;F tYr; Nru;j;jy;
jplkhd fhuzpahf cs;sJ.
2014 Mk; Mz;bd; ,uz;lhtJ miuahz;by;
(xU tUlj;jpw;F mz;kpj;j fhyj;jpy;) tl;b
tPjk; Fiwe;j kl;lj;jpy; epyTfpd;wikapdhy;
jdpahu; Jiwapd; fld; cau;tilAk; vd
vjpu; g hu; f ; f g; g Lfpd; w J. jdpahu; fk; g dpfs;
ii

KjyPLfis tp];jupg;Gr; nra;jy; njhlu;ghf
kpfTk; Fiwe;j kl;lj;jpy; fhzg;gLfpd;w fld;
ngw;Wf; nfhs;Sk; fpuaj;jpw;F gpujpgypg;Gf;
fhl; L fpd; w ik njhlu; g hd milahsq; f s;
jw;nghOJ Gydhfpd;wJ. vdpDk;> 2014 Mk;
Mz;bd; ,Wjpf; gFjpapy; tl;b tPjkhdJ
Fiwe;j kl;lj;jpy; fhzg;gLfpd;wikapdhy;
nrhj;Jf;fspd; ngWkjp cau;tiljy; gw;wpAk;
kw;Wk; tl;b tPjk; ePzl
; fhykhf Fiwe;j
kl;lj;jpy; fhzg;gLkhapd; ,yFgLj;jg;gl;l
epjpf; nfhs;ifapy; gztPf;f mOj;nkhd;iw
Vw;gLj;Jk; Mgj;J gw;wpAk; mjpfhupfs; ftdk;
nrYj;Jjy; Ntz;Lk;.
iftpl Ntz;baJ epjpf; nfhs;ifapid gue;j
mstpy; ,yFgLj;Jk; KjyhtJ Rw;wpd; NghJ
2010 / 11 Mk; Mz;L fhyg; gFjpiag; Nghd;W
Efu;T njhlu;ghd fld; njhlu;ghd Nfs;tpapy;
mjpfupg;nghd;iw kPzL
; k; Vw;gLj;jyhFk;. mJ
ru;tNjr jq;fj;jpd; tpiy tPo;r;rpaile;jijj;
njhlu;e;J jilg;gl;l |mlF itg;gjpy; Vw;gl;l
tsu;rr
; p| cld; njhlu;G gl;lJ. mz;kpj;j kPsr;
nrYj; j y; epYitr; rr; r utpid jtpu; g ; g J
njhlu;ghf 2012 Mk; Mz;by; gbKiwfs; gy
vLf;fg;gl;ld. vdNt Vw;Wkjpj; jPui
; t tupapid
kP z ; L k; jpUj; J jy; > nryhthzp rjtP j
Kfhikapy; khw; w nkhd; W > tq; f papid
mbg;gilahff; nfhz;L fld; toq;Fk; cr;r
mstpw;F tiuaiw ,ly; Nghd;w
tplaq; f shFk; . ,r; re; j u; g ; g j; j py; KO
mstpyhd nghUshjhuj;jpd; epiyaw;w jd;ik
njhlu;ghd milahsq;fs; ntspg;gLfpd;w
NghJ Kd; $l;bNa kjp El;gkhd nfhs;if
uPjpahd eltbf;iffis Nkw;nfhs;Nthkhapd;
nfhs;if #oypy; khw;wkilahj jd;ikapid
Vw;gLj;JtJld; jdpahu; Jiw njhlu;ghf
KjyPL nra;tjw;Fk; Cf;fk; toq;FtjhfTk;
mikAk;.
2014 Mk; Mz;bd; ,Wjp miug; gFjpapd;
NghJ fld;fs; njhlu;ghf cs;s Nfs;tpapid
kP z ; L nkhU Kiw mjpfupg; g Jld; tl; b r;
rjtPjj;jpy; cau;nthd;W Vw;gl KbAk;. ,J
vspikahf rkepiyapid Vw;gLj;jy; Ntz;Lk;.
,yq;ifahdJ jkJ tupg; gw;whf; Fiwapid
epjpaP l ; l k; nra; j y; njhlu; g hf jpiwNrup
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cz;bay;fs; kw;Wk; jpiwNrup gpizaq;fspd;
tpw;gid njhlu;ghf mjpfkhf tpNrlkhd
KjyPl;bd; gb jq;fpAs;sJ. tl;b tPjk; NkYk;
tPo;r;rpailAkhapd; jpiwNrup gpizaq;fspd;
tl;b tUkhdk; ntspehl;L KjyPLfSf;F
mt;tsT J}uk; ftu;rr
; pfukhf ,Uf;f KbahJ.
jpiwNrup gpizaq;fspd; gad;fs; kw;Wk; mur
gpizaq;fspd;
gad;fSf;fpilapy;
fhzg; g Lfpd; w guk; g y; kpfTk; Fiwe; j
kl;lj;j
; pw;F tUkhapd; gz myfpd; Mgj;J
epiyik cau; tile;Js;sJ vd fUJfpd;w
ntspehl;L KjyPnlhd;whapd; KjyPLfis
tpw;gid nra;tjw;F eltbf;if vLf;fg;gLk;.
,y;iyahapd; Fiwe;j gl;rk; &gh jpiwNrup
cz;bay;fs; kw;Wk; gpizaq;fs; vjpuf
; hyj;jpy;
KjyPl;bid Cf;fg;gLj;JtjpypUe;J jtpu;f;fg;
gLk;. ,J jw;nghOJ eilngw;Wf;
nfhz;bUf;fpd;w mNj Nghd;W murhq;fj;jpw;F
mj;jpatrpakhd %yjdj;jpid Nrfupg;gjw;F
ghjfkhf jhf;fk; nrYj;Jk;.
tl; b r; rjtP j k; cau; t iltjw; F VJthf
,Uf;fpd;w NkYnkhU fhuzpahf ,Ug;gJ
If;fpa ehLfspd; tpNrlkhd epjp
eltbf;iffis ( If;fpa mNkupff
; tpd; ngluy;
xJf; f j; j pid Nghjpastpy; ,yFgLj; j y; )
ePf;fpf; nfhs;tjhFk;. ,jDld; njhlu;Gila
If; f pa mNkupf; f tpd; ;
nghUshjhuj; j py;
cw; g j; j pahdJ ,iltplhJ cau; t ilfpd;wikapdhy; G+Nfhs tl;br; rjtPjk; cr;rk;
milAk; ngWNgnwhd; w hf ,yq; i fapy;
ru;tNjr fld; ngWk; fpuak; cau;tile;Js;sJ.
ntspaf eilKiwf; fzf;fpypUe;J vOfpd;w
ghupa mOj;jnkhd;W ,d;ikapdhy; jw;nghOJ
&ghtpd; ngWkjp epiyahff; fhzg;gLfpd;wJ.
Vw;Wkjpr; nrytPdj;jpy;; ke;jkhd mjpfupg;G
kw;Wk; ,ize;j Vw;Wkjp tUkhdk; rpwe;j
epiyikapw; F jpUk; g papUj; j y; > cs; s P u ; g ; G
tUkhdq;fs; ghupa mstpy; mjpfupj;jy; (
Kd;ida tUlq;fspYk; ghu;f;f Fiwthf
,Ue;j NghJk; ) Rw;Wyh tUkhdk; ghupa
mstpy; tsu; r ; r pailjy; Nghd; w rfy
tplaq;fSk; eilKiwf; fzf;fpd;
gw;whf;Fiwapid Fiwtilar; nra;tjw;F
fhuzpahf mike;Js;sJ. 2012 Mk; Mz;by;

Njrpa cw;gj;jpapy; E}w;Wf;F 6.6 rjtPjkhf
,Ue;j nkh.Nj.c. MdJ 2013 Mk; Mz;by;
E}w;Wf;F 3.9 rjtPjk; tiu tPor
; r
; paile;jJld;
2014 Mk; Mz;by; NkYk; tPor
; r
; pailtjw;F
tha; g ; G s; s J. 2014 Mk; Mz; b d; Kjw;
fhyhz;bd; NghJ fpilf;fpdw
; Gs;sptpguq;fspd;
vjpu; g hu; g ; G f; f s; epiwe; j jhFk; . 2014 Mk;
Mz;bd; Kjw; fhyhz;bd; NghJ Vw;Wkjp
tUkhdk; fUjj; j F mstpy; (2013 Mk;
Mz;by; mf; fhyhz;Lld; xg;gL
P nra;Ak; NghJ
E}w;Wf;F 19.1 rjtPjj;jpdhy;) cau;tiljy;
rfy gpupTfspYk; fhzf; fpilf; f pd; w ik
ntspaf #oy; kPs ,af;Fk; jd;ikapid
ntspf;fhl;Lfd;wJ.
Vw;Wkjpr; nraw;ghLfshdJ ,yq;iff;F rpwe;j
nra;jpahFk;. ehl;bd; nghUshjhuk; kpfTk;
Mgj;Jf;Fs;shtJ epjpg; gpuptpd; ClhfthFk;.
ehl;bd; ,Ug;G msT gpy;ypad; 08 ,w;F
mz;kpajhf ,Ue;j NghJk; mit ahTk; xd;W
jpuz;bUg;gJ ehl;bd; jpuz;l fld;fspdhyhFk;.
ehl;bd; mgptpUj;jp epjpj; Njitfs; njhlu;ghf
ntspaf
Nrkpg;G
ghy;
mjpfkhf
jq;fpapUg;gJld; nghUshjhuj;jpy; ,ilf; fhy
kw;Wk; ePz;l fhy ntspehl;L KjyPLfs; kPJ
ek; g pf; i fapid cUthf; f pf; nfhs; t J
njhlu; g hf ntspafg; gpuptpd; epiyahd
jd;ikapidg; Ngzpr; nry;yy; Kf;fpakhFk;.
gy;Nehf;F jpirfspypUe;J ntspafg; gpuptpd;
tsu;rr
; pfF
; murhq;fj;jpd; kiwKf ntspehl;Lf;
fld; ngwy; kw;Wk; jdpahu; Jiwapd; fld;
ngWifAld; xUq;fpize;J ,Ug;gjdhy; ,e;
epiyik kpf Kf;fpakhFk;.
Vw; W kjpr; nraw; g hLfis mjpfupj; j y;
ntspehl;L Neub KjyPL njhlu;ghfTk; rpwe;j
epiyikapid Vw; g Lj; J k; vd vjpu; g hu;f;fg;gLfpd;wJ. Aj;jk; epiwtile;J Ie;J
tUlq;fspd; NghJ ehl;bDs; cl;gha;ej
; Neub
ntspehl;L KjyPlb
; d; msT Kd;du; ,Ue;j
epiyikapYk; khWgltpy; i y. 2013 Mk;
Mz;by; Neub ntspehl;L KjyPL nlhyu;
916 kpy;ypad;fshf ,Ue;jJld; 2012 Mk;
Mz;by; ntspehl;L KjyPlhdJ 941
kpy;ypad;fs; tiuNa fhzg;gl;lJ. ,e;j Neub
ntspehl;L KjyPLfs; ngUk; ghYk;
iii
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<LgLj; j g; g l; l J Vw; W kjp cw; g j; j pj; Jiw
rhu;ghftd;wp> mNkupff
; nlhsu; 600 kpyy
; pad;fs;
gy;Nehf;F mgptpUj;jp nraw;jpl;lq;fs;> Ie;J
el;rj;jpu N‘hNly; Nghd;w rq;fpupyh kw;Wk; Ibrp
N‘hl;ly; Nghd;w epu;khzq;fs; njhlu;ghfthFk;.
,J Nghd; w nraw; j pl; l q; f spd; FWq; f hy
epu;khzq;fs; kw;Wk; mjDld; njhlu;Gila
gpupTfspy; > eLj; j u fhy xUq; f pize; j
Nritfs; kw;Wk; njhopy; cUthf;f
tsu;rr
; pahdJ cau;tiltJld; khwhf Copau;
gilapd; jpwd;> kw;Wk; cs;ehl;L fk;gdpfspd;
tpidj;jpwd; rhjfkdh tsu;rr
; papy; ePzl
; fhy
uPjpahf njhopy; El;grhu; Jiwfs; njhlu;ghf
rhjfkhd jhf;fk; Vw;gLj;jg;gLtjpy;iy.
kpfTk; rpwe;j Neub ntspehl;L KjyPLfis
ftu; e ; J nfhs; s y; cs; e hl; L Nrkpg; G
tPo;rpaile;J fhzg;gly;> Nkhrkhd mur epjp
epiyik fhzg;gLfpd;w ,yq;if Nghd;w
ehLfSf;F tpNrlkhf Kf;fpakhFk;. tupr;
Nrfupg; G ,yq; i fapy; Fiwe; j mstpy;
fhzg;gLfpd;wJ. mJ 2013 Mk; Mz;bd;
nkhj; j j; Njrpa cw; g j; j papd; rjtP j khf
E}w; W f; F 11.6 rjtP j j; j pdhy; mz; i ka
Mz;Lfspy;
epytpa
rjtPjkhf
mwpf;ifaplg;gl;Ls;sJ.
Fiwe;j msthd
tUkhdk; ngWfpd;w ehLfs; njhlu;ghf tupr;
Nrfupg;Gr; rjtPjkhdJ epakr; ruhrupahdJ
E}w;Wf;F 18 rjtPjkhf fhzg;gLtJld; cau;
eLj; j u tUkhdk; ciof; f pd; w ehLfs;
njhlu; g hf mr; r jtP j khdJ E}w; W f; F 25
rjtPjkhff; fUjg;gLfpd;wJ.
tUkhdk; ngWjy; njhlu;ghf cs;s
gpur;rpidfs; murhq;fj;jpd; toq;Fdu;fSf;F
(cjhuzkhf cu ,wf; F kjpahsu; f Sf; F
kw;Wk;
epu;khz
xg;ge;jjhuu;fs;)
nfhLg;gdTfis
Nkw;nfhs;tjw;F
jhkjkiltjw; F fhuzpahf ,Ug; g jhf
mwpf;ifaplg;gl;Ls;sJ. ghupa njhifahd
nfhLg;gdT epYitfis xU tUlj;jpypUe;J
,d;ndhU tUlj;jpw;F Kd;nfhz;L
nry; t jhdJ tUlj; j pd; Nghjhd tuT
nryTj; j pl; l gw; w hf; F iwapid ,yf; F
itf; f g; g l; l kl; l j; j py; Ngzpr; nry; f pd; w
iv

cghaj; jpl;lq;fSf;F nghUe;Jfpd;w Mdhy;
mit cupa fk; g dpfspd; epjp gad; g hL
njhlu;ghf ghupa mstpyhd jhf;fq;fis
Vw;gLj;JtJld; mf; fk;gdpfSf;F Kw;gzk;
nrYj; j pa tq; f pfSf; F kpf Nkhrkhd
epiyikahFk;. ,e;j ghjfkhd Nghf;fpid
kl; L g; g Lj; j KbAkhf ,Ug; g J el; l k;
ciof;fpd;w murhq;fj;jpd; njhopy; Kaw;rpfs;
njhlu;ghf tiuaiwfis tpjpg;gjd; Clhf
murhq; f j; j pd; Njitaw; w nrytP d q; f is
fl;Lg;gLj;Jk; kw;Wk; mur tUkhdj;ij kpfTk;
cau; kl;lj;jpwF
; nfhz;L nry;Yk; ,Ugf;frhu;
nfhs;ifahFk;. vdpDk;> ,yq;ifapy; mur
tUkhdj;jpy; mjpf mstpy; Efu;T
nra; a g; g LtJ njhlu; g hd tupfspypUe; J
fpilf;fpd;wikapdhy; nkhj;j nghUshjhu
eltbf; i ffis cau; t ilar; nra; t jd;
Clhf kw;Wk; Vw;Wkjpfis mjpfupg;gjd;
Clhf tUkhd epiyikapid kP z ; L k;
cau;tilar; nra;a KbAk;. vdpDk; tup
tUkhdj;jpy; Ngzpr; nry;yf; $ba
mjpfupg;nghd;W njhlu;ghf tupf; nfhs;ifapy;
kw;Wk;
tup
epUthfj;jpy;
Muk;g
kWrP u ikg; G f; f is Nkw; n fhs; s Ntz; b a
Njit kpf ,d;wpaikahjjhf cs;sJ. 2009
,y; nkhj;j Njrpa cw;gj;jpapd; rjtPjkhf
E}w;Wf;F 9.9 rjtPjkhf ,Ue;j tup tUkhd
Ntfk; ^Fiscal Deficit& Aj;jk; epiwtile;J Ie;J
tUlq;fs; fle;j gpd;du; 2013 Mk; Mz;by;
E}w;Wf;F 5.9 rjtPjk; tiu Fiwtile;Js;sJ.
rhjfkhd gz;ghf ,Ug;gJ %yjd nrytPdk;
njhlu;r;rpahf
Nkw;nfhs;sg;gl;L
tUfpd;wikahFk;. jPu;f;fkhd cl;fl;likg;G
trjpfs; > xd; W ld; xd; W xd; w pize; j
cl;fl;likg;G trjpfs; my;yJ njhopy;El;g
cl;fl;likg;G trjpfs; my;yJ (ghlrhiy>
gy;fiyf; fofk; nghd;wd) rKf cl;fl;likg;G
trjpfs; Nghl;bj;jd;ikapy; kw;Wk; rfyiuAk;
cs;slf;Ffpd;w mgptpUj;jpapd; mbg;gilfis
tYg;gLj;Jk; NghJ ,yq;iff;F rkthaq;fis
Vw;gLj;jpf; nfhs;sy; ,ayhJ.
ghjfkhd epiyikahf ,Ug;gJ cl;fl;likg;G
trjpfspd; mgptpUj;jp gpujhdkhf ntspehl;L
fld; f spypUe; J my; y J ntspehl; L mur

Rs.
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mDruid ngWfpd;w fk;gdpfspdhy;
(tpNrlkhf rP d h) mKy; g Lj; j g; g Lfpd; w
nraw;jpl;lq;fshf ,Uf;fpd;wikahFk;. ghupa
msthd
cl;fl;likg;G
trjpfs;
nraw;jpl;lq;fs; gytw;wpw;F murhq;fj;jpd;
cj;juthjk; fpilf;fg; ngw;Ws;sJ.
cjhuzkhf tPjp mgptpUj;jp mjpfhurig kw;Wk;
tUkhdk; cUthf;fk; Nkw;nfhs;sg;glhj NtW
mur epWtdq;fs; njhlu;ghf toq;fg;gl;Ls;s
rhd; w pjo; f spy; murhq; f j; j pd; epr; r pakw; w
nghWg; G f; f s; cau; t iltjw; F Cf; f f;
fhuzpfshf cs;sd. ftiyf;Fupa kpf gpujhd
fhuzpahf ,Ug;gJ Vw;fdNt Fwpgg
; pll
; gpufhuk;
ntspapypUe; J fld; ngwy; njhlu; g hd
ek;gpf;ifapy; ,Uf;fpd;wikapdhy; ,yq;if
ntspaf ghjpg;Gf;fspdhy; mOj;jq;fSf;F
cs;shFk; ,aYik fhzg;gLtJld;
mtw; w pypUe; J ntsptUtjw; F ,Uf; f pd; w
,aYikia eyptilar; nra;Ak;.
,e; j epikapy; ,yq; i fapd; Vw; W kjpr;
nraw;ghl;by; Vw;gl;l mjpfupg;gpd; fhuzkhf
cUthfpd;w tpjj;jpy; G+Nfhs nghUshjhu
#oypd; tsu;r;rpapid Cf;fg;gLj;jy;
,yFthdJ. 2012 - 2013 fhy vy;iyapd; NghJ
INuhg;gpa kj;jpa tq;fp mOj;jj;jpwF
; cs;shd
epjpr; re;ijapid ];jPug;gLj;Jtjw;F Kd;du;
cWjpahd eltbf;iffs; vLf;fg;gl;Ls;sd.
kPzL
; nkhU Kiw INuhg;gpa murhq;fkhdJ
gpizaq;fs; ghy; KjyPl;lhsu;fs; ftdk;
nrYj;Jk; mNj Ntis Efu;Nthu; ek;gpf;if
kPz;Lk; Gj;Japu; ngw;wpUg;gjdhy; fk;gdpfs;
kpfTk; ftdkhf tp];jupg;Gr; nra;tjidAk;
fhz KbAk; . INuhg; g htdJ ,Wjpapy;
nghUshjhu ke;jepiyapypUe;J tpLgl;L If;fpa
mNkupf;fhTld;; ,ize;J nrhw;g fhykhf
epytp te;j ke;jepiyapypUe;J kPnsOe;J
tUtjidf; fhz KbfpwJ. vdpDk; ,jid
kPs fl;bnaOg;Gjy; Nghjpasthd tpjj;jpy;
tYTld;
,y;iy
vd
nfhs;if
tFg;ghsu;fspilNa mr;rnkhd;W epyTfpd;wJ.
INuhg;ghtpy; Ntiyapd;ikr; rjtPjkhdJ>
tpNrlkhf ,sk; Copau;fs; kj;jpapy; ,d;Dk;
cau; kl; l j; j py; fhzg; g Lfpd; w J. ruhrup

,isQu; Ntiyapd;ikahdJ E}w;Wf;F 23.5
rjtPjkhf ,Ug;gJld; mJ Aj;jj;jpw;F Kd;du;
fhzg;gl;l E}w;Wf;F 14.5 rjtPjj;jpYk; ghu;f;f
kpfTk; mjpfkhFk;. ,e;j ruhrupapy; Fwpg;gpl;l
rpy ehLfspy; epyTfpd;w kpfTk; Nkhrkhd
epiyikapid ntspf;fhl;Ltjpy;iy. fpuP];>
];nga;d>; Nghuj;Jf;fy; kw;Wk; ,j;jhyp Nghd;w
ehLfspy; Ntiyapd;ikr; rjtPjk; KiwNa
E}w;Wf;F 56 rjtPjk;> E}w;Wf;F 53 rjtPjk;>
E}w;Wf;F 40 rjtPjk; kw;Wk; E}w;Wf;F 33 rjtPjk;
vd;w tifapy; cau; rjtPji
; jf; nfhz;Ls;sd.
,Nj Ntis tyaj;jpy; Vw;gLfpd;w murpay;
khw;wq;fSk; epr;rakw;wjd;ikapid
mjpfupf;fpd;wd. u\;ah fpupkpahtpid ,Oj;Jf;
nfhs; S jy; kw; W k; INuhg; g htpy; mJ
Vw; g Lj; J fpd; w jhf; f q; f s; kw; W ky; y hJ
INuhg; g par; rq; f j; j pd; epjp Nfhl; g hl; b w; F
KOikahf kpfTk; tprhykhd murpay;
xj; J iog; g pid jkJ epjp xUq; f pizg; G
njhlu;ghf ,Ue;j vjpu;ghu;g;Gf;fs; eyptile;J
tUtjidj; njhlu;eJ
; kPs vOe;jpUg;gjw;fhd
Nkhrkhd jd;ikapid ntspfhl;Lfpd;wJ.
mNj Ntis If; f pa mNkupf; ehLfspd;
nghUshjhuk; njspthf gpw;Nghf;F
epiyikapypUe;J tpLgl;L ghupa tsu;r;rp
kw; W k; Ntiyapd; i kapy; tP o ; r ; r papid
ntspf;fhl;Lfpd;wJ. vt;thwhapDk; If;fpa
mNkupf; f ehLfspd; tpNrlkhd epjpf;
nfhs; i ffisf; eP f ; f pf; nfhz; l jidj;
njhlu;eJ
; G+Nfhs nghUshjhukhdJ mjw;F
vt;thW Kfq;nfhLg;gJ vd;gJ gw;wp ftdk;
nrYj;Jjy; Ntz;Lk;. 2013 Mk; Mz;bd;
eLg;gFjpapd; NghJ ,e;j elbf;if
mKy;gLj;jg;gl;lijj; njhlu;e;J re;ijapy;
rpf;fy; epiyiknahd;W Vw;gl;L epyTfpd;w
nghUshjhuj; j pypUe; J %yjdk; tpyfpr;
nry;fpd;ikapidj; njhlu;e;J me;j ehLfspd;
gz myFfspd; ngWkjp Jupjkhf
Fiwtile;Js;sJ. vdpDk;> 2014 Mk; Mz;by;
ePf;fpf; nfhs;Sk; ghjpg;G G+Nfhs
KjyPl;lhsu;fs; tpiyfisj; jPu;khdpf;fpd;w
NghJ ftdj;jpw; nfhz;Ls;sJld; nraw;ghl;bd;
vQ;rpa gFjp njhlu;ghf vjpu;ghu;g;Gf;fSld;
,Ug;gJ njupa tUfpd;wJ. vdpDk; xJf;f
v
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eltbf;ifapd; fhyk; kw;Wk; Ntfk; gw;wp
vOfpd;w tpdhf;fs; njhlu;ghf ftiynahd;W
epyTfpd; w J. If; f pa mNkupf; f ehLfspd;
nghUshjhuj;jpd; kPs; vOr;rp JupjkilAkhapd;
kw;Wk; mJ gztPf;f mOj;jj;jpid
mjpfupg; g jw; F fhuzkhf ,Uf; F k; vd
vz; Z Nthkhapd;
eP f ; f pf; nfhs; t jid
Jupjg;gLj;jpf; nfhs;s KbAk;. ,J Ntfkhf
eilngw;why; Kjyhtjhf nraw;jpl;lj;jpd;
ntw;wpfs; kWGwk; jpUg;gg;gl;Ls;sJ. mJ kpf
nkJthf epfo;ej
; pUe;jhy; ,yFthf epjpapidg;
ngw; W f; nfhs; S k; fhyk; kpfTk; eP z ; L
Mjdq;fspd; ngWkjpfs; cau;tilAk; (If;fpa
mNkupff
; ehl;bd; Nghjpasthd ,yFgLj;jypd;
cr;r
re;ju;g;gj;jpy;
vOe;Js;s
nghUshjhuq;fspy; Vw;gl;l gpufhuk;) epiyaw;w
jd;iknahd;W cUthf KbAk;.
If;fpa mNkupff
; ehl;bdJ kw;Wk; INuhg;ghtpy;
ghupasthd epjp epiyikfis fhY}d;wr;
nra; t jd; Clhf G+Nfhs KjyP L fspd;
Mgj;Jf;fs;
tpLtpf;fg;gLtjhf
fhl;lg;gl;Ls;sd. ,jd; KjyhtJ Fwpfhl;bahf
,Ug; g J 2013 Mk; Mz; b y; NknyOe; J
epyTfpd;w nghUshjhuq;fSf;F cl;gha;e;J
tUfpd;w epfu %yjdk; tUlq;fSf;F Vw;g
fzf;fpLk; NghJ E}w;Wf;F 9.6 rjtPjj;jpdhy;
tPor
; r
; paile;jikahFk;’2 ,e;j epiyik G+Nfhs
epjp neUf; f b RKf epiyaile; j ijj;
njhlu;eJ
; eilngw;w epiyikf;F KOikahf
khw;wkhdjhFk;. ,q;F G+Nfhs KjyPll
; hsu;fs;
jkJ KjyP L fis <LgLj; J tjw; F khw; W
,lq;fis Njbr; nry;fpd;w NghJ vOfpd;w
nghUshjhuj;jpw;F cl;gha;fpd;w %yjdkhdJ
Jupjkhf cau;tile;Js;sJ. xNu Kiwapy;
2013 Mk; Mz;by; ,e;j epiyik kPsj;
jpUk;Gjy;> gpujhdkhf G+Nfhs epiyikfs;
khw;wkiljy; kw;Wk; If;fpa mNkupf;f ehLfs;
Nghjpasthd ,yFgLj; j y; f is eP f ; f pf;
nfhz;likapd;
fhuzkhf
vd;gJ
njspthfpd;wJ. cz;ikahf ,J fijapd;
xU gFjp khj; j pukhFk; . vdpDk; ,J
fhuzpfspdhYk; njspTgLj; j KbAk; .
Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;du; “Jupj epjp” fpilj;jTld;
vOfpd;w nghUshjhuq;fs; gy jputj;jd;ik
epiwe;jpUe;j NghJ jkJ cs;ehl;L
vi

Nfs;tpapid epjpaPl;lk; nra;tJ njhlu;ghfTk;
G+Nfhs %yjdk; cl;gha;jy; ghy; ek;gpf;if
fhzg;gl;lJ. mtu;fSila gz myFfspd;
ngWkjp cau; t ile; j ikapdhy; Vw; W kjp
Nghl; b j; jd; i kahdJ tP o ; r ; r paile; J
eilKiw fzf;F nfhLg;gdT epYitapd;
jhq;fpf; nfhs;s ,ayhj epYitnahd;wpid
Vw;gLj;jpAs;sJ.
Mrpa epjpg; gpur;rpidapdhy; Mrpag;
nghUshjhuq;fspy; fhzg;gl;l KO nkhj;j
Kfhik kw;Wk; epjpr; re;ijapy; rl;luPjpahd
FiwghLfs; ntspf;fhl;ba tpjj;jpy; ngluy;
xJf;fj;jpid ,yFgLj;Jk; nfhs;ifapid
ePf;fpf; nfhs;Sk; jhf;fq;fSld; ,ize;j
G+Nfhs ru;r;irfspd; gpd;du; vOe;jpUf;fpd;w
nghUshjhuq;fs; gytw;wpy; cs;sf uPjpahf
epyTfpd; w ,lu; f s; kw; W k; nraw; g hLfs;
njhlu;ghf ftdk; nrYj;jg;gl;Ls;sJ. G+Nfhs
nghUshjhu ke;jepiyapd; gpdd
; u; vOe;jpUf;Fk;
NghJ Vw;gl;bUf;fpd;w nghUshjhu (Vw;Wkjp
njhlu;ghf ,Ue;j Nfs;tpapy; Fiwghnlhd;W
,Ue;j NghJk;) jhf;Fg; gpbf;Fk; tYnthd;W
fhl;lg;gl;l NghJk; vOe;J tUfpd;w
nghUshjhuq;fs; gytw;wpd; KjyPLfspdhy;
“ Mokhf tprhuiz nra; j y; Nghd; w ”
gpur;rpidfs; Vw;gl;L tUfpd;wd. tpNrlkhf
,e;jpah> ,e;JNdrpah> Ju;f;fp> gpurPy; kw;Wk;
njd; d hgpupf; f h Nghd; w vOe; J tUfpd; w
nghUshjhuq;fs; Ie;jpy; ,e;j epiyikf;F
ghjpg; G r; nrYj; J fpd; w fhuzpfs; gy
fhzg; g l; l d. mtw; w pd; tsu; r ; r p tP o ; r ; r p
epiyikf; F te; J s; s Jld; tup kw; W k;
eilKiwf; fzf; F fspd; gw; w hf; F iw
cau; t ile; J fhzg; g Lfpd; w J. mtw; w pd;
tsu;r;rp fPo; epiyf;F tPo;r;rpaile;Js;sJld;
tup kw;Wk; eilKiwf; fzf;Ffspd;
gw;whf;Fiw cau;tile;J fhzg;gLfpd;wJ.
fl;likg;G uPjpahd kWrPuikg;G njhlu;ghf
Fiwe;j Kaw;rpfs; vLf;fg;gl;L tUfpd;wJ.
vt;thwhapDk; nkhj;j G+Nfhs nghUshjhuKk;
INuhg;gh kw;Wk; tl mNkupf;fhtpd; epiyahd
ifj;njhopy; nghUshjhuq;fspypUe;J ,yj;jpd;
mNkupf;fh kw;Wk; kpfTk; njspthf
ntspf;fhl;Lfpd;w tpjj;jpy; Mrpah Nehf;fpa
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nghUshjhuq; f s; capNuhl; l epiyikf; F
khw;wilfpd;w gupkhw;wj;jpw;F cl;gl;Ls;sjJ
vd;gJ jplkhFk;.
,t;
tyaj;jpy;
vOr;rp
ngw;Ws;s
nghUshjhuq;fs; Nehf;fpa KjyPlL
; ed;ikapd;
cr;r kw;Wk; Fiwe;j gl;r re;ju;gq;fs; ,Ue;j
NghJk; mit ,d; D k; capNuhl; l khff;
fhzg;gLfpdw
; J. vOr;rp ngw;W epyTfpdw
; re;ij
njhlu;ghf KjyhtJ RUf;fg; ngau; BRICS
(gpurP y ; > u\; a h> ,e; j pah kw; W k; rP d h)
#l;lg;gl;ljidj; njhlu;e;J 15 tUlq;fspd;
gpd;du; vOr;rp ngw;Ws;s nghUshjhuq;fspd;
Gjpa KjyPl;Lr; re;ju;gq;fs; njhlu;ghf Mu;tk;
fhl;Lfpd;w epuy; KjyPl;lhsu;fs; ^Portfolio
Investors& k w ; W k ; e p j p a j ; j p d ; K f h i k ahsu;fspdhy; RUf;fg; ngau;fs; itf;fpd;w
kw;Wk; FOf;fis cUthf;Ftjpy; FiwghLfs;
,y;iy’3 KjyPl;Lj; jPu;khdq;fs; ,J Nghd;w
tplaq;fspd; mbg;gilapy; mike;jy;
kjpEl;gkhd cgha khu;ff
; k; my;yhjJ vd;W
gyu; cld;gLtJld; khwhf G+Nfhs
nghUshjhuj;jpy; epytp tUfpd;w Mokhd
khw;wq;fs; ghupanjhU njhFjpapdu;fSf;F
ntspg; g Lj; j pf; fhl; L tjw; f hd ,aYik
fhzg;gLtjhfTk; Rl;bf; fhl;Ljy; Ntz;Lk;.
kpfTk; Kf;fpakhf ,Ug;gJ vOr;rpngw;wpUf;fpdw
;
re;ijfspd; xUq;fpizg;gpy; tyankhd;whf
Mrpah vt;tsT J}uk; njspthfj; njupfpd;w
epiyikf;F cUntLj;Js;sJ vd;gjhFk;.
21 Mk; E}w;whz;by; nghUshjhu> Gtpay;
murpay; kw;Wk; rKf khw;wq;fspd; cr;rj;jpy;
fhzf;
$ba gz;ghf ,Ug;gJ Mrpahtpy;
Mrpa nghUshjhuj;jpy; tpNrlkhf fpof;F
kw;Wk; ,e;jpah cs;slq;fyhf Mrpa gRgpf;
tyaj; j pd; kWkyu; r ; r p> epfo; e ; J tUfpd; w
Mokhd
khw;wq;fspd;
,jakhf
cUntLj;Js;sJs;sikahFk;.
Mrpah jw; n ghOJ cyf kf; f spy; 60
rjtPjkhNdhUf;F ,Ug;gplkhf cs;sJ. G+Nfhs
cw;gj;jpfspd; ehd;fpy; xU gq;F ( ,J 2050
Mk; Mz;lhFk; NghJ miuthrpahf
cau;tilAk;) kw;Wk; cyfpd; cw;gj;jpfspd;
47 rjtPjj;jpid tpepNahfk; nra;fpd;wJ. ,e;j

Gjpa RgP l ; r j; J ld; G+Nfhs kj; j pa ju
tFg;gpdu;fspy; %d;wpy; xd;Wf;F mz;kpj;j
mstpdu; trpg;gJ Mrpa ehLfspyhFk;. rpy
gpujhd nghUshjhuq; f Sf; F mOj; j khf
jhf;fk; nrYj;jpa Mrpa epjp neUf;fbahdJ
neLq;fhyj;jpw;F Kw;gl;l ,Ul;L Afj;jpd; xU
epoyhFk;. G+Nfhs nghUhsjhu ke;j epiyapd;
gpd; d u; fle; j MW tUl fhyj; j pw; F s;
Mrpahtpy; kWntOr;rp ngw;W tUfpd;w kw;Wk;
mgptpUj; j paile; J tUfpd; w nghUshjhuq;fspd; vjpu;ghu;j;j kw;Wk; cz;ik tsu;r;rp
NtfkhdJ Kd;Ndw;wkile;j nghUshjhuq;fspd; ruhrupapidg; Nghd;W E}w;Wf;F
MW rjtP j k; kl; b y; cau; kl; l j; j py;
fhzg;gLfpd;wJ. 2014 Mk; Mz;L kw;Wk; 2015
Mz; L fspd; NghJ Kd; N dw; w kile; j
nghUshjhuq;fs; E}w;Wf;F 2.2 kw;Wk; 2.3
,ilapyhd msTfspdhy; tsu;rr
; pailAk; vd
vjpu;ghu;ff
; g;gLtJld; Mrpahtpd; vOr;rp ngw;W
tUfpd;w kw;Wk; mgptpUj;jpaile;J tUfpd;w
nghUshjhuq;fs; KiwNa E}w;Wf;F 6.7 kw;Wk;
E}w;Wf;F 6.8 rjtPjj;jpdhy; tsu;r;rpailAk;.
,e;j msthdJ vOr;rp ngw;W tUfpd;w kw;Wk;
mgptpUj; j pailfpd; w gue; j nghUshjhu
FOf; f s; njhlu; g hd vjpu; T $wy; f shd
E}w;Wf;F 4.9 kw;Wk; E}w;Wf;F 5.3 rjtPjj;jpYk;
ghu;f;f mjpfkhFk;.
,e;jpahTld; tyaj;jpd; mbg;gil ,uz;by;
xd;whd rPdh cyfpd; gpujhd Vw;Wkjpahsuhf
mNdf
fhyq;fspw;F
Kd;dpUe;j
N[h;kdpapidg; gpd;js;spAs;sJ.
Mrpaf;
fk;gdpfs; ([g;ghd; thfdk;> njd;nfhhpah
vyl;Nuhdpf; rhjdq;fs;> rPdh ,yj;jpudpay;
re; i j tiyaikg; G Nghd; w d) cyfpd;
ngWkjpkpf;f th;j;jfg; ngah;fshf
cUntLj;Js;sd.
[g;ghd; kw;Wk;
njd; n fhhpah fhh; INuhg; g pag; ngUk;
njUf;fspy; fhzf;$ba fhl;rpfshFk;. mg;gps;
Nghd;w mnkhpf;fhtpd; njhopy;El;g
Kd;Ndhbfs; njd;nfhhpah kw;Wk; jha;thd;
toq;Feh;fspd; nlhyh; gpy;ypad; fzf;fpy;
cjphpg;ghfq;fisf; nfhs;tdT nra;fpd;wd.
Nkw;fj;ija gy;Nehf;Ff; fk;gdpfs; kw;Wk;
th;j;jfg; ngah;fs; Nkw;fj;ija tho;f;ifj;ju
vii
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kl;lk; Nehf;fpa gazj;jpy; mit ,yFthf
mile;J nfhs;sf; $ba tpjj;jpy; Mrpahtpy;
re;ij Mf;fpukpg;gpidg; ngw;Wf;nfhs;tjw;F
Mrpa efuq;fSf;F Gil#o;eJ
; s;sd. mnkhpff
;
nlhyh; gpyy
; pad; 80 mstpyhd G+Nfhs RfNghfg;
nghUl;fs; re;ijapy; njhlh;r;rpahf Mrpa
Efh;Nthh;fs; ifj;njhopy;fspd; vz;zpf;if
ifj; n jhopy; fzf; f P L fspy; Rl; b f; f hl; l g; g l; L s; s d.
njhopy; E l; g g; t phpT> Mrpaf;
fk;gdpfSf;F G+Nfhs mstpy; kpfTk; rpwe;j
tpfpjj;jpy; Nghl;bapLtjw;F ,aYikapid
toq;fpAs;sJld; ,yj;jpudpay; re;ijA+lhf
Efh;tpidf; nfhs;fpd;w Efh;T mikg;gpid
Efh;T mikg;Gf;fspid khw;wkilar;
nra;tjpYk; ntw;wpaile;Js;sd. cjhuzkhf
rPdhtpd; mypgh topKfg;gLj;jg;gl;l re;ijf;F
180 kpy;ypad; njhlh;ghf ,Ug;gJld; 2013 ,y;
mnkhpf;f nlhyh; gpy;ypad; 250 mstpyhd
nfhLf;fy;thq;fy;fs; nra;ag;gl;Ls;sd. (<Ng
kw;Wk; mkNrhd; Mfpa ,uz;bdJk; tpw;gidj;
njhifapYk; tpl mjpfk;. mNj Nghd;W cyfpd;
kpf tprhykhd njhopy;El;g gpujhd gFjpapid
cw;gj;jp nra;fpd;w (IPO) vd;w mbg;gilapy;
Fwpg;gplf; $ba 20 gpy;ypad; nlhyh; tFjpapw;F
Maj;jkhfpd;wJ. (,J Ng];Gf; gFjpapYk;
ghh;f;fg; nghpaJ) ,Nj Ntis ,il Mrpa
ehLfSf;fpilapyhd tpw;gidahdJ Aj;jj;jpd;
gpd;duhd fhyj;jpy; Mrpag; nghUshjhuj;jpd;
tYtpid kpfTk; gpujhdkhf cUthfpAs;sJ.
Mrpa kf;fspd; rq;fk; (Mrpahd;) Vw;Wkjp
nra;fpdw
; cah; 10 ehLfs; rPdhtpwF
; r; nra;fpdw
;
Vw;Wkjpapd; msT njd; mnkhpf;f Rje;jpu
th;j;jf cld;gbf;if tyaj;jpw;F my;yJ
INuhg; g pa rq; f j; j pw; F Nkw; n fhs; f pd; w
Vw;Wkjpapid kpQ;rpr; nry;fpd;wd.

Mk; Mz;bd; ,e;NjhNerpahtpd; nkhj;jj; Njrpa
cw;gj;jp xg;gPl;L hPjpahf Kf;fpakhd nlhyh;
l;hpyy
; pad; vy;iyapid kpQr
; pr; nrd;W cyfpd;
15 tJ ghhpa nghUshjhukhf cUntLj;Js;sJ.
gue;j nghUshjhu kPs;fl;likg;Gfspd; gpd;dh; Mrpahtpd; Nehahsp vd
mwpKfg; g Lj; j g; g l; l gpypg; i gd; ] ; gue; j
Kd;Ndw;wnkhd;wpid Vw;gLj;jpAs;sJ. 2013
,d; nkhj;jj; Njrpa cw;gj;jp Ehw;Wf;F 7.3
tPjj;jpdhy; mjpfhpj;Js;sJld; mJ Mrpa
tyaj; j pd; cah; ; tsh; r ; r p NtfkhFk; .
mt; t hwhd tsh; r ; r pnahd; w pid mileJ
; nfhz;lJ ,aw;if mdu;jj
; q;fshd Gay;
Nghd; w ghhpa mopTfs; Vw; g Lj; j g; g l; l
re;jh;g;gj;jpyhFk;. gpypg;igd;rpd; mur fld;
hpr; ];uhd;ll; kw;Wk; Gth; kw;Wk; %b Nghd;w
kjpg; g P L nra; f pd; w epWtdq; f spd; Clhf
KjyPl;Lj;juk; tiu Kd;Ndhf;fpr;
nrd;Ws;sJld; mJ G+Nfhs Nghl;bj;jd;ikf;
Fwpfhl;bapy; 26 MtJ ,lj;jpy; (2010 Kjy;)
kw; W k; ifj; n jhopy; f Sf; F r; rhjfkhd
Fwpfhl; b nahd; w hd 30 tJ ,lj; j pYk;
Kd;Ndhf;fpr; nrd;Ws;sJ.

kpf mz;ikapy; NknyOe;J epyTfpdw
; Mrpahd;
nghUshjhu vjph;ghh;g;GfSld; $ba
epiyiknahd; w pid ntspf; f hl; L fpd; w J.
Mrpahd; tyaj;jpy; rdj;njhifapy; Ehw;Wf;F
ehw;gJ tPjj;jpw;Fk; tjptplkhf ,Uf;fpd;w (240
kpy; y pad; rdj; n jhifapidf; nfhz; l )
,e; N jhNerpah tyaj; j pd; nkhj; j j; Njrpa
cw;gj;jpapy; Ehw;Wf;F ehw;gJ tPjj;jpw;F XusT
Fiwe;jsTf;F chpik NfhUfpd;wJ.
2012

epUthfj;jpd; jd;ik kw;Wk; murhq;fj;jpd;
ghj; j puk; Mrpa ehLfspy; nghUshjhu
tsh;r;rpapd; Nghf;fpy; njspthff; fhzg;gLk;
gz; G fshFk; .
nghUshjhu tsh; r ; r papy;
nraw; g hLfs; gytw; w py; murhq; f j; j pd;
cghatop hPjpahd njhlh;Gfs; mjd; tsh;r;rp
kw; W k; tpidj; j pwd; gw; w pj; njspthf
ntspg;gLj;Jfpd;wd.
tsq;fis xJf;fPL
nra;jy; kw;Wk; nghUshjhu cw;gj;jpapd; NghJ

viii

vdpDk; Mrpahtpd; kWkyh;rr
; p KOikahd
ghJfhg;Gj; jd;ikaw;wjhFk;. vjph;fhyj;jpy;
gyjug;gl;l fhuzpfs; Mrpa ehLfSf;F ,e;jg;
gazj;jpy; jhf;fk; nrYj;Jk;.
xt;nthU
ehLfSf;Fk; tpNrlkhd gy;NtWgl;l
rthy; f Sf; F g; Gwk; g hf mjptpNrlkhf
,yq;ifapy; mKy;g;gLj;jg;gLfpd;w kw;Wk;
,yq;ifapd; tsh;r;rp Kaw;rpapy; ghlq;fisf;
fw; W f; n fhs; s y; Nghd; w mbg; g ilapy;
gyujg;gl;l gue;j rthy;fs; gw;wpAk;
fye;Jiuahly;fs; gaDilajhFk;.
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murhq;fj;jpw;Fg;
ghj;jpuk;
xd;W
,Uf; f Ntz; b aijf; Fwpg; g pLjy; .
gy
jrhg;jq;fSf;F Kd;dh; Jhpj Clfg;gLj;jg;gl;l
jpll
; kply; %yk; njspthff; fhl;lg;gl;l tpjj;jpy;
xU kh;kkhd fUj;jhf ,Ue;jJ. vdpDk; kpf
mz;ikapy; mjpfkhf Mrpag; nghUshjhuj;jpd;
ntw;wp gw;wpa fijfSld; murhq;fj;jpd;
ghj;jpuk; xd;W fhzg;gLfpwjh vd kpfTk; gue;j
mstpy; ghuhl; L f; f s; fpilf; f g; n gw; w d.
mJNghd;w nfhs;iffspid ePf;fp
mgptpUj;jpaile;j ehLfs; $l tpNrlkhf
Aj;jq;fspd; gpd;dh; murhq;fj;jpd; Kd;tUif
njhlh;ghf kpf cf;fpukhf Kd;te;J
nraw;gLfpd;wd.
jkJ tq;fpfspd;
gpzf;Ffspid tpLtpj;jy; (rpy tq;fpfspd;
gq;Ffspidf; nfhs;tdT nra;jy;
cs;slq;fyhfj; jPh;khdk; vLj;jy;) Fwpg;gpl;l
gphpTfSf;F murhq;fj;jpd; ed;nfhilfis
toq;Ftjw;F (If;fpa mNkupf;ftpd;;
gpzf;FfSf;F cl;gl;l thfd cw;gj;jpf;
ifj;njhopy; kw;Wk; jw;nghOJ epiyngWk;
rf;jpf; ifj;njhopy; Nghd;w) jPh;khdk; vLj;jy;
my;yJ thpr;rYifapid toq;Fjy; kw;Wk;
mgptpUj; j papid Ntfkilar; nra; t jw; F
tpNrl epjpg; guk;gypw;F tha;g;gspj;jy; Nghd;w
jPh;khdq;fs; vLj;jypy; murhq;fk; gq;fspg;Gr;
nra;fpd;w epiy fhzf;$bajhf ,Uf;fpd;wJ.
Mrpahtpd; tsq;fs; kw;Wk; tsh;r;rp kw;Wk;
RgPlr
; k; ghuhl;lj;jf;fJ. vdpDk; ,g;gpuNjrj;jpy;
Vw;gl;Ls;s Jhpj tsh;rr
; pAld; ,J xU mjprak;
md;W. ifj;njhopw;Jiwapd; fzf;Fg; Gs;sp
tpguq;fSf;Nfw;g cyfk; G+uhTk; tpw;gid
nra; a g; g Lfpd; w RfNghfg; nghUl; f spd;
Ehw;Wf;Fg; gj;J rj tPjj;jpw;F nghWg;Gf;
$Wgth;fs; rPd Efh;Nthh;fshth;. INuhg;ghtpy;
mjp cd;dj G+h;j;jp nra;ag;gl;l Milfs;>
Mil tpw;gid epiyaq;fspd; mjpjpahf
,Uf;fpd;w tpw;gidapy; ehd;fpy; xd;W vd;w
mstpy; nfhs;tdT nra;tJ Mrpa tpw;gid
epiyaq;fspyhFk;. nghUshjhu tsh;r;rpapy;
gpd;dilnthd;W ,Ue;jNghJk; ,e;jpahtpd;
ngWkjpapy; mjpf fhh; tpw;gid 2013 ,y;
Ehw; W f;F g; gjpide; jpypUe; J Kg; g Jf; fpilapyhd mstpy; cah;tileJs;sJ.7

,w;iwf;F 60 Mz;LfSf;F Kd; Mrpahtpd;
epiyik kpfTk; khWgl;ljhFk;. mJ cyfpd;
kpfTk; twpa xU tyakhFk;. gpugy;akhd
nghUshjhu tsh; r ; r pAld; gy kpy; y pad;
fzf; f hd kf; f spid tWikapypUe; J
kPl;nlLj;Js;sJ.
Mrpa mgptpUj;jp tq;fp
fzf; f P L nra; f pd; w tpjj; j py; Mrpahtpy;
ehnshd;Wf;F ,uz;L nlhyhpYk; ghh;f;ff;
Fiwe;j tUkhdk; ngWfpd;w vz;zpf;if 1.7
gpy;ypad; kf;fshFk;.
ehnshd;Wf;F xU
nlhyhpYk; $ba tUkhdk; ngWfpd; w
vz;zpf;if 800 kpy;ypad; mstpy; cs;sdh;.
Mrpahtpy; cg tyaq;fSf;fpilapy;
Kuz;ghLfs; fhzg;gLfpdw
; d. njd;dhrpahtpy;
tWik
epiyik
cah;kl;lj;jpy;
fhzg;gLfpd;wJld; fpof;fhrpahtpy; tWik
epiyik Fiwe;jkl;lj;jpy; fhzg;gLfpd;wJ.
(,jw;fhd gpujhd tplakhf ,Ug;gJ 1990 fspy;
Ehw;Wf;F vz;gj;ije;J tPjkhf ,Ue;j rPdhtpd;
tWik 2008 Mk; Mz;lhFk; NghJ Ehw;Wf;F
Kg;gJ tPjk; tiu tPo;r;rpaile;jikahFk;.)
tWikf; F g; Gwk; g hf tUkhd rkkpd; i k>
tyaj; j py; fhzg; g Lfpd; w ,d; D nkhU
rthyhff; fhzg;gLfpd;wJ. Mrpa mgptpUj;jp
tq; f papd; Gs; s p tpguq; f Sf; N fw; g Mrpa
tyaj;jpd; rdj;njhifapd; 5 ,y; 4 Ngh;>
cs;slq;Ffpd;w 12 ehLfs; fle;j ,uz;L
jrhg;j fhyj;jpd;NghJ tUkhd Kuz;ghLs;
kpfTk; mjpfhpj; J s; s J.
,e; j f; fhy
vy;iyapd;NghJ (tUkhd rkkpd;ikapidia
mstPL nra;Ak; NghJ Mrpahtpd; gq;F 38
,ypUe;J 47 tiu mjpfhpj;Js;sJ.
rPd
efunkhd; w hd rq; f ha; Nghj; J f; f y; Y f; F r;
rkkhd tho;thjhu epiyikapidf;
nfhz; b Ug; g Jld; ,e; j pahtpd; kpfTk;
tWikahd 8 gpuhe;jpaq;fspd; twpa kf;fspd;
vz;zpf;if Mgphpf;fhtpd; kpfTk; twpa 26
ehLfspy; cs;s kf;fspd; vz;zpf;ifapYk;
ghh;f;f kpf mjpfkhFk;.
mjpfhpj; J tUfpd; w tUkhd rkkpd; i k
fhuzkhf kf; f s; vOe; J epw; f pd; w jpidf;
fhzf;$ba tpjj;jpy; vOe;J epw;gjpidr; rPd
ehl;by; fhzf;$bajhf cs;sJ. me;ehl;by;
flNyhuq; f is mz; k pj; j ifj; n jhopy;
ix
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efuq; f Sf; F f; Fiwe; j rk; g sq; f spy;
gzpahw;Wfpd;w fpuhkg;Gw njhopyhsh;fspd;
vOr;rpnahd;W fhzg;gLfpd;wJ.
2010 Mk;
Mz;L eilngw;w njhopyhsh; Nghuhl;lj;jpd;
fhuzkhf mth;fspd; rk;gsq;fs; Ehw;Wf;F
Kg;gJ tPjk; Nghd;w mstpdhy; mjpfhpj;Jf;
nfhs; t jw; F r; rP d murhq; f k; KidaNtz;bNaw;gl;lJ. cs;ehl;L Efh;tpwF
; kpfTk;
Mokhfg; gof; f g; g Lk; Kaw; r p xd; W ld;
,e;jg;Nghf;fhdJ njhlh;r;rpahff; fhzg;gl;L
tUfpd;wJ. cz;ikahfr; rPdhtpy; jw;NghJ
mKy;g;gLj;jg;gLfpd;w 5 tUlj;jpl;lj;jpw;Nfw;g
ehLG+uhfTk; Fiwe;j rk;gsk; Fiwe;j gl;lrk;
tUlhe; j k; Ehw; W f; F 13 rjtP j j; j pdhy;
mjpfhpg;gjw;F vjph;ghh;ff
; g;gLfpd;wJ. rPdhtpd;
ifj; n jhopy; gpuNjrq; f s; kw; W k; jha; f ;
fk;gdpfisf;
nfhz;Ls;s
If;fpa
ehLfSf;fpilapy; rk;gs vy;iyahdJ rk;gs
NtWghLfs; Fiwe; J nfhz; L tUfpd; w d.
mnkhpf;fh;fSf;Fhpa ifj;njhopw;rhiyfspy;
gzpahw;Wfpdw
; rPdj; njhopyhsh;fSf;F If;fpa
mnkhpf;fh rk;gsj;jpy; Ehw;Wf;F ,Ugj;ije;J
rjtPjk; fpilg;gjhf mwpf;ifaplg;gLfpd;wJ.
2000Mk; Mz;by; me;jr; rjtPjkhdJ Ehw;Wf;F
5 tPjkhFk;.
Mrpathtpd; kWkyh; r ; r papd; ,d; D nkhU
gz;ghf ,Ug;gJ mjd; rdj;njhifapy; Vw;gl;L
tUfpd;w ghhpa khw;wq;fshFk;.
Mrpah
Kd; d iug; Nghd; d wy; y hJ tNahjpgk;
milgth;fspd; vz;zpf;if mjpfhpj;JtUfpdw
; J. ntspgg
; Lfpdw
; jfty;fSf;Nfw;g
rdj;njhif tNahjpgkiljy; mjpfhpj;jy;
Nkw;fj;ija ehLfspYk; ghh;f;f Ntfkhf
Nkw;nfhs;sg;gLtJld; Rfhjhug; ghJfhg;G
kw; W k; r%f eyd; G hp (Xa; T +jpar; r k; g sk;
Nghd;wd) epjpaPl;lk; cs;slq;fyhd
gy;NtWgl;l mur nfhs;iffSf;Fr;
rthy;fSf;F
Kfk;
nfhLg;gjw;F
Vw;gl;LtUfpdw
; J. [g;ghd; kw;Wk; njd;nfhhpah
Nghd;w rpy ehLfs; ,e;jpah kw;Wk;
,e;NjhNerpah Nghd;w ehLfspYk; ghh;f;f
,e;epiyikf;F Kfq;nfhLj;Js;sd.
tpNrlkhf rPdh mq;F xU gps;is vd;w
nfhs;ifapd; mbg;gilapy; tNahjpgkilAk;
x

Ntfk; mjpfhpj; j rthy; f Sf; F Kfk;
nfhLj;Js;sJ.
,J Mrpa ehLfs;
gytw;Wf;Fj; Jhpjkhd nghUshjhu
tsh;r;rpapid mile;Jnfhs;tjw;F cjtp
GhptJld; jq;fpapUg;Nghh; kl;lk; rdj;njhif
kl; l j; j pYk; ghh; f ; f j; njhopy; Ghpfpd; w
rdj;njhif mjpfhpf;fpd;w Fbapay; ed;ikfs;
tpiuthf Kbtile;Js;sd.
ifj;njhopy; kakhf;fypdhy; Vw;gl;Ls;s Mrpa
tsh;r;rpapd; kw;WnkhU njspthfj; njhpfpd;w
gz;ghf ,Ug;gJ fpuhkq;fspypUe;J
efuq;fSf;Ff; Fbngah;fpd;w Mrpa efuq;fs;
kpfTk; ehfhpfkile; j Nghf; f hFk; .
eP h ; >
tjptplk; kw;Wk; Rfhjhug;ghJfhg;Gg; Nghd;w
efu cl; f l; l ikg; G trjpfs; njhlh; g hf
vw;gl;Ls;s mOj;jq;fs; kw;Wk;; mjDld;
#oy;khriljy; cah;tile;J tUfpdw
; d. rPdh
kw;Wk; ,e;jpah Nghd;w Gjpjhff; ifj;njhopy;
kakhfpa
Mrpa ehLfs; ,d;Dk; efur;
rdj;njhif mjpf ngUk;ghd;ik my;yhj
Mdhy; efur; rdj; n jhif vz; z pf; i f
Jhpjkhf mjpfhpj;J tUfpd;wJ. 2025 MFk;
NghJ Mrpar; rdj;njhifapy; miug;gq;fpdh;
efu kakhf;fg;gLth; vdg; Gs;sp tpguq;fs;
ntspg;gLj;jpAs;sd.
efukakhf;fy; Jhpjkhd tsh;r;rpapDhlhf
Vw;gLj;Jfpd;w Rw;whly; gpur;ridfspy; xd;W
khj;jpuNk MFk;. G+Nfhsg; nghUshjhuj;jpy;
Mrpah njspthfj; njhpfpd; w jd; i kf; F
Kd;te;jpUg;gJ G+Nfhs caphpdg; gy;ypdj;
jd;ik kw;Wk; Rw;whly; ghhpa khw;wq;fSf;F
cl;gl;bUf;fpd;w epiyikapd; fhukzhFk;.
Mrpa ehLfs; Nkw;fj;ija ehLfspy; Vw;gl;l
gpufhuk; ‘jw;NghJ khR gLj;Jq;fs; gpd;dh;
Jha;ikg;gLj;Jq;fs;‘ vd;w Nghf;fpw;F Vw;g
tsh;rr
; paila KbahJ vd;W jw;NghJ gue;j
mstpy; Vw;Wf;nfhs;tjw;F Kd;te;Js;sdh;.
fhyepiy khw;wq;fspd; tsh;r;rp Rw;whly;
jhf;fq;fisf; fzf;nflhky; tpLjy;
vd;gtw;wpwF
; tha;gg
; spgg
; jpyi
; y. cz;ikahf
Mrpahtpd; rpy gFjpfs; tpNrlkhf gUtfhy
tya ehLfs; kw;Wk; jPTfs; G+Nfhsf; fhy
epiy khw;wq;fspd; ghjpg;Gf;fSf;Fg; gue;j
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mstpy; cl;gl;L tUfpdw
; ehLfshFk;. Mrpa
ehLfspd; fhzpfSf; F g; gad; g Lj; J fpd; w
KiwNflhd Kfhikj; J tk; > epiyaw; w
tYr;rf;jp Efh;T kw;Wk; ,aw;if tsq;fspd;
Jhpjkhd gad;ghL kw;Wk; mjDld; gpize;j
Rw;whly; mopTfSf;F cl;gLfpd;w ghhpa
epiyiknahd; W f; F Kfk; nfhLfpd; w J.
mNefkhd Mrpa ehLfspy; Rw; w hly;
ghjpg;GfSf;Fg; gpujhdkhf ,Ug;gJ
ifj;njhopy; kakhf;fy; nraw;ghLfshFk;.
Nkw;fj;ija mNef ehLfspy; Rw;whly; juq;fs;>
epakq;fs; fLikahf mKy;g;gLj;jg;gLtjd;
fhuzkhf me;ehLfspy; cw;gj;jpahsh;fSf;F
Mrpah Nghd;w ehLfspy; epyTfpd;w Rw;whly;
rl;lj;jpd; ,yFj;jd;ik fhzg;gLfpd;wjpdhy;
ifj; n jhopw; r hiyfis Mrpa ehLfspy;
mikg;gjw;F mth;fs; fth;ej
; pOf;fg;gLfpdw
; dh;.
rPdh kw;Wk; ,e;jpahtpy; mjpfhpj;JtUfpd;w
tYr;rf;jpf; Nfs;tpiag; G+h;j;jp nra;tjw;F
epyf;fhp kw;Wk; ngw;Nwhypag; ghtidahdJ
mjpfhpjj
; y;> gr;irtPlL
; thA tspkz;lyj;jpwF
;
tplg;gLfpdw
; ghhpa jhf;fkhff; fhzg;gLfpdw
; J.
kPd;gpbj;jy; kw;Wk; ePhpay; ifj;njhopy; kpfTk;
tsh;rr
; p Nghf;F (ePhpay; cw;gj;jpapy; Ehw;Wf;F
vOgJ njhlf;fk; njhz;ZhWf;F ,ilg;gl;l
mstpy; ; fpilg; g J MrpahtpypUe; j hFk; . )
,aw; i fahd kP d ; tsk; Nehf; f pa ghhpa
jhf; f q; f s; Vw; g Lj; j g; g l; L s; s d.
Efh; T
cah;tiltJld; etPdkag;gLj;jy; tp];jhpg;Gr;
nra;ag;gLtJld; ,e;j mOj;jkhdJ kpfTk;
mjpfhpjJ
; tUfpdw
; J. NkYk; Mrpahtpd; ghhpa
efunkhd; w pd; fhl; r pnahd; w hdJ thDf; F
vOfpd;w Gif kw;Wk; guTfpd;w Gifrhh;e;j
Nkf%l; l j; j pdhy; #o; e ; J s; s J.
Mrpa
ehLfspy; Mrpa efuq;fspy; cah; Mfhaj;jpy;
mJ Nghd; w Gifkz; l yq; f s; kw; W k;
fUNkfq;fspd; mjpfhpj;JtUfpd;w Rfhjhu
ghjpgG
; f;fs; cs;slq;fyhd mNef ghjpgG
; f;fs;
mjpfhpj;jtz;zKs;sd.
,t;thW
khw;wkilfpd;w fhyepiyg; Nghf;F Nehf;fpj;
jhf;fk; nrYj;Jfpd;wd.
Mrpahtpd;
,aw;ifahd
mopTfs;
Vw;gLjy;
epue; j uj; j d; i k kw; W k; mjd; Nghf; F
mjpfhpj;JtUfpd;w Nghf;fpid ntspf; f hl; L fpd; w J.
1980 Kjy; 2009 ,w; F

,ilg;gl;l fhyj;jpy; ,aw;if mopTfspd;
fhuzkhf Vw; g l; l G+Nfhsg; nghUshjhu
mopTfspy; Ehw;Wf;F Kg;gj;njl;L rjtPjk;
mwpf;ifaplg;gl;bUg;gJ Mrpa ehLfspyhFk;.10
NkNy Fwpgg
; plg;gl;lJ Mrpahtpd; fth;rr
; pfukhd
nghUshjhu tsh;r;rpaile;jpUg;gJ gpuNjr>
Njrpa kw;Wk; G+Nfhs caphpdf; fl;likg;Gfs;
njhlh;ghd
fUjj;jF
mopTfis
Nkw;nfhz;lJld;
mopTfspw;F
cl;gLj;jpaJld;
Nkw;nfhs;sg;gl;l
tsh;r;rpnahd;whfNt. nghUshjhu tsh;r;rp
ngsjPf tsk; vd;w mbg;gilapy; VNjDk;
tsj;jpid tYtpid Vw;gLj;jpAs;s Mdhy;
mjDld;
njhlh;Gila
caphpd
gy;ypdj;jd;ikf; fl;likg;Gf;F Vw;gl;Ls;s
ghjpg;Gf;fs; caphpdf; fl;likg;G Nritfspd;
mopTfs; ,e;j tsq;fs; cz;ikahd khdpl
eyd;Ghpf;F khw;wkilar; nra;fpd;w NghJ
fpilf;fpd;w
ngWNgWfspd;
msT
Fiwtile;Jnfhz;L tUfpd;wJ.
,e;jr; rthy;fSf;F Kfk; nfhLf;fpd;wNghJ
tya hPjpahd xj;Jiog;Gf;fs; Njitg;gLtJ
mit mNefkhfj; jj;jkJ ehl;L
vy;iyfSf;F ntspahf Vw;gLfpd;w
fhuzj; j pyhFk; .
vdpDk; ,JNghd; w
xj;Jiog;nghd;wpid vw;gLj;jpf;nfhs;Sjy;
,yFtd;W.
Mrpa ehLfs; G+uhfTk; murpay; fl;rpfs; kw;Wk;
vjphg
; G
; fspdhy; epiwe;Js;sJ. ,tw;wpy; kpfTk;
njspthfj; njhpaf;$ba njd;dhrpa kw;Wk;
fpof;Fr; rPdf; flw;gug;gpy; Vw;gl;Ls;s fly;
vy;iy njhlh;ghd gpzf;fhFk;. tpNrlkhf
[g;ghd; kw;Wk; rPdh vd;gdtw;Wf;fpilapy; rPdh
kw;Wk; gpypgi
; gDf;fpilapy; tpNrl nghUshjhu
tyaj;jpidg; gphpj;J Ntwhf;fpf; nfhs;tJ
njhlh;gpy; rPdh tpal;ehk; kw;Wk; kNyrpah
vd;gdtw;Wf;fpilapy; ,];ngf;yp jPTfspd;
chpikfs; gw;wpAk; fhzg;gLfpd;w gpzf;Ffs;
gw;wpa tpalq;fshFk;. ,jw;Fg; Gwk;ghf tlf;F
kw;Wk;
njd;
nfhhpah
Mfpa
ehLfSf; f pilapyhd gifik czh; T
njhlh; r ; r pahff; fhzg; g Ljy; xUKiw
Ghpe;Jzh;T njhlh;Gfs; Vw;gLj;jpf; nfhz;lJ
xi
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Kjy; MAjg; gpzf;Ffs; tiu jPtpukile;j
epiyik
cs;sJ.
Mrpahtpy;
Nkw;fj;Njaj;jpw;F Gwk;ghf ,e;jpah kw;Wk;
rP d htpw; F ,ilapYk; ,e; j pah kw; W k;
ghfp]; j hd; Mfpa ehLfSf; f pilapYk;
mikjpaw; w epiyik fhzg; g Lfpd; w J.
,e;jpah kw;Wk; rPdhtpw;fpilapy; jpNgj;jpd;
fpof;Fj; njd; gpuNjrj;jpd; epht
; hfk; gw;wp ePzl
;
fhyk;
Kjy;
fUj;J
NtWghLfs;
fhzg;gLfpd;wd.
,e;jpah kw;Wk;
ghfp];jhDf;fpilapy; [k;K kw;Wk; f];kPh;
gpuNjrq;fs; gw;wp epyTfpd;w Aj;jk; Nghd;w
tplaq;fs; me;ehl;Lf;F ,Uf;fpd;w gpur;rid
khj; j pukd; w p tyaj; j pd; xj; J iog; g pidf;
fl; b naOg; G tjpy; jP h ; f ; f khd fhuzpahff;
fhzg;gLfpd;wd.
epiyik kpfTk; rpf;fy;
epiyikapy; fhzg; g LtJ gaq; f uthjf;
FOf; f s; Njr vy; i yapidf; ftdj; j pw;
nfhs;shJ tphptile;J nry;fpd;wikapdhYk;.
,it rkepiyaw; w jd; i knahd; w pid
cUthf;Ftjpy; ghhpa fhuzfshff;
fhzg;gLfpd;wd.
,e;jpah njd;dhrpahtpd; gykhd jq;fpapUf;Fk;
fhuzpahf ,Ug;gJld; rPdh cgha topfspyhd
KjyPLfs; kw;Wk; ed;nfhilfspDhlhf Mrpa
tyak; G+uhfTk; jkJ mjpfhuj; j pid
tp]j
; hpgG
; r; nra;Js;sJ. Mrpahtpy; mjpfhpjJ
;
tUfpd;w rPd mr;RWj;jy;fs; If;fpa ehLfspd;
cghatopfspid kPz;Lk; Mrpahd; Nehf;fpj;
jpUg;gp tpLtjw;Ff; nfhs;if hPjpahfr; rthy;
tplg; g l; L s; s jhfr; rpy vjph; g hh; g ; G fs;
Fwpg;gpLfpd;wd.
,J njhlh;ghd mbg;gil
cgha topfshf ,Ug; g J l; u hd; ] ; g Rgpf;
th;j;jff; $l;lhFk;. ,J nghJthd th;j;jf
cld;gbf;if kl;Lkd;W.
,jpy; th;j;jfk;>
KjyP L kw; W k; cghatop nghUshjhu
xj;Jiog;G
Nghd;w
tplaq;fs;
cs;slq;Ffpd;wd. rPdhtpd; kWkyh;rr
; papdhy;
ghJfhg;Gg; gw;wp Vw;gl;Ls;s ghjpgG
; f;fs; gw;wpAk;
ftdk;; nrYj;j Ntz;ba Mrpa ehLfs; ,e;j
tyaj; j pDs; mnkhpf; f mjpfhuj; j pid
tphptilar; nraa Ntz;ba Njitapid
ntFthf Vw;Wf;nfhs;fpd;wdh;. l;uhd;];gRgpg;
th; j ; j ff; $l; L tyyaj; j py; nghUshjhu
xii

mr;RWj;jy;fs; gw;wpa If;fpa ehLfs;; kw;Wk;
rPdhtpw;F ,ilapy; eilngWfpd;w Nghl;bapd;
gpujhd tplakhfTk; kw; W k; rP d htpd;
kWkyh; r ; r papidf; fl; L g; g Lj; J tjw; f hd
Mrpahtpd; Vida ehLfSf;Fs;s
fUtpahfTk; ,Uf;fKbAk;.
,e;jr; rfy tsh;r;rpfspdhYk; ntspg;gLtJ
vd;dntdpy; Mrpah jkJ vOr;rpapy; nghJ
,yf; F xd; W f; F Vw; g nraw; g lNtz; b a
Nehf; f khFk; .
mz; i ka fhyj; j py;
mikf;fg;gl;bUg;gJ Mrpahd; mikg;ghFk;.
2015 Mk; Mz;lstpy; G+h;thq;f ,uh[je;jphPf
kw; W k; nghUshjhu r%fkhf Mtjw; f hf
vLf;fg;gl;Ls;s jPh;khdkhFk;. vdpDk; ,J
Mrpa kf;fspd; cg tyaq;fSf;F
khj; j puky; y hJ tyaq; f Sf; F tiuaWf; f g; g lhJ vd; g jpid kWf; f KbahJ.
Mrpahtpw; F k; INuhg; g htpy; fhzf; $ ba
tpjj;jpy; gue;j tya Kaw;rpfspd; Njit
fhzg;gLfpdw
; J. vdpDk; mit Fwpgg
; pLtjw;F
,yFthf ,Ue;jNghJk; mile;Jnfhs;Sjy;
,yFtd;W.
INuhg;gpa Mf;fpukpg;ghdJ gy jrhg;jq;fshf
tpUk;gj;jfhj gpzf;Ffs; fhzg;gl;l NghJk;
tyaj;jpy; murpay; jiyth;fspd; Nehf;F
kw;Wk; cWjpg;ghLfs; Njitahf ,Uf;fpd;w
tphpe;j Kaw;rpfspd; tp];jhpg;ghFk;. mt;thwhd
Kd;Ndw;wnkhd;wpid Mrpa ehLfs;
mile; J nfhs; S jy; kpfj; J}uj; j pYs; s
,yf;nfhd;whf ,Uf;fpwJ. Mrpa xj;Jiog;G
kw;Wk;
tya
kw;Wk;
NkYk;
tyaq; f Sf; f pilNaahd ,Ugf; f Muk; g
Kd; n dLg; G fis tpl nkhj; j khf Mrpa
tyaj; j pid Ml; g Lj; j pAs; s Kaw; r pfs;
,Jtiu cUthftpyi
; y. epyg;gpuNjrk; gw;wpa
gpzf; F fs; eP z ; l fhykpUe; N j jP h ; n thd; W
,y;yhkNy fhzg;gLfpd;wJ.
INuhg;gpar;
nraw;wpl;lk; kl;Lky;yhJ Mrpa nraw;wpl;lk;
njhlh;ghfj; jkJ njhopy;rhh; rthy;fSf;F
Kfq;nfhLg;gjw;F Kd;itf;fg;gl;l murpay;
jiyth;fs; kpfr; rpyNu.
ehLfs; kw;Wk;
FOf;fs; tya mjpfhuk; gilj;Njhh; Mfpa
,U rhuhuhfpa rPdh kw;Wk; ,e;jpah Nehf;fpf;
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fhzg;gLfpd;w mr;rk; re;Njfk; kw;Wk; gu];gu
hPjpahfg; ngw;Wf;nfhs;sf;$ba gad;fspd;
fhuzkhf ehLfs; ,uz; L f; F kpilapy;
khWgl;LtUfpdw
; d. ghJfhg;G kw;Wk; ,uhZt
eltbf; i ffs; gw; w pa xj; J iog; g hdJ
cz; i kapy; fhzg; g Ltjpy; i y.
kpf
Kf;fpakhf (INuhg;gpa nfhkprd; INuhg;gpa
Mizf; F Otpw; F r; rkkhf) ,e; j r; rfy
epofo;r;rpj; jpl;lq;fs; njhlh;r;rpahf epfo;fpd;w
kw;Wk; gue;j ghuhl;Lfs; fhzg;gLfpdw
; tpjj;jpy;
Kd; n dLj; J r; nry; f pd; w nkhj; j Mrpa
ehLfspd; epWtd hPjpahd epfo; r ; r pj;
jpl;lnkhd;W kw;Wk; cld;ghbd;ikAkhFk;.
,tw;wpy; Mrpahtpd; kWkyh;r;rp
xU rpW
fhyj;jpw;fhtJ mikjpahf Fiwe;j kw;Wk;
cz;ikj; jd;ikaw;wjhf fUjg;glhj NghJk;
mJ KO mstpy; kWntOr;rp ngWtjw;fhd
tyaj;jpDs; cs;s ,aYik gw;wpa
rpf;fy;fis ntspg;gLj;Jfpd;wJ.
INuhg;gpa Mf;fpukpg;ghdJ xg;gPl;L uPjpapy;
,yFtile;jikf;fhd fhuzk; mjd; tuyhW>
fyhr;rhuk;> nkhop kw;Wk; (mNdfkhf) murpay;
fl;likg;Gf;fspd; nghJg;gilj; jd;ikahFk;.
kW GWkhf Mrpah G+Nfhs uPjpahf cs;s
gue;j guk;giy fyhr;rhu kw;Wk; murpay;
uP j pahf cs; s gyjug; g l; l jd; i kfspd;
fhuzkhf mJ Nghd;w cs;thq;fy; xd;W
njhlu;ghf Fwpg;gpLjy; $l fbdkhdjhFk;.
fpof;fhrpahtpd; rpy ehLfs; G+Nfhs uPjpahf
gutyile;J
RgPl;r
epiyapid
mile;Js;sJld; kj;jpa Mrpa kw;Wk; njd;
Mrpa ehLfspd; tWik epiy kw; W k;
gpw; N ghf; f py; Mo; e ; J s; s d. rpy ehLfspy;
tYthd kw;Wk; rpyNtisfspy; VNjl;irahd
rpyupd; Nfhrj; j pid tpQ; r p gyupd; Fuy;
ntspg;gLfpd;w rdehafk; epyTtJld; Vida
ehLfspy; rdehafkw;w my;yJ njspthf
jhd;Nwhd;wpjj
; dkhf my;yJ Vfhjpgj;jpa Ml;rp
eilngWfpdw
; J. nghUshjhuf; fl;likg;ghdJ
nghJthd
khjpup
tbtj;Jld;
nghUe;Jtjpy;iy. rPdhtpy; epyTfpd;w mur
Kjyhspj; J tg; Nghf; F ag; g hd; my; y J
jha; y he; j py; mKy; g Lj; j g; g Lfpd; w ypguy;

Kjyhspj;Jtk;
vd;gd
ntFthf
NtWgl; l jhFk; . ,jw; f pilapy; tpal; d hk; >
rpq; f g; G +u; > kpad; k hu; kw; W k; cz; i kahf
,yq;if Nghd;w ehLfspy; ,e;j ,uz;L
tifahd gz;Gfs; fhzg;gLfpd;wd.
,yq;iff;F Mrpahtpd; RgPl;rj;jpd; ed;ikfs;
kw;Wk; ghjfq;fs; vd;w tifapy; fw;Wf;
nfhs;sf; $ba ghlq;fs; VuhskhFk;. 2005
Mk; Mz;bd; gpdd
; u; ,yq;ifapy; nghUshjhu
nfhs;ifapy; mgptpUj;jpapy; gpugy;akhd ghupa
mur jiyaPL fhzg;gLfpd;w fpof;F kw;Wk;
Mrpa gRgpf; tyag; gz;Gfs; mNdfkhdit
ntspg;gLfpd;wd. nghJkf;fs; cl;fl;likg;G
trjpfs; njhlu;ghd nraw;jpl;lq;fspy; mur
gq;fspg;G> mur njhopy; Kaw;rpfs; jdpahu;
kag;gLj;jiy epWj;jpaik> njupT nra;ag;gl;l
cs;ehl;L ifj;njhopy;fSf;F epthuzq;fis
toq;Fjy; Nghd;w eltbf;iffs; ,t;thwhd
epiyikapd; gpujhd tplaq;fshFk;.
fpof;fhrpahtpy; fhzf; $ba tpjj;jpy; ,J
Kd; d u; ,y; y hj nfhs; i fnahd; w d; W .
m N d f k h d M r p a e h L f s ; “g p u j h d
Nfhl;ghLfis rup nra;Ak;” Vw;Wf;
nfhs;sg;gl;l Gjpa Nghf;Ffis nghUs; $Wjy;
fle; J nrd; W s; s J. fl; l ikg; G uP j pahd
rPuhf;fq;fis Nkw;nfhs;Sk; NghJ kw;Wk;
mtu;fSila nghUshjhuj;ij Nkk;gLj;Jk;
NghJ kpfTk; nraw;ghLila ifj;njhopy;
nfhs; i fnahd; w pidf; filg; g pbf; f pd; w J.
mtu;fs; cl;fl;likg;G trjpfs; njhlu;ghd
cghaj; jpwd; epiwe;j tifapy;
Kd;dpiyg;gLj;jp mtw;wpd; fpuaj; jhf;fq;fs;
kw;Wk; ifj;njhopy; nfhs;iffSf;F
rPuhf;fq;fis cWjpg;gLj;jpAs;sd. mtu;fs;
fy;tp kw;Wk; jpwd; mgptpUj;jpf; nfhs;iffis
mbg;gilahff; nfhz;L vjpuf
; hy tsu;rr
; pfF
; upa
FiwghLfis eptu;j;jp nra;Js;sd. ,jd;
gpufhuk;> fpof;fhrpa mDgtq;fspd; Clhf
fw;Wf; nfhs;sf; $ba Kf;fpakhd ghlkhf
,Ug;gJ murhq;fj;jpd; ghj;jpuk; ifj;njhopy;
nfhs; i ffs; > cl; f l; l ikg; G trjpfs;
mgptpUj;jp kw;Wk; fy;tp gw;wpa mur ghj;jpuk;
cgha uPjpahd topfhl;ly; kw;Wk; xj;Jiog;G
epiwe;jjhfTkhFk;.
xiii
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vdpDk; fpof;F Mrpa ehLfs; <LgLj;Jfpd;w
ifj; n jhopy; nfhs; i ffis
mt; t hNw
gpd; g w; W jy; ,d; W gpur; r pidahd tplak;
vd;gij ,yq;if fw;Wf; nfhs;Sjy; Ntz;Lk;.
xU tifapy; G+Nfhs tu; j ; j f epajpfs;
khw;wkile;Js;sd. ,e;j nghUshjhuj;ijf;
filg;gpbj;j njspthd ghJfhg;Gj;jd;ikapid
,d; W gad; g Lj; j pf; nfhs; s KbahJ.
,uz; l htjhf mNdfkhd ehLfspy; xNu
murpay; fl;likg;G ,d;ikapdhy; murhdJ
nfhs;iffis jahu; nra;Ak; NghJ ghupa
gpupNtrnkhd;wpidg; ngw;Wf; nfhs;s KbAk;.
cjhuzkhf Nju; j y; f spd; %yk; njupT
nra;ag;gLfpd;w mYtyu;fSld; neUq;fpa
njhlu;Gfis itj;jpUf;fpd;w ghupa tpahghu
rKfk; -rnaNghy;- cs;s njd;nfhupa khjpupfs;
,d;W ,yFtd;W. %d;whtjhf tsu;r;rpia
Cf;fg;gLj;Jtjw;F murhq;fj;jpd; xj;Jiog;ig
toq;Ftjw;F Nehf;fk; itj;Js;s mNdf
murhq;fq;fs; mt;thW nra;tjw;Fj;
Njitahd tupf; nfhs; i fr; re; j u; g q; f s;
,y;iy. cjhuzkhf njd;nfhupahtpwF
; nryT
kw;Wk; ,urhad ifj;njhopy;fis
Muk;gpg;gjw;fhd KjyPlhf If;fpa
mNkupf; f htpdhy; nrYj; j g; g Lfpd; w Aj; j g;
ghjpg;G Kw; nfhLg;gdTfs; kw;Wk; rYif
fpilf; f g; ngw; w ed; n fhil epjp ghupa
mstpid gad;gLj;j
; pf; nfhs;tjw;F ,aYik
fpilj;Js;sJ. mNdf ehLfSf;F
vt;tifahd ifj;njhopy;fSf;F xj;Jiog;G
toq;Fjy; Ntz;Lk; Nkk;gLj;j Ntz;Lk; vd;gJ
gw;wpa jpwikahf kw;Wk; tpidj;jpwdhf ,dk;
fz;L nfhs;tjw;Fj; Njitahf ,Uf;fpd;w
njhopy;El;gj; jpwd;fs; ,y;yhky; ,Uf;fyhk;.
tYthd kw; W k; Nkhrkhd fk; g dpfs;
ahtw;wpw;Fk; mur xj;Jiog;Gf;fis toq;fpa
,yj;jpd; mNkupf;f ehLfisg; Nghd;wy;yhJ
Mrpahtpy; cau; jpwd;fisf; nfhz;ltu;fis
Kjyhtjhf ,dq;fz;L mtu;fSf;F
ed;nfhil toq;Fjy; epfo;ej
; J. mt;thwhd
fk;gdpfs; kpf cau; epiyf;Fr; nrd;Ws;sd.
vdpDk;> ,e;jf; nfhs;ifapid mKy;gLj;Jk;
NghJ VNjDk; vjpu; g ; G f; f s; Vw; g l; l hy;
tsq;fis xJf;fPL nra;jy; ghupa jtwhf
,Ug;gJld; mJ kpfr; rpwe;j epiyikapd; fPo;
xiv

rpNdf G+u;t KjyhspjJ
; khf ,Uf;f KbtJld;
kpfTk; Nkhrkhd epiyikapypUe;J
cd;djkhd ftu;rr
; pj; jd;ikf;F fhuzpahfTk;
,Uf;f KbAk;. mNdfkhd Mrpa ehLfisg;
Nghd;W ,yq;ifAk; KJikaile;j
rdj;njhifj; juj;jpw;Fs; xd;W Nru;g;gjw;F
mz;ikapy; ,Uf;fpd;;wJ. 20 tUlq;fspYk;
Fiwe;j
fhyj;jpy;
,yq;ifapy;
KJikaile;j rdj;njhif nkhj;jr;
rdj;njhifapy; E}w;Wf;F 20 rjtPjj;jpYk;
mjpfupf;f KbAk; mj;Jld; mjd; fhuzkhf
xt;nthU ehd;F Ngu;fspy; xUtu; Xa;T+jpak;
ngWgtuhf ,Uf;fpd;whu;. ,tw;wpy; eyd;Gup
epjpaPl;l fpuak; Nghd;W njhopy; Gupfpd;w
tajpyhd rdj; n jhif Fiwtiltjd;
fhuzkhf tsu;rr
; p Ntfk; tPor
; r
; pailAk; fpuak;
mNkupf;fhtpw;F ghupa Rikahf cs;sJ. ,e;j
khw;wk; eilngw;W tUfpd;w ag;ghd; Nghd;w
ehLfspy; fhzf; $ ba tpjj; j py; ghupa
ghjpg;Gf;fshf ,Ug;gJ eyd;Gup epjpaPll
; khFk;.
taJj; njhFjpf; F upa rKfg; ghJfhg; G r;
nrytPdq;fs; fle;j 20 tUlq;fspd; NghJ
ghupa mstpy; mjpfupj;Js;sJ. ,yq;ifapy;
jw;nghOJ Kjy; eyd;Gupa epjpaPl;lj;ij
Ngzpr; nry;yf; $baJld;> nghUshjhuk;
njhlu;ghd
Rikaw;wJ
vd;Wk;
rhd;Wg;gLj;Jtjw;F tYthd rKf ghJfhg;G
epfo;rr
; pjj
; pll
; q;fspy; KjyPL nra;jy; Ntz;Lk;.
jw; n ghOJ epyTfpd; w rKfg; ghJfhg; G
epfo;r;rpj;jpl;lq;fs; Nghjpasthd epjpaPl;lk;
nra; a g; g l; b Uf; f tpy; i y. ,y; i ynadpy;
vOfpd;w
Fbapay;
khw;wq;fSf;F
tpidj;jpwdhf Kfq; nfhLg;gjw;F ghJfhg;G
kw;Wk; Gs;sptpgutpay; jd;ik ,y;iy.
Rfhjhuj; JiwapYk; KJikailfpd; w
rdj;njhifapy; mjpfupj;J tUfpd;w Rfhjhuj;
NjitfSf;F Kfq; nfhLg;gjw;F jahu; nra;J
nfhs;Sjy; Ntz;Lk;. epyTfpd;w Rfhjhu
ghJfhg;G fl;likg;G ,e;j khw;wq;fSf;Fg;
nghUe;Jk; tpjj;jpy; Kd;Ndhf;fpr; nrd;Ws;sJ.
,e;j
gpur;rpid
jPu;f;fg;glhtpby;
KJikailfpd;w rdj;njhiff;F Rfhjhu
nrytPdq;fis jdpg;gl;l Kiwapy; Vw;Wf;
nfhs;s Ntz;b Vw;gLk;. KJikailfpd;w
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rdj; n jhifapd; rKf kw; W k; eyd; G upj;
Njitfis epiwNtw;Wk; NghJ mtw;wpid
epjpaPl;lk; nra;tJ njhlu;ghf ,yq;ifapy;
nghUshjhu tsu;rr
; pAk; eilngWjy; Ntz;Lk;.
njhopy; Gupaf; $ba tajpyhd rdj;njhif
tP o ; r ; r pailtijj; njhlu; e ; J ,J rpf; f y;
epiwe;jjhf khwyhk;. vdNt ngz;fSf;F
mjpfkhf njhopy; gilapy; Nru; t jw; F
Cf;fkspj;jy;> njhopy;fSf;F Ml;r;Nru;g;Gr;
nra;J nfhs;tjw;F ijupag;gLj;Jk; mjpfhuk;
ngw;w njhopy; rl;lq;fis kPs tprhuiz
nra;J ghu;j;jy;> Xa;T+jpak; ngWNthu;fSf;F
tpidj;jpwdhd nraw;ghLfspy; <LgLtjw;F
re;ju;gg
; q;fis jahu; nra;J nfhLj;jy; kw;Wk;
cau;tilfpd;w ntspr; nry;Yk; rjtPjj;jjpw;F
Kfq; n fhLg; g J njhlu; g hf jw; n ghOJ
njhopy;Gupfpd;w
kf;fs;
kpfTk;
tpidj; j pwdhf; F jy; njhlu; g hf nfhs; i f
tFg;ghsu;fspd; ftdk; nrYj;jg;gl Ntz;ba
jPu;f;fkhd JiwahFk;.
kf; f spd; tpidj; j pwd; kw; W k; jpwd; f is
fl;bnaOg;Gk; NghJ kpfTk; mz;kpa
Fwpfhl; b fspy; $l ,yq; i ff; F Mrpa
nghUshjhuj;jpy; ,Ue;J fw;Wf; nfhs;tjw;F
mNdf tplaq;fs; cs;sd. Mrpa fy;tpf;
fl;likg;gpd; ntw;wpfukhd epiyik
jq;fpapUg;gJ gw;wp rpwg;ghf rpe;jpj;Jg; ghu;j;J
epjKk; Kd;Ndw;wkile;J tUfpd;w cgha
topapd; ClhfthFk;. rkepiyahd
gFg;gha;tpd; Clhf vOfpd;w ntw;wpfukhd
jd; i kapd; jP u ; f ; f khd tplaq; f spy; rpy
tplaq;fshf ,Ug;gJ Mrpupau;fspd; gz;Grhu;
jd;ikfis Nkk;gLj;Jtjw;F gad;gLj;jg;gl;l
cgha topfs; kw;Wk; Mrpupaj; Jiwf;F
jpwikahdtu;fis ftu;e;jpOj;Jf; nfhs;sy;>
murhq; f j; j pdhy; nryT nra; a g; g Lfpd; w
gzj;jpw;Fk; rkkhd tpjj;jpy; tif $wy;
kw;Wk; nraw;ghLfis cWjpg;gLj;JtJld;
ghlrhiyf; fl;likg;G> ghlj;jpl;lk; kw;Wk;
fw;gpf;Fk; Kiwfis Nkk;gLj;jy; kw;Wk;
fy; t pf; F (tpNrlkhf ghlrhiyfSf; F )
xJf;Ffpd;w tuT nryTj;jpl;l xJf;fPLfis
mjpfupj;jy; Nghd;wdthFk;. ,yq;if ,e;j
rfy tplaq;fspy; gpd;diltpy; ,Ug;gJld;
mjw;F gpujhd fhuzkhf ,Ug;gJ

Kfhikj;Jt kw;Wk; ts ( Mrpupau;fs; my;yJ
epjp) xJf;fPL nra;tjpy; cs;s FiwghLfs;>
tif $wy; ,y;yhjpUj;jy; kw;Wk; fy;tp
Kiwikapy; gyjug;gl;l kl;lq;fspy; epyTfpdw
;
epUthfj;jpd; FiwghLfs;.
efur; rdj; n jhif rjtP j k; E}w; W f; F 18
rjtPjj;j
; pYk; ghu;ff
; Fiwe;j ,yq;if Vida
Mrpa ehLfSld; xg; g P L nra; A k; NghJ
efukakhf;fy; Fiwthf ,Ue;j NghJk; kpfTk;
Ntfkhd efukakhf; f Yld; tpNrlkhd
rthy; f s; Kd; i tf; f g; g Lfpd; w d. rKf
cl;fl;likg;G trjpfspy; Nkw;nfhs;sg;gLfpd;w
KjyPLfis gue;j gpuNjrj;jpy; gutyilar;
nra;jpUj;jy; kw;Wk; ifj;njhopy;
nraw;ghLfis Nky;khfhzj;jpypUe;J ntspf;
nfhz;L nry;Yk; Kd;Ndhb eltbf;ifapd;
fhuzkhf khtl;lq;fs; rpy jtpu ,yq;ifapy;
gpugy;akhd efukakhf;fy;fis fhz KbahJ.
NtW Mrpa ehLfisg; Nghd;W fpuhkpar;
rdj; n jhif ghupa mstpy; efuq; f Sf; F
gilnaLj;jiy fhzf; $bajhf ,y;iy.
mjw;fhd fhuzq;fs; ,uz;bidf; Fwpg;gpl
KbAk;. xU Gwkhf ,yq;ifapd; tWik epiy
Vida mNdf ehLfisg; Nghd;W kpf jPtpukhf
,yiy. Rfhjhuk; Nghd;w eyd;Gupr; Nritfs;
ehL G+uhfTk; rpwg;ghf tpahgpj;Jf;
fhzg;gLfpd;wJ. kW Gwkhf Nky;khfhz
efuq;fs;
tu;j;jf
uPjpahf
tsu; r ; r paile; J s; s Jld; me; j tsu; r ; r pg;
msthdJ rpwg;ghf ntspg;gLk; tpjjj;jpy;
Fbngau;Nthu;fis ftu;e;jpOf;Fk; mstpw;F
,y;iy. ,jw;Fg;
khwhf rPdhtpy; njd;
flw;fiu efuq;fSf;F fpuhkpa kf;fs; ghupa
mstpy; ,lk; ngau;fpd;wdu;. mJ
mg;gpuNjrj;jpd; Vw;Wkjp njhlu;ghd cw;gj;jp
trjpfs; ntspgg
; ilahf fpukq;fspy; cioj;Jf;
nfhs;tjpYk; ghu;ff
; $ba ciog;gpid ngw;Wf;
nfhs;s Kbtjd; fhuzj;jpdhyhFk;.
vdpDk; Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;du; mwpf;ifaplg;gl;l
tsu;rr
; p kw;Wk; eLj;ju mstpyhd tUkhdk;
ngWfpd; w epiyikapid mile; j ijj;
njhlu;eJ
; tUkhdq;fs;> tho;ifg; ghzp kw;Wk;
vjpug
; hu;gG
; f;fs; khw;wkiljy;> efukakhf;fypd;
rpf; f y; f s; f s; njhlu; g hd nfhs; i ffs;
xv
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njhlu;ghd tplakhf cs;sd. Mrpa ehLfspd;
mDgtq;fspy; ,yq;iff;F ,e;j khw;wq;fis
rpwg;ghf Kfhik nra;tJ vg;gb vd Gupe;J
nfhs;tjw;F ,aYik fpilj;Js;sJ.
mt; t hNw njhopyhsu; f s; efuq; f spy;
tpidj;jpwdhd njhopy;fSf;F ,izg;Gr;
nra;tjd;
Clhf
efukakhf;fiy
,yFgLj;Jfpd;w efu;gFjp nghJkf;fs; rhu;
nraw;ghLfspy; Kw;$l;bNa KjyPL nra;Ak;
Kf; f paj; J k; ag; g hdpd; Kd; k hjpupAld;
ntspf;fhl;Lfpd;wJ. nfhOk;G kw;Wk; Vida
gpujhd efuq;fspy; efu kf;fs; ehshe;jk; Kfq;
nfhLf; f pd; w mjpf tP j p neupry; %yk;
ntspff
; hl;Lk; tpjj;jpy; ,yq;ifapy; jw;nghOJ
jhkjnkhd;W njd;gLfpd;wJ. efukakhf;fypd;
gpugy;akhd xd;W Nru;jy;fs; eilngWfpd;w
Mrpa efuq;fs; gytw;wpy; fhzf; $bajhf
cs;sJ. ifj;njhopy;fs; xd;W Nru;tjd;
Clhf njhopyhsu; f spd; tUkhdq; f s;
mjpfupf;fg;gl;L tpidj;jpwd; kw;Wk;
etP d kag; g Lj; j iy Cf; f g; g Lj; j KbAk; .
,yq;ifapy; kNyrpahitg; Nghd;W
ifj; n jhopy; kw; W k; Neub ntspehl; L
KjyP L fs; <LgLj; j g; g l Ntz; b a efug;
gpuNjrq;fis ,dq;fz;L mtw;wpw;F tYr;
rf;jp> tPlikg;G kw;Wk; Rw;whly; Kfhikj;Jk;
Nghd;w
cl;fl;likg;G
trjpfis
fl;bnaOg;Gtjw;fhd Njit fhzg;gLfpd;wJ.
,yq;if ,j; Jiwf;F xg;gPlL
; uPjpahf Gjpjhf
,Ug;gjdhy; KOikahd kw;Wk; rkepiyahd
efu kakhf;fiy kpfr; rpwg;ghf jpl;lkpLk;
NghJk; fl;bnaOg;Gk; NghJk; gad;fisg;
ngw;Wf; nfhs;sf; $ba epiyapy; cs;sJ.
ngupa nfhOk;gpd; mNdfkhd gpuNjrq;fspy;
efu jpUj; j epfo; r ; r pj; j pl; l q; f s; Jupjkhf
Muk; g pf; f g; g l; L s; s Jld; khwhf kf; f s;
gof;fg;glhj gpuNjrq;fspy; kPz;Lk; tjpT
nra;Ak; NghJ mtu;fspd; eyd;Gup> epyTfpd;w
rKfj; njhlu;Gfs; tPo;r;rpailtjdhy; Vw;glf;
$ba rKfg; gpur;rpidfs;> kPs; FbNaw;wk;
nra;jy; njhopyhsu;fspd; (tpNrlkhf xOq;F
Kiwaw;w Jiwfspy; cs;s njhopyhsu;fs;)
tho;f;if Kiw kPJ jhf;fk; nrYj;Jfpd;w
tplaq;fs; njhlu;ghf cupa tpjj;jpy; ftdk;
xvi

nrYj;jg;gLjy; Ntz;Lk;. jw;nghOJ
Nkw; n fhs; s g; g l; L tUfpd; w efu jpUj; j
eltbf;iffs; rpwg;ghf gd;Kfg;gLj;jg;gl;l
tpjj; j py; jpl; l kpl; L mKy; g Lj; j g; g l; L
tUtjidf; fhzf; $bajhf cs;sJld; mJ
njhlu;ghf Njitahd epjpapidg; ngw;Wf;
nfhs;tjpy; njupnthd;W fhzg;gLfpd;wJld;
Mdhy; ,e;j cgha topapy; fhzg;gLfpd;w
ey;yhl;rp mr;RWj;jy;fs; njhlu;ghf ftdk;
nrYj;Jjy; Kf;fpakhFk;. rfy efu jpUj;j
eltbf;iffs; kj;jpakag;gLj;jg;gl;l
epUthfj;jpdhy; Nkw;nfhs;s Ntz;bajpy;iy.
ngupa nfhOk;G gpuNjrj;jpypUe;J ntspapy;
cs;s efu kw;Wk; cs;s+uhl;rp epWtdq;fs;
mg; gpuNjrq;fspy; kpfr; rpwe;j efu trjpfis
toq;Fk; NghJ tYg;gLj;j Ntz;ba Njit
fhzg;gLfpd;wJ.
mNdfkhd Mrpa ehLfspy; epyTfpd; w
tpjj;jpy; Rw;whly; khriljy; njhlu;ghd
gpur;rpidfSf;F Kfq;nfhLf;fhik njhlu;ghf
,yq;if Rw;whly; ghJfhg;G kw;Wk; capupdg;
gy;ypdj; jd;ik moptpidj; jtpu;g;gjw;F
nfhs;if kw;Wk; epWtd Ntiyr; rl;lfj;jpid
tYg;gLj;jy; Ntz;Lk;. eypthd rl;lq;fis
NkYk; tYg; g Lj; j y; > jw; n ghOJ jahu;
nra; a g; g l; L s; s tpsf; f khd jpl; l q; f is
mKy; g Lj; j y; > cr; r gadpidg; ngw; W f;
nfhs;tJ
njhlu;ghf
cupa
epWtdq;fSf;fpilapy; kpfr; rpwe;j
xUq;fpizg;G kw;Wk; ifj;njhopy;
nraw; g hLfspy; Rw; w hly; jhf; f q; f is
,opTgLj;Jk; Gjpa topKiwfis fz;lwpjy;
Nghd;wd kpf Kf;fpakhd cgha topfshFk;.
Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;duhd fhyj;jpy; ,yF fld;
ngWk; topfs; epiwtile; j ik kw; W k;
Mrpahtpd;
nghUshjhuk;
Nghd;w
capu;g;gpj;njOe;J
tUk;
re;ijg;
nghUshjhuj;jpw;F cl;gha;fpd;w epjpaq;fs;
Fiwtiljy; mgptpUj;jpapy; mLj;j fl;l
Nghf;fpid Cf;fg;gLj;Jtjw;F epjp kw;Wk;
KjyPLfis ghJfhj;Jf; nfhs;sy; njhlu;ghf
tsu;rr
; pia cau;tilar; nra;fpd;w fl;likg;G
uPjpahd kWrPuikg;Gf;fs; ghy; kpfTk; rpwg;ghf
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ftdk; nrYj;jg;gl;L tUfpd;wJ. ,yq;ifAk;
Kfq; n fhLg; g jw; F ,Ug; g J mNj Nghd; W
rkkhd rthy;fshFk;. Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;duhd
fhyj;jpd; Nghjhd tsu;r;rp RgPl;rkiljy;
njspthf Kbtile;jJk; mj;jpatrpakhd
vdpDk; nryT mjpfkhd cl; f l; l ikg; G
trjpfis flDf; F g; ngw; W f; nfhz; l
epjpaq; f spdhy; Nkw; n fhs; S jy; gw; w pa
jw;nghOija Nghf;fpid NkYk; kwe;J tpl
KbahJ. Mrpa mDgtj;jpd; Clhf
VNjDnkhU ghlj; j pid fw; W f; nfhs; s
KbAkhapd; mJ rupahd nfhs; i ffis
mKy;gLj;Jfpd;w kw;Wk; Njitahd NghJ
kWrPuikg;Gr; nra;fpd;w gpujhdkhf gpugykhd
nghUshjhuq; f Sf; F mNdfkhf G+Nfhs
Gay;fis ntw;wpfukhf gpd; js;Stjw;F
kw; W k; nghUshjhuj; j pid fl; b naOg; G k;
nraw; g hl; b y; jq; f papUg; g jw; F k; ,aYk;
vd;gjdhy; MFk;. cz;ikahf mtw;wpw;F
cjtp Gupe;j rl;luPjpahd gad;fs; epiwe;j
epiyikfs; fhzg;gLfpd;wd. cjhuzkhf
gad;epiwe;j Fbapay; fl;likg;G>
mgptpUj;jpf;F Mokhf nry;thf;Fr;
nrYj;Jfpd;w mur epUthf khjpup kw;Wk; Jupj
ifj;njhopy; kag;gLj;jy; njhlu;ghf Rw;whly;
mr;RWj;jy;fis ftdj;;jpw; nfhs;shJ tply;
Nghd; w tplaq; f is Fwpg; g pl KbAk; .
,yq;ifapd; epiyikfs; ,jpYk; ghu;f;f
tpj;jpahrkhdJ. Mrpa gazg; ghijapid
filg; g pbj; j y; ,yFthd gzpnahd; w d; W .
vdpDk; Mrpahtpd; kWkyu;r;rpapdhy;
,yq;ifapy; mgptpUj;jp Nghf;fpw;F khj;jpuk;

my;yhJ kpfr; rpwg;ghf mjw;Fg; nghUe;JtJ
vt;thW vd;W fw;Wf; nfhs;tjw;F gad;gLj;jf;
$ba mu;jj
; G\;bahd ghlq;fSk; cs;sd.
mjd; ,af;fg;ghL kw;Wk; msT gw;wpAk;> mjd;
gz;G
kw;Wk;
fUj;Jg;
gw;wpAk;>
fye;Jiuahly;fis elhj;jf; $bajhf ,Ue;j
NghJk; Mrpahtpd; kWkyu;r;rpahdJ
cz;ikahdJ vd;Wk; vjpu;tUk; gy
jrhg; j q; f Sf; F jP u ; f ; f khd gz; n ghd; w hf
,Uf;Fk; vd;gij kwe;J tpl KbahJ. ,yq;if
mjw;F kpfr; rpwg;ghf vt;thW gpd;gw;WtJ
gw;wp fw;Wf; nfhs;Sjy; Ntz;Lk;. ,yq;Ffpdw
;
Mrpah Vida cyfj;Jld; ,izf;fpd;w
Kf;fpakhd G+Nfhs Nfe;jpu Kf;fpaj;Jtk; kpff
;
,lj;jpy; ,yq;if fhzg;gLfpd;wJ vd;gij
kwf;f KbahJ. ,yq;iff;F Nkw;fpy; cs;s
ehLfs; - Mgpupf;fh my;yJ kj;jpa fpof;F
my;yJ kuGuPjpahf gq;fhsu;fshd Nkw;fj;
Njaj;ijAk; kwe;J tpl KbahJ.
mNdfkhdtu;fs; rpe;jpf;Fk; tpjj;jpy; INuhg;gh
my;yJ tl mNkupf;f KOikahf
mUfyile;J tpl tpy;iy. mit
etPdkag;gLj;jy;> epu;khzepGdj;Jtk;> Efu;T
kw; W k; G+Nfhs jiyikj; J tk; Nghd; w
Kf;fpaj;Jtk; kpf;f Jiwfspy; Fwpg;gpl;lsT
fhyj;jpw;F Kd;dpiyapy; epyTk;. ,tw;iw
Gupe;J nfhs;tjw;Fk; mjd; gpufhuk; jkJ
Kd; N dhf; f pa gzpapid jahu; nra; J
nfhs;tjw;Fk; ,ayhJ Nghjy; ,yq;ifapd;
ghjpg;Gf;fhd fhuzq;fshf ,Uf;f KbAk;.
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2. Macroeconomic Performance
2.1 Introduction

S

ri Lanka has witnessed a period of

suasion on the country's banking sector to lend

impressive growth in recent years,

more, private investment continues to be lacklustre.

averaging 7.5 per cent per annum during

Indeed, a more visible and heavy-handed state

2010-13. Whilst growth dipped in 2012 to 6.3 per

presence in the economy - fuelled by the large public

cent, a recovery to 7.3 per cent in 2013 appears to

investment led infrastructure projects - appear to

herald renewed optimism that the country can hold

be one factor obstructing greater private sector

its medium term growth at above 7 per cent without

participation in Sri Lanka's growth success story.

significant overheating of the economy. Indeed, Sri
Lanka is seen as one of the better performing

An enhanced private sector role in driving

emerging-market economies in Asia.

investment and job creation are essential if the
government is to focus on bettering the social and

During the decades of conflict that Sri Lanka

economic advances already made. Sri Lanka has

endured, the country's economic fortunes were

seen a sharp improvement in addressing poverty

subject to intermittent shocks in addition to taking

and inequity over the last eight years. Renewed

a heavy toll on government resources. Now that the

focus on social sector investment to raise

country has enjoyed a period of sustained peace,

productivity, and reforms to cut red tape, simplify

the demand for better infrastructure, jobs and public

taxes and improve regulatory laws, will help get

services is at the forefront of people's minds.

private investment on track to support the country's

Indeed, the government has viewed infrastructure

long-term development objectives.

as Sri Lanka's opportunity to unlock growth. Many
of the big road infrastructure projects offering better
internal connectivity do meet growing demand for
public goods. At the same time, however, these and

2.2 Sri Lanka in an Asian
Growth Perspective

other high cost public infrastructure investments in
ports, airports and such that have been powering

The depiction of Sri Lanka's economic future comes

the Sri Lankan economy cannot continue

from the government's stated goal to develop the

indefinitely without private sector involvement.

country as the 'Wonder of Asia'. The belief that Sri
Lanka is gaining ground towards this goal is

Private investment has been a persistent problem.

pervasive in sections of the country's policy elite,

The ratio of private investment to GDP has declined

backed by seemingly indisputable numbers on many

from 23.9 per cent in 2006 to 22.7 per cent in 2013,

economic indicators. Indeed, in March 2014, Sri

even as government investment rose from 4.1 per

Lanka was recognized by France-based credit

cent to 6.9 per cent of GDP over the same period.

insurer Coface as one of the brightest emerging

Whilst the government has been asking businesses

economies to watch, alongside Peru, the

to invest more and at the same time exerted moral

Philippines, Indonesia and Colombia.1

1

http://www.coface.com/.
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An enhanced
private sector role
in driving
investment and
job creation are
essential if the
government is to
focus on bettering
the social and
economic
advances already
made.

even its historically better performing competitors

Despite the many drawbacks to GDP as a measure

Asian economies as evident from Table 2.1, the

of economic success, it is inevitably one of the key

overall trend is showing significant improvement

comparative statistics employed to assess the

over time.

in Southeast Asia were struggling (Figure 2.1).
However, predictions of Sri Lanka's promising future
outlook are being based not only on GDP growth,
but also on broader indicators of macroeconomic
performance and socio-economic development
indicators. On the fiscal front, the country has seen
a steady improvement in key indicators such as the
fiscal deficit and public debt. The annual average
rate of inflation has been held in check at single
digit levels since mid-2009. With continued strong
foreign investor appetite for Sri Lanka's sovereign
bond issues, external sector pressures on the
exchange rate from negative current account
positions have been held back. Whilst Sri Lanka's
performance on some of these indicators compares
less favourably with key competitors in neighbouring

health of a country vis-à-vis its global partners. By
any yardstick, Sri Lanka has performed creditably

On the current trajectory, Sri Lanka appears

on the growth front. GDP growth has averaged 7

reasonably close to achieving the government's

per cent per annum during 2010-13 at a time when

target of doubling per capita GDP to US$ 4,000 by

Figure 2.1
Sri Lanka’s GDP Growth in a Comparative Context

Sri Lanka

India

China

ASEAN-5

Developing Asia

2014

Ave 2010-13

World

0

1

2
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5
%

Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook, various issues.
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Table 2.1
Comparative Macroeconomic Indicators
Debta

Fiscal
Deficit

2.2.1 Growth and Productivity
For Sri Lanka, the most assured source of

Inflationb

immediate economic growth following the return of

a

India

-3.8

49.7

6.8

peace and stability in 2009 was to be found in a

Indonesia

-1.7

28.4

8.1

sustained infrastructure development effort. Not

Malaysia

-4.5

53.3

2.4

surprisingly, many of the sectors seeing higher

Philippines

-1.9

51.5

4.7

growth in recent years is thus concentrated in

Sri Lanka

-6.1

79.1

10.4

construction and related economic activities,

Thailand

-2.2

28.6

2.9

Notes:
Source:

tourism and utilities (Figure 2.2). This has led to a

a. Percentage of GDP; b. Annual average growth 2000-2012.
World Bank, "Word Development Indicators 2014", World
Bank, Washington, D.C.

Annual average GDP growth
during 2010-2013

2016, up from US$ 3,200 in 2013. But, there are
misgivings on how far and how fast the economy
can sustain growth without over-extending itself.
Indeed, a recent study by the IMF estimates Sri
Lanka's long-term potential output to be around 6.8
per cent, well below the more ambitious target of 8
per cent pursued by the government.2 Sri Lanka's
more recent sources of higher growth do suggest
that impediments to faster growth exist in key
sectors of the economy that need to be addressed
if future generations are to benefit from achieving
the goal of 'Miracle of Asia'.

Figure 2.2
Sources of Growth
Private services
Govt. services
Ownership of dwellings
Banking, insurance & real estate
Transport & communication
Hotels & restaurants
Wholesale & retail trade
Construction
Electricity, gas & water
Manufacturing
Mining & quarrying
Fishing
Agriculture, livestock & forestry

2013
2010-12

0

5

10

15
%

20

25

30

35

Source: CBSL, Annual Report, various years.

2

D. Ding, et al., (2014), "Estimating Sri Lanka's Potential Output", IMF Working Paper WP/14/40, International Monetary Fund, Washington,
D.C.
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Figure 2.3
Output Trends
Agriculture

Industry
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Services
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Source: CBSL, Annual Report, various years.

tilt towards the non-tradable sector assuming

goods and services, but rather by domestic demand

primacy as a source of higher growth viz., the

financed with external debt.

tradable sector.
In fact, robust industry sector growth during 2010The balance between non-tradable and tradable

13, averaging well above GDP growth, is misleading

sector growth matters in determining a long-term

(Figure 2.3). Much of that improved growth is derived

sustainable growth path, with the tradable sector

from the construction and utilities sectors, with the

an impor tant driver of growth for developing

more impor tant sub-sector of manufacturing

economies. Indeed, for a small developing economy

performing less impressively. However, there are

such as Sri Lanka, external demand is critical as

positive signs that manufacturing sector growth is

an enabler of sustained long-term high growth,

firming up, with annual average growth of 7.2 per

generating demand, absorbing surplus labour and

cent during 2010-13 relative to 4.9 per cent during

raising productivity. In this context, the decline in

2007-09 (Table 2.2). But, Sri Lanka's manufacturing

Sri Lanka's exports-to-GDP ratio in recent years -

sector remains heavily dominated by the food,

from 28 per cent in 2004 to 15 per cent in 2013 - is

beverages and tobacco sector, accounting for 47

of grave concern. Clearly, Sri Lanka's higher growth

per cent of total value added in manufacturing. This

has not been driven by external demand for its

sector is far less export oriented compared to the

Table 2.2
Manufacturing Value Added
Share

Growth

2013

2007-09

2010-13

Food, beverages & tobacco

47.0

5.9

6.7

Textile, wearing apparel & leather

22.9

3.7

7.4

Chemical, petroleum, coal, rubber & plastic

16.3

5.0

8.7

8.5

4.9

7.1

5.0

7.2

Fabricated metal products, machinery & transport equipment
Total
Source: CBSL, Annual Report, various years.
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For a small
developing economy
such as Sri Lanka,
external demand is
critical as an enabler
of sustained longterm high growth,
generating demand,
absorbing surplus
labour and raising
productivity.

demographic profile, Sri Lanka's labour force has
to be employed more efficiently to drive higher
growth. Despite a progressive decline in agriculture's
share of GDP to 10.8 per cent by 2013, it still
continues to absorb nearly 30 per cent of the labour
force. Those who have moved out of agriculture have
tended to be absorbed into services, accounting for
over 44 per cent of the labour force in 2013.
A breakdown of employment shares in the services
sector indicates a high percentage in relatively low
skilled services provision such as in retail trade,
transport, etc. (Table 2.3). By contrast, employment
shares in high skill activities such as information
and communication, and financial activities tend to
be rather low. If, as envisioned, Sri Lanka intends
to transition to a higher middle-income economy by

textile and wearing apparel sector, comprising 23

positioning itself as a hub in vital services-oriented

per cent of total value added in manufacturing. On

activities - including that of a knowledge hub, a

a more positive note, the latter has seen an

commercial hub, etc. - equipping its labour force

improvement in growth during 2010-13, but it is not

with the requisite skills for gainful and productive

of a magnitude to reverse Sri Lanka's declining

employment in higher skilled services sector

exports-to-GDP ratio.

activities will be a key determining factor for success.

A second and related concern with regard to the

In this context, Sri Lanka's continuing high youth

lopsided growth in the non-tradable sector arises

unemployment - estimated at 18.7 per cent in the

with regard to productivity which has a direct bearing

age group of 15-19 years and 19.2 per cent in the

on growth as well as on other indicators such as

age group of 20-24 years in 2013 - is of major

price stability. Productivity in these sectors is much

concern.3 Even more worryingly, a persistent high

more difficult to estimate, with quality rather than

rate of unemployment of 8.6 per cent amongst those

the quantity of inputs carrying the greater weight in

with education levels of GCE A/L and above

determining productivity in many services sectors

reported in 2013 is another indication of loss of

for instance. Many non-tradable sectors, particularly

labour market efficiency in the economy. These

in services are dominated by state presence such

numbers remain well above the national rate of

as in education, health, banking, utilities, etc. Thus,

unemployment of 4.4 per cent in 2013.

a worr ying concern is the extent to which
productivity in the non-tradable sector is

Thus, while enhanced volumes of investments,

compromised by the lack of sufficient competition,

particularly in physical infrastructure, have boosted

particularly in those areas where state-owned

GDP growth in the medium term, sustaining higher

enterprises (SOEs) dominate the market.

growth into the longer term requires reforms that
will unlock emerging supply side constraints in the

Productivity improvements will be vital to stable and

labour market and related skills competencies

sustained long-term growth. With an ageing

provided through the education system in the

3

CBSL, Annual Report 2013.
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Table 2.3
Services Sector Employment by Activity
Percentage of Total
Employment
Wholesale & retail trade, repair of motor vehicles & motor cycles

13.7

Transport & storage

6.1

Accommodation & food services activities

2.2

Information & communication

0.7

Financial & insurance activities

1.8

Professional, scientific & technical activities

0.8

Administrative & support service activities

1.3

Public administration & defence

7.5

Education

3.9

Human health & social work activities

1.7

Other

4.3

Source: CBSL, Annual Report, various years.

country. The sources and elements that have driven

and volatile inflation rates that result in low real

Sri Lanka's higher growth in recent years need to

returns on savings has been a deterrent to

be reviewed. A re-balancing between tradable and

generating a culture of savings in the past. As a

non-tradable sector growth in the immediate years

result, the savings-investment gap has seen Sri

ahead is important. This is particularly so in view of

Lanka running a high and persistent current account

significant external debt incurred for investment

deficit. The gap would be much wider if not for the

purposes to drive growth, in an environment of

remittances from overseas that has helped prop up

continuing low domestic savings and investment.

national savings as well as helping to narrow the
current account deficit.

2.3 Savings and Investment
The Sri Lankan economy is heavily consumption
driven, with consumption as a percentage of GDP
hovering at over 80 per cent (Table 2.4). Real
consumption growth has remained relatively strong
during the period 2007-13, particularly private
consumption growth at 6.1 per cent, averaging just
below GDP growth of 6.6 per cent per annum during
the same period.
A high consumption rate implies low savings. Whilst
the government has been a persistent dissaver, the
other sectors of the economy - i.e., household and
corporate sectors - also are not big savers. High
20

Investment grew much more strongly over the same
period, with government investment growing at a
high speed of 15.7 per cent per annum in real terms
during 2007-13. As a share of GDP, the increase is
remarkable, growing from a ratio of 2.8 per cent in
2003-04 to 6.9 per cent during 2012-13.
What is of concern, however, is the decline in private
investment growth since it peaked in 2010 on the
back of a sharp slowdown in growth in the preceding
year (Figure 2.4). Private consumption growth has
also tapered off. These trends are reflective of a
general lack of positive investor and consumer
confidence in the economy despite improvements
in key indicators such as inflation, interest rates and

STATE OF THE ECONOMY 2014

Table 2.4
Consumption, Savings and Investment
2010

As Percentage of GDP
2011
2012

2013

Growth (%)a
2007-13

Consumption

80.7

84.6

83.1

80.8

6.1

Private

65.2

69.8

69.6

66.8

6.6

Government

15.6

14.8

13.5

13.1

4.4

27.6

29.9

30.6

29.6

7.8

21.4

23.7

23.7

22.7

6.5

6.2

6.3

6.9

6.9

15.7

Investment
Private
Government
Domestic savings

19.3

15.4

16.9

20.0

National savings

25.3

22.1

24.0

25.7

Notes:
Source:

Annual average growth in 2002 constant rupee prices.
CBSL, Annual Report, various years.

2.4 The Trials of Monetary
Policy: Making Credit
Work

overall growth prospects of the economy. Indeed,
the lack of private investor appetite in particular
prompted monetary authorities to take measures
from mid-2012 to encourage private sector credit
growth through monetary policy interventions.
However, such efforts have had only limited success

A singular achievement of monetary policy in recent

in spurring the private sector to adopt a more bullish

years has been ensuring a measure of price stability

approach on the business front.

in the Sri Lankan economy. Since mid-2009, the

Figure 2.4
Real Consumption and Investment Growth
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Source: CBSL, Annual Report, various years.
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inflation rate has been held under single digit figures

of interest to 3 per cent per annum. In October 2013,

(Figure 2.5). Achieving a measure of price stability

policy rates were cut by a further 50 basis points to

- the primary objective of monetary policy - has

stand at 6.5 per cent.

certainly been an uphill task, given that Sri Lanka's
inflation rate reached a high of 22.6 per cent in 2008,

Lending rates that remained fairly sluggish in the

just months before inflation settled to single-digit

first half of 2013 owing to high government borrowing

levels from February 2009.

began to decline sharply from mid-2013. The
Average Weighted Prime Lending Rate (AWPR) has

The benign inflationary environment, however, has

fallen from 14.4 per cent in February 2013 to 7.9 by

not had the desired impact in boosting private

June 2014. Despite the steep fall, credit uptake by

investor sentiment despite aggressive efforts to

the private sector has remained poor. Credit growth

bring down the cost of borrowing. A 25 basis point

to the private sector was a low 7.5 per cent in 2013

reduction in policy rates in December 2012 was

compared to 17.6 per cent in 2012. By June 2014,

followed by a further rate reduction of 50 basis

this had fallen further to a growth rate of 2 per cent

points in May 2013. The CBSL lowered commercial

on a year-on-year basis.

banks' Statutory Reserve Requirement (SRR) of
Licensed Commercial Banks (LCBs) by 2

The poor credit uptake by the private sector in the

percentage points from 8 per cent to 6 per cent in

latest round of interest rate easing is perhaps best

June 2013. From August 2013, all LCBs were

explained by the spillover effects of the most recent

requested to reduce the penal rates of interest

credit boom of 2011-12. Post-2009, high domestic

charged on all loans and advances including credit

demand financed by external debt brought added

facilities already granted to a level not exceeding 2

complexity to monetary and exchange rate policy

per cent per annum, whilst finance and leasing

management. An interventionist exchange rate

companies were requested to reduce the penal rate

policy to prevent appreciation of the currency in the

Figure 2.5
Inflation, Interest and Exchange Rate Movements
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face of foreign capital inflows saw an expansion of

On the other side of the coin, the past credit

the monetary base, with significant volumes of

excesses have left LCBs to combat their own set of

excess liquidity in the financial market. Credit growth

challenges. Much of the credit expansion was in

to the private sector accelerated from mid-2010 -

the area of personal loans and advances, including

even as policy rates remained unchanged

pawning that suffered subsequent to a drop in gold

throughout 2011 - fuelling an import surge and

prices. With a slower rate of economic output post-

precipitating the imposition of a mandatory ceiling

2012, the combined impact has been to expose the

on commercial bank credit growth, reversal on

banking sector to rising non-performing loans

import tariff reductions on select products, and move

(NPLs), with the gross NPL ratio climbing sharply

to a flexible exchange rate policy in February 2012.

to 5.6 per cent in 2013 from 3.7 per cent in 2012.4
The banking sector is experiencing significant

In view of the doubling in volume of credit to the

excess liquidity with the Statutory Liquid Assets

private sector between 2009 and 2012, the lack of

Ratio (SLAR) at 37.7 per cent by end 2013,

credit appetite in the latest round of monetary policy

significantly exceeding the minimum requirement

easing is not difficult to understand. Not only did it

of 20 per cent. Overall profitability of the banking

lead to macroeconomic volatility but it also led to

sector also declined with profits after tax contracting

significant policy swings in monetary policy,

by nearly 10 per cent in 2013.

exchange rate policy and tariff policy that is
unsettling for private sector investors.

Figure 2.6
Credit Growth to the Private Sector
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4

CBSL, Annual Report 2013.
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In the midst of a challenging business environment
for both bank and non-bank financial institutions

Table 2.5
Non-bank Financial Sector

(NBFIs), the CBSL is pursuing its second objective

LFCs (No.)

of financial system stabilit y via a financial
consolidation effort. Whilst it undoubtedly has longterm objectives, the immediate concern is primarily
to minimize systemic risks posed by deposit taking
finance companies at high risk. At present, banks
and NBFIs account for 64 per cent of the entire

SLCs (No.)

2013

48

10

2012

47

13

2011

39

16

2010

37

21

2009

35

21

Source: CBSL, Annual Report, various years.

financial system assets, with banks accounting for
57 per cent and NBFIs for 7 per cent. Several NBFIs
came under severe liquidity pressure in 2009
following the collapse of some legal and illegal
entities run on the lines of pyramid schemes, with
the contagion effects spreading to banks and
finance companies. In total, 8 NBFIs faced liquidity
problems in 2009 with another NBFI facing similar
problems in 2013. Post-2009, the NFBI sector has
continued to expand with the CBSL elevating some

The end goal through consolidation and mergers
of banks and NBFIs is to ensure that at least five
domestic banks emerge with total assets in excess
of Rs. 1 trillion, and those with less than Rs. 100
billion to achieve this threshold benchmark. In the
case of the NBFIs, the intention is to bring the total
number down to 20 NBFIs, each with an asset base
of over Rs. 20 billion.

Specialized Leasing Companies (SLCs) to Licensed
Finance Companies (LFCs) whilst also granting new
licences to LFCs so that by end 2013, the total stood

Efforts to encourage mergers and acquisitions to
bring about consolidation in the financial sector are
being pursued quite strenuously by the regulator.

at 58 (Table 2.5).

Whilst the consolidation is in the right direction, it is
The immediate consolidation process aims to bring

incumbent on the regulator to ensure that it is carried

down the numbers of NBFIs from 58 to 20. These

through in the best interests of all the entities

have been divided into three categories of A (19

involved, with long-term goals in mind.

NBFIs), B (38 NFBIs), and C (1 NBFIs). Category
B NBFIs are to merge with local banks or Category

For Sri Lanka, the consolidation process is also

A NBFIs, or merge among themselves so that they

expected to ease conditions for the country's

fulfill conditions of Category A NBFIs, the most

commercial banking sector to tap foreign savings.

important being an asset base of over Rs. 8 billion.

Table 2.6
Distribution of Banks and NBFIs
Asset Base
(Rs. bn.)

Domestic Banksa
No.

Market Share

NBFIs
No.

Market Share
(%)

> 500

5

66.3

> 20

10

61.5

250-500

1

6.3

8-20

7

13.8

100-250

3

9.2

<8

40

24.1

50-100

3

5.2

Litigation

1

0.5

< 50

4

3.1

Notes: a. Excludes four small state-owned banks with assets less than Rs. 100 billion.
Source: CBSL, "Master Plan on Consolidation of the Financial Sector".
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The National Savings Bank (NSB) shelved initial

efforts do not necessarily help develop financial

plans to issue a 10-year US$ 1 billion bond and

institutions in the country to tap capital markets on

instead issued a five-year bond for US$ 750 million

their own efforts. To an extent, the proposed financial

bond at 8.875 per cent in September 2013.

consolidation efforts - that between DFCC and NDB

Subsequently, in accordance with Budget 2013

for example - are partly driven by intentions to

proposals where the DFCC and NDB banks were

develop institutional strength to tap foreign capital

encouraged to raise long-term foreign development

markets in the future. This is seen as the answer to

finance up to US$ 250 million each, the DFCC

domestic resource constraints, especially continued

raised a five-year bond of US$ 100 at 9.625 per

low revenue generation by fiscal authorities to meet

cent in October 2013. This was below its US$ 250

Sri Lanka's development expenditure needs.

million quota, while its counterpart NDB Bank
raised US$ 125 million and US$ 75 million in March
and June 2014, respectively. The foreign exchange
risk on such borrowing is underwritten by the
government.

2.5 Fiscal Stimulus for
Growth
Sri Lanka's fiscal outlook in terms of the overall

The government did not have plans to issue
sovereign bonds in 2013. Instead, it relied on
financial entities to do so. In effect, such borrowing
amount to proxy borrowing by the government, with
added risks of multiple parties exposing their
balance sheets to international capital markets.
Moreover, by underwriting exchange rate risk, such

deficit and public debt has been improving
progressively over time. The fiscal deficit, from
having weakened to 9.9 per cent of GDP in 2009
has improved steadily to 5.9 per cent in 2013. The
most positive feature of the adjustment has been a
steady decline in the share of current expenditure
whilst maintaining public investment at around 6
per cent of GDP.

Figure 2.7
Fiscal Indicators
F is c a l D e fic it & P u b lic D e b t
F is c a l d e f ic it
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Source: CBSL, Annual Report, various years.
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Despite improvements in headline numbers,
concerns do remain with regards to weak financial
positions of many SOEs, not captured in the fiscal
deficit numbers, and adjustments made in terms
of delayed payments from time to time. Additionally,
robust GDP growth has meant that many indicators
have benefited from the denominator effect. For
instance, all three major current expenditure items
- salaries and wages, transfers and subsidies, and
interest payments - have shown a decline in share
of GDP. However, in real terms, expenditure on
these items has grown. For example, wages and
salaries have recorded a real growth in
expenditure of 2.7 per cent per annum during 201013 despite declining as a share of GDP from 5.4
per cent in 2010 to 4.5 per cent in 2013 (Table 2.7).

resource gaps as done over recent years. Besides
planned physical infrastructure projects, attention
will also need to focus increasingly on investments
to raise productivity and efficiency in social
infrastructure, especially in vital areas of health and
education. With an ageing demographic profile and
rising incomes, the countr y's health sector
challenges are in transition and will become more
acute in the coming years. Similarly, the education
sector needs to exponentially transform the skills
and competencies of the country's shrinking labour
force. All these require a re-balancing of existing
investment priorities and call also for fresh
investments.
Clearly, some of this re-balancing is already taking

By contrast, where a robust denominator should
have helped raise revenue, there has in fact been
a sharp decline. Tax revenue which comprises
approximately 85 per cent of total revenue has
dropped from 12.9 per cent of GDP in 2010 to a
low of 11.6 per cent in 2013 (Table 2.8). Critically,
VAT collection which accounted for approximately
25 per cent of tax revenue in 2013 has not kept
pace with higher economic output in the country
post-2009. The widespread use of tax exemptions
- be it on VAT, import duties or FDI approved projects
- has been a critical factor weakening the tax base
in the country, despite efforts put in to improve
overall tax administration and compliance.

place viz., government expenditures. Current
spending on defence has contracted in real terms
and fallen as a share of GDP post-2009 (Table 2.9).
Education sector spending has grown in real terms,
although its share as a percentage of GDP has
declined marginally to 1.7 per cent in 2013. However,
government spending on education has grown in
real terms at an annual average of 3.6 per cent
during 2010-13. Whilst Sri Lanka's spending on
education as a share of GDP remains an underestimate in view of significant private sector
investments, it is clearly rather low to meet
expanding demand. At present, only 3.6 per cent of
those in the age group of 20-24 years are at

Slack revenue generation means that Sri Lanka
will continue to look for foreign savings to bridge

university and another 3.6 per cent at technical and
vocational training institutes.5 Public spending on

Table 2.7
Current Expenditure Patterns
2010

2013

Real Growtha
2010-13

16.7

13.9

1.3

Salaries & wages

5.4

4.5

2.7

Transfers & subsidies

3.5

2.9

0.1

Interest payments

6.3

5.1

2.6

Share of GDP
Total current expenditure

Notes: Deflated using 2006/07 CCPI index.
Source: CBSL, Annual Report, various years.

5

Weerakoon. D., and N. Arunatilake (2011), "Macroeconomic Policy for Full and Productive Employment and Decent Work for All: Sri
Lanka Country Study", Employment Working Paper No. 110, International Labour Organization, Geneva.
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Table 2.8
Tax Revenues as a Percentage of GDP
Tax revenue
Income taxes

2010

2011

2012

2013

12.9

12.4

12.0

11.6

2.4

2.4

2.3

2.4

VAT

3.9

3.3

3.0

2.9

Excise taxes

2.3

2.8

3.0

2.9

Import duties

1.1

1.2

1.1

1.0

Other taxes

3.1

2.7

2.7

2.5

Source: CBSL, Annual Report, various years.

health too has grown in real terms during 2010-13,

Sri Lanka has
resorted to nonconcessionary
forms of
borrowing,
including
sovereign bonds,
foreign investment
in Treasury bills
and bonds and
bilateral loans
from countries
such as China.

albeit at a much faster pace.
To meet Sri Lanka's expenditure needs for
development, the country has increasingly relied
more heavily on external financing of its fiscal deficit
(Figure 2.8). In 2013, the trend reversed in the face
of low private sector demand for credit, allowing the
government to rely more heavily on domestic
financing without fear of crowding out private
investment. By and large, however, Sri Lanka is
likely to continue to tap foreign savings for its
development financing. Unlike in the past, grants
and long-term concessionary development finance
has played only a very limited role in the country's
resource mobilization efforts. Instead, Sri Lanka has
resorted to non-concessionary forms of borrowing,
including sovereign bonds, foreign investment in
Treasury bills and bonds and bilateral loans from
countries such as China. The mix has meant a rapid
transformation of outstanding government foreign
debt, with the non-concessionary component rising
sharply to 50 per cent of the total share.

Table 2.9
Functional Expenditures in Select Sectors
Real Growtha

Share of GDP
Defenceb
Education
Health

c

c

Transport & communications

c

2010

2013

2010-13

2.6

2.0

-2.4

1.9

1.7

3.6

1.3

1.4

6.8

3.5

2.8

8.7

Notes: Deflated using 2006/07 CCPI index; b. Current expenditures only; c. Current and capital expenditures.
Source: CBSL, Annual Report, various years.
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Figure 2.8
Deficit Financing and Government External Debt
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Sri Lanka's uptake of non-concessionary foreign
debt has helped not only to bridge the fiscal deficit,
but also to prop-up the country's foreign exchange
reserves and provide balance of payments (BOP)
support over the years. The risks associated with
greater exposure to sentiments of international
capital markets and foreign investors are linked to
a country's external sector performance and its
medium to long-term outlook. In this respect, there
have been positive developments, but also
continuing concerns regarding the overall
competitiveness and health of Sri Lanka's export
sector.

2.6 External Sector Stability
Despite higher overall GDP growth in recent years,
what appears to be an inexorable decline in the ratio
of exports-to-GDP - falling to a low of 15.5 per cent
28

Share of non-concessionary
and commercial borrowing
in total external debt
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Despite higher
overall GDP
growth in recent
years, what
appears to be an
inexorable decline
in the ratio of
exports to GDP falling to a low of
15.5 per cent in
2013 - is a matter
of serious
concern.

in 2013 - is a matter of serious concern on two
counts. First, it is a reflection that higher GDP growth
is being driven by domestic demand rather than
exports, which is an untenable long-term strategy
for a small open economy. Second, the declining
share in GDP is compounded by loss of market
share globally, which is an indicator of the country's
waning competitiveness in international markets.6
The country's exchange rate policy too has not
helped to maintain competitiveness. With significant
capital inflows as a result of higher foreign borrowing,
the tendency has been for the rupee to appreciate
in real terms (see Figure 2.5). Clearly, the currency
movements are not reflecting the underlying
fundamentals of the economy - i.e., a weak current
account position reflective of external demand for
Sri Lanka's goods and services. Rather, it is being
distorted 'artificially' and hurting the competitiveness
of the country's export sector.

Figure 2.9
Trade and Current Account Trends
Trade balance
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Source: CBSL, Annual Report, various years.

5

IPS (2013), "Global Developments and External Sector Competitiveness" in Sri Lanka: State of the Economy 2013, Institute of Policy
Studies of Sri Lanka, Colombo.
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Sri Lanka's trade deficit has averaged 13 per cent

cent per annum during 2010-12 (Table 2.10). This

of GDP per annum during 2010-13. Impor t

is surprising in view of continued growth in the

expenditure grew by over 50 per cent in 2011

numbers of migrant workers departing for work

following the easing on import duty rates on select

overseas, with total numbers at 293,105 in 2013.

products in 2010, particularly on motor vehicles,

The explanation perhaps lies in an easing-off of

fuelled by consumption driven credit growth in the

transfers to former conflict-affected households in

economy and an artificially over-valued exchange

the aftermath of 2009. Another explanation may well

rate. Policy corrections introduced in early 2012 - a

be the low interest rate climate that prevailed for

much delayed depreciation of the currency, re-

much of 2013, prompting workers to remit only a

imposition of high import duties and a curb on

part of their earnings. In the first half of 2014,

lending by banks - saw Sri Lanka's trade account

remittances continued to grow at a lower rate of 10.6

begin the slow journey towards a measure of

per cent.

stability. After contracting in 2012, export earnings
grew by 6.3 per cent in 2013, holding out some

The explanation may also lie in a discrepancy on

optimism of a more sustained growth in export

data compilation. Remittances were reported at US$

earnings in the immediate future.

6.8 million at end 2013 on the basis of monthly
compilation of figures; the annualized figure is

The signs so far are good. Export earnings have

repor ted at US$ 6.4 million. 7 On that basis,

continued to grow by 16.8 per cent in the first half

remittances grew by 13 per cent. At the same time,

of 2014, with strong growth in earnings from

tourism earnings figures have undergone a re-

garments of 20.5 per cent. Import expenditure is

adjustment, rising from US$ 1.4 million on a monthly

also picking up, an early signal of a more positive

basis to US$ 1.7 million on an annualized basis,

renewal of economic activity.

accounting for the sharp increase in earnings of 65
per cent. Even without the adjustment, tourism

For Sri Lanka, worker remittances, and increasingly

earnings did rise at a healthy rate (35 per cent),

earnings from tourism are the stabilizing factors in

with Sri Lanka recording the highest ever numbers

the external current account. Remittances have

of arrivals at 1.3 million in 2013. Indeed, with much

historically been the mainstay. However, there is a

of FDI inflows concentrated in tourism and related

disquieting development in 2013, whereby

sectors, it is expected to be a significant driver of

remittances grew by only 7 per cent compared to

growth and employment in the coming years.

an annual average growth rate in excess of 21 per

Table 2.10
Migrant Remittances and Tourism Earnings
Growth in Numbers (%)
2010-12 average
2013
Migrant workers
Tourism

Earnings Growth (%)
2010-12 average
2013

4.7

3.8

21.6

7.1

31.5

26.7

44.6

65.1

Source: CBSL, Annual Report, various years.

7

See CBSL, "External Sector Performance - December 2013" and Annual Report 2013, respectively.

8

From 2013, Sri Lanka started compiling its external accounts under the latest BOP Manual BPM6.
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Net FDI in 2013 stood at US$ 916 million compared
8

indeed been successful in getting ever more

to US$ 941 million received in 2012. This includes

attractive pricing on its Sovereign bonds, particularly

total direct investment received by BOI companies

in the more recent issues in the wake of foreign

(US$ 887 million), non-BOI companies and listed

investors leaving many emerging markets.

companies under the Colombo Stock Exchange
(CSE). In addition to the direct investment, BOI

Greater recourse to tapping international capital

companies also received US$ 505 million by way

markets by a cross-section of actors also means

of loans, raising the total FDI to US$ 1.4 million from

that the sources of Sri Lanka's outstanding external

US$ 1.3 million received in 2012. The total for 2013

debt are changing rapidly. Total government external

fell short of the US$ 2 billion target that was set.

debt has remained flat at about 36 per cent of GDP,

Little of the FDI received has gone into technology

and has in fact shrunk to 34 per cent in 2014 (Figure

and knowledge enhancing economic activities, with

2.10). This is of course not withstanding the

the bulk concentrated in infrastructure and tourism

significant changes in the composition of that debt

sector developments. Besides this drawback, the

towards non-concessionary sources as detailed

quantum of FDI is still so low that Sri Lanka has to

earlier.

keep relying on other forms of foreign funds to
bridge its savings-investment gap.

What is notable is that Sri Lanka's total external

In 2013, Sri Lanka relied heavily on non-direct

post-2011 with the inclusion of banking sector

foreign borrowing by state entities and private

liabilities. Whilst the argument can be made that

sector, especially by the country's banking sector.

non-sovereign backed debt is not under the purview

Inflows to commercial banks and savings banks

of the government and relies on corporate balance

together amounted to US$ 1.5 billion, up from US$

sheets, the East Asian financial crisis offers a

970 million in 2012. In the face of indirect borrowing

salutary lesson that at times of intense stress, the

by state-owned banks and private banks with a

lines between government, government-backed or

government stake in 2013, the government focused

private debt become blurred when a 'herd instinct'

on issuing Sovereign bonds to the value of US$ 1.5

strikes investors.

debt has in the interim risen quite sharply, especially

billion in 2014. The target was met by April 2014,
with two consecutive Sovereign bonds issued in

Sri Lanka's debt service ratio - measured by the

January and April for US$ 1 billion and US$ 500

conventional definition as a ratio of the exports of

million, respectively (Table 2.11). Sri Lanka has

goods and services - is also on the rise (Figure

Table 2.11
Sovereign Bond Issues
Issue Date

Amount (US$)

October 2007

500 million

October 2009

Expiry Date
October 2012

Yield (%)
8.25

500 million

October 2015

7.40

September 2010

1 billion

October 2020

6.25

July 2011

1 billion

July 2021

6.25

July 2012

1 billion

July 2022

5.875

1 billion

January 2019

6.00

500 million

April 2019

5.125

January 2014
April 2014
Source: CBSL, www.cbsl.gov.lk.
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2.10). Despite a healthy-looking improvement in the

The East Asian
financial crisis
offers a salutary
lesson that at
times of intense
stress, the lines
between
government,
governmentbacked or private
debt become
blurred when a
'herd instinct'
strikes investors.

country's official reserves position over the last four
years, there is limited comfort to be had in view of
the fact that almost the entirety of it is currently
made up of borrowed funds. It reinforces the reason
why Sri Lanka must focus acutely on strengthening
the country's export earnings potential through
goods and services. Even if workers' remittances
are factored in to re-calculate the debt service ratio,
it indicates a sharp increase from 13.5 per cent in
2012 to 17.6 per cent in 2013.
With Sri Lanka's medium term Sovereign bond
settlements gathering pace from 2019, retaining
investor confidence on the long-term outlook for the
country will require a continuous bridging of its
current account deficit to sur plus levels,
supplemented by higher volumes of FDI inflows in
the capital account. This will mitigate risks inherent
in rolling over debt over time. For now, the exchange
rate remains stable in view of lacklustre import
demand and subdued international oil prices.

Figure 2.10
External Sector Trends
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spell of single digit inflation, a

Total external debt as
a % of GDP

shrinking fiscal deficit, and a relatively
steady exchange rate - Sri Lanka has
partially established its economic
credentials as an emerging economy
to watch. The achievements have been
magnified

in

view

of

weaker

accomplishments from the country's
historically

better-performing

competitors, particularly in Southeast
Asia.
Yet, much remains to be done. The
core of Sri Lanka's higher growth
trajectory has been domestic demand
financed with external debt. It is having
an inevitable impact on the structure
of the supply-side of the economy, in
particular the balance between the
tradable and non-tradable sectors. The
latter has been driving growth, with
greater state involvement in many of
these sectors - such as construction,
utilities, and many services sectors. An
unintended consequence is that it is
perhaps also keeping the private
sector less engaged in Sri Lanka's
post-2009 development efforts than
However, these conditions can change, particularly commodity

might have otherwise been the case.

prices in the face of growing unrest in the Middle East and Russia.
With the country more exposed to external shocks, any inability
to withstand and ride them out, can unravel the many significant
achievements already made in improving the overall
macroeconomic fundamentals. The remedy lies in instituting
reforms to improve productivity, efficiency and competitiveness of
the Sri Lankan economy that will complement the strides being
made in strengthening infrastructure services.

The main policy focus since the end
of 2012 has been to encourage the
private sector to borrow and raise
levels of investment and economic
participation. The response has been
muted, partly as a result of past credit
booms, the reverberations of which are
yet to settle and work their way through

2.7 Conclusion

the economy. A second, and equally

On the socio-economic front, Sri Lanka has made rapid strides in

limited investment oppor tunities

addressing poverty and inequity - the cornerstones of the

across a broad spectrum of economic

government's vision for a peaceful post-conflict society. With GDP

activities, that will stimulate not only

growth averaging 7.5 per cent per annum post-2009, and a

the big players, but also the small and

disquieting, reason is likely tied to

relatively stable set of macroeconomic indicators - a prolonged
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medium sized enterprises that are sub-contractors

framework to drive exports or attract FDI to high-

and suppliers of goods and services. Addressing

tech knowledge-driven sectors; an efficient, cost-

the latter requires a commitment to engage the

effective bureaucracy to reshape public spending;

private sector and create a policy environment that

and transparent and effective institutional and

is perceived as truly pro-business. For instance, the

governance mechanisms to suppor t overall

causes of Sri Lanka's export competitiveness

development efforts. Sri Lanka has much to learn

problem go far deeper than the exchange rate. There

from its Asian neighbours in many of these areas -

exist long-ignored impediments to growth -

best practices as well as pitfalls to be avoided - if

developing a skilled and flexible work force; a

the country is to achieve its dream of being a

consistent, predictable and cohesive policy

'Wonder of Asia' in the years to come.
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RISING ASIA:
OPPORTUNITIES
AND CHALLENGES
FOR SRI LANKA

3. Rising Asia: Opportunities and
Challenges for Sri Lanka
3.1 Introduction

W

hile predicting the future is fraught with

consumer of goods, but also the largest producer

risk, it is now generally accepted that

of goods and services. Indeed, it is also influencing

the 21st Century will see Asia continue

global trends, be it through hard or soft power by

to emerge as the power house of the global

way of increasing military prowess,4 and popular

economy, building on the remarkable socio-

culture. The latter include fashion (e.g., Uniqlo),

economic progress seen in the region over the last

music (e.g., J-pop, k-pop), and movies/TV/

50 years. It has overcome many hurdles, including

animations (e.g., Bollywood, Korean dramas,

the Asian financial crisis of 1997/98, the dot-com

manga). However, Asia's continued rise is not given

crash of 2001, and the more recent global financial

or 'pre-ordained'. 5 As their economies develop, Asia

crisis of 2008 and subsequent recession in many

will find itself tackling more complex challenges such

parts of the world. Although the countries in the

as increasing inequalities, and coming up against

region were affected differently, the fact remains that

structural rigidities identified with the notion of a

they weathered these crises, survived them and

'middle-income trap' etc., while regional frictions can

emerged more strongly to remain as a regional

also threaten to derail Asia's economic growth and

engine of growth.1 Asia's rise is exemplified by its

achievements, if not satisfactorily contained.

increasing contribution to the world economy which
has grown from one-fifth in 2000 to about one-third

These developments are likely to have profound

of world GDP at present, and is expected to increase

implications for countries right across the world,

further to over 50 per cent by 2050.2 Some have

including Sri Lanka. As the centre of global gravity

called this possibility the 'Asian Century'.

shifts to Asia, Sri Lanka - strategically located in
Asia next to the Indian Sub-continent, and in close

In addition, the Asian region is already the most

proximity to Southeast Asia - will have sizable

populous in the world, and in the 21st Century it is

economic opportunities to explore in its own

expected to be home to the largest middle class in

backyard. Sri Lanka has a long histor y of

the world, providing much of the momentum for

engagement with the region which needs to be

3

global GDP growth. Asia will not only be the largest

deepened and broadened. China and India are

1

Tellis, A. J. (2010), "Strategic Asia: Continuing Success with Continuing Risks", in Tellis, A. J., A. Marble and T. Tannner (eds.), Asia's Rising
Power and America's Continued Purpose, National Bureau of Asian Research, Washington D.C.

2

ADB (2011), Asia 2050: Realizing the Asian Century, Asian Development Bank, Manila.

3

Lee Kuan Yew (2014), "Congratulatory Remarks" at the 20th International Conference on the Future of Asia "Rising Asia - Messages for the
Next 20 Years", 22-23 May 2014, Tokyo. Available at: http://future-of-asia.nikkei.jp/asia2014/eng/message.html.

4

The leading powers in the Asian region are building militaries to match their economic might. Even though its defence budget is less than
a quarter the size of the US, China has been increasing its defence spending by about 12 per cent a year for the past decade, and the
country is expected to become the world's largest military spender in 20 years [see The Economist (2012), "Asia's Balance of Power:
China's Military Rise", April 7, 2012].

5

ADB (2011), Asia 2050: Realizing the Asian Century, Asian Development Bank, Manila.
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Asia's rise is
exemplified by its
increasing
contribution to the
world economy
which has grown
from one-fifth in
2000 to about onethird of world GDP
at present, and is
expected to
increase further to
over 50 per cent by
2050.
already major economic partners, in terms of both
development assistance and FDI. At the same time,
Sri Lanka's trade and investment links with other

3.2 A Rising Asia in the
Global Economy
The belief in a future 'Asian Century' parallels the
characterization of the 20 th Century as the
'American Century', and the 19th Century as the
'British Century'. The phrase Asian Century arose
in the mid to late 1980s, and is attributed to a 1988
meeting with the former leaders of China and India
(Deng Xiaoping and Rajiv Gandhi, respectively) at
which the Chinese leader commented that "[i]n
recent years people have been saying that the next
century will be the century of Asia and the Pacific,
as if that were sure to be the case. I disagree with
this view."6 The reasoning was that "no genuine
Asia-Pacific Century or Asian Century can come
until China, India and other neighbouring countries
are developed" - apparently an unlikely occurrence
any time soon. Prior to this, the phrase made an
appearance in a 1985 US Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations hearing; leaders of the region
began talking about a coming economic leap that
would propel them into an "Asian Century".

emerging Asian economies, such as Malaysia and
Singapore, are also gaining momentum. Nurturing
strong relationships with Asian markets and
improving the domestic capacity are key ingredients
to utilizing opportunities from a growing Asia. It is
imperative that Sri Lanka lowers barriers to trade
and cost of doing business, and integrates further
with regional markets. In this context, this Chapter
will examine the broad shifts in global output, trade,
FDI flows from the West to the East over the years,
including the rising Asian middle class; the role of
Asia in global economic governance; intra-regional
trends within Asia, and some of the main risks and
challenges facing the region; the opportunities for
Sri Lanka in the context of rising Asian trade and
financial flows, and the associated policy
implications for the country.

A quarter of a century later, however, the Asian
Century seems to have materialized with China
emerging as the world's second largest economy
and India as the third largest on a purchasing power
parity (PPP) basis. 7 And on many dimensions, Asia
is booming. Asia's performance has been the best
in the 21st Century with the incomes of developing
Asia at nearly US$ 5,000 (PPP) in 2010,8 growing
by 9.4 per cent between 2000 and 2010. Investment
rates reached a high of 35 per cent of GDP over
the last decade, while exports grew by 11.4 per cent.
Net inflows of private capital averaged US$ 83 billion
a year, while external debt fell to 14.5 per cent of
GDP. Asia has accumulated huge foreign exchange
reserves in excess of US$ 3.5 trillion. While these
aggregate numbers are heavily weighted by China

6

Pan, C. (2013), "The Asian/Chinese Century from the Chinese Perspective", Griffith Asia Quarterly, Vol. 1, No. 1, pp. 30-52.

7

Ibid.

8

ADB (2011), Asia 2050: Realizing the Asian Century, Asian Development Bank, Manila.
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and India, the performance of Asia has been

of the newly industrialized economies (NIEs) such

relatively broad based. Living standards for billions

as Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan.

of people in Asia have improved at a rate not

Starting from the 1980s, first Malaysia and Thailand,

previously experienced in human history. The

then China followed by India, Indonesia and

region's quick V-shaped recovery from the recession

Vietnam, boosted this growth further, raising Asia's

of 2008/09 is another testament of Asia's economic

share of global GDP beyond 20 per cent by 2010.

resilience and capacity to undertake reforms. The
notion of an Asian Century has been subsequently

More recent developments offer greater optimism

reaffirmed by Asian political leaders, and is now a

for Asia's pre-eminence in the world economy. The

popularly used term in the media.

9

past three decades have been accompanied by a
shift in the world production base to Asia from

While many call Asia's recent economic success

advanced economies; the overtaking of some of the

the 'Rise of Asia', a more apt description would be

world's advanced economies by a number of

the re-emergence of Asia.

10

In the middle of the

emerging economies, including China and India;

18th Century, Asia accounted for 58 per cent of the

and the emergence of Asia as the world's largest

world's economy, led by China and India (Figure

consumer market, with the prospects of becoming

3.1). However, the West saw much faster growth in

home to the largest middle class in the world, a

the following two centuries after the Industrial

major origin and destination of FDI, and a key

Revolution, and Asia's share fell to 15 per cent

trading partner in the world. The next section will

around the 1960s. This trend was reversed with Asia

look at these issues in turn.

re-emerging after 1950 led by Japan, and the rise

Figure 3.1
Asian Economic Output (% of World Output), 1820-2010

Note: GDP is adjusted for purchasing power parity (1990)
Source: Commonwealth of Australia (2012), “Australia in the Asian Century - White Paper”, available at http://
www.murdoch.edu.au/ALTC-Fellowship/_document/Resources/australia-in-the-asian-century-white-paper.pdf.

9

10

Asia's
growth is
increasingly
being
driven by
the large
economies
of China
and India.

Despite forecasts and prediction of the rising economic and political strength of Asia, the idea of an 'Asian Century' has faced criticism from
a number of commentators who have argued it to be journalistic hype. They have pointed to the possibility of continuing high rates of
growth leading to revolution, economic slumps, and environmental problems, especially in mainland China. Some believe that the 21st
Century will be 'multipolar', or no one country or continent will have such a concentration of influence (i.e., 'nobody's Century').
ADB (2011), Asia 2050: Realizing the Asian Century, Asian Development Bank, Manila.
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3.2.1 Unprecedented Growth and
Shift in Global Production to Asia

Asia’s growth is
increasingly being driven by the
large economies
of China and
India.

Since the Second World War, Asia has grown more
than twice as fast as the rest of the world, despite
poor performance under Maoist China and prereform India.11 Seven of the 10 most rapidly growing
economies in the world since 1955 are Asian
countries.12 Asian growth was spearheaded by
Japan in the late 1950s, followed later by the NIEs,
and then Southeast Asia. China's acceleration
began in the late 1970s while India's take-off
followed China by 15 years. Following several years

While crisis-affected economies settled into
somewhat slower growth, the region's overall growth
returned roughly to pre-crisis levels.

of high growth, the Asian economies decelerated
sharply following the Asian financial crisis (Figure
3.2). China, however, was barely affected with its
closed capital account. Between the Asian financial
crisis and the global financial crisis of 2008, Asia
re-emerged as the world's most dynamic region.

Asia's growth is increasingly being driven by the
large economies of China and India. These two
countries house over a half of world population,
including some its poorest.13 Asia's contribution to
world output growth will largely be the result of

Figure 3.2
Comparative GDP Growth
Advanced Economies
Emerging and Developing Asia
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Calculated based on IMF, "World Economic Outlook" database available at: http://www.imf.org /external/pubs/ft/weo/
2014/01/weodata/index.aspx.

11

Petri, P.A. (2010), "Asia and the World Economy in 2030: Growth, Integration, and Governance", in Tellis, A. J., A. Marble and T. Tannner
(eds.), Asia's Rising Power and America's Continued Purpose, National Bureau of Asian Research, Washington D.C.

12

ADB (2009), Emerging Asian Regionalism, Asian Development Bank, Manila.

13

Tellis, A. J. (2010), "Strategic Asia: Continuing Success with Continuing Risks", in Tellis, A. J., A. Marble and T. Tannner (eds.), Asia's
Rising Power and America's Continued Purpose, National Bureau of Asian Research, Washington D.C.
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Figure 3.3
Shifts in World Production, 1980-2019

China and
India are expected to grow
rapidly, albeit
at a slightly
slower pace.
share is expected to reach around 30 per cent
by 2019 according IMF projections. The ADB
contends that if the region continues to grow on
its present trajectory, Asia could account for more
than a half of global GDP by 2050, increasing
from US$ 17 trillion in 2010 to US$ 174 trillion by
2050 (Figure 3.4). It assumes the following: i)
the seven high income developed economies,15
will continue to be important markets as well as
sources of research and innovations in the

Source: Calculated based on IMF, "World Economic Outlook" database available
at: http://www.imf.org /external/pubs/ft/weo/2014/01/weodata/
index.aspx.

region; ii) the 11 fast-growing converging
economies, 16

which have demonstrated

sustained growth by China and India. They are
expected to grow rapidly, albeit at a slightly slower
pace compared to the past decade.
Consequently, world output which was largely
dominated by advanced economies is shifting to
emerging and developing Asia, with the Asian region
catching up in terms of both PPP and current US
dollar terms, and accounting for an increasing share
of world output (Figure 3.3).14 It should be noted
that Asia's share in global GDP is much larger in
PPP terms than in market prices.
Asia's share of global output has increased from
7.5 per cent in 1980 to 23 per cent by 2010. The

14

GDP can be calculated based on market exchange rates and PPP exchange rates. The IMF defines PPP exchange rate as the rate at
which the currency of one country would have to be converted into that of another country to buy the same amount of goods and services
in each country, while GDP in current US dollar terms is measured based on market exchange rates prevailing in the foreign exchange
market. See IMF (2007), "PPP Versus the Market: Which Weight Matters?", available at: https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2007/
03/basics.htm.

15

Brunei, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Macau, Singapore and Taipei.

16

Armenia, Azerbaijan, Cambodia, China, Georgia, India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam.
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consistently high growth since 1990 would

Figure 3.4
Asian Century Scenario, 2050

continue to do so for the next forty years; and iii)
31 slow/modest growing economies,17 which have

Sub-Saharan
Africa
2%

Middle East &
North Africa
3%

achieved modest or low long-term growth would
Rest of Wor ld
1%

succeed in joining the ranks of their fast-growing
group by 2020, and raising their economic growth
between 2020 and 2050. However, the study
warned that continued growth is not guaranteed

Europe
18%

or 'preordained.'

Latin America &
Caribbean
10%

Asia
51%

China and India which account for 80 per cent of
Asia's output, have managed to emerge as the
world's second and third largest economies on a

North America
15%

PPP basis. Whilst China remains the second
largest economy even in current US dollar terms,
India's position ranks lower (Figure 3.5). Japan,
one of the largest economies in the 1980s, was

Source:

ADB (2011), Asia 2050: Realizing the Asian Century, Asian
Development Bank, Manila.

overtaken by China in 2002 on PPP basis, and
later by India in 2011 on the back of a prolonged
recession coupled with buoyant growth in China

US$ bn.

US$ bn.

Figure 3.5
Performance of China and India vis-à-vis Key Advanced Economies

Source: Calculated based on IMF, "World Economic Outlook" database available at http://www.imf.org/ external/pubs/ft/weo/2014/01/
weodata/index.aspx.

17

40

Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cook Islands, Fiji, Iran, Kiribati, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Mongolia,
Myanmar, Nauru, Nepal, Pakistan, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Tajikistan, Timor-Leste;
Tonga, Turkmenistan, Tuvalu, Uzbekistan, Vanuatu.
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(2014) International Comparison Programme report
which shows that China is expected to overtake the
US in 2014 to become the world's largest economy
in PPP terms.19 Nevertheless, China was behind
the US based on GDP at market exchange rates the US share of 22.1 per cent of global GDP was
more than double that of China's 10.4 per cent.
Although these emerging and developing Asian
countries have been doing well in absolute terms,
they rank lower in per capita terms (Table 3.1).

and India. Moreover, China seems to be catching
up even with the US - the world's largest economy
since 1872 - with IMF projections suggesting that it
will overtake the US in PPP terms by 2019. Other
projections estimate that China will overtake the US
by 2017 in PPP terms, and in 2027 in market
exchange terms.18 These predictions have been
advanced with the release of the latest World Bank

3.2.2 Asia as the Largest Global
Market
In 2010, Asia was home to around 60 per cent of
the world's population (Figure 3.6). Though
projections show Asia's share of the world's
population is set to slightly decline to around 54
per cent by 2050, Asia is still expected to remain
the most populous region by 2050 accounting for
around a half of the world's population.

Table 3.1
Twelve Largest Economies by Share of World GDP, 2011
Ranking
by GDP

Economy

(PPP based)

Share of World
GDP (PPP based,
world=100)

Share of World
GDP (exchange rate

Ranking by GDP
Per Capita

based, world = 100)

(PPP based)

1

US

17.1

22.1

12

2

China

14.9

10.4

99

3

India

6.4

2.7

127

4

Japan

4.8

8.4

33

5

Germany

3.7

5.2

24

6

Russian Federation

3.5

2.7

55

7

Brazil

3.1

3.5

80

8

France

2.6

4.0

30

9

UK

2.4

3.5

32

10

Indonesia

2.3

1.2

107

11

Italy

2.3

3.1

34

12

Mexico

2.1

1.7

72

Source: World Bank (2014), “International Comparison Programme”.

18

Price Waterhouse Coopers (2013), “World in 2050, the BRICs and Beyond: Prospects, Challenges and Opportunities”, available at: http:/
/www.pwc.com/en_GX/gx/world-2050/assets/pwc-world-in-2050-report-january-2013.pdf; Kupchan. C.A. (2012), “The World in 2050: When
the Five Largest Economies are the BRICs and US”, available at: http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/ 2012/02/the-world-in2050-when-the-5-largest-economies-are-the-brics-and-us/253160/.

19

World Bank (2014), “Purchasing Power Parities and Real Expenditures of World Economies: Summary of Results and Findings of the
2011 International Comparison Programme”, World Bank, Washington, D.C.
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Per capita GDP in emerging and developing Asia

Figure 3.6
Population Share, 1980-2050

has recorded high growth rates during the past
three decades. It increased from US$ 411 to US$
5,227 over the period 1980-2010 due to very rapid
economic growth. According to IMF projections, it
is expected to almost double to US$ 10,119 by 2019
(Figure 3.7), indicating an increasing purchasing
power and market potential of the region.

20

The

pace and scale of the transformation is staggering
when considering the fact that it took the UK over
50 years to double its income per person during
the industrial revolution.21 Nevertheless, when
considering GDP in per capita terms, emerging and
Source:

UN, “The 2012 Revision of the World Population Prospects”, available
at http://esa.un.org/wpp/.

developing countries' incomes would still be
substantially less than that of advanced countries.

Box 3.1
Rising Demand from China and India for Crude Oil
Global oil prices have been largely driven by the demand from China and India both of which
have been increasing their net oil imports. According to British Petroleum (2012), China and
India are predicted to be the world’s largest and third largest energy consumers, respectively,
by 2030. Moreover, China and India are anticipated to account for 35 per cent of the global
population and are likely to have 94 per cent of the net oil demand growth.
In fact, a study analyzing different scenarios for China’s oil demand through 2020 finds that
new demand from China’s transport sector would raise world oil price by 1-3 per cent by 2020.
However, according to IMF predictions, world oil prices as well as steel prices are likely to
decline or remain the same from 2014 to 2019.
Prices of Crude Oil and Iron, 1980-2019
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Source: IMF, “World Economic Outlook”, various issues (includes projections for 2014-19).
Source:

Niklaus, A. and J. Inchauspe (2013), How Increased Crude Oil Demand by China and India
Affect the International Market, Curtin University, Perth; British Petroleum (2013), “Energy Outlook
2013”; IMF, “World Economic Outlook”, various issues.

20

The growing affluence of the region, particularly by a select few is represented by ranking of a number of Asia’s key cities like Hong Kong,
Beijing, Seoul, and Mumbai in the Forbes “Top Ten Billionaire Cities” in 2013. See Geromel. R. (2013), “Forbes Top Ten Billionaire Cities
– Moscow Beats New York Again”, available at: http://www.forbes.com/sites/ricardogeromel/ 2013/03/14/forbes-top-10-billionaire-citiesmoscow-beats-new-york-again/.

21

Commonwealth of Australia (2012), “Australia in the Asian Century - White Paper”, available at: http://www.murdoch.edu.au/ALTC-Fellowship/
_document/Resources/australia-in-the-asian-century-white-paper.pdf.
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Figure 3.7
Per Capita GDP (PPP) of Advanced Economies
and Emerging and Developing Asia
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Source: Calculated based on IMF, “World Economic Outlook” database available at: http:/
/www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2014/01/weodata/index.aspx.

Asia's per capita
income could rise
six-fold in PPP
terms by 2050,
allowing an
additional 3 billion
Asians to enjoy
living standards
similar to
those in Europe
today.

Going forward, the ADB (2011) forecasts that Asia's
per capita income could rise six-fold in PPP terms
by 2050, allowing an additional 3 billion Asians to
enjoy living standards similar to those in Europe
today.

In 2008, 1.9 billion of the
population in Asia belonged to
the ‘middle class’ category

3.2.3 Asia's Growing Middle Class
With rising in incomes and people escaping poverty,
Asia's low income earners have been gradually
progressing to the middle income class over the
past couple of decades. Typically, the middle class
enjoys a higher standard of living, income and
purchasing power, and is considered as major
drivers of growth owing to more active participation
in economic and political spheres.22 In fact, the
middle class can apply pressure for economic
reforms and lay the foundation for a transition to a

By 2030,
Asia’s middle class is
projected to expand to

democracy as demonstrated in the cases of South
Korea and Taiwan.
An ADB (2010) study on the middle class (defined
as those consuming on average between US$ 220 per day), found that Asia's middle class

of its population

accounted for 21 per cent of the region's population

22

Chun. N. (2010), "Middle Class Size in the Past, Present, and Future: A Description of Trends in Asia", ADB Economics Working Paper
Series No. 217, Asian Development Bank, Manila.
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Table 3.2
Summary of Population, Class Size, and Total Expenditures by Region for 1990 and 2008
% of Population
1990

Poor (<$2 per
person per day)

Middle ($2-$20 per
person per day)

High (>$20 per
person per day

Developing Asia
Developing Europe
Latin America & the Caribbean
Middle East & North Africa
OECD
Sub-Saharan Africa
2008
Developing Asia
Developing Europe
Latin America & the Caribbean
Middle East & North Africa
OECD
Sub-Saharan Africa
2030
Developing Asia
Developing Europe
Latin America & the Caribbean
Middle East & North Africa
OECD

79
12
20
18
0
75

21
84
71
80
24
24

0
4
9
2
76
1

43
2
10
12
0
66

56
87
77
86
16
33

1
11
13
3
84
1

20
1
7
16
0

59
69
56
80
8

21
30
37
3
92

Sub-Saharan Africa

45

50

5

Source:

Chun. N. (2010), "Middle Class Size in the Past, Present, and Future: A Description of Trends in Asia", ADB Economics Working Paper Series No 217,
Asian Development Bank, Manila.

in 1990 (Table 3.2). Although the proportion is

increase from 1 per cent in 2008 to 21 per cent by

relatively small compared to other parts of the

2030.

world, it has grown to 56 per cent by 2008.
Consequently, Asia has emerged as a region with

Other studies find that Asia will account for a larger

the largest segments of a middle class population

share of the global middle class, as high as 66 per

in 2008 with 1.9 billion of emerging Asia's

cent of the global middle-class population (and 59

population in the middle class category. While

per cent of middle-class consumption by 2030).23

there are large variations in the size and growth

Nevertheless, much of Asia's middle class still

of the middle class across countries in the region,

belongs to the lower middle class, consuming on

China and Vietnam have made great strides in

average between US$ 2-4 per day and vulnerable

increasing the share of their middle class

to falling back into poverty.24 For example, in China,

population. Asia's middle class is projected to

India, Indonesia and the Philippines, the lower

expand to 59 per cent of its population by 2030,

middle class is more than a half of the total middle

while the region's higher income class (those

class compared to Malaysia and Thailand with a

spending more than US$ 20 a day) is projected to

bigger share of their population in the middle and
upper middle classes.

23

Pezzini, M. (2012), “An Emerging Middle Class”, available at http://www.oecdobserver.org/news/fullstory.php/aid/3681/
An_emerging_middle_class.html.

24

ADB (2010), “Key Indicators for Asia and the Pacific 2010”, Asian Development Bank, Manila.
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The rising middle class is expected to bring about
higher expenditure and consumption patterns. In
line with this trend, Asia is expected to become the

3.2.4 Shaping W
orld TTrade,
rade, FDI and
World
Aid

foremost consumer in the world by 2030 accounting

Developing Asia's rapid economic growth has not

for 42 per cent of global expenditure - a two-fold

only shifted the global economic centre of gravity

increase from consumption levels in 2008.25

The

away from the advanced countries, but has also

signs of Asia's growing middle class can be seen

raised the region's importance in world trade,

through the sales of consumer durables such as

boosting South-South trade.26 Asia's share in world

refrigerators, television sets, mobile phones and

trade has been growing vigorously over the years;

automobiles. China has now overtaken the US as

exports and imports from the region have grown

the world's largest automobile market, while China

at twice the rate of the rest of the world over the

and India are now the world's largest market for
mobile phones. However, Asia's growing
consumption can place pressure on natural
resources and the environment. Moreover, emerging
Asia is also experiencing a dramatic rise in middle
class health problems, namely obesity, diabetes,
cancer and heart diseases.

Figure 3.8
Share of World Trade Flows

Developing
Asia’s rapid economic growth
has also raised
the region’s importance in world
trade.

Source: Calculated based on IMF, "Direction of Trade Statistics", and "International Financial Statistics", various years.

25

Chun. N. (2010), “Middle Class Size in the Past, Present, and Future: A Description of Trends in Asia”, ADB Economics Working Paper
Series No. 217, Asian Development Bank, Manila.

26

Anderson. K., and S. Strutt (2011), "Asia's Changing Role in World Trade: Prospects for South-South Trade Growth to 2030", ADB
Economics Working Paper Series. No. 264, Asian Development Bank, Manila.
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Figure 3.9
Top 10 Exporting Countries, 2013 (US$ mn.)

Developing
Asia is also
a growing
source of
investment
as well
as a
destination
of global
FDI flows.
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Source: Compiled from International Trade Centre, "Trade Map" database, ITC, Geneva.

past three decades. Consequently, the share of

accounted for around three-fourth of global FDI

emerging and developing Asia's exports has grown

inflows during 1989-1994, accounted for only a half

from 4.2 per cent in 1980 to 15 per cent in 2010,

of FDI inflows by 2012, while its share in global FDI

while the share of imports has increased from 4.6

outflows have fallen to 75 per cent in 2012 compared

per cent to 19 per cent during this period (Figure

to its share of 95 per cent during 1989-1994 (Figure

3.8). An expansion in trade in Asia has been

3.10). With the deepening recession and worsening

matched by a declining share of other regions

economic conditions in advanced countries,

including that of advanced countries. China is now

coupled with stronger growth in emerging markets,

the world's largest expor ter (in value terms),

FDI inflows to developing economies surpassed FDI

followed by the US, Germany, Japan, the

inflows to developed economies in 2012 for the first

Netherlands, France, South Korea, UK, Russia and

time.28 In fact, FDI inflows to the Asian region have

Italy (Figure 3.9). India is ranked as the 16th largest

been growing over the past three decades, and now

exporter. According to some estimates, developing

account for 15 per cent of total global inflows, up

Asia will continue to increase its share of global

from 11 per cent in 1980. Similarly, FDI outflows

trade in the future, and come to account for as much

from Asia have grown but at a faster pace after 2005,

as 40 per cent of world exports and 29 per cent of

and the region has increased its share to almost 10

world imports by 2030.

27

per cent of outflows in 2012. While Asia's growing
role as a source of investment as well as a

With regard to FDI, both inward and outward flows

destination is strengthening, advanced countries

in advanced economies have slowed during the

still account for a substantial share of global FDI

past three decades, while FDI flows to developing

flows despite the declining trends.

Asia have picked up. Advanced economies which

27

Ibid.

28

UNCTAD (2014), "Global Investment Trends Monitor" No.15, available at http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary /webdiaeia2014d1_en.pdf.
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Figure 3.10
World FDI Flows, 1989-2012

Source: Calculated based on UNCTAD, "World Investment Report", various years.

Box 3.2
Emergence of Asian Brands
The rise of Asia has been accompanied by the emergence of several strong Asian brands
which have managed to win over a large global presence in recent times. Japanese brands
including Toyota, Honda, Cannon, Nissan, Sony and Panasonic and South Korean brands
including Samsung, Hyundai and KIA are some of the leading brands in Asia which have been
included in the world’s top 100 brands as per the Global Inter-brand Ranking of 2013 (a leading
global branding consultancy firm). Chinese brands including Lenovo, Huawei and Cherry, and
Indian brands such as Tata, Reliance, Hero, Bajaj, Maruti Suzuki are also examples of Asian
brands which have managed to conquer global markets with their value for money product
propositions. Asian brands with their unique product offerings have set the stage for an era of
affordability matched by superior quality.
Samsung is an example of an Asian brand which has emerged as a champion in the global
market. Samsung, which had a net sales value of US$ 270 billion and total assets worth of
US$ 470 billion in 2013, is currently ranked as the world’s 8th best brand, and Asia’s number
one brand. It operates in a diverse set of sectors including consumer electronics, IT and mobile
communications, health and medical equipment, etc. According to Strategy Analytics, a leading
global market research firm, Samsung has even managed to overtake the two leading Western
mobile brands – Apple and Nokia –as the most profitable phone firm. As per the Global Interbrand report of 2013, Samsung with its innovative products such as Galaxy S4 and Galaxy
Note II has grabbed a market share of 30 per cent in smartphone shipments surpassing Apple
in smartphone sales.
Asian brands have also been making steady progress in acquiring global brands. Lenovo, the
leading Chinese computer technology company, which acquired IBM’S PC business in 2005,
also plans to acquire IBM’s server business at a purchase price of approximately US$ 2.3
billion. Tata Motors in its efforts to diversify into the luxury car market has acquired Ford’s
Jaguar-Land Rover brands at a price of US$ 2.3 billion.
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Aside from trade and FDI, emerging Asian countries

especially India's competition with China for energy

have embarked upon an array of political and

resources and political influence, India's self-

economic strategies. These are in part reflected by

conscious role as an emerging power, and the belief

the role played by emerging Asian economies - such

that provision of assistance for economic and

as South Korea, China and India - as sources of

political purposes could be an effective way of

aid and development finance as countries compete

improving international relations.

for natural resources and regional and global
influence. The economic motivation behind China's
aid to Africa for example, is largely viewed as a
means of procuring and securing Africa's natural

3.2.5 Asia's Global Economic
Leadership

resources. China's 'trinity-style' of cooperation aims

With the rise of Asia, the global economic

to combine aid with market mechanisms such as

architecture is already adjusting, as reflected by the

trade and investment. However, the political

emergence of the Group of Twenty (G20),

intentions behind China's FDI and aid channeled to

expanding the existing Group of Eight (G8).29 In the

South and Southeast Asia have been more

aftermath of the Asian financial crisis in 1997/98,

diplomatic and strategic. China's strategic interests

due to the inadequacy of existing institutions, it was

in the Pacific and Indian Oceans have been referred

felt that crisis prevention and resolution efforts

to as the "String of Pearls", which is a chain of ports

required the cooperation and involvement of

and maritime facilities in Southeast and South Asia

significant emerging economies. Also, formal

developed by Chinese firms. Although China claims

institutions such as the Bank for International

these initiatives to be a 'maritime silk road' that offer

Settlements and the IMF had decision-making

economic opportunities to Southeast and South

bodies which were insufficiently representative,

Asian regions, these initiatives are often times

flexible, or independent from a very small group of

perceived as a partial military strategy that would

powerful members. 30 As a result, the G20 was

allow easy access to China's naval presence in the

formed in 1999 with the inclusion of a number of

region.

emerging economies, expanding the 'club' of
advanced economies that typically dealt with global

By contrast to China, the bulk of India's development

economic and financial issues. The G20 which

assistance and grants are confined largely to South

initially consisted of finance ministers and central

Asia, although India has been active in training civil

bankers in the late 1990s was later elevated to a

servants, public sector managers and engineers in

leaders' summit at the outbreak of the global

some African countries to raise its political profile.

financial crisis in 2008. It is now the 'premier forum

By and large, however, India's overseas

for

development assistance is mainly channelled to

representing around 85 per cent of global GDP, over

Afghanistan, Bhutan and Nepal. Similar to China,

75 per cent of global trade, and two-thirds of the

India's economic motivations behind provision of aid

world's population. The inclusion of emerging

have both commercial and political undertones. For

economies such as Brazil, India, China, Mexico and

example, assistance to Nepal and Bhutan are to fulfil

South Africa within the fold of G20 reflects the

India's energy needs. India is expected to become

changing economic as well as political weight of

a net exporter of aid as a result of collective factors,

emerging economies in the global economy. With

international

economic

cooperation',

29

Petri, P.A. (2010), “Asia and the World Economy in 2030: Growth, Integration, and Governance”, in Tellis, A. J., A. Marble and T. Tannner
(eds.), Asia’s Rising Power and America’s Continued Purpose, National Bureau of Asian Research, Washington D.C.

30

Smith, G. S. (2011), “G7 to G8 to G20: Evolution in Global Governance”, CIGI G20 Papers No. 6, Centre for International Governance
Innovation, Canada.
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The inclusion of
emerging
economies such as
Brazil, India, China,
Mexico and South
Africa within the
fold of G20 reflects
the changing
economic as well
as political weight
of emerging
economies in the
global economy.

weight of dynamic emerging market economies in
the world economy. They committed themselves to
shift voting power from developed to developing
countries in the IMF and the World Bank by at least
5 and 3 per cent, respectively.33 Further to the
reforms made, the quotas held by IMF members
were doubled from their current level of US$ 340
billion and the quota expansion was used to shift
the structure of quota holding in favour of some
emerging market economies such as China and
India.34
The global trade regime too has changed during
the past t wo decades to encompass most
developing countries, including China, which was
outside the trading system in earlier rounds of trade
talks. China's accession to WTO in 2001 has
changed the balance of power within the
organization, while countries like India which were
less engaged in earlier rounds - reflecting the views
of economies that were largely closed at one time -

Asia leading the global recovery in the wake of the

have become more vocal and active. In fact, these

financial crisis of 2008, the region is expected to

emerging Asian countries are playing an

have a bigger voice/role in the global stage,

increasingly important role and are having a notable

including the shaping of the G20 agenda.31 In fact,

impact on the WTO's agenda. A recent development

these countries have become more active and

in the WTO, spearheaded and influenced by India,

outspoken in advocating for reforms in global

is the agreement to allow countries to provide a

architecture, through the G20 process as well as at

subsidy on staple food crops without any threat on

UN and other global meetings. Given their limited

punitive action. This agreement was passed in

formal voting power and the US and the European

recognition of the right of developing nations for

dominance of the World Bank and IMF, respectively,

public stock-holding of food grains to ensure food

the emerging economies also prefer the G20 as

security for their citizens. However, developed

the premier forum for deliberations on global policy.32

nations, particularly the US, are blaming India for
failing to do more to cut global barriers to trade, like

In 2009, G20 leaders agreed to reform the

reducing red-tape from customs procedures, and

governance structures of the IMF and the World

delaying the Doha round of negotiations by trying

Bank to reflect better the increasing economic

to introduce a 'massive new loophole'. It is argued

31

ADB and Peterson Institute for International Economics (2011), Reshaping Global Economic Governance and the Role of Asia in the
Group of Twenty (G20), Asian Development Bank, Manila.

32

Wade, R. H. (2011), “Emerging World Order? From Multipolarity to Multilateralism in the G20, the World Bank, and the IMF”, Politics and
Society, Vol. 39, No. 3, SAGE Publications, New Delhi.

33

Vestergaard, J and R.H. Wade (2014), “Out of the Woods: Gridlock in the IMF, and the World Bank Puts Multilateralism at Risk”, DIIS
Report 2014:06, Danish Institute of International Studies, Denmark.

34

Harding, R. (2014), “G20 Gives US Ultimatum over IMF Reform”, Financial Times, available at http://www.ft.com/intl/ cms/s/0/eb06deb2c1b7-11e3-83af-00144feabdc0.html#axzz34te6mBHF.
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that such policies would create national surpluses

of the crisis and this would have led to a quicker-

of agriculture products that would eventually get

than-expected turn around, it is still a sign of Asia's

dumped on world markets and hurt the interests of

strong resilience to the stresses of the external

non-subsidized farmers elsewhere.

environment.

Emerging economies' representation at the UN

Asia's fortunes are overwhelmingly dependent on

Security Council has also shown some progress.

the continuing growth of its two major economies

While China is one of the five permanent members

of China and India. Both countries dominate the

in the UN Security Council, in 2011, China officially

landscape individually, whether in terms of their

expressed its support for an increased Indian role

intra-regional share of GDP, consumer power, or in

at the UN, without explicitly endorsing India's

terms of their political influence on their Asian

Security Council ambitions. However, recently

neighbours.

China has expressed its suppor t for Indian
candidacy as a permanent member of the Security

Despite growth slowing down across Asia in recent

Council if India revoked its support for Japan's

years, the prospects for Asia appear promising in

candidacy, thus making India the only candidate

the light of favourable developments taking place

that has received support from all permanent

in the policy space of its two key economies, China

members and most other nations as well. However,

and India. China's 12th Five-year Plan (2011-2015),

even as Asia makes an impact at global forums,

endorsed by the National People's Congress, aims

intra-Asian tensions are also clearly visible in many

for an average annual growth of 7 per cent by

instances.

moving the Chinese economy from export-and
investment-driven growth to a more consumption-

3.3 Intra-Asian Developments: Towards Cooperation?

led growth. It also aims to undertake structural

The 2008 global financial crisis led to a downturn

Additionally, hopes of India's economic recovery

in Asia's growth, with growth rates slowing down to

have been rekindled, with the landslide electoral

7.7 per cent in 2009 and exports falling by about 35

victory of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in May

per cent from a peak to trough during July 2008 to

2014. The new government, viewed as pro-

35

adjustment, improve social services, protect the
environment, and promote transparency and
governance.

Though the decline in growth in

business, is expected to nurture the manufacturing

emerging Asia following the financial crisis was not

sector, attract foreign investment and build roads,

as severe as that experienced during the 1997 Asian

bridges, ports, etc. It is also expected to trim

financial crisis, post-2008 growth is yet to reach pre-

spending on wasteful subsidies, reversing the

crisis levels. With the onset of the recession and

previous government's retroactive tax claims, etc.

slow down of the region, some have called into

The decisive election outcome suggests the new

question the notion of an 'Asian Century', arguing

government will be able to implement reforms at a

that it is more of hype than a reality. However, Asia

faster rate than previously expected, raising India's

has shown a steady turnaround, recording positive

growth projections. India has been weighed down

growth levels. Though Asia was not at the epicentre

in recent years by high inflation, a weak currency

February 2009.

35

50
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Figure 3.11
Share of GDP (PPP) of Emerging and Developing Asia

Source:

Calculated based on IMF, "World Economic Outlook" database, available at: http://www.imf.org/ external/pubs/ft/weo/2014/
01/weodata/index.aspx

and a fall in foreign investment. The new

projected to hover around 20 per cent in the near

government has pledged to boost growth, which

term. India and China collectively accounts for over

has been below 5 per cent in recent years. A higher

82 per cent of output of emerging and developing

level of growth of at least 8 per cent is needed to

Asia and are expected to be the catalysts of growth

provide enough jobs for India's growing labour

in the region.

force.
ASEAN-5 (Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
This section examines the trends within Asia and

Thailand, and Vietnam) are also an important group

the prospects for intra-regional cooperation in the

of countries in the region, contributing around 14

coming years.

per cent to emerging and developing Asia's GDP.
Their contribution to Asia's GDP suffered a major
blow from the Asian financial crisis of 1997, has been

3.3.1 Intra-Asian Developments
Within emerging and developing Asia, China has

on the decline since then and is projected to dip
further by 2019.

become the biggest producer. Its contribution to
GDP of emerging and developing Asia has been
on a rapid upward drive since the 1980s, peaking
at nearly 60 per cent in 2014. Near term projections
reveal that China's contribution to Asia's GDP will
remain at around 60 per cent as the country refocuses on promoting growth that is more equitable
and balanced, as a result of which China's growth
rate is expected to moderate (Figure 3.11). India is
the next largest economy in Asia, accounting for
22 per cent of emerging and Developing Asia's
output in 2014, while its share in Asia's GDP is

In terms of population, China accounting for around
32 per cent of Asia's population is the most
populous country in emerging and developing Asia,
followed by India accounting for a share of around
28 per cent of Asia's population (Figure 3.12).
Projections show that India's population is expected
to expand in the coming years to a share of 30 per
cent of emerging and developing Asia's total
population, while projections for China show a
contraction in its population, possibly owing to the
adoption of the one-child-policy.
51
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Figure 3.12
Population by Country, Share of Emerging and Developing Asia

Source: UN, "The 2012 Revision of the World Population Prospects", available at: http://esa.un.org/wpp.

Within the developing world, Asia recorded the

the East Asian countries accounting for over 56 per

highest level of FDI inflows. However, East Asia

cent and 40 per cent, respectively.36 Similarly, India

remained Asia's largest FDI destination as well as

dominates FDI inflows and outflows of South Asia,

investor, accounting for 54 per cent of Asia's FDI

with about 90 per cent share of the total FDI inflows

inflows and 72 per cent of Asia's FDI outflows in

to the region and almost 98 per cent share of total

2013, respectively (Figures 3.13). China has the

FDI outflows from the region.37

largest share in both FDI outflow and inflow among

Figure 3.13
Asia's Regional Share of FDI (1982-2012), in US$ million
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Source: UN, UNCTAD database.
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Since the 1990s, and especially after China's
accession to the WTO, China has become one of
the most-favoured destinations for FDI.38 In 2012,

Figure 3.14
Exports, Imports and Total Trade, by
Country, 2013

China attracted inflows amounting to US$ 120 billion
and ranked as the second largest host country in
39

100%

China

90%

has also been catching up as a major global

80%

investor, climbing up from 32nd place in 2000 to

70%

become the third largest investor by 2012 (behind

60%

US and Japan).40 China's outward FDI strategy has

50%

gone through stages from initial political opposition,

40%

to selective approval, and to enthusiastic

30%

encouragement.41 Its outward FDI has been driven

20%

by a growing need to secure overseas energy and

10%

raw material resources, to remain competitive in the

0%

the world behind the US (US$ 168 billion).

China
India
Rest of Asia

Exports

face of intensified domestic competition and overcapacity in a number of key sectors, continuingly

Imports

Trade

Source: Compiled from ITC Trade Map, International Trade Centre, Geneva.

rising foreign exchange reserves and associated
currency appreciation, and increasing government

been flagged about the accuracy of China's export

support arising around the 'going abroad' strategy.

data.42

China's rapid economic development, surging
foreign exchange reserves, and strong interest in
encouraging outward FDI, is expected to see

3.3.2 Asian Integration

Chinese corporations continue to invest abroad and

Asia's economies are increasingly vital not only to

emerge as a large source of FDI in the near future.

the world but to each other. As Asia's economies
have grown larger, they also have become more

China and India have also emerged as significant

integrated - through trade, financial flows and direct

trading nations not only within Asia but also globally.

investment. However, increasing integration in the

Together they account for roughly 36 per cent of

region is mostly confined to East Asia. Intra-regional

Asia's total trade, with China holding a larger share

integration in trade as a share of East Asia's total

(Figure 3.14). Internationally, China is ranked as the

trade increased from 45.5 per cent in 1990 to 61.5

largest exporter and second largest importer in the

per cent, which is slightly lower than EU (64.9 per

world in 2013, while India held the 16th and 12th

cent) but higher than for North America (40 per cent)

positions, respectively. In fact, 2013 marked another

and other developing regions (Table 3.3).

milestone for China - it is very likely that China

Interdependence within the region has increased

overtook the US as the largest trader - a title the

significantly after the 1997/98 Asian financial crisis.43

US has held for decades though concerns have

Regional integration in East Asia is more developed

38

Chen, C. (2011), “Asian Foreign Direct Investment and the ‘China Effect” in Ross, G. et al. (eds.), China: The Next Twenty Years of Reform
and Development, ANU Press, Canberra.

39

Other Asian countries among the top 20 host economies of FDI flows in 2012 included Hong Kong (ranked 3), Singapore (8), India (15)
and Indonesia (17). See UNCTAD, “World Investment Report 2013”.

40
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41

Cheng, S. and R. R. Stough (2007), “The Pattern and Magnitude of China’s Outward FDI in Asia”, Regional Research Institute, West
Virginia University, US.

42

BBC, "China Overtakes US as World's Largest Good's Trader", available at http://www.bbc.com/news/business-25678415.

43

ADB (2009), Emerging Asian Regionalism: A Partnerships for Shared Prosperity, Asian Development Bank, Manila.
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because of manufacturing supply chains which are

Community (AEC) to be established by 2015 to

44

create a single market for goods, services, capital

Integration efforts in the region have made more

and movement of persons. While ASEAN has had

headway in terms of trade and FDI than in finance

success in bringing down intra-regional tariffs under

and monetary policy, which remains very much a

AFTA, it has seen little progress on AFTA-plus

national policy preserve.

issues such as services, investment, non-tariff

linked to global markets, namely in the West.

barriers and mutual recognition and harmonization
With the slow progress of the WTO's Doha round,

of standards.48 In order to improve existing ties with

many Asian economies have turned to negotiating

other major partners in the region, namely China,

bilateral and plurilateral free trade agreements.

Japan, and South Korea, ASEAN+3 as a forum was

Consequently, there has been an upsurge in the

created in 1997. This was followed by the even larger

number of trade agreements in the region despite

East Asia Summit (EAS), which included these

being a relative late comer to using FTAs. 45 Most of

countries as well as India, Australia, and New

the agreements in the region are bilateral FTAs (190

Zealand - forming the ASEAN+6.

recorded in 2013) rather than plurilateral
agreements (71), probably because bilateral

ASEAN which has concluded free trade agreements

agreements are easier to negotiate.46 The majority

with China, Korea, Japan, Australia, New Zealand,

are with partners outside the region. The major

and India is now in the process of establishing a

Asian players - China (a total of 27 agreements as

Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership

of 2013), India (34), Japan (26) and South Korea

(RCEP) by building on the East Asia Free Trade

(32) are all heavily involved. Of the ASEAN

Agreement (EAFTA) and the Comprehensive

countries, Singapore has the highest number of

Economic Par tnership in East Asia (CEPEA)

FTAs at 38. In South Asia, aside from India, Pakistan

initiatives of ASEAN+3 and ASEAN+6, respectively.

is also a partner to 27 agreements. However, these

The bloc will contain three of the largest economies

agreements are considered to be 'weak-to-very-

in the world (China, India and Japan), representing

weak', in terms of being partial, somewhat dirty and

49 per cent of the world's population and 30 per

mostly 'trade light'.47 That is, they have been largely

cent of world GDP. The RCEP, formed in 2012, aims

limited to tariff cuts; they have hardly dealt with non-

to deepen cooperation by focusing on opening more

tariff barriers in goods, services and investment and

trade in goods and services, eliminating trade

suffer from complex rules of origin.

barriers, and gradually liberalizing services and FDI.
The RCEP is also expected to help further entrench

Much of the past integration efforts have centred in

ASEANs centrality to economic cooperation within

Southeast Asia. The ASEAN Free Trade Area

Southeast and East Asia. Working groups on goods,

(AFTA), adopted in 1992, was the first major regional

services and investment have been already

free trade agreement in Asia. AFTA aimed to

established, and negotiations amongst the 16

promote the free flow of goods within ASEAN. It has

parties which began in early 2012 are expected to

since been upgraded to an Asian Economic

be completed by 2015. However, harmonizing/

44
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consolidating various disparate agreements into
RCEP is likely to be a challenge.

services, technical barriers, etc. In fact, TPP calls

49

for deeper integration than RCEP, which will be a
partial WTO-plus agreement. Moreover, it is less

Another mega-regional agreement that has

flexible than RCEP; the latter considers each

emerged recently in the region is the Trans-Pacific

country's needs and enable special and differential

Partnership (TPP), which does not include all

treatment of ASEAN member countries. Thus,

ASEAN member countries. To manage trade,

certain provisions under TPP will be difficult for

promote growth and regionally integrate the

developing countries to meet. Nevertheless, TPP

economies of the Asia-Pacific region, the TPP was

is pushing for an ambitious conclusion as early as

proposed in 2008 as an expansion of an earlier

possible.

agreement between Brunei, Chile, New Zealand
and Singapore signed in 2005. The US, Canada,

Some observers argue that competition between

Australia, Peru, Vietnam, Mexico and Malaysia

the two regional trade agreements to be Asia's

subsequently joined. TPP countries account for

predominant economic arrangements has the

about 40 per cent of the world economy. The entry

potential to create divisions within ASEAN. 51

of the US into the TPP is seen as a means of

Singapore, Malaysia and Vietnam may focus on

keeping the US engaged in Asia as well as

promoting TPP to other Southeast and East Asian

controlling China's increasing economic and

countries while the rest of the ASEAN countries are

strategic interests and influence in the East Asian

likely to aim to further develop RCEP.

region. Thus far, 19 rounds of negotiations have
been held with the objective of developing an

In comparison to East and Southeast Asia, South

agreement which goes beyond existing 'traditional'

Asia's regional integration initiatives have been

trade agreements.50 TPP has been called a 'state-

weak and the region remains the least integrated.

of-the-art' trade agreement covering trade in goods

This is reflected in a very low level of intra-regional

and services, investment, intellectual property

trade at below 5 per cent of the region's total trade,

rights, environmental protection, labour, financial

lagging well behind other regions in the world (Table

Table 3.3
Intra-regional Trade Share (%)
1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

EU

65.7

65.4

64.1

64.9

64.9

Asia

45.2

52.5

53.2

55.1

55.6

East Asia

28.6

35.4

36.8

36.9

36.8

1.9

4.1

3.9

4.3

3.1

16.9

21.0

22.7

24.9

24.6

7.8

9.4

8.3

9.3

10.4

North America

37.2

41.9

46.8

43.0

40.0

Latin America

14.8

18.6

15.4

18.0

19.3

South Asia
South East Asia
Africa

Source: Compiled from ADB, Asian Regional Integration Centre Database available at: http://aric.adb.org/integrationindicators.
49
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3.3). The South Asian Association of Regional

to trade in goods and services, and business

Cooperation (SAARC) was formed in 1985, and a

regulations can foster South Asian integration with

South Asian Preferential Trade Area (SAPTA)

the rest of Asia, especially with East Asia. 52

became operational in 1995. The latter had limited

Moreover, India is seen to have an incentive to

product coverage. For this reason, the preferential

include its South Asian neighbours in an FTA with

trading area was upgraded to a free trade area

East Asia rather than going it alone. Thus, the rest

through the formation of the South Asian Free Trade

of South Asia can stand to gain by deepening South

Area (SAFTA), which came into effect in 2006. It is

Asian integration and fostering ties with East Asia.

supposed to be a full-fledged FTA by 2015 but intra-

The key to such a regional strategy include

regional trade remains very low; tariff lines in

investments in infrastructure, improvements of

members' 'sensitive lists' exclude just over a half of

logistics, and greater openness to trade and

intra-regional trade. Also, countries maintain

investment.

relatively high tariffs with respect to each other and
third countries, in addition to high non-tariff barriers
(NTBs) and FDI restrictions. Compared to
developments in ASEAN and its FTAs with other
Asia-Pacific countries, South Asia has been
reserved about the inclusion of ser vices,

3.4 Major Challenges
Confronting Emerging
and Developing Asia

investments, trade facilitation and infrastructure

As Asia continues to grow and converge with

development.

average global living standards, there will be risks
and challenges for the region to overcome to sustain

In an important step to strengthen the SAFTA

its growth momentum to realize the Asian Century.

process and deepen integration in the region, the

Indeed, the challenges over the next 20 years have

SAARC Agreement on Trade in Services (SATIS)

been identified by key policy makers in the region.

was signed in April 2010 and the agreement entered

The next section will discuss some of these risks

into force in November 2012. However, the

including the middle-income trap, income

agreement is yet to become functional as all

disparities, environmental degradation and climate

countries have not submitted their schedules for

change, rapid urbanization, political tensions, and

liberalization. Negotiations for the Agreement on

demographic changes.

Promotion and Protection of Investment are still on.
This is likely to create an enabling environment for

3.4.1 Middle Income TTrap
rap

cooperation beyond mere trade to include
investment and finance flows.

As already discussed, it has been suggested that if
Asia continues to grow on its present trajectory, it

Unlike ASEAN, SAARC has not had much luck in
forging trading agreements as a regional grouping
with other countries/regions in the world; India and
Pakistan and some of the smaller South Asian
economies have pursued trade agreements with
countries/regions outside South Asia on their own.
However, studies suggest that tackling key
impediments in cross-border infrastructure, barriers

52
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could account for more than a half of global GDP
by 2050. The notion of the Asian Century assumes
that Asian economies can maintain their present
growth momentum for another 40 years, whilst
adapting to changes in global economic and
technological

environment,

and

recreate

comparative advantages on a continuous basis.
Alternative scenario to the Asian Century is the

Wignaraja, G., (2014), “Assessing the Experience of South Asia-East Asia Integration and India's Role", ADBI Working Paper Series No.
465, Asian Development Bank Institute, Tokyo.
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As Asia
continues to
grow and
converge with
average global
living standards,
there will be
risks and
challenges that
Asia will have to
overcome to
sustain its
growth
momentum.

Figure 3.15
Middle Income Trap Scenario
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Source: ADB (2011), Asia 2050: Realizing the Asian Century, Asian Development
Bank, Manila.

'Middle Income Trap' scenario, a pessimistic

opposed to US$ 38,600. Consequently, Asia would

scenario whereby the 11 fast growing countries

only be able to increase its share of the world GDP

stagnate and not grow to advanced country levels,

to about 32 per cent (Figure 3.15) as opposed to 51

while the other 31 slow-modest growth economies

per cent under the Asian Century scenario (see

do not improve upon their past record. Under this

Figure 3.4).

scenario, these countries will fail to shift from
investing in physical capital to investing more in
human capital, create a better environment for
entrepreneurship and innovation, and improve their
environment performance. Consequently, they
cannot make a timely transition from resourcedriven growth with low cost labour and capital to
productivity-driven growth. In other words, Asia
would follow the pattern of Latin America over the
past 30 years. Under this scenario, Asia would fall
far short of the Asian Century and the costs would
be staggering; total GDP in 2050 would reach only
US$ 61 trillion and not US$ 148 trillion, and GDP
per capita (PPP) would be only US$ 20,300, as

3.4.2 Asia's Rising Inequality
High growth and development is accompanied by
risks and challenges in different forms. The forces
that drive Asia's rapid growth, namely advanced
technology, globalization, and market-oriented
reforms, prompt an inevitable escalation in
inequality.53 While Asia's rapid growth in recent
decades has lifted hundreds of millions out of
extreme poverty, the region still remains home to
two-thirds of the world's poor, with more than 800
million Asians still living on less than US$ 1.25 a
day and 1.7 billion surviving on less than US$ 2 a
day.54
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schools than their peers in the richest quintile; infant
mortality rates among the poorest households were
10 times higher than those among the affluent
households; in South Asia, women's labour force
participation is only 40 per cent of that of men's;
and in Central and West Asia, girls' primary and
secondary school enrolment levels are 20 per cent
lower than those of boys.59 For developing Asia as
a whole, 1.7 billion people (45 per cent of the
population) lack access to sanitation, and 680
million are without access to electricity.

Asia's progress in pover ty reduction has
accelerated in recent years. The number of poor in
East and South Asia was reduced by 425 million
during 2005-2010.55 South Asia alone is expected
to see a poverty reduction of 430 million over 20052015, representing a fall in its poverty rate from 40
per cent to under 9 per cent.56 Nevertheless, the
gap between Asia's rich and poor has widened
alarmingly in the past two decades. In many
countries, the richest 1 per cent of households
account for close to 10 per cent of total consumption,
and the top 5 per cent account for more than 20
per cent.57 The Gini coefficient, a common measure
of inequality, has increased in much of the region.
Taking developing Asia as a single unit, it has
increased from 39 to 46. Inequality widened in 11

Hence, the opportunities generated by rapid
economic growth have not been equally shared by
all. Large and increasing inequality could threaten
social cohesion and political stability within
countries. Countries are responding to rising
inequality, with more and more countries placing
emphasis on inclusive growth. For example, China
is a strong supporter and follower of inclusive
growth, a concept that is consistent with its pursuit
of development and social harmony. While speeding
up the transformation of economic growth patterns
and maintaining stable and relatively fast economic
growth, China is increasingly refocussing on
integrating

economic

development

with

improvement of people's lives.60

of the 28 countries in the region including in the

3.4.3 Environment

three most populous countries of the region - China,

Another most visible side-effect of Asia's rapid

India and Indonesia.58

growth has been issues related to environmental
degradation and climate change. Over-exploitation

The gap between different economic levels is not

of natural resources, such as water, land, energy,

only in income. Inequality of opportunity is prevalent

forestry, and fisheries, has resulted in degrading

and is a crucial factor in widening income inequality.

air quality and eco-systems, reducing the supply of

For example, school-age children from households

clean water, and creating significant health hazards.

in the poorest income quintile are up to five times

Asia has become the world's largest source of

more likely to be out of primary and secondary

greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs), which are
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linked to global warming and climate change. Its

shift from agrarian to industry and service driven

cities are amongst the most polluted and the most

economies. Asia is going through a historic

vulnerable to extreme weather incidents. Recent

demographic transformation from a rural society to

climate-related disasters in China, the Philippines

an urban society. Approximately 44 million people

and Thailand are a reminder that Asian policy

are being added to Asia's urban population every

makers must act now to protect their citizens and

year. By 2025, the majority of Asia's population is

mitigate and reverse the signs of climate change to

expected to be urban, and by 2050, Asia is predicted

secure sustainable growth for the future.

to have 3.2 billion urban inhabitants led by internal
migrants. 63 This represents an approximate

For example, one of the growing concerns in China

doubling of the current urban population of 1.6 billion

is the 8 per cent increase in wastewater each year

people. By 2050, even small, poor Asian countries

and the main cause of this number is the absence

are also expected to experience major changes.

of wastewater treatment facilities in more than 278

Cambodia's urban population will grow from 20 per

61

To counteract this environmental

cent to 44 per cent, an increase of 7.5 million people,

degradation, China has decided to deploy a

in Lao PDR it will grow from 33 per cent to 68 per

comprehensive tariff refor m for water and

cent, adding 5.2 million people to its urban

wastewater treatment. Further, the government has

population.64

cities.

decided to issue corporate bonds to help fund the
development of water treatment facilities throughout

This rapid growth poses both enormous

China. Moreover, China is currently the second

management challenges and opportunities for city

largest emitter of energy-related carbon dioxide

leaders. While rates and percentages of

emissions mainly because it is the world's largest

urbanization vary across Asia, urbanization is

62

China has intentions to make

expected to be approximately 53 per cent across

better use of their coal resources, primarily

Asia. 65 In the Asian context, the benefits of

expending it on generating electricity. The country

urbanization include better wages and increased

also stipulated that all power plants using coal install

productivity. Some countries have already achieved

desulphurization equipment by 2010 to utilize their

levels of urbanization that the rest of Asia will

sulfur while reducing the amount of pollution

achieve by 2050. The economic prosperity and high

produced. Nonetheless, much remains to be done

living standards of Japan (67 per cent urban), South

in Asia to mitigate and address significant

Korea (83 per cent urban) and Malaysia (72 per

environment degradation and pollution that has

cent urban), along with the economies of Hong

accompanied rapid economic growth across the

Kong, China and Singapore, demonstrate the

region.

potential benefits of Asia's future urbanization.66

coal consumer.

Therefore, the successful management of a national

3.4.4 Urbanization

economy is closely linked to the successful
management of urbanization since about 84 per

Urbanization is the result of industrialization and

cent of GDP is generated by cities.

economic growth across Asia as there has been a
61
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The detriments of urbanization can include pollution,

Brunei and the Philippines. The South China Sea

congestions, waste management, housing issues

area is potentially rich in natural gas and oil deposits

and over-burdened infrastructure. Some of the risks

and abundant in fishing opportunities where it is

of urbanization are growing inequality in cities,

believed to have around 8 per cent of the world's

unmet expectations of the rapidly emerging middle-

fishing catches and the area is one of the busiest

class, and high carbon environments and

shipping routes in the world.68 Hence, the disputes

consequences of climate change. City and town

are spurred by different interests of nations, which

planning, professional urban management and self-

include acquiring fishing areas around the two

financing will be important elements to manage the

archipelagos, the potential exploitation of suspected

impending rapid urbanization.

crude oil and natural gas under the waters of various
parts of the South China Sea, and the strategic

3.4.5 Political TTensions
ensions
China's rapid economic rise both in terms of its size
and power is challenging old and established
regional orders. In addition, as China's influence
grows over Asia, it is inevitable that it will confront
US interests in the region, with relations becoming
fraught with tensions at times. History has shown
that the rise of new powers often leads to conflict
with incumbent powers. Moreover, territorial and
maritime disputes in the East and South China Seas
can continue to fester while tensions in Asia between
other countries due to unresolved historical issues,
territorial disputes and nationalist populism are
potential set-backs to the notion of greater Asian
cooperation and integration efforts.

control of important shipping lanes.69
Further complicating the South China Sea tensions,
in 2011, China objected to India's naval presence
and oil exploration initiatives in the South China Sea
region. However, India had stood its ground and
continued to maintain its presence. India has a stake
in oil blocks in Vietnam and a growing strategic and
defence partnership with Hanoi and other countries
in the region.70 China has been objecting to Indian
exploration projects in the region, claiming that the
territory comes under its sovereignty. Whereas India
continues to maintain that its exploration projects
in the region are purely commercial, China has
viewed such activities as an issue of sovereign
rights.71 Like other major powers, India is concerned
about China's challenge to free access to the South

Maritime and territorial disputes in the South China
Sea are arguably among the most pressing security
issues facing the Asia-Pacific region, which involve
both island and maritime claims among seven
sovereign states in Asia, namely Brunei, China,
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan and

China Sea. The South China Sea passage is too
vital for trade and international security to be
controlled by a single country. Concerns have been
rising about China's claim to ownership of much of
the South China Sea and the Chinese Navy's
assertive behaviour in the region.

Vietnam. 67 The disputes include the maritime
boundary in the Gulf of Tonkin as well as maritime
boundaries off the coasts of Vietnam, Malaysia,

Prolonged border tensions between countries are
another problem that hinders Asian regional
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development. A Sino-India border dispute exists on
sovereignty over two large and various smaller
separated pieces of territory, under contest between
China and India. The western most, Aksai Chin, is
claimed by India as part of the state of Jammu and
Kashmir and region of Ladakh but is controlled and
administered as part of the Chinese autonomous
region of Xinjiang.72

3.5 Implications of Emerging Asia for Sri Lanka
As a small open economy, the external environment
plays an important role in determining Sri Lanka's
growth prospects, albeit to a lesser extent in recent
years as the country has seen its share of exports
to GDP decline sharply to under 16 per cent.
Nonetheless, developments across the world have

Sri Lanka should
seize new and
expanding opportunities that will
come with the rise
of Asia – opportunities in trading
goods and services that would
benefit Sri Lankan
businesses and
consumers alike.

a strong bearing on the country's future growth
slowdown in growth in 2013 compared to 2012 is

prospects.

projected to grow modestly in 2014-15. Though
The US and the EU remain impor tant expor t

growth in emerging and developing Asia has been

destinations for Sri Lanka's exports. With the

slowing down, Asia still by and large out-performs

repercussions of the recession receding and global

advanced economies in its growth prospects and

economic activit y picking up pace, recent

remains the world's engine of growth.

developments have offered better prospects for
advanced economies. With US in the lead, growth

The transformation of the Asian region into a global

in advanced economies (excluding Japan) is

powerhouse is gathering pace. Asia will not only

US growth is

be the largest consumer but also the largest

projected to increase from 1.9 per cent in 2013 to 3

producer of goods and services. In this context, Sri

per cent by 2015 due to upward pressure exerted

Lanka should seize new and expanding

by moderate fiscal consolidation, increase in

opportunities that will come with the rise of Asia -

inventory demand, a recovery in the real estate

opportunities in trading goods and services that

sector, declining level of unemployment, higher

would benefit Sri Lankan businesses and

household wealth, and the easing of bank lending.

consumers alike. Moreover, it will provide an

Europe, where growth has been crippled in the

opportunity for Sri Lanka to diversity its dependence

aftermath of the Euro Crisis, has shown slight signs

away from industrial economies, reducing its

of recovery in 2013 with growth rates improving from

susceptibility to developments and imperatives in

-0.7 per cent recorded in 2012 to -0.5 per cent in

these markets, as demonstrated by a dip in exports

2013, while projections for 2014-15 also show signs

experienced in 2009 due to faltering economic

of continued economic recovery. Emerging and

activities in the major markets and the loss of GSP-

developing Asia, despite recording a marginal

plus concessions in 2010.

projected to be on the upside.
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Sri Lanka is well positioned to capitalize on these

infrastructure alone receiving 57 per cent of the FDI

opportunities given its geographical position in Asia

flows. Major infrastructure investments included

and its long history of engagement with countries

telephone and telecommunication net works,

in Asia. In this context, Sri Lanka should deepen

housing and property development and ports and

and broaden its engagement with Asia in the years

container terminals. The manufacturing sector

to come, namely with fast-growing converging

secured 25 per cent of FDI while the service sector

economies as well as high-income developed

attracted 17 per cent of the FDI, with the expansion

economies in the region. Sri Lanka should engage

of the tourism industry.

with the region not only economically, but also
politically, culturally and socially. Improving people-

Sources of FDI to Sri Lanka are dominated by Asia

to-people contacts could unlock large economic

with India, China, Malaysia, Hong Kong and

gains.

Singapore being the largest investors in Sri Lanka
(Table 3.4). Malaysia has been a significant investor

3.5.1 FDI in Sri Lanka from Asia

in the country, with major investments including
Dialog Axiata, the cellular mobile telephone

While Asia has been rapidly integrating with the

net work, and Merbok MDF Lanka which

world, this has been accompanied by closer intra-

manufactures MDF boards. Since 2012, there has

regional integration of not only trade but also

been a significant rise in investments from China

investments. Investments in the region by Japanese

to Sri Lanka mainly targeting infrastructure

multinationals are not something new. This was

development according to the Board of Investment

followed by intra-regional investments by

of Sri Lanka (BOI).

companies from high income economies such as
Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore and Taiwan. Since

India is also an important FDI source, emerging as

early 2000, however, there has been the rise of

the second largest investor during 2010/11. While

investments by Chinese and Indian companies

the profile of Indian investment in Sri Lanka is highly

around the world and in particular, in the developing

diversified, much of the initial flows were in

world and the rest of Asia.

manufacturing.

Since the late 1990s, the

composition has shifted in favour of services such
In 2013, Sri Lanka received FDI amounting to US$

as hospitals, restaurants, retail trade and oil

916 million, with infrastructure and manufacturing

distribution, helped by the removal of restrictions

sectors absorbing the highest amounts, with

on outward FDI by India, opening up of a number

Table 3.4
Main Source of Investors in Sri Lanka
Rank

2008

2009

1

Malaysia

Malaysia

2

India

UK

3

Netherlands

India

U.A.E

4

UK

Netherlands

5

Luxembourg

Hong Kong

6

Hong Kong

7
8
9
10

2011

2012

India

Mauritius

Hong Kong

Malaysia

India

UAE

Hong Kong

China

UK

Malaysia

India

Singapore

British Virgin Island

Singapore

Luxembourg

Hong Kong

Singapore

Mauritius

US

Singapore

Netherland

UAE

Netherland

Sweden

US

Mauritius

UK

Malaysia

China

Sweden

US

Netherlands

UK

Singapore

China

Japan

Japan

Luxembourg

Source: Board of Investment of Sri Lanka.
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of services to foreign ownership in Sri Lanka, and

Countries like China and India are the most visible

the overall improvement in the investment climate

within the Asian region in the case of Sri Lanka

with the end of the conflict. Indian Oil Corporation,

(Figure 3.16). The major bilateral partners include

Tata, Bharat Airtel, Aditya Birla Group, Ambuja,

China, India, Japan, Middle East and multilateral

CEAT, Ashok Leyland and Hero are some of the

partners including the World Bank and the ADB.

most visible Indian investments in Sri Lanka.

Since 2007, China has emerged as the biggest
donor to the country and Chinese assistance in the

FDI flows from China and India to Sri Lanka have

form of loans and grants have mainly gone into

gained momentum with the expansion of trade

infrastructure development projects - such as roads

relations with Sri Lanka. As major drivers of growth

and transportation, power and energy, and ports,

in Asia, Sri Lanka can gain from expanding ties with

largely financed through concessional loans. India

China and India, beyond trade in goods, in the areas

too has emerged as an important development

of services and investments. If Sri Lanka's existing

partner of Sri Lanka recently. Indian assistance has

FTA with India and the proposed FTA with China

primarily gone into infrastructure (railway

can accommodate services and investments, the

development) and livelihood development,

benefits of trade will be more widespread.

especially in the Northern and Eastern Provinces
of the country. The changing aid landscape has

3.5.2 Development Assistance to Sri
Lanka from Asia

provided Sri Lanka with more choices in funding

With the rise of Asian countries and other emerging

donors has declined due to being classified as a

economies like China, India, Brazil and South Africa,

lower middle-income country, while the country's

the global aid landscape is fast changing, especially

traditional donors, namely the US and EU countries

over the last decade. Aid from traditional donors to

reduced support as the conflict escalated during

Asia is declining, with total global aid falling by 6

2006-09 amidst charges of human rights violations.

sources and instruments at a time when Sri Lanka's
access to concessional finance from multilateral

Meanwhile,

In this context, Asian donors have proved attractive

the volume of development cooperation from non-

given that they deliver with speed, impose few

OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC)

conditions and do not interfere with government

members is increasing, with non-DAC contributions

policy, focusing on infrastructure development. An

expected to increase to at least US$ 50 billion by

increase in funding sources has diminished

2025. These rising development actors are changing

traditional donors' ability to leverage aid as an

the nature of international cooperation relationships,

incentive for 'good' behaviour.

per cent since its high point in 2010.

74

typically referring to themselves as South-South
cooperation partners or providers, rather than as
provider. If a broader definition of aid is used - a

3.5.3 Sri Lanka's TTrade
rade in Goods
and Ser
vices with Asia
Services

definition that includes grants, no interest loans and

Industrialized countries continued to be the major

concessionary loans - China is already the second

destinations for Sri Lanka exports over the last three

largest bilateral donor in the world, behind only the

decades while developing Asia accounted for a

US.75

major share of imports (Figure 3.17). Industrialized

'donors'. China is by far the dominant Southern

74
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Figure 3.16
Total Commitments and Disbursements by Major Development Partners, 2006-13
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Source: External Resource Department (2013), "Global Partnership Towards Development", Ministry of Finance and Planning, Colombo.

countries account for over 60 per cent of exports,

Lanka's exports to the rest of the world. For example,

with the US remaining the largest export destination.

Sri Lanka's exports to Asia grew by 32 per cent

In 2013, the US accounted for about 24 per cent of

during 2008-2012, which was higher than its export

Sri Lanka’s total exports, followed by the UK (10.4

growth to the world (6 per cent) while exports to 27

per cent) and India (5.2 per cent). The EU as a

of the 38 countries in the region exceeded the world

region accounted for 32 per cent of Sri Lanka's total

average.77 Nonetheless, much of the increasing

exports.76

growth and share of exports to Asia was driven by
market penetration into India which gained

Sri Lanka's efforts at export diversification have

momentum in early 2000 with the signing and

been limited, and exports remain concentrated in

implementation of the India-Sri Lanka Free Trade

industrialized countries and few products, namely

Agreement (ISFTA).

the US and the EU and garments, respectively. Asia
has managed to increase its share of Sri Lanka's

Similarly, imports from Asia to Sri Lanka have grown

total expor ts, especially in the last decade,

substantially. Imports from the Asian region have

indicating strengthening of trade links between Sri

on average grown by 33 per cent compared to

Lanka and the rest of the Asian region. In fact,

imports from the rest of the world (14 per cent) over

exports from Sri Lanka to most Asian countries and

the last five years, while 19 out of the 29 countries

the region as a whole grew at a higher rate than Sri

from the region reported growth rates above the

76
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77
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Figure 3.17
Sri Lanka's Exports and Imports, by Region, 1980-2010

Source: IMF, "Direction of Trade", various years.

world average.78 Currently, Sri Lanka sources as

of imports from Asia. Increasingly Sri Lanka's trade

much as 60 per cent of its requirements from the

flows within Asia are concentrated between India

region. Since 2000, India has become the largest

and China; in 2012, India and China collectively

source of imports and held this position in 2013,

accounted for 53 per cent of Sri Lanka's imports

followed by China and Singapore. In 2013, India

from Asia and 36 per cent of Sri Lanka's exports to

accounted for almost 18 per cent of Sri Lanka's total

Asia. While the concentration in Chinese and Indian

imports while China and Singapore accounted for

markets offer favourable prospects for Sri Lanka due

16 per cent and 9 per cent of total impor ts,

to stronger growth prospects in the two countries,

respectively.

the reliance on two markets alone comes with
considerable risk. Hence, it remains imperative that

While Sri Lanka traded with almost all of the

greater support is rendered for Sri Lankan traders

countries in the Asian region, Sri Lanka's trading

to look for markets elsewhere in Asia, reaching

partners appear to be concentrated amongst a few

beyond Indian and Chinese markets.

countries. The top ten trade partners in Asia,
account for as much as 84 per cent of Sri Lanka's

In terms of composition of exports to the Asian

exports to Asia and 96 per cent of imports from Asia

region as seen in Figure 3.18, Sri Lanka's export

(Table 3.5). India is the most important Asian market

basket consists predominantly of vegetable

for Sri Lanka accounting for a share of 30 per cent

products (29 per cent), textiles and clothing (16 per

of Sri Lanka's exports to and imports from Asia.

cent), plastics and rubber products (10 per cent)

Notably, India has emerged as the largest trading

and transport, machinery and electrical and food

partner of Sri Lanka, not only in Asia but with the

products (7 per cent each) for which Asia's demand

rest of the world with bilateral trade exceeding US$

is expected to rise in the future in line with its rising

3.7 billion in 2013. China is the next most significant

income levels and a booming middle class. For

trading partner in the Asia market, but mostly as a

example, the real value of world agrifood demand

source of imports; China accounted for 22 per cent

in 2050 (in 2007 US dollars) is projected to be 77

78

Ibid.
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Table 3.5
Sri Lanka's Top Ten Traders in Asia, 2012
Country

Exports

Imports

Share of Asia

Share of World

Share of Asia

Share of World

India

30

6

31

20

China

6

1

22

14

Singapore

5

1

11

7

Iran

10

2

6

4

Japan

11

2

5

3

6

1

5

3

Hong Kong
Indonesia

6

1

4

2

Pakistan

4

1

3

2

Thailand

3

1

4

3

Malaysia

3

1

5

3

Source: Calculated based on International Trade Centre, "Trade Map", ITC, Geneva.

per cent higher than in 2007, and most of
the projected rise is expected to come
from Asia, accounting for 71 per cent of

Figure 3.18
Composition of Exports to Asia, 2012

the projected increase between 2007 and
2050.79 This increase will be led by China
and India, accounting for 43 per cent and
13 per cent of the projected increase in

Vegetable
Products
29%

O ther
2 4%

demand, respectively.
Moreover, as evident from Figure 3.19, a
simple analysis of Sri Lanka's indicative

Transport
7%

potential to trade with Asia shows that Sri
Lanka has the potential capacity to
Food
Products
7%

expand trade with the region in these
product categories,

80

namely textiles and

clothing, followed by vegetable products
and plastics and rubber for which Sri
Lanka's exports to Asia have also been

Ma chinery &
El ectricals
7%
Textiles &
Clothing
16%

Plastics &
Rubber
10%

growing vigorously at an average annual
rate of 14 per cent, 17 per cent and 20
per cent, respectively, during 2003-

Source: Calculated based on World Bank, WITS Trade Database.

2012.81 In this light, Sri Lanka stands to
benefit from strengthening trade relations

79

Linehan, V. et al. (2012), "Food Demand to 2050: Opportunities for Australian Agriculture", Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource
Economics and Sciences (ABARES), Canberra.

80

Indicative potential is defined as the lower of the value a selected country exports to the world or the value the partner country imports
from the world minus the current trade between the two countries under review.

81

Calculated based on World Bank, WITS Trade Database.
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with Asia considering the demand prospects for its

Lanka's total services exports to the world in 2012

major exports to the region, combined with its

(Figure 3.20). With the growing affluence in Asia,

geographic proximit y. Sri Lanka has been

the demand for travel and tourism services are

strengthening its trade ties with the major

expected to rise within Asia. Outbound tourist

economies in the region - it already has a FTA with

numbers from the region have already grown

India which has been in place since 2000 - and is

substantially. For example, China's figure increased

now negotiating a trade deal with China with which

from 4.5 million to 57 million between 1995 and

it has established a very close relationship over a

2010, and India's from 3 million to 11 million over

considerable period of time (Box 3.3).

the same period.82

Sri Lanka not only has a potential to expand trade

In 2013, Sri Lanka saw 1.3 million tourist arrivals,

in goods with the rest of the Asian region, but also

as a result of which earnings from tourism rose to

in services. Intra-regional trade in services in Asia

US$ 1,715 million. In terms of visitor arrivals,

is expected to grow significantly from 2010 to 2020

Western Europe accounts for over 30 per cent of

mainly in the financial, computer and information,

tourist arrivals, while Asia secured 40 per cent of

communication, travel and transportation sectors.

the total tourist arrivals (Figure 3.21). India remains

Sri Lanka has a comparative advantage in

the largest source of tourists to the country, followed

producing and exporting travel, transportation,

by the UK, Germany and the Maldives. China is

computer and information, communication, and

also emerging as a tourist market for Sri Lanka;

insurance services. Among these, travel and

growth in tourist arrivals from China has significantly

transport services exports have expanded since

increased over time, with a 96 per cent increase in

2009 securing a share of about 70 per cent of Sri

2013 alone.83

Figure 3.19
Sri Lanka's Existing and Indicative Potential to Trade with Asia (US$ mn)
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Source: Calculated based on World Bank, WITS Trade Database.
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UNWTO (2011), “Tourism towards 2030”, World Tourism Organization.

83

SLTDA (2013), "Tourism Statistics 2013", Sri Lanka Tourism Development Authority, Colombo.
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Box 3.3
Sri Lanka-China FTA
While historical and cultural relations between Sri Lanka and China date back to many centuries,
modern day economic and political ties were established with the signing of the historic SinoLanka Rubber-Rice Pact in 1952 and establishment of formal diplomatic relations in 1957.
Over the past 55 years, very cordial relations have prevailed between the two countries and
bilateral economic cooperation has strengthened. During the last few years, relations between
the two countries have been elevated to a higher level, cemented by several visits by Sri
Lanka's President to China.
Trade flows between Sri Lanka and China have improved notably in recent times. Total trade
has more than doubled between 2009 and 2013 from US$ 1.2 billion to US$ 3.1 billion, with
China becoming the second largest trading partner of Sri Lanka, after India. However, while
China is now the second largest source of imports to Sri Lanka, it is a much less prominent
export destination. Nevertheless, it is encouraging that exports have been growing vigorously,
recording an annual growth of 25 per cent during 2009-2013. While Sri Lanka's exports to
China have grown over the last 5 years, imports from China have grown at a faster rate (32 per
cent) than exports, resulting in an expanding trade deficit of US$ 2.8 billion in China's favour
by 2013.
The strong political relations between the two countries provide a robust foundation for stronger
economic ties. Both countries have agreed to embark on a free trade agreement (FTA) and
commenced a joint feasibility study in August 2013. The study which was finalized in March
2014 reported that an FTA would bring substantial economic and trade benefits to both countries.
In this context, negotiations are likely to commence at an early date. Indeed, the impending
visit of China's President to Sri Lanka in 2014 - the first Chinese Head of State to visit Sri
Lanka in three decades - is likely to accelerate the process.
In negotiating a trade agreement with China, a few concerns should be borne in mind taking
into account Sri Lanka's experience with FTAs to date with India, Pakistan and SAFTA. Tariff
concessions alone may not be sufficient in expanding trade between the two countries. The
actual capacity of Sri Lankan exporters to cater to the large Chinese market, as well as nontariff measures (NTMs), may constrain traders from fully utilizing a potential agreement. China
has already signed 11 FTAs with other countries and regional groupings, with these partners
producing similar goods as Sri Lanka and already having preferential or duty free access to
the Chinese market. In this context, it is imperative that trade negotiations not only cover
products in which Sri Lanka has a comparative advantage, but also that concessions awarded
by China are greater or at least equivalent to tariff reductions granted to other countries/regions.
Moreover, a well-conceived negative list as well as a longer tariff liberalization programme
which provides special and differential treatment to Sri Lanka and its local industries would be
vital to allay fears of a 'China threat' that afflicts businesses around the world, including those
in Sri Lanka.
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Figure 3.20
Composition of Sri Lanka's Exports of
Services in 2012
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Source: Calculated using data from ITC Trade Map database available for 2012.

Despite the increasing tourist arrivals to Sri Lanka

inadequate marketing efforts.84 Hence, Sri Lanka

and several international chain-affiliated hotels

needs to overcome these challenges and position

(Shangri-la, Marriott, Hyatt, Mövenpick and

the industry correctly in terms of both the capacity

Sheraton, etc.) in the process of setting up

and service standards in order to better utilize the

operations to meet future demand, the industry is

demand for travel by the expanding middle class in

faced with issues related to inconsistent service

Asia.

standards, lack of trained staff, lack of rooms and

Figure 3.21
Distribution of Tourist Arrivals
Tourist Arrivals by Country of Re sidence, 20122013
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While the emergence of Asia provide opportunities

including China, Japan, India, Indonesia, Malaysia,

in terms of trade in goods and services and financial

South Korea, Thailand, Singapore, etc., and much

flows to the country, a number of countries in East

remains to be done to establish Sri Lanka as an

and Southeast Asia (Hong Kong, China, Singapore,

aviation hub like Dubai or Singapore. Sri Lanka also

South Korea, and Malaysia) have developed into

faces stiff competition from countries in the region

hubs in competing areas of interest to Sri Lanka.

from becoming a hub for commercial services,

This is a cause of concern as the government has

international banking and international investment;

a vision to develop Sri Lanka into a 'dynamic hub'

Hong Kong is the world's most popular city for

in the areas of shipping, aviation, commerce, energy

international businesses, reflecting a shift in

and knowledge. Comparative statistics of Sri Lanka

economic power to Asia in recent years.

vis-a-vis other countries in the region indicate that

top cities for business in Asia include Singapore,

Sri Lanka is far behind in terms of shipping, aviation,

Beijing, Shanghai, Tokyo, and Mumbai, which are

commerce, energy and knowledge.85 Across the

challenging cities such as New York, Frankfurt and

five hubs, Sri Lanka performs relatively well in

London that have traditionally been the world's top

shipping but poorly in energy and knowledge. For

business centres.

88

Other

example, the three busiest ports in the world are
located in Asia (Singapore, Shanghai and Hong

Developing Sri Lanka as a knowledge hub in Asia

Kong). While Colombo por t's performance is

is also a key development strategy of the

relatively modest, with an annual container

government and it is commendable that a number

throughput of 3.6 million twenty foot equivalent units

of initiatives have been taken in this regard over

(TEUs) in 2011 and ranks at 29th place amongst

the years (i.e., establishment of new faculties and

the 125 ports in the world, there are many Asian

higher education institutes, introduction of new

ports (19) handling larger volumes. 86 To better

degree courses, invitation to foreign universities to

capitalize on Sri Lanka's geographic position and

set up campuses, etc.). However, Sri Lanka has to

become a shipping hub, it is imperative that ports

catch up as developments in tertiary education have

in the country are developed and regulatory reforms

not only been stagnant, but also fallen behind its

are undertaken. Some recent initiatives in this

neighbouring countries. While the US, UK and

regard have been Hambantota port development,

Australia have been traditional destinations of

the Colombo South Port Expansion Project and

higher education and attract considerable numbers

development of a port city in Colombo.

of international students, countries within Asia
including Singapore, Malaysia, China, Hong Kong,

In terms of carrier departures (take-offs of air

and, India have embarked on reforms to create

carriers) Sri Lanka does far worse in terms of world

global educational hubs. Singapore stands out as

th

ranking - coming at 68 place out of 150 airports

an example; it has recruited prestigious foreign

worldwide in 2012, 87 despite infrastructural

universities to establish local campuses, with the

development (establishment of Mattala International

goal of expanding access for the local student

Air por t,

Bandaranaike

population as well as serving as a higher education

International Airport and domestic airports, etc.).

'hub' for the region.89 Thus, Sri Lanka not only has

There are many countries ahead of Sri Lanka,

to raise the international standards of its education,

modernization

of

85

Abeyratne, S. (2014), “Employment Implications of the Five-Hubs Strategy of Sri Lanka”, International Labour Organization, Colombo.

86

American Association of Port Authorities (2011), “World Port Rankings”, available at http://www.aapa-ports.org/ Industry/ content.
cfm?ItemNumber=900#Statistics.

87

World Bank, “World Development Indicators”, available at http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IS.AIR.DPRT/countries/ LK? display=default.

88

CNBC, “World’s Most Popular Business Cities”, available at http://www.cnbc.com/id/44084372.

89

Altbach, P.G., et al. (2009), “Trends in Global Higher Education: Tracking an Academic Revolution”, UNESCO, Paris.
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While Sri Lankan
businesses
should take the
lead in reaping
the opportunities of emerging
Asia, the government should
support such
efforts.

but also has to face stiff competition from its
neighbouring countries which are already far
ahead.

3.6 Policy Implications of
Rising Asia for Sri Lanka
While Sri Lankan businesses should take the lead
in reaping the opportunities of emerging Asia, the
government should suppor t such effor ts by
reducing the cost of doing business, removing
unnecessary barriers to trade, attracting foreign
investment, and better integrating the country with
regional markets.


procedures. Fur ther, Sri Lanka's rank has

Sri Lankan businesses need to develop

deteriorated in the following indicators: starting

competitive products and services which will be

business, registering property, getting credit,

in demand in Asia. In this regard, the government

protecting investors, enforcing contracts, and

needs to work with businesses to build

resolving insolvency - all of which indicate that

capabilities, identify opportunities given that the

more needs to be done vis-à-vis East and

Asian region as a whole will be highly

Southeast Asia in attracting investments to the

competitive, as businesses from other countries

country. Apart from the regulatory reforms,

in the world will also be seeking to secure similar

macroeconomic stability is essential to create a

opportunities.


conducive environment to attract investments
and enterprises. For this reason, Sri Lanka needs

Sri Lanka needs to raise awareness of the

to maintain macroeconomic stability whilst

opportunities available to firms in Asia of doing

undertaking regulatory reforms.

business in Sri Lanka. In this regard, it is
imperative that the cost of doing business in Sri
Lanka is reduced. Sri Lanka's overall rank in



Asia requires an ability to establish relationships

'Ease of Doing Business' has dropped from 83

with partners and customers; strong relationships

in 2013 to 85 in 2014 out of 189 countries.90 Sri

are particularly important in the Asian markets.

Lanka's rank has improved in indicators such as

In this regard, bilateral business councils,

dealing with construction permits, getting

industry and professional associations can

electricity, paying taxes, and trading across

support Sri Lankan businesses to network and

borders. However, Sri Lanka still has much to

make connections in the region.

do to build an investor-friendly environment in
the country. For instance, although Sri Lanka has
made it easier to get construction permits, it still
takes 186 days and 17 procedures compared to
Hong Kong where it takes only 71 days and 6

90

Building a successful business partnership in



In order to capitalize on opportunities stemming
from emerging Asian economies, there should
be greater efforts made towards eliminating
unnecessary trade related bottlenecks in the

World Bank (2014), Doing Business Report, World Bank, Washington, D.C.
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country. As reflected by the scores in the 2014
Global Enabling Trade Index

91



Establishing strong trade links with countries in

of the World

Asia through bilateral and regional paths are

Economic Forum, Sri Lanka is ranked at 84 out

essential to accessing the growing regional

of 138 countries and fares well when compared

markets. While being committed to a multilateral

to a number of countries in Asia (Bangladesh,

process, Sri Lanka has been a proponent of

India, Nepal, Pakistan, Laos), while it still lags

bilateral and regional preferential trade initiatives

behind when compared to most fast-growing

and currently has preferential/duty free access

Asian countries (China, Malaysia, Thailand,

to a number of countries in the Asian region

Vietnam) and the high-income developed

under the FTAs with India and Pakistan, SAFTA,

countries in the region (Hong Kong, Japan,

and the Asia Pacific Free Trade Agreement

Singapore and South Korea). Sri Lanka has

(APTA). Sri Lanka which is also member of the

undertaken favourable improvements in most

Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral

trade facilitation indicators over recent years. The

Technical

number of documents needed to export and

(BIMSTEC), aims to achieve a free trade area

import has declined from 21 in 2007 to 12 in 2013,

by 2017 amongst its neighbouring countries

while the number of days required to export/

(Bangladesh, Bhutan, Burma, India, Nepal, and

import has dropped from 52 in 2007 to 39 in 2013.

Thailand). However, the existing trade

The automation of customs procedures which

agreements of Sri Lanka are limited in their

began with the introduction of the Automated

scope/coverage and include a handful of Asian

Systems for Customs Data (ASYCUDA) system

countries, mainly from the South Asian region.

in 1992 has contributed towards improving trade

However, access even to South Asia is rather

facilitation in Sri Lanka. Nonetheless, more needs

limited under these agreements; the utilization

to be done including implementing a fully

rates of existing agreements by traders is low

automated customs system in the country along

while the agreements have failed to progress

with the implementation of a Single Window

from mere preferential agreements to high

concept under which all agencies and institutions

quality agreements covering broader economic

involved in the customs process are linked

cooperation beyond tariff liberalization. For

through a single entry point. These will ensure

example, the Comprehensive Economic

the Sri Lanka will not only fall in line with the

Partnership Agreement (CEPA) between Sri

Trade Facilitation Agreement arrived at the Bali

Lanka and India, which covers the liberalization

Ministerial Conference in December 2013, but

of services and investment sectors has been on

they will be vital to fully benefit from growing trade

a back-burner since 2008 due to reservations

prospects in Asia and elsewhere in the world. In

on the part of a few lobbyists. Nevertheless, there

addition, infrastructural development - roads,

have been efforts to deepen bilateral and regional

airports, ports and communications systems - is

trade recently. 92 It is also commendable that Sri

an essential component to facilitate cross-border

Lanka has taken initiatives to further improve

trade and travel, and thereby link Sri Lanka to

trade links within the region by considering an

the region.

FTA with China, Sri Lanka's important trading

and

Economic

Cooperation

partner in Asia after India.

91

The ETI assesses the extent to which economies have in place institutions, policies, infrastructure and services facilitating the free flow of
goods over borders and to their destination.

92

For example, the first meeting of India-Sri Lanka Joint Task Force (JTF) was held to explore means of improving bilateral trade and investment
between the two countries in 2013, while the fifth technical meeting on the Pakistan-Sri Lanka FTA was held to resolve outstanding issues
during the year.
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4. The Asian Developmental State 'Getting the Interventions Right'
4.1 Introduction

T

he French poet Paul Valery is thought to

economists

who

drew

their

intellectual

have believed that 'if the state is strong, it

underpinnings from Adams Smith's 'invisible hand'

will crush us; if it is weak we will perish'

took the view that markets would lead to efficient

hence an 'ideal' must rest somewhere in-between

outcomes. 'Getting the prices right' was fundamental.

these two extremes.1 States carry out many roles,

With right prices, everyone would have the incentive

some social, some political and some economic.

to make the socially desired resource allocation. All

Ever since Adam Smith (1776) published his

that governments needed to do was to 'get out of

seminal book, 'An Inquiry into the Nature and

the way'. At the opposite end of the spectrum, were

Causes of the Wealth of Nations' almost three-and-

those who had little faith in the market and looked

a-half centuries ago, the discourse centring around

to governments to ensure resources were deployed

the role of the state in economic affairs has been a

in a way that promoted growth.3

2

highly contentious one.

Contrary to these two dominant orthodoxies, the
Throughout the major par t of contemporar y

latter half of the 20th Century witnessed the strong

economic history, two dominant development

emergence of a number of East Asian countries

paradigms prevailed, one focused on markets, and

which followed neither of these two extremes. The

the other on government and planning. Classical

policy orientation of these economies was mixed in

!Stop! Wait! Government’s no longer the problem it’s the solution!”

1

Tanzi V. (1997), “The Changing Role of the State in the Economy: A Historical Perspective,” IMF Working Paper, WP/94/114, Washington,
D.C.

2

Ibid.

3

Stiglitz J.E. (1996), “Some Lessons from the East Asian Miracle”, The World Bank Research Observer, pp. 151-177.
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nature, where the state played a central role in
facilitating structural adjustment.4 The models of
economic policy and practice adopted by many of
these successful East and Southeast Asian
economies, particularly at the height of their rapid

4.2 Explaining the East
Asian Miracle: A Case of
'Developmental State'?

industrialization and growth, has become known

Japan, a developing country in the 1950s with a

widely in the summary expression of 'developmental

per capita GDP one-fifth that of the US, reached 63

state'.

per cent of US GDP by 1970 to become the second-

5

largest

economy

in

the

world.

Japan's

Though it had gone somewhat out of favour from

unprecedented ascendance was largely a result of

the 1970s, the recent decade has seen some revival

sustained annual GDP growth in excess of 9 per

of interest in the 'developmental state', owing in large

cent during the 1950s and 1960s, driven

part to the failure of neo-liberalism to deliver the

predominantly by the transformation of its economy

much hyped rapid, sustained, inclusive growth and

from an agrarian to an industrial economy, and the

poverty reduction it had once promised amongst

continuous upgrading in key manufacturing sectors.

the majority of late industrializing countries. From

Using a similar outward-oriented, market-friendly

about 2005, the government of Sri Lanka too has

development strategy, the Asian 'tigers' - South

embraced a 'look East' approach in its policy

Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore - followed

orientation. Though not explicitly stated, some

closely by Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia also

similarities in the policies advocated under the

saw their economies growing in excess of 7 per cent

development state model could be seen in the

annually between the early 1960s and the early

current phase of Sri Lanka's policy drive for rapid

1990s, demonstrating that it is possible to maintain

economic growth and development. Policy practices

impressive growth rates and to close the gap with

from at least some of the successful East and

more advanced economies.7

6

Southeast Asian countries are being selectively
emulated in this endeavour.
In the preceding context, the literature on the
developmental state in light of the East Asian
experiences is revisited in an attempt to draw policy
lessons for Sri Lanka. Understanding what these
policies were, why they were adopted, and their
successes and failures in bringing about economic
growth in the context of the East Asian Miracle,
would come a long way in providing insights for Sri
Lankan policymakers. This would assist to formulate
and implement interventions better in catalyzing
long-term sustained, inclusive economic growth in
Sri Lanka.

4

Ibid.

5

Lakshman, W.D. (2009), “A Developmental State Model for Sri Lanka”, Professor Sirisena Tilakaratna Memorial Oration, National Library
Auditorium, Colombo.

6

The notion of neo-liberalism is primarily associated with reducing the role of the state in economic affairs.

7

Lin, J.Y. (2012), New Structural Economics: A Framework for Rethinking Development and Policy, World Bank, Washington, D.C.
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More recently, China has embarked on a similar

the growth of the eight High Performing Asian

transformation. At the time of making the transition

Economies (HPAEs) was achieved by getting the

from a planned to a market economy in 1979, it

basics right, along with heavy, sustained

was a poor, inward-looking economy with a per

government investment in social infrastructure and

capita income of US$ 182 which was less than one-

education. Secondly, the report finds that the HPAEs

third the average in Sub-Saharan African countries

benefited from a government-led push for export

at the time. Since embracing a market-oriented

manufacture; and thirdly, that well-directed selective

stance, China's economic performance has been

credit programmes were effective in promoting

nothing short of miraculous. For a period spanning

expor ts as well as promoting research and

over three decades, China has been able to record

development (R&D). However, a somewhat

annual GDP growth averaging 9.9 per cent and is

controversial fourth assertion was that sectoral

now a middle-income country, with a per capita GDP

industrial policies to support specific industries

of US$ 4,260 in 2010. Along with its growth

generally did not work, and therefore have little

trajectory, China has been successful in pulling

promise for other developing countries.10

more than 600 million people out of poverty.8
Though the report placed greatest emphasis on
The remarkable success of the East Asian

getting the basics right, it was amongst the first

economies has, over the years, stimulated a whole

mainstream narratives of the East Asian success

array of studies to explain the causes of East Asia's

story to acknowledge the existence of industrial

economic ascendance. The greater majority of the

policy in the non-Japanese East Asian economies.11

literature adopts what could be called the

In shor t, the contemporary mainstream view

mainstream, neo-liberal or 'Washington Consensus'

advances the case that countries should not have

interpretation, where they attribute a major part of

a vertical or sectoral industrial policy, but at most

East Asia's success to the role played by the

should have a horizontal, generic or sector-neutral

respective governments of getting the economic

policy, such as supporting SMEs and R&D. The

fundamentals right. These studies take the view that

default role of the state should be restricted to

growth is a natural or inherent element of capitalist

macroeconomic stabilization, trade liberalization

economies, and that governments have an

and creating the right institutions. It assumes that

important role to play in providing public goods such

the optimum industrial upgrading and changes in

as law enforcement, infrastructure, macroeconomic

production structure will occur 'automatically' if the

stability and education which are viewed to be

government gets prices and institutions right.12

difficult to be arranged through private contracts.

9

The other wave of literature explaining East Asia's
The widely quoted World Bank (1993) study titled

success attributes a slightly more different

'The East Asian Miracle: Economic Growth and

interpretation, going beyond the standard

Public Policy' is one of the leading proponents of

Washington Consensus prescription of 'getting the

the Washington Consensus interpretation. Firstly,

fundamentals right'. Also dubbed the 'Post-

the four-hundred-page report, finds that in large part,

Washington

Consensus',

the

heterodox

8

Ibid.

9

Wade, R. (1992), “East Asia’s Economic Success: Conflicting Perspectives, Partial Insights, Shaky Evidence”, World Politics, Vol. 44, No. 2,
pp. 270-320.

10

Wade, R. (2003), Governing the Market: Economic Theory and the Role of Government in East Asian Industrialization, Princeton University
Press, New Jersey.

11

Chang, H.J. (1999), “Industrial Policy and East Asia: The Miracle, the Crisis, and the Future,” paper presented at the World Bank workshop
on “Re-thinking East Asian Miracle”, San Francisco, 16-17 February 1999.

12

Wade, R. (2010), "After the Crisis: Industrial Policy and Developmental State," presentation made at the International Monetary Fund,
Washington, D.C.
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Whilst acknowledging the limitations of the market but rather than
replacing them,
East Asian economies went on to
promote, complement and use the
markets by way of
intelligent
manipulation of
economic policy.

have a greater role to play in correcting market
failures to facilitate the market to structurally adjust
and achieve industrial upgrading.13
What the East Asian economies did differently to
that of the former-Soviet Union was that, whilst
acknowledging the limitations of the market but
rather than replacing them, they went on to promote,
complement and use the markets by way of
intelligent manipulation of economic policy. Their
role was confined to: (1) policies that actively sought
to ensure macroeconomic stability; (2) making
markets work more effectively (e.g., regulating
financial markets); (3) creating markets where they
did not exist; (4) helping to direct investments to
ensure resources were deployed in ways that would
enhance economic growth and stability; and (5)
creating an atmosphere conducive for private
investment and ensuring political stability.14
Nobel Prize-winning economist Joseph Stiglitz very

interpretation of East Asia's success story attributes

succinctly sums up the current understanding of this

it to proactive governments, which leveraged

decades long debate on the role of the state by

industrial policy to facilitate structural adjustment

noting that "the ideological debates should [by now]

and industrial upgrading in their respective

be over; there should be agreement that while

economies. For markets to yield efficient outcomes,

markets are at the centre of the economy,

several preconditions must be satisfied. These

governments must play an important role. The issue

include, the absence of externalities and public

is one of balance, and where that balance is, may

goods, the presence of perfect competition, and a

depend on the country, the capacity of its

complete set of markets extending infinitely far into

government [and] the institutional development of

the future and cover all risks. A market failure is

its markets".15

said to arise if at least one of these conditions are
not met. More in-depth studies show that for markets

Each of the successful East Asian economies is

to perform efficiently, there also has to be no

unique both in terms of their characteristics and

imperfections of information, no changes in the

respective pathways to structural change. Each

information structure, and no asymmetries of

economy differs in its geography, culture and history.

information. Since developing economies are often

Some are small city states, whilst others are large,

plagued by underdeveloped (missing) markets and

some were granted independence after centuries

imperfect information, and given that the

of colonial rule, whilst others re-emerged from the

development process is associated with acquiring

ashes of war, some are racially and culturally

new technology (new information), governments

homogenous, whilst others such as Malaysia are

13

Stiglitz J.E. (2004), “Redefining the Role of the State: Joseph Stiglitz on Building a Post-Washington Consensus”, World Economy, Vol. 2,
No. 3, pp.45-86.

14

Stiglitz J.E. (1996), “Some Lessons from the East Asian Miracle”, The World Bank Research Observer, pp. 151-177.

15

Ibid.
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The ideological
debates should
[by now] be over;
there should be
agreement that
while markets are
at the centre of
the economy,
governments
must play an important role.
- Joseph Stiglitz

do not bear any costs, resulting in innovation being
under-supplied by the market. By subsidizing such
costs, governments could play a key role in spurring
innovation and offsetting this first mover
disadvantage.
Coordination failures are another important market
failure which necessitates government intervention.
Developing economies lag behind developed ones,
not only in terms of technology and industrial
structures, but also in terms of human capital,
infrastructure and institutions. For countries to grow
and structurally adjust, these complementary
factors also need to develop and evolve concurrently
to facilitate adjustment. As technology becomes
more complex, capital requirements increase, the
scale of production and market size increase, and
market exchanges are more frequented through
arm's length transactions. A flexible smooth

cultural melting pots. There exists no 'unique East

transition requires simultaneous improvements in

Asian model' per se; what they share in common is

education, finance and legal institutions and

the proactive nature in which the respective

infrastructure. Owing to their public good

governments pursued economic policy in catalyzing

characteristics, individual firms clearly cannot

their development. At the ver y hear t of the

internalize these changes cost effectively. Moreover,

developmental state was also, proactive 'industrial

coordination amongst many firms to bring about the

policy'.

4.3 Government in the
'Developmental State'
Model
4.3.1 Market Failures: Rationale for
Government Inter
vention
Intervention
As noted earlier, developing economies are ridden
with market failures, hence the state must take on
a much broader role than what a pure laissez-faire
approach would advocate. The presence of
information externalities raises one such issue.
Economic innovations, whether successful or not,
yield information about profitable or unprofitable
market opportunities. This information is however

Developing
economies are
ridden with market failures,
hence the state
must take on a
much broader
role than what a
pure laissez-faire
approach would
advocate.

not only available to the innovators themselves, but
also to their competitors and potential imitators who
77
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Table 4.1
Governance Indicators - 2012
Voice &
Accountability

Political
Stability &
Absence of
Violence/Terror
Gover- Percen- Gover- Percennance tile
nance
tile
Score Rank
Score
Rank

Government
Effectiveness

Regulatory
Quality

Rule
of Law

Control of
Corruption

Gover- Percennance tile
Score Rank

Gover- Percen- Gover- Percen- Gover- Percennance tile
nance tile
nance tile
Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank

East &
Southeast Asia
China

-1.6

4.7

-0.5

28.4

0.0

56.0

-0.3

43.5

-0.5

38.9

-0.5

39.2

Japan

1.1

83.4

0.9

78.2

1.4

88.5

1.1

83.7

1.3

87.2

1.6

91.9
65.6

Malaysia

-0.3

37.9

0.0

44.5

1.0

80.4

0.5

69.9

0.5

65.9

0.3

Singapore

-0.4

35.6

1.3

96.7

2.2

99.5

2.0

100.0

1.8

95.7

2.2

97.1

Thailand

-0.3

37.4

-1.2

12.8

0.2

60.8

0.2

57.9

-0.2

50.2

-0.3

46.9

0.8

72.0

0.9

73.9

1.1

83.7

1.2

86.1

1.0

82.9

0.7

73.7

-0.6

29.9

-0.7

22.7

-0.2

45.9

-0.1

48.3

-0.1

52.1

-0.2

51.7

0.4

58.3

-1.2

11.8

-0.2

47.4

-0.5

34.0

-0.1

52.6

-0.6

34.9

Bangladesh

-0.4

34.1

-1.4

9.0

-0.8

22.5

-1.0

19.6

-0.9

19.4

-0.9

21.1

Pakistan

-0.9

23.7

-2.7

0.9

-0.8

23.4

-0.7

24.9

-0.9

19.0

-1.1

13.9

Taiwan
South Asia
Sri Lanka
India

Notes:

a. Estimate of governance is measured on a scale from approximately -2.5 to 2.5. Higher values correspond to better governance; b. Indicates rank of
country among all countries in the world. Zero corresponds to lowest rank and 100 corresponds to highest rank.

Source:

World Bank (2013), "Worldwide Governance Indicators".

required changes are often impossible, hence
governments can play a lead role either by taking
steps to introduce such changes or to coordinate
them.16 The presence of these types of market
failures provide a clear rationale for governments
in developing economies to kick-start growth
through the pursuit of proactive economic policy.

4.3.2 Governance
A state that is accountable, transparent, and
provides predictability in the application and
enforcement of rules, set the environment to
encourage investment, productivity, and research
and development which are also driving forces of
economic growth and development. Some key
governance indicators are given in Table 4.1. All
selected East and Southeast Asian countries with
the exception of China, Thailand and Singapore

16

A state that is
accountable,
transparent, and
provides predictability in the
application and
enforcement of
rules, set the environment to encourage investment,
productivity, and
research and
development.

Lin, J.Y. and H. J. Chang (2009), "Should Industrial Policy in Developing Countries Conform to Comparative Advantage or Defy it? A
Debate between Justin Lin and Ha-Joon Chang", Development Policy Review, Vol.27, No.5, pp. 483-502.
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(only in the 'voice and accountability' indicator)
perform better in the reported indicators compared
to South Asia. Japan and Singapore perform the

Table 4.2
Government Expenses as
Percentage of GDPa

best in a majority of the indicators. 'Rule of law' is

2000

particularly important given that it provides the basic

Japan

underpinnings of all economic activity. Apart from

Malaysia

China and Thailand, all other Asian economies rank

Thailand

above South Asian countries in this indicator.

Singapore

However, India and Sri Lanka perform better than

South Korea

16.6

China or Thailand in this category.

2010

2012

n.a.

16.0

18.1

19.3

16.5

17.7

18.8

21.6

n.a.

16.4

18.6

21.0

16.0

12.8

12.8

13.2

19.7

19.9

20.4

Note:

a. Expense is cash payments for operating activities of the
government in providing goods and services. It includes
compensation of employees (such as wages and salaries),
interest and subsidies, grants, social benefits, and other
expenses such as rent and dividends.

Source:

World Bank (2014), "World Development Indicators 2014".

4.3.3 State Capitalism
State involvement in enterprises is not new, and

2005

despite extensive state reform and privatization,
state capitalism is still at large in developed and
developing countries.17 In fact, it has undergone a

While supporters of state capitalism are of the view

dramatic revival with some state-owned enterprises

that it can produce stability and growth by

(SOEs) which were little more than government

addressing market failures and by diverging from

departments in the emerging economies of the

pure profit-maximizing goals, others underscore the

1990s, developing into high value, large firms.18

resulting inefficiencies of such involvement: when

State backed firms accounted for 80 per cent of the

the government favours a group of companies,

stock market value in China and for a third of the

others can fail (i.e., the larger SOEs can soak up

in 2010,

capital and talent in the market); the use of capital

there were four SOEs among the top ten firms of

by state companies is less efficient than private

the Global Fortune 100 list as opposed to none at

entities - they grow more slowly, and are less

the top in 2005.20 SOEs apart, there has been a

competitive.21 Further, state capitalism works well

rise of 'hybrid capitalism' where minorit y

only when directed by a competent government and

investments are made in companies by

hence, is not a guarantee of stability.

emerging countries' FDI in 2003-2010;

19

development banks, pension funds, sovereign
wealth funds and sometimes by the government

A brief examination of the East and Southeast Asian

itself. The debate is on whether hybrid capitalism is

economies in terms of government expenditure and

a means of solving market failures as justified by

public sector employment shows that government

governments in emerging economies, or as the

involvement in the economies is substantial. A

private entities see it, whether private companies

glance at government expenditure in a few selected

backed by government loans are a threat which can

Asian countries show that government expenses

be used by governments to influence markets.

as a percentage of GDP has generally increased

17

Musacchio, A. and S.J Lazzarini (2012), “Leviathan in Business: Varieties of State Capitalism and their Implications for Economic Performance”,
Working Paper 12-108, Harvard Business School, US.

18

The Economist, (2012), ‘Emerging-Market Multinationals: The Rise of State Capitalism’, January 21-27 2012, available at http://
www.economist.com/node/21543160.

19

Ibid.

20

Musacchio, A. and S. J. Lazzarini (2012), “Leviathan in Business: Varieties of State Capitalism and their Implications for Economic Performance”,
Working Paper 12-108, Harvard Business School, US.

21

The Economist, (2012), ‘Emerging-Market Multinationals: The Rise of State Capitalism’, January 21-27 2012, available at http://
www.economist.com/node/21543160.
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over the 2000-2012 period, except in the case of
Singapore (Table 4.2). The rate remained close to,
or over 20 per cent in the other economies of Japan,

Table 4.3
Employment in the Public Sector
as a Percentage of Total Employment

Malaysia, Thailand and South Korea. The level of

Country

public sector employment (as a percentage of total

Bangladesh
Japan
Indonesia
Malaysia
Singapore

employment) for a few selected countries show that
it is highest in Malaysia and Thailand, accounting
for 13.2 per cent and 8.9 per cent, respectively, for
the latest year of which data is available (Table 4.3).
It is notably low in Indonesia and Bangladesh.

Thailand

%
4.5
7.0
3.8
13.2
6.3

(2005)
(2006)
(2003)
(2008)
(2008)

8.9 (2008)

Note:

Data for the latest available year is given within brackets.

Source:

ILO (2014), "LABORSTA Internet", available at
www.laborsta.ilo.org.

Box 4.1
The Asian Financial Crisis and the East Asian Developmental State
The 1997/98 financial crisis highlighted several weaknesses in the institutional arrangements of
the East Asian developmental state model in an era of financial liberalization. The Asian financial
collapse is attributed largely to macroeconomic flaws in the financial sector of the affected
economies, particularly in Thailand and Indonesia. The crisis also underscored some key
weaknesses of governments and other institutions in the developmental state.
Crony Capitalism
The East Asian financial crisis saw some of the state-business relations maintained in the
developmental states being disparaged as forms of 'crony capitalism'. Crony capitalism in some
East Asian economies, visible in the form of 'give-away privatizations' to the political leaderships'
relatives and cronies, granting of artificial monopoly rights, direction of credit to governmentfavoured and politically connected entities is perceived by some analysts to have led to moral
hazard of firms, misallocation of investments, falling returns to investment and a fragile financial
system.
Weak Legal System
At the onset of the financial crisis some Southeast Asian countries like Indonesia, the Philippines,
Malaysia and Thailand suffered from weak legal systems including weak property rights. Strong
legal systems are key in drawing foreign investments, reducing transaction costs and attracting
external finance to a country as they promote dynamism, competition, transparency and choice
in an economy. These developmental states lacked such institutional arrangements.
Little Weight on Sound Financial Sector Policies
Financial sector policies of the developmental state placed little emphasis on proper auditing,
accounting, credit rating, disclosure requirements, or experience and independence. This led to
fragilities in the financial sector and is seen as weakness of the developmental state model.
As will emerge from the proceeding sections, the key to an effective developmental state is the
capacity of the state to formulate and implement developmental policies. A state needs both a
competent bureaucracy and an effective relationship with its business community to achieve
this.
Source:
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Crafts, N. (1999), "Implications of Financial Crisis for East Asian Trend Growth", Oxford Review of
Economic Policy, Vol. 15, No. 3; Lee, E. (1999), "The Debate on the Causes of the Asian Crisis:
Crony Capitalism versus International System Failure", International Politics and Society, Vol. 2.:
Park, Y. C. (1994), "Concepts and Issues", in H. T. Patrick and Y. C. Park (eds.), The Financial
Development of Japan, Korea, and Taiwan: Growth, Repression and Liberalization, Oxford
University Press, New York.
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4.4 Government Intervention in Economic
Policy

of resources. Economic efficiency was defined in

This section analyses the government's role in

industrial policy of the country with the goal of

formulating and implementing industry and trade

reaching the same position a market solution would

policy, investment, education and infrastructure

reach, but at a faster pace, and in the case of a

development in the developmental state. Key

declining industry, at a lower social cost.24 MITI

interventions are analyzed in the following section

officials believed they could better anticipate the

in order to draw policy implications for Sri Lanka.

long run strategic needs of the economy than the

terms of world markets (not on domestic markets),
competitive prices, high quality and other non-price
factors.23 The Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI) designed and implemented the

market-place. They identified the key sectors of the

4.4.1 Industr
rade Policy
Industryy and TTrade

economy such as semiconductors, computers,
telecommunication and other high-tech industries,

Export success has been an underlying factor of
many of the East and Southeast Asian economies'
growth performance. Firms and industries have
been encouraged to aim for export success from a
very young stage, and the provision of protection,
subsidized credit, tax benefits and other support
has been often conditional on satisfactory export
performance.22 However, in some of the East Asian
countries such as Japan, it is difficult to isolate
unique trade policies as their focus on industrial

and offered a comprehensive package to support
these to make Japan a major economic force. The
suppor t included accelerated depreciation
allowances, 25 R&D funding, tax benefits, and
loans.26 Furthermore, the policies tried to anticipate
and use the market itself to draw incentives from,
rather than replacing market incentives with other
forms of instruments to allocate resources and to
drive businesses in the desired direction such as
import restrictions.

policy has aimed at supporting the growth and
competitiveness of industry in its entirety, with the
objective of catching up with the West. Some of
these key policies are discussed in the subsequent
sections.

Efficient allocation of resources
Government intervention in East Asian economies
is known to have been effective at driving
development through re-allocative effects of
resources. This is widely visible in Japanese policy
where economic growth was pursued through
industrial policies which aimed at efficient allocation

Driving competition and economies of scale
Policies in Japan for instance also encouraged
competition among firms and created space to reap
economies of scale. Although at the early stages,
non-Japanese firms were not allowed entry into the
market, it was accepted that there was adequate
competition in the economy to make firms efficient.
Although this was not an ideal neo-classical model
of perfect competition, firms were competing in
dynamic oligopoly market structures. As a result,
Japanese firms during this time, built their
competitiveness more than the other nations did,

22

Kokko, A. (2002), “Export-Led Growth in East Asia: Lessons for Europe’s Transition Economies,” National Europe Centre Paper No. 31,
Australian National University, Canberra.

23

Patrick, H. (1986), “Japanese High Technology Industrial Policy in Comparative Context”, Working Paper No. 1, Center on Japanese Economy
and Business, Columbia University, US.

24

Ibid.

25

Accelerated depreciation allows greater deductions in the earlier years of an asset and is used to minimize taxable income. Among other
things, it encourages businesses to purchase new assets.

26

Patrick, H. (1986), “Japanese High Technology Industrial Policy in Comparative Context”, Working Paper No. 1, Center on Japanese Economy
and Business, Columbia University, US.
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In East Asia,
firms and industries have been
encouraged to
aim for export
success from a
very young stage,
and the provision
of protection,
subsidized credit,
tax benefits and
other support has
been often conditional on satisfactory export
performance.

Facilitating structural adjustment
The governments encouraged sectors which were
weak and uncompetitive to make structural
adjustments. In the case of products such as
petrochemicals, aluminium, and textiles in Japan,
the rationale was that it was more efficient to close
the firms which were the least efficient, while the
government encouraged firms to achieve scale
economies through mergers than bankruptcy. 28
Similarly in Singapore, motor vehicle assembly
plants were closed by 1980 when it was apparent
that the plants were unable to survive without
constant assistance. 29 As it has been aptly
summarized, the role of the government in
Singapore has been one that is interventionist but
runs things on a profit making basis, with
intervention mainly taking the form of advice and
implicit pressure.30
However, this is not to say that there was no
protective policy. In fact, it was widespread in East
Asia, if less so than in other countries.31 However,
contrary to other countries, these protective policies
are not known to have blocked structural change of
the economy. What particularly distinguished East

protected behind import barriers, and achieved

Asian protective policy from others was the forward-

international competitiveness in a range of products,

looking nature of policies. It was made explicit that

from consumer electronics to steel and small cars.27

the objective of providing protection was not to

Despite consumers having to pay relatively high

preserve these sectors, but rather to phase them

prices during the initial stages of any particular

out in an 'orderly manner' or to upgrade

industry, agencies such as MITI stimulated pressure

technologically. Moreover, as Chang (1999)

on firms (often via the threat of eventually losing

explains, the protective policies came with well

protection) to increase efficiency and productivity

specified performance targets which prevented the

to become internationally competitive, which

"policies from turning into 'nursing homes' for

subsequently lowered domestic prices as well.

declining

There were, however, exceptions to this such as

implementation of these policies are known to have

the petroleum refining industry, which failed to

promoted rather than hindered structural change

realize low-cost production and optimum scale.

in East Asian economies.

industries". 32

The

design

and

27

Ibid

28

Ibid.

29

Roberts, B. (1988), The Timing and Sequencing of a Trade Liberalization Policy: The Case of Singapore, World Bank, Washington, D.C.

30

Industry Commission, (1990), Strategic Trade Theory: The East Asian Experience, Government of Australia, Canberra.

31

Chang, H. (1999), “Industrial Policy and East Asia - The Miracle, the Crisis, and the Future”, paper presented at the World Bank workshop on
“Re-thinking the East Asian Miracle”, San Francisco, US.

32

Ibid.
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Nudging markets

imports.35 This required a group of competent,

Apart from providing fiscal incentives for specific

dedicated and honest public officials, and a range

products and protection linked to performance, the

of instruments to draw from.

East Asian state also 'nudged' markets,
encouraging firms, both local and transnational, to

Facilitating technology transfer

switch to local suppliers and to enter into higher

Authorities used a variety of ways to acquire

value-added production. Some East Asian countries

technology which included mechanisms such as

employed what is called 'below-the-radar' kind of

the purchase of patents, careful study of scientific

policy which formed an important segment of the

papers, importation of new technology-embedded

region's development strategy. Taiwan employed

capital goods, and 'reverse engineering' which

this effectively, where nudging policies included a

involved the dismantling and reproduction of the

mix method of 'jaw-jaw' and promises of goodwill

technology.36 While some East Asian economies

for future ventures, fiscal incentives, and at times

were apprehensive of foreign investment, others

higher tariffs where the government's capacity to

such as Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan acquired

manage trade have been used to encourage or

new technology via foreign affiliates or joint

trade. 33

Industrial

ventures. Studies have found convincing empirical

Development Bureau for instance, hired around 200

evidence bet ween productivity and impor ted

engineers and associated professionals and

technology in Japan and other dynamic Asian

economists who had engineering and finance skills

economies.37 Similarly in China, special incentives

to analyse input-output chains and monitor imports

were given to exporting companies in order for the

of a particular raw material, the buyers of the import

companies to absorb local labour and to draw on

products, and the capacity of the country to produce

the capital and technical know-how of foreign

the specific input, etc.34

investors.

These professionals also spent several days visiting

4.4.2 Coordinating Investments

discourage

Taiwan's

firms in the field to identify 'nudging opportunities'
officials used various administrative methods to

Effective resource mobilization within the public
sector

encourage the large players to switch to local

The developmental state was successful in

suppliers. Established sectors of the economy were

effectively mobilizing resources from the public

also 'nudged' to provide markets for firms in

sector, thereby stimulating private investments into

innovative enter prises, thereby driving and

their economies. The East Asian countries have

accelerating innovation in the country. While the

enjoyed very high levels of public and private

nudging policies have been carried out at a sectoral

savings and the capacity to mobilize these were

level, on a case-by-case basis rather than across-

enhanced through high levels of public investment.

the-board, these were employed only when the local

The Singapore government for example, intervened

suppliers could meet the price and quality of the

directly in the years following its independence,

for import replacement and export promotion. The

33

Wade, R. H. (2003), Governing the Market: Economic Theory and the Role of Government in East Asian Industrialization, Princeton University
Press, Princeton.

34

Wade, R. H., (2005), “Bringing the State Back: Lessons from East Asia’s Development Experience,” in Dauderstädt, M. (ed.), Towards a
Prosperous Wider Europe: Macroeconomic Policies for a Growing Neighborhood, Friedrich-Ebert-Foundation, Bonn.

35

Ibid.

36

Industry Commission, (1990), Strategic Trade Theory: The East Asian Experience, Government of Australia, Canberra.

37

Chen, E. K. Y. (1979), Hyper-Growth in Asian Economies: A Comparative Study of Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Singapore and Taiwan,
Macmillan, London.
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investing substantially in selected sectors. From July

coordination failures which had blocked economic

1968 to December 1970, Singapore increased its

take-off. 41 This was done through strategic

financial commitments dramatically, from US$ 45

interventions by the governments which included

38

These were made in

investment subsidies, and the use of public

the form of loans, equity, investment and others,

enterprise and administrative guidance. With Taiwan

with one-third of the entire financial commitments

announcing the Nineteen-Point Reform Programme

made in selected economic sectors.

in the 1960s, the simplification of administrative

million to US$ 340 million.

procedures and liberalizing regulative measures on

Effective bureaucracy

economic matters became an official goal. 42

In examining the political economy of countries,

Similarly in South Korea, the signal was sent out

cross-national evidence directs to certain common

that entrepreneurs who undertook investments in

political features of countries with high public

line with the government's priorities would be richly

savings and high growth. A relatively high degree

rewarded. The initial advantageous conditions of

of political order, an anti-socialist and anti-populist

favourable human capital endowment stimulated the

ruling coalition and a relatively effective state

effectiveness of government intervention.

bureaucracy are some common political features.39
While these features may be more pronounced at

In order to drive investment, governments provided

one particular time period than another, public

investment subsidies of different forms to firms such

savings and growth can be expected to be higher

as low lending rates and tax subsidies. In South

in the more pronounced period. The example of

Korea, credit provided at negative real interest rates

Brazil is commonly identified in the literature, which

was the chief form of investment subsidy. Credit was

in the period 1964-1974 was identified as a

provided based on the priority of the particular

'developmental state' in these terms. Brazil

economic activity. The investment plans, technology,

experienced remarkable levels of public savings and

domestic linkages and scale economies were

growth during this time. However, from 1985

considered, and funds were allocated to those with

onwards, the country which has been beset by an

some track record, resulting in the expansion of the

incoherent democracy, experienced public savings

manufacturing sector stemming from established

much below the average of developing countries

firms rather than from the entrance of new firms,

and very low average growth.

40

which was also the case in Taiwan.43 Investments
in selected sectors in South Korea were also

Coordinating investment

subsidized via the socialization of investment. For

The Korean and Taiwanese governments in the

example, the government provided a guarantee that

1960s managed to engineer a significant increase

the selected entrepreneurs would be bailed out if

in the private return to capital by not only reducing

circumstances threatened the profitability of

barriers to investment and establishing a sound

investments, and this is said to have invigorated the

investment climate, but more importantly by clearing

'animal spirit' of large businesses, encouraging them

38

Young, A. (1992), “A Tale of Two Cities: Factor Accumulation and Technical Change in Hong Kong and Singapore,” NBER Macroeconomics
Annual 1992, Vol. 7, pp. 13- 64, MIT Press.

39

Wade, R. H. (2003), Governing the Market: Economic Theory and the Role of Government in East Asian Industrialization, Princeton University
Press, Princeton.

40

Ibid.

41

Rodrik, D. (1995), “Getting Interventions Right: How South Korea and Taiwan Grew Rich”, Economic Policy, Vol. 10, No. 20, pp. 53-107.

42

Ibid.

43

Ibid.
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to expand aggressively. 44 The government

enterprises, ranging from capital goods to spare

guaranteeing of external borrowings, subsidized

parts. 46 However, the role of government in

infrastructure and financial guarantees of orders

redressing the coordination failure in some sectors

drove firms such as Hyundai to successfully embark

such as steel has been a highly contested issue.

and complete building one of the world's best

Trade is seen as an alternative to the traditional

shipyards. Nevertheless, the provision of implicit

justification of coordinating both upstream and

investment subsidies had to be contained as a result

downstream industries.47

of the financial difficulties experienced by some of
the investments.

4.4.3 Infrastructure

Governments also played a direct role in co-

Infrastructure plays a key role in supporting a

coordinating investment decisions and organizing

government's development policy. However,

entrepreneurs into investments that would not have

whether East Asian countries went about providing

been made otherwise. It was the Taiwanese

the necessary infrastructure at the onset of their

government that took the initial steps in establishing

development process or whether they simply

industries such as textiles, steel, plastics, fibre and

responded to specific sector requirements is a point

electronics in the country. In South Korea too, every

of contention. In other words, was infrastructure a

major shift in diversification in the 1960s and the

causal factor in growth or a support mechanism to

1970s was initiated by the government.45

sustain growth?

The governments also used public investment and

Identifying and prioritizing infrastructure
requirements

public enterprises to enhance the profitability of
private investments. The availability of key inputs

Many policy makers drawing lessons from the East

for private producers downstream was ensured with

Asian development experience see infrastructure

the state establishing new industries upstream.

as a key determinant of growth. They argue that as

Glass, plastics, steel industries in Taiwan and

infrastructure investment in these countries is

Pohang Iron and Steel Company (POSCO), Korea's

significantly higher than in many other countries

state-owned steel mill are examples of sectors that

and economic growth in these countries is also very

received such assistance. When the South Korean

high, the assumption that infrastructure was a

government request for a loan from the World Bank

catalyst in the development process of these

was turned down on the grounds that the country

countries can be justified. However, closer

did not have comparative advantage in producing

examination of these countries and their

steel, the South Korean government went ahead,

development process highlights that they did not

providing POSCO with capital assistance,

aim to have the entire gamut of infrastructure

infrastructure subsidies (i.e., to build water supply

necessary in place before attracting investors. It was

facilities, railway lines, etc.) and provided support

a gradual process in which infrastructure developed

to downstream enterprises to guarantee demand

to complement the structural changes that were

for POSCO's production. POSCO subsequently

taking place in the economy. While they did attempt

became one of the most efficient producers of steel.

to meet the demand ahead of time in some

Fur ther, it stimulated a wide range of other

occasions, it was primarily a focused attempt to
address needs as and when they arose.

44

Hong, W. (1993), “Trade and Development: The Experience of Korea and Taiwan” in G. Hasson (ed.), International Trade and Development.
Routledge, London.
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Rodrik, D. (1995), “Getting Interventions Right: How South Korea and Taiwan Grew Rich”, Economic Policy, Vol. 10, No. 20, pp. 53-107.
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Stiglitz, J. E. (1996), “Some Lessons from the East Asian Miracle”,The World Bank Research Observer, pp. 151-177.
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For instance, South Korea emerged from the Korean
War with two-thirds of its production capabilities
demolished and significant damage to its physical
infrastructure. The first Five Year Plan (1962-1966)
focusing on light industry and import substitution,
followed by the second Five Year Plan (1967-1971)
on export promotion was established. During this
time, the government invested in infrastructure
needed to promote these selected economic
sectors,

which

primarily

included

better

transpor tation (several railways and highway
projects) systems. The Seoul-Pusan highway was

In the case of
East Asia,
infrastructure
development
was often
closely linked to
their economic
policies.

a milestone Korean infrastructure development
project that was essential to improve business

Law' was enforced. The JH along with other

activities between the two cities at the time. This

institutional bodies such as the Metropolitan

highway project is considered as the "cornerstone

Expressway

of Korea's industrial corridor".48 It also spurred the

Expressway Public Corporation, and Honshu-

rise of the construction industry in South Korea that

Shikoku Bridge Authority took the role of

has since then become a key contributor to

coordinating and implementing road development

construction and infrastructure development

projects. Today, the length of roads is more than

projects worldwide. By the early 1970s, South Korea

1,171,645 km and the highway system in Japan

had reached full employment, but needed to catch

contributes to 6 per cent of total transport and 24

up on developing its infrastructure. The third Five

per cent of total domestic cargo transport.49

Public

Corporation,

Hanshin

Year Plan (1972-1976) required the country to
and

In the case of East Asia, infrastructure development

telecommunications. In 1972, South Korea

was often closely linked to their economic policies.

introduced a Ten Year Plan in which regional

As these policies had distinct priorities,

planning was given significance, and to promote

infrastructure development projects could also be

these efforts, industrial estates with deep-water

prioritized to suit the needs of the time. As

harbours were built and many port projects were

exemplified above, infrastructure projects by these

initiated. In the 1980s, South Korea looked to

countries were often implemented to address the

policies that involved more private sector

infrastructure requirements that arose in the process

development and thus spending on transport,

of development. As the economies were flexible and

electricity and telecommunications were high as

willing to manage with the infrastructure they had,

they were priority areas for improvement at the time.

this did not severely hinder their growth. Industrial

develop

its

air por ts,

seapor ts

policy was also useful in financing infrastructure
In Japan, road construction became a priority by

development and targeting resources to the right

the early 1960s as a result of rising vehicle numbers

industry at the right time. Prioritizing investment in

and increasing business. In order to address this

infrastructure helped them concentrate their

demand for better transpor tation, the Japan

resources to address the more pressing issues,

Highway Public Corporation (JH) was set up and a

build infrastructure along the way, and still achieve

law titled the 'Japan Highway Public Corporation

industrialization.

48

Reinfeld, W. (1997), "Tying Infrastructure to Economic Development: The Republic of Korea and Taiwan (China)" in A. Mody (ed.), Infrastructure
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Box 4.2
Financing of Infrastructure Projects and Attracting PPPs in East
and Southeast Asia
Most infrastructure projects in the developmental state were funded by various levels of
government. Internal sources of funding were pursued by these governments and these could
be accommodated to a large extent, due to high rates of domestic savings in the East Asian
economies. However, private sector financing of infrastructure development projects, though
relatively small compared to the level of government investment, was also used as a funding
strategy by some of these countries.
The Shajiao Power Plant for example, was the first build-operate-transfer (BOT) power plant in
China. As there was a resource constraint that restricted China from financing this project, a
private company in Hong Kong agreed to finance this project under the agreement that they
would be given operational capabilities and ownership of the plant during the concessionary
period in which the private company will recover its cost. Malaysia has also used a BOT method
for many of its infrastructure development projects, particularly related to highway construction.
The North-South highway is a case in point in which the Malaysian government took the initiative
to privatize the latter stage of the project as the Malaysian Highway Authority was unable to
complete the project as planned. Due to the failure of the Malaysian Highway Authority to complete
the project, the Malaysian government decided to privatize construction and operation during
the concessionary period.
Hong Kong also has a successful history of drawing in private sector for infrastructure development.
For example, electricity is provided by two companies that are fully owned by private investors.
However, the government thoroughly screens financial aspects of these companies. Drawing
the private sector in to develop infrastructure has been a fairly recent strategy adopted by some
East and Southeast Asian countries. However, even in these private sector financing efforts, the
government plays a significant role by providing direction to these investments.
Source:

Merna, T., and C. Nijru (2002), Financing Infrastructure Projects, Thomas Telford Publishing, London;
Cao, A., K. Solh and H. Anderson (1993), Infrastructure Project Financing in Asia Lessons Learned,:
Price Waterhouse, US.; Kai-Sun, K. (1997), "Private Participation with Strong Government Control:
Hong Kong", in A. Mody (ed.), Infrastructure Strategies in East Asia: The Untold Story, World
Bank, Washington, D.C.

4.4.4 Human Capital Development

Asian countries were integrated into the growth
strategy of the country at the time and, therefore,

At the onset of their development process, the East

the education system was geared to meet the labour

Asian countries focused on improving higher levels

market demands and minimize the potential

of education and ensuring that the education

occurrence of a skills mismatch.

system was addressing labour market demands.
Much like the infrastructure development strategies,
developing human capital was also closely linked
to the growth policies pursued at the time. As a
result, education planning has played a crucial role
in improving the human capital stock in East Asia.
Education planning is often intertwined in economic
planning. The education policies in many of the East

Ensuring quality and relevance of education to
meet the needs of a growth strategy
Singapore for instance, had a large unskilled supply
of labour at the time of independence. While the
initial stage of development looked to attract labour
intensive industries, in order to facilitate adjustment
to the next stage of development, the government
87
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recognized that low skilled labour would not suffice
and made a conscious effort to mobilize higher
levels of skill in the prioritized sectors.50 Thus, the
education policies that followed went hand in hand
with the growth and development policies, and skill
development for future target sectors took
prominence. For example, in the 1970s, Singapore
had to grapple with a rising labour shortage and as
such, resorted to attracting skilled foreign labour to
meet the short-term demand. In their long-term plan,
the government remodeled the education system
to meet the demand for high skilled labour. Skills
needed to promote the technology sector were given
prominence as the Singaporean government was
keen draw in more investment into this sector.

Education
policies went
hand in hand
with the growth
and development
policies, and
skill development
for future target
sectors took
prominence.

Careful planning of investment in human capital to
meet the needs arising from structural change is a

requirements needed in these sectors. The planning

key feature in Singapore. Every six months, a

process brought together various stakeholders from

ministerial committee (ranging across various

the government to discuss the problems at hand.

ministries) evaluates supply and demand of skills

The institutions responsible for carrying out the

in the countr y, and institutions such as the

plans were given strict deadlines to implement them.

Workforce Development Agency (WDA) and

For example, as a measure to address the

Economic Development Board (EDB) are

increasing economic need for semi-skilled labour,

responsible for carrying out necessary action to

in 1963, the MDP attempted to shift the number of

This

students enrolled in high-school from 60 per cent

focused attempt at filling in the coordination gaps

to 40 per cent and the number of students in

and ensuring the industry demands are met, has

vocational schools from 40 per cent to 60 per cent.

proven to be extremely successful in the case of

Due to the successful implementation of this plan,

Singapore. This exemplifies the state's level of

by the 1970s, the student enrolment in high school

commitment to keeping up with the demands of the

was 48 per cent and enrolment in vocational schools

economy.

was 52 per cent. By 1980, the figures had changed

ensure that the supply meets the demand.

51

to 34 per cent and 66 per cent, respectively, as the
Taiwan was fortunate to have a modern education

MDP had changed the target to 30:70 over time.52

system left behind after gaining independence from
Japanese rule. Since 1966, a Manpower

Vocational training was a major success in Taiwan.

Development Plan (MDP) has provided the

This is largely owed to the role of government in

necessary guidance and coordination needed to

improving this area of human capital development.

build human capital. The first plan used projections

The government was wise in taking on the role of

of sector specific growth to project the skill

facilitating vocational schools and filling in the

50
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coordination gaps, while allowing industries to

to the level of education. While primary education

decide on the type of training received. In addition

is provided almost entirely by the state in nearly all

to this, the industry worked closely with the

developed East and Southeast Asian economies,

government on planning matters related to

the role of the private sector in secondary education

vocational schools. The success of these vocational

is also extremely limited. However, the private sector

school trainings is evident by the very low rate of

plays a significant role in meeting the demand for

unemployment of graduates (only 4 per cent) from

higher education in many of these countries.

vocational schools.

53

Even the countries with significant private sector
It is also important to note that while these East

presence in education are often a form of a public

Asian countries did invest in education early, their

private partnership (PPP) rather than solely private

investment in levels of education other than primary

institutions. The government plays a crucial role in

education were lower than some Latin American

ensuring that there is effective coordination between

and South Asian countries even during the rise of

private education institutions and economic policy/

their growth momentum. 54 Despite East Asia

structural changes pursued by the government.

increasing its investment in education over the next
few decades, what distinguishes their expansion
of human capital as a key resource for growth, was

4.5 Lessons for Sri Lanka

the quality and relevance of education in tapping

Analyses of economic policy in the recent years

into and exploiting their latent comparative

points to some key features of the Sri Lankan state's

advantage.

role in the economy. The end of the armed conflict
in 2009 generated a surge of optimism about the

For example, in 1960, Hong Kong and Taiwan

economic prospects for Sri Lanka, and the

invested 2.1 and 2.4 per cent of GNP respectively,

government was well entrenched with a

in education. South Korea had significantly higher

commanding majority in the legislature and popular

public investment in education in the 1960s but the

support. The development strategies presented by

share came down drastically after that. Singapore

the government such as the 'Mahinda Chinthana:

started with high investment but was unable to

A Vision for the Future' emphasized the role of the

sustain it for long and therefore saw a reduction in

state. Privatization of key SOEs was ruled out in

public investment in education. In comparison,

areas such as banking, power, energy and

some advanced Western countries were spending

transpor t. Rather, the government has been

Taiwan

focusing on carrying out management reforms

however, is mandated by law to allocate at least 15

within SOEs and on forming PPPs, particularly in

per cent of the national budget on education,

the case of infrastructure projects. There is also an

making its share of public investment in education

expansion of SOEs in the economy via majority

significantly higher than many other East Asian

state holding of previously privatized ventures,

countries.

revitalizing of closed-down SOEs and initiating new-

over 5 per cent of GNP on education.

55

state controlled ventures. The 'Revival of
The role of the private sector in financing education

Underperforming Enterprises and Underutilized

is significant in nearly all these economies, but the

Assets Act' passed in November 2011 also enabled

level of private sector involvement varies according

the government to acquire and manage 37

53
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Table 4.4
Public Expenditure as a Percentage of GDP
Item

governance score in any of the indicators unlike
the case of other East Asian countries.

20052007

20082010

20112013

Governments of successful East Asian economies

Total Expenditure

24.2

23.7

20.8

played a leading role in their development and

Recurrent

18.0

17.3

14.8

6.2

6.4

6.0

Capital

Source: Ministry of Finance and Planning, "Annual Report 2013".

growth process which went beyond the standard
neo-classical inter pretation of getting the
'fundamentals right'. These countries proactively
pursued industrial policy in bringing about structural
adjustment and upgrading their respective

'under perfor ming' or 'underutilized' private
enterprises. Underpinning a greater state role in
driving economic development, particularly in
infrastructure, government expenditure on public
investment has risen sharply in recent years as
evident from Table 4.4.

economies. In Sri Lanka, despite the initial
momentum created by the outward-oriented policy
stance, industrial upgrading has failed to take-off
and move beyond the apparel industry. The majority
of the country's workforce is still absorbed in low
productive sectors such as agriculture and low/
semi-skilled labour absorbing industrial sectors.

Public sector employment too has increased over
time in the past decade - by 60 per cent in 2013
compared to 2003.56 The total number of public
sector employees stood at 1.3 million in 2013,57 of
which 18.4 per cent are employed in SOEs and state
banks while the majority of the others are in public
service. Public sector employment as a percentage
of total employed increased from 13.5 per cent in
2006 to 15.3 per cent by the last quarter of 2013.
As previously highlighted (Table 4.3), this is in
comparison to 6.3 per cent in Singapore, 13.2 per
cent in Malaysia and 8.9 per cent in Thailand for
2008. The government has attributed the need to
increase public sector employment to the
acceleration of the development process.
As depicted in Table 4.1, in terms of governance,
Sri Lanka performs better than other South Asian
nations in the indicators 'political stability and
absence of violence/terror', ‘regulatory quality’ and
‘control of corruption’. It follows India closely in 'rule
of law' and 'government effectiveness'. However, Sri
Lanka has been unable to score a positive

56

Ministry of Finance and Planning (2013), Annual Report 2013, Ministry of Finance and Planning, Colombo.

57
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Over the last decade or so, the government having

interventions let alone resourcing such interventions

recognised the need to move ahead and

to assist them structurally adjust across six vastly

industrialize beyond the standard labour-intensive

different hubs seems a daunting challenge, given

manufacturing sectors, has taken a proactive

that each sector necessitates vastly different factor

stance. The government can also effectively drive

endowments and infrastructure requirements.

development by pursuing policies aimed at efficient

Focusing on one or two closely related sectors as

allocation of resources, by encouraging competition

embraced by the majority of the East Asian

among firms and by encouraging sectors which are

economies would be a more prudent approach. A

weak and uncompetitive to make structural

more streamlined approach would not only help

adjustments.

minimize the investment outlay in bringing factor
endowments up to the required level, but also ease

In terms of infrastructure, the recent progress in the

the coordination interventions by freeing up more

development of infrastructure in Sri Lanka is

government resources to be concentrated in a

commendable given its importance to support

particular thrust sector. Competitive bidding and

growth and development. Nevertheless, effective

transparency of the awarding of projects and

prioritization of infrastructure investment is essential

evaluations can further improve the outputs of

given that the investment needs are often large and

infrastructure projects.

that it takes a long time to realize the economic
returns of such projects. If not, financing of large

In education, despite impressive performance of Sri

investments can have significant economic

Lanka in access to education, challenges remain

repercussions. As the discussion on the East Asian

in terms of improving the quality of education,

development in this Chapter saliently highlights,

access to higher education levels and the relevance

rather than promoting enter prises that are

of education. 58

consistent with taking advantage of infrastructure,

education policies and skill development were

these economies formulated policies at promoting

geared to complement future target sectors. For

businesses that are consistent with their latent

example, Singapore remodelled the education

comparative advantage, and directed policies at

system to meet the demand for high skilled labour.

upgrading

In the developmental state,

build

Likewise, it is necessary for Sri Lanka to gear its

infrastructure to complement these industries to

education policy to complement its long-term growth

structurally adjust and upgrade.

strategy and aspirations of its workforce.

Taking advantage of the countr y's strategic

It is, however, important to note that although the

geographic location, the government in Sri Lanka

developmental states in East Asia have taken on a

has invested heavily in mega infrastructure projects

broader role than the standard neo-classical

to spur economic growth. The 'five hub + tourism'

interpretation of government, markets were at the

concept has been formulated with the aim of

core of the developmental model. Rather than

developing industries which are consistent with

replacing the market, the developmental state

taking advantage of the country's geographic

nurtured and guided the private sector to become

location in terms of its proximity to major

globally competitive. While encouraging FDI at the

international shipping lanes and the Indian

outset in order to penetrate international markets,

subcontinent. In

to infuse much needed capital and transfer of

58

factor

endowments

hindsight,

and

administering

Arunatilake, N. (2013), "A Comment on 'New Educational Policies and Proposals' for General Education in Sri Lanka", available at www.ips.lk/talkingeconomics.
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technology, the state also suppor ted local

In the case of Sri
Lanka’s current
development
approach, it is
important that
the government
enhances private sector participation instead of depending on a largely
state-driven
strategy.

92

entrepreneurs to forge backward linkages with the
multinationals.
In the case of Sri Lanka's current development
approach, it is important that the government
enhances private sector participation instead of
depending on a largely state-driven strategy. FDI
in particular needs to be encouraged to kick-start
the industrialization process. This would make the
development process a more sustainable one than
a debt financed investment and consumption-led
growth strategy. In a bid to attract FDI and other
private sector investments, governance and macroeconomic stability become crucial elements. Unlike
resource-seeking investments which would flow to
even more volatile regions in the world such as SubSaharan Africa, the type of FDI Sri Lanka needs to
aim for (export-oriented) may be more sensitive to
the above.

5. Demographic Challenges of an
Ageing Asia
5.1 Introduction

A

sia is the fastest growing region in the

landscape. Secondly, the demographic dividend -

world. The emergence of Asia as an

where the proportion of working age population is

economic force over the past 40 years has

significantly larger than the dependent population

been one of the most successful economic

(those below 15 years, and 60 years and above) -

development stories in recent history. With Asian

was an important ingredient that contributed to the

growth projected to account for more than 50 per

growth of many East and Southeast Asian

cent of global GDP by 2050, and per capita income

economies. These favourable demographics are

expected to rise six-fold by then, it is envisaged that

now turning less favourable, and the countries that

st

1

the region will come to dominate the 21 Century.

experienced the demographic dividend must now

However, Asia faces numerous risks and challenges

prepare to face the 'demographic tax', and take

that could impede this growth momentum if not

measures to effectively accommodate this

adequately addressed. One such challenge is the

demographic change while ensuring productivity

rapid demographic changes the region will

gains for growth.

experience over the next few decades.
Sri Lanka, for example, is currently at the tail end of
Asia is on track to become the oldest region in the

its demographic dividend, which is expected to end

world, with the elderly population projected to reach
922.7 million in 2050.2 A rapidly ageing population
could be a drag on economic growth. The rise in
the elderly population will increase the fiscal burden
on healthcare and social welfare. In addition, a
shrinking working age population would create
labour supply shortages, and have an adverse
impact on total factor productivity which would
adversely impact GDP growth.
Demographic change is a particularly relevant issue
in Asia for two reasons. Firstly, Asia is ageing at an
unprecedented pace. The transition in the
population age structure in Asia will happen
significantly faster than it did in the West, giving
less time to prepare for the new demographic

Asia is on
track to
become the
oldest region
in the world,
with the elderly
population
projected to
reach 922.7
million in 2050.

1

ADB (2011), Asia 2050 - Realizing the Asian Century, Asian Development Bank, Manila..

2
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in 2017, where the proportion of elderly will increase
to around 15 per cent.

3

of their demographic transition, like Japan,

The elderly population of

Singapore and South Korea, have reached high

Sri Lanka is expected to reach over 20 per cent of

levels of life expectancy rates due to advances in

the total population by 2031 and will further increase

health and sanitation, as well as changes in social

to a point where one in every four persons in Sri

conditions such as urbanization. However, the

Lanka will be elderly by 2041.

4

increase in population shares of the elderly has
been largely driven by the declining fertility rates in

In this context, this Chapter seeks to examine the

Asia, and intra-regional disparities in the age

demographic challenge Asia faces in the coming

distributions resulting due to the differential decline

decades. Section 5.2 examines the current status

in the fertility rates (Figure 5.1).

of demographics in Asia and its implications. With
Sri Lanka about to end its demographic dividend

Changes in fertility rates and life expectancy have

and enter a phase of population ageing, the

led to changes in the population structure of Asia,

demographic patterns and trends for the country

and this will continue to change in the coming

are discussed in Section 5.3. Finally, Section 5.4

decades. In Japan, the proportion of the population

discusses some emerging issues and challenges

aged 65 and above, which stood at 7 per cent in

in the areas of social protection, health and labour

1970, is projected to reach 41.1 per cent in 2050.

markets, and suggests policy options to face the

South Korea will also experience a rapid increase

demographic transition in Sri Lanka.

in the proportion of the 65 and over age group,
where the proportion which stood at 3.3 per cent in

5.2 Asia's Demographic
Transition: Boon or
Bane?

1970 is expected to rise to 39.3 per cent in 2050.

As a consequence of falling fertility rates and

As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the decline in the

improvements in life expectancy, Asia as a whole is

below 15 age group started in Japan in the 1970s,

experiencing a demographic transition towards

where the proportion stood at 24.1 per cent. South

older population structures. Within the region there

Korea and China experienced a similar decline in

is demographic heterogeneit y, with various

the 1990s, where the proportions stood at 25.6 per

countries at different stages of the transition. As a

cent and 29.3 per cent, respectively. The

result, the share of the elderly in the population is

populations of India and Indonesia are also

rising throughout the region, but not uniformly.

experiencing declines in the 15 and below age

Population ageing is most advanced in East Asia.

group, but due to the fertility rate peaking at a later

Countries like Japan and South Korea are at

stage, the proportions will be higher than in East

advanced stages of their transition, while India,

Asian countries. In the 1990s, the below 15 age

Indonesia and the Philippines are on the verge of

group was 36.4 per cent of the population in

realizing their demographic dividend.

Indonesia and 37.5 per cent in India. As a result,

China will go through a similar rise in the 65 and
above proportion, though not as rapidly as Japan
and South Korea (Figure 5.2).

these countries are entering a period of increasing
Figure 5.1 illustrate the decline in fertility rates and

demographic dividends as fertility rates continue

the rise in life expectancy of Asian countries in

to drop, reducing the youth dependency burden and

recent decades. Countries in the advanced stages

increasing the size of the labour force.

3

De Silva, W. I. (2012) "The Age Structure Transition and the Demographic Dividend: An Opportunity for Rapid Economic Take-off in Sri
Lanka," Sri Lanka Journal of Advanced Social Studies, Vol. 2, No. 1.

4
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Figure 5.1
Fertility Rates and Life Expectancy at Birth for Selected Countries
Life Expectancy at Birth for Both Sexes Combined

Total Fertility Rates
Sri Lanka
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Notes:
Source:

100

Fertility rate refers to children per woman.
United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division (2013). World Population Prospects: The 2012 Revision.

Figure 5.2
Population Aged 65 Years and Over and below 15 Years in Selected Countries, 1960-2050

Percentagee
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Notes: Projections are based on UN low fertility estimates.
Source: United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division (2013). World Population Prospects: The 2012
Revision.

With the percentage of older persons in the

to the number of people in the 15-64 year working

population rising, the old-age dependency ratios -

age group - are projected to increase in many Asian

i.e. the ratio of persons above the age of 65 years

countries (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3
Old-age Dependency Ratios for Selected
Countries

Percentagee
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As the old-age dependency ratios rise in Asian
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implications ageing would have on the labour force.5

80
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countries, substantial increases in age-related
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are expected.6 In Japan, total public expenditure
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has soared. The fastest rising expenditure item is
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social security (pensions, medical insurance,
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welfare programmes), with pension payments taking
up the largest share in social security expenditure
(Figure 5.4). In 2010, 68.1 per cent of total social
security expenditure went towards those over 65

The old-age dependency ratios will reach higher

years of age.7

levels in East Asian countries like Japan and South
Korea due to them being in a more advanced stage
of the demographic transition. China will also
experience a sharp rise in the old-age dependency
ratio, partly due to the one-child policy introduced
in the 1970s, causing fertility to peak early. The oldage dependency ratios will grow at a slower rate in
countries like India and Indonesia with younger
populations.

While Asia relies less on the public sector for oldage support compared to Europe and Latin America,
public transfer programmes in East Asian countries
like Japan, China and South Korea amount to a
substantial proportion of old-age support (Figure

Figure 5.4
Social Security Expenditure in Japan,
1990- 2010

Based on current population projections, the
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transition, an ageing population will have an impact

5

McMorrow, K., and W. Roeger (2011), "The Economic Consequences of Ageing Populations", Directorate-General for Economic and
Financial Affairs - European Commission, Brussels.

6

Ibid.

7

NIPS (2014), "Public Expenditure Database", National Institute of Population and Social Security Research, Japan.
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5.5). 8 Therefore, the continuing rise of old-age

Figure 5.6, where it is projected to drop to 73 million

dependency would be a major fiscal burden. To

by 2020. In 2050, Japan's labour force will shrink to

ensure the sustainability of the public-pension

50 million (50 per cent of the population).10 In the

system, Japan enacted reforms in 2004. The

next couple of decades, South Korea would also

reforms introduced an automatic adjustment of

go through a reduction in the proportion of the

benefit levels to changes in demographic structures.

working-age population, where in 2050 it is

This macro indexing will cut benefit levels in

projected to drop to 52.3 per cent. By contrast,

accordance

and

India's labour force population will continue to grow

contribution rates will be increased moderately until

with

population

ageing,

up to 2030, creating a favourable demographic

2017, where it will be set at a constant rate of 18.3

environment.

per cent of income.9
A shrinking labour force may lead to lower output if
An ageing population of a country would also have

productivity does not rise. The decline in the

several implications on its labour force too. In 1995,

demographic dividend will start to weigh on the

Japan's working age population (15-64 years)

economy, and a country like Japan that is at an

peaked at 87 million, representing the height of its

advanced stage of the demographic transition would

demographic divided. Since then, Japan's working-

have to achieve large productivity gains to remain

age population has been falling in both relative and

competitive. In addition, a shrinking labour force will

absolute terms (proportion and number of the

increase the burden upon each worker to support

working-age population falling) as evident from

the growing elderly population in the form of

Figure 5.5
Support System for Elderly in Selected Countries
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8

ADB (2011), “Asian Development Outlook 2011 Update: Preparing for Demographic Transition”, Asian Development Bank, Manila.

9

IMF (2012), “Japan: Selected Issues”, International Monetary Fund, Washington.

10

NIPS (2014), “Japan Population Database”, National Institute of Population and Social Security Research, Tokyo.
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Figure 5.6
Working Age Population for Selected Countries, 1950-2050
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increased taxes and social security contributions.11
An ageing workforce would also reduce innovation,
risk taking and mobility, which may influence the
dynamism of the economy.12 Further, it would create
limitations in vertical mobility, putting younger

5.3 Sri Lanka: From
Demographic Dividend
to Demographic Tax?

workers at a disadvantage. Geographic mobility

Similar to many East Asian countries, Sri Lanka is

would also be hampered by an ageing workforce,

currently undergoing a rapid demographic transition.

which would limit the adaptability of the labour force

The child population that was over 35 per cent of

to structural changes in the market.13

the total population in 1981 declined sharply to 22.8
per cent in 2011 and is projected to decrease further
to around 15 per cent by 2031 (Figure 5.7). The

11

Lee, S., A. Mason, and D. Park (2011), “Why Does Population Aging Matter So Much for Asia? Population Aging, Economic Security and
Economic Growth in Asia”, ERIA Discussion Paper Series, Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia, Jakarta.

12

Jackson, R. (2003), Germany and the Challenge of Global Ageing, Center for Strategic International Studies, Washington.

13

Hagemann, R., and G. Nicoletti (1989), Population Ageing: Economic Effects and some Policy Implications for Financing Public Pensions,
OECD, Paris.
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Figure 5.7
Age Structure Transition and Demographic Dividend in Sri Lanka

Demographic Dividend
(1991 - 2017)

Source: De Silva,W.I (2012), "The Age Structure Transition and the Demographic Dividend: An Opportunity for Rapid Economic Take-off in Sri
Lanka," Sri Lanka Journal of Advanced Social Studies, Vol. 2, No. 1.

share of the elderly population (60 years and above)

population. The 60 years and above population is

has almost doubled since 1981 reaching 12.5 per

expected to double between 2011 and 2041,

cent in 2011. The proportion of the working age

reaching nearly 5.4 million. The share of this age

population reached its peak in 2006 (65.1 per cent)

category will rise to 24.8 per cent by 2041 (from

and will continue to fall over the coming decades.

12.5 per cent in 2011) indicating that one-in-every

Consequently, the total dependency ratio, defined

four people in the country will be an elderly person.

as the ratio of the dependent population (those
below 15 years, and 60 years and above) to the
working age population (15-59 years), was at its
lowest in 2006 at 53.6 per cent.
The above age-structure transition in Sri Lanka led
to a demographic dividend (or demographic bonus)
- where the proportion of the working age population
is significantly larger than the dependent population
- much earlier than the rest of South Asia. This
demographic dividend that started around 1991 is
projected to end within the next few years (by
2017).14 With the end of the demographic dividend,
the country will experience a rapid ageing of the
population along with a shrinking working age

14

In Sri Lanka, elders are defined as those of 60 years and above. This is particularly relevant because the retirement age for the state
sector as well as for most in the private sector is 60 years. The UN defines the elderly as those 65 years and above. As per the UN
definition of elderly population, the demographic dividend in Sri Lanka that started in 1991 will end by 2030 (De Silva, 2012).
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Figure 5.8
Proportion of Population Aged 15-59 Years and 60 Years and Above
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As already mentioned, Sri Lanka experienced the

Sri Lanka
experienced the
demographic
dividend much
earlier than the
other South
Asian countries.

demographic dividend much earlier than other
South Asian countries. South Asian countries like
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh are currently
entering the demographic dividend while Sri Lanka
is at the tail end of its demographic dividend. As
shown in Figure 5.8, by 2020, Sri Lanka will have
the lowest proportion of the population aged 15-59
in the region. Moreover, Sri Lanka has had the
highest proportion of the elderly population in South
Asia since 1980 - remarkably higher than the rest
of the countries in the region.

Figure 5.9
Key Determinants of the Demographic Transition: Fertility and Life Expectancy
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Sri Lanka has
had the highest
proportion of
the elderly
population in
South Asia
since 1980 –
remarkably
higher than rest
of the countries
in the region.

The above patterns have also contributed to some
structural changes among the elderly population.
As shown in Figure 5.10, the gender ratio (the
number of males per 100 females) among the
elderly population (60 years and above) has
declined over time, from 112 males for every 100
females in 1971 to 82 males for 100 females in 2011,
indicating a rapid increase in the proportion of
females in the elderly population in Sri Lanka. This
gender ratio is projected to decline further to around
77 by 2041. The higher proportion of females
compared to males is more significant among the
elderly aged 75 years and above. The gender ratio
for this age category declined sharply from around
106 in 1971 to around 74 in 2011, and is projected
to decline further in the next three decades. This is
primarily due to the higher life expectancy of

The demographic transition in Sri Lanka is primarily
the outcome of a decline in fertility rates, rising life
expectancy at birth, and increasing out-migration
(particularly among the younger people) during the
past several decades. As shown in Figure 5.9,
fertility rates started to decline in the 1960s and
have come down to around 2 per cent in 2000. Life
expectancy at birth - for both males and females has been on the rise since the 1950s, and is
projected to rise further in the coming decades
(Figure 5.19). However, life expectancy for females
has been higher than that of males and the gap is

females compared to men. This brings several
challenges as many females are less likely to have
adequate social protection, particularly old-age
retirement benefits, due to the continuing low female
labour force participation rate in the country. In
addition, old-age retirement benefit schemes at
present are largely confined to the formal sector,
while only a smaller share of the informal sector
workers have access to (contributory) pension
schemes. The economic and social implications of
the above demographic patterns will be discussed
in detail in the next section.

projected to widen further in the next two decades.

Gender ratio of the elderly population

Figure 5.10
Gender Ratio of the Elderly Population in Sri Lanka, 1971-2041

Note:
Gender ratio = number of males per 100 females.
Source: De Silva, W. I. (2012), "The Age Structure Transition and Demographic Dividend: An Opportunity for Rapid Economic Take-off in Sri Lanka",
Sri Lanka Journal of Advanced Social Studies, Vol. 2, No. 1.
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Public Servants' Pension Scheme (PSPS) - a noncontributor y pension scheme covering all
permanent public sector employees - the Widows,
Widowers and Orphans Pension Scheme (W&OP)
- a mandatory contributory scheme under the PSPS
- and the Public Servants' Provident Fund (see Table
5.1). All formal workers in the private sector are
mandated to contribute towards the Employees'
Provident Fund (EPF) and the Employees' Trust
Fund (ETF). Moreover, a handful of contributory and
voluntary pension and social security benefit
schemes are available for the informal sector
workers. Inactive membership, poor coverage,
inadequacy and irregularity of benefits (inadequate
level of replacement income), insufficient funding
and concerns over the sustainability of these
schemes are some of the drawbacks of the pension
schemes for informal workers.15
In addition to the old-age retirement benefit

5.4 Issues, Challenges
and Policy Options

programmes, an elderly assistance programme
targeted towards elders from low-income groups is
carried out by the Ministry of Social Services, under
which a monthly cash transfer of Rs. 1,000 is given

As Sri Lanka experiences a demographic transition,
it will face the challenge of handling the social
protection and health needs of a rising elderly
population, and the potential constraint a shrinking
workforce may impose on growth. This section
examines key issues and challenges related to
social protection, health, and the labour market and
suggest policy options to better face the
demographic changes in the coming decades.

5.4.1 Social Protection
The current social protection system in Sri Lanka is
far from adequate to cater to the needs of the rising
elderly population in the coming decades. The
available programmes for the elderly are largely oldage retirement benefit schemes with a primary focus
on the formal sector workers. These include the
15

The current
social protection system in
Sri Lanka is far
from adequate
to cater to the
needs of the
rising elderly
population in
the coming
decades.

Eriyagama, V. ,and R. Rannan-Eliya (2003), “Assessment of Pension and Social Security Benefit Scheme for the Self-Employed Persons
in Sri Lanka”, Demographic Transition and Pensions Series No.5, Institute of Policy Studies of Sri Lanka, Colombo; Eriyagama,V.,and R.
Rannan-Eliya (2003), “Assessment of the Farmers’ and Fishermen’s Pension and Social Security Benefit Scheme in Sri Lanka”, Demographic
Transition and Pensions Series No.4, Institute of Policy Studies of Sri Lanka, Colombo.
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to eligible elders aged 70 years and above. Poor

sustainability. Currently, only around 40-50 per cent

and disadvantaged elders (aged 60 years and

of the elders are covered under some form of social

above) are also covered under the Samurdhi cash

protection/old-age benefit programme like pension

transfer programme and the Public Assistance

schemes, provident funds or monthly cash

Monthly Allowance (PAMA). However, inadequacy

transfers.16 Moreover, the bulk of the government

of monthly benefits, and benefits not being indexed

spending on old-age retirement benefits and social

to inflation, are key weaknesses across all existing

protection in general goes towards pensions for

social assistance programmes.

public sector workers, covering only around 25 per
cent of the total elders in the country. The number

With a significant increase in the elderly population

of pensioners and expenditure on public sector

in the coming decades, reaching over 4.5 million

pensions has increased in recent years and, at

by 2031, it is crucial to improve the coverage and

present expenditure on public sector pensions

the qualit y of the existing old-age benefit

accounts for about 1.5 per cent of GDP. The non-

programmes while ensuring their long-ter m

contributory nature of the pensions would be a

Table 5.1
Social Protection Programmes for Elders
Programme

Description

Beneficiary
Numbers
2012

Expenditure
(Rs. mn.)
2012

Public Servants
Pension Scheme
(PSPS)

Non- contributory pension scheme for permanent
public sector workers. The entitlement arises
after 10 years of service.

379,927

90,500

W&OP

Mandatory contributory pension scheme under
PSPS where dependents will be entitled to a
pension following the death of the public servant.

130,416

20,117

Public Servants
Provident Fund

Contributory fund for public servants not entitled
to the pension. Benefits received in the form of a
lump sum at retirement.

6,845

1,000

Employees’
Provident Fund
(EPF)

Mandatory contributory fund for formal private
sector workers. Benefits received in the form of a
lump sum at retirement.

115,654

48,700

Surekuma Pension
Scheme of the
Social Security
Board (SSB)

Contributory, voluntary pension scheme for informal
sector workers. In addition to pension, death and
disablement gratuity is also covered.

12,252

9

Farmers’ Pension
and Social Security
Benefit Scheme

Contributory voluntary pension scheme for farmers
owning not more than 10 acres of farming land
and not paying income tax.

124,192a

1,464a

Elderly Assistance
Programme of the
Ministry of Social
Services

Monthly cash transfer of Rs. 1,000 is given to
identified elders who are 70 years or above from
low-income groups.

179,910b

179b

Notes:
a. Data for 2011; b. Data for 2013.
Sources: Department of Pensions, National Secretariat for Elders of the Ministry of Social Services, Social Security Board and other relevant institutes.

16

Calculations based on the beneficiary numbers.
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substantial fiscal burden. Given the rapidly

homes. Currently, this programme covers over 5

increasing elderly population, rising expenditure on

million elderly, and the costs remain around 2 per

pensions, and the need to expand old-age benefit

cent of the government's total expenditure.18

schemes to cover a larger share of the elders
(beyond the public sector/formal sector workers),

5.4.2 Health

pension reforms are necessary to ensure the
sustainability of the programmes in the long run.

With the onset of rapid ageing, Sri Lanka will have

Reforming the non-contributory system to a

to make adjustments to its health care system to

contributory or pay-as-you-go (PAYG) system would

accommodate the growing health care needs of the

help reduce the fiscal burden and ensure financial

elderly. Population ageing has been projected to

sustainability of the pension programmes, while

add 0.4 per cent of GDP to national health

allowing the utilization of additional funds to cater

expenditure by 2050. Total health spending is

to the needs of other elderly groups (e.g., those in

expected to reach 6-8 per cent of GDP once the

the informal sector), and other sectors (e.g., health

age structure of the population stabilizes, similar to

sector). This should be accompanied by other

Japan.19 Many of the elderly in the population lack

parametric reforms such as raising the official

social security coverage as previously mentioned.

retirement age and indexing the benefit levels. Other

Given dwindling traditional family support for old

Asian countries experiencing rapid population

people, the burden of care will increasingly switch

ageing like Vietnam have also undergone pension

to the national health care system. In addition, the

reforms in the mid-1990s from non-contributory to

current health care system may not be adequately

a PAYG system.17

oriented towards meeting the health needs of the
elderly.20

Given that the overall coverage of social protection
programmes for the elderly is low, and the available

Expenditure on non-communicable diseases

monthly cash assistance programmes are limited

(NCDs) is presently a major component of health

in coverage as is the size of the benefits, measures

care expenditure in Sri Lanka. It is expected to rise

are required to improve coverage and benefits to

further, as the prevalence of NCDs increase with

address old-age income insecurity in Sri Lanka. The

population ageing. Expenditure for cardiovascular

experience of other Asian countries like Thailand

disease, chronic respiratory disease and diabetes

has shown that well-designed old-age assistance

mellitus are projected to increase in line with the

programmes or 'social pensions' can lead to

health expenditure patterns of developed

significant reduction of poverty among the elderly.

economies.21 Sri Lanka offers free health care, but

In Thailand, the old age allowance system (or 'B500

the level of public health financing is low compared

pension scheme') introduced in 1993 as a means-

to other countries with similar health indicators. In

tested old-age income guarantee programme

addition, out-of-pocket expenditure remains a major

targeted at the elderly from low-income groups was

source of health care funding in the country, and

extended to a universal programme in 2009. It

health insurance is inadequately developed with low

covered all elderly aged 60 years and above who

coverage. In 2011, household out-of-pocket

are not receiving a permanent income as a salary

expenditure accounted for 41.7 per cent of total

or a pension, or who are not living in public elderly

health expenditure and 83.5 per cent of total private

17

ADB (2012), Social Protection for Older Persons: Social Pensions in Asia, Asian Development Bank, Manila.

18

Ibid.

19

Rannan-eliya, R. (2008), “Population Ageing and Health Expenditure”, Institute for Health Policy, Colombo.

20

World Bank (2008), Addressing the Needs of an Ageing Population, World Bank,Washington, D.C.

21

Rannan-eliya. R. (2008), “Population Ageing and Health Expenditure”, Institute for Health Policy, Colombo.
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health expenditure. 22 People in lower income

declining since then. The proportion of the working

categories use public health care facilities more than

age population will decline to 63.8 per cent of the

those in higher income categories. More importantly,

population in 2021 and 63.2 per cent of the

the World Bank Sri Lanka Ageing Survey (2006)

population in 2031. This decline along with the

revealed that the elderly utilize public healthcare

projected increase in the old-age dependency ratio

facilities more than the younger age groups.

can have a negative impact on GDP growth.

While Sri Lanka has a prevention-based strategy

A country with a large dependent population relative

to combat NCDs, cost-effective management of

to its labour force will, on average, have lower

NCD patients is limited in the health care system.

productivity growth. Old-age dependency has been

This is due to under-financing and having limited

found to adversely affect per capita GDP growth in

access to cost effective medication to manage NCD

many Asian countries.25 For example, in China from

patients. Therefore, a prevention-based strategy will

2001-2020, the increase in the old-age dependency

have to be combined with a sufficient increase in

ratio is expected to reduce the total factor

public funding with a focus on providing long term

productivity (TFP) growth rate by 0.21 per cent. The

care to effectively manage NCDs. In addition,

effect is similar in ageing countries like Singapore

increasing health insurance coverage would be

and South Korea. Germany faces a similar situation

important to reduce the burden on state finances.

with the decline in the working population expected

For example, introducing a long-term care insurance

to reduce long-term productivity by about one-

scheme similar to Japan would help to minimize the

third.26

financial risk arising from rising medical costs.
Labour market reforms with strategies to boost the

5.4.3 Labour Market

labour force par ticipation rate, increase the
mandatory and effective retirement age, as well as

Sri Lanka’s labour force increased from 4.5 million

structural reforms to boost productivity through

to 8.5 million between 1971 and 2012, while it is

effective human capital development can help

projected to increase to 9.3 million in 2021. 23

address the challenges arising from the rapid

However, the absolute size of Sri Lanka's labour

ageing of the population and a shrinking working-

force will start to shrink after 2030.24 Similarly, the

age population.27

working age population of the country too will
continue to grow in absolute numbers until 2026,
after which it will start to decline. However, as

Increasing female labour force participation
(FLFP)

discussed in Section 5.3, Sri Lanka's working age

Increasing female labour force par ticipation

population (15-59 years) as a percentage of the total

(FLFP)28 is an important strategy to counter the

population peaked in 2006 and has been gradually

effects of a shrinking working-age (and hence

22

IPS (2014), “Sri Lanka National Health Accounts 2010-2011”, Institute of Policy Studies of Sri Lanka, Colombo.

23

DCS, “Sri Lanka Labour Force Surveys”, Department of Census and Statistics, Colombo; Ministry of Labour and Labour Relations and
Central Bank of Sri Lanka (2011),” Labour and Social Trends in Sri Lanka”.

24

Vodopivec, M., and N. Arunatilake (2008), “The Impact of Population Ageing on the Labour Market: The Case of Sri Lanka”, Institute for
the Study of Labour, Bonn.

25

Park, D., and K. Shin (2011), “Impact of Population Ageing on Asia ’s Future Growth”, ADB Economics Working Paper Series, Asian
Development Bank, Manila.

26

Börsch-Supan, A. (2002), “Labor Market Effects of Population Ageing”, Mannhein Research Institute for the Economics of Ageing, Mannheim.

27

McMorrow, K., and W. Roeger, (2011), “The Economic Consequences of Ageing Populations”, Directorate-General for Economic and
Financial Affairs (ECFIN), European Commission, Brussels.

28

The labour force participation rate is defined as the percentage of the current economically active population (or labour force) to the total
working age population. The current economically active population is defined as people who are employed or unemployed during the
reference period of the Labour Force Survey. It does not take into account migrant workers, where female migrant workers constitute
approximately 50 per cent of total migrant workers in Sri Lanka.
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Figure 5.11
Labour Force Participation Rates in Sri Lanka 2003-2012
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labour force) population. In Sri Lanka, the FLFP rate

Affordable childcare services have been found to

has remained stagnant in recent decades (Figure

increase FLFP rates. 31 Sweden has universal

5.11). The rate has been around 30-35 per cent of

childcare access which has helped the country to

working age women, which is low considering the

have one of the highest FLFP rates in the world.32

low fertility rate and high education attainment of

While Sri Lanka has traditionally relied upon the

the female population. Sri Lanka is behind South

extended family culture for child support, the

Asian countries like Nepal, Bhutan and Bangladesh

transition to a more nuclear family culture has

in terms of FLFP.

increased the cost of childcare in Sri Lanka over
the last decade.33 Therefore, subsidizing childcare

The time constraint women face in playing the role

would encourage higher female labour force

of care-giver for children and the elderly is one of

participation.

the barriers to greater participation in the labour
force. This is a common phenomenon in many Asian

Labour market supply-side biases such as structural

countries. A survey conducted on married women

rigidities and wage discrimination may also be a

in South Korea under the age of 45 revealed that

contributing factor to the low FLFP rates. In Sri

61 per cent of them quit their job after getting

Lanka, on average, men earn more than women,

29

Low FLFP rates amongst married women

irrespective of their productive capacity. In the

may reflect weak support systems for working

private sector, the earnings gap was greater than

married.

mothers as well as workplace inflexibilities.

30

35 per cent in 2009, while there was gender parity
in the public sector.34 In addition, men have higher

29

Jackson,R., N. How and K. Nakashima (2007), The Ageing of Korea: Demographics and Retirement Policy, Center for Strategic and
International Studies, Washington, D.C.

30

IMF (2012), “Japan: Selected Issues”, International Monetary Fund, Washington, D.C.

31

Jaumotte, F. (2004), Labour Force Participation of Women: Empirical Evidence on the Role of Policy, OECD, Paris.

32

Garcia-Moran, E. M. (2010), “Childcare Costs , Female Labour Force Participation and Public Policy”, mimeo..
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returns to education of 8 per cent compared to 3
per cent for women.

35

workers earned). South Korea was more successful

The unemployment rate

in encouraging flexible working schedules to

among the educated group with G.C.E (A/L) and

accommodate parents with children. The Equal

above was higher for women at 10.8 per cent

Employment Opportunity and Work-Family Balance

compared to only 4.5 per cent for men in 2012.36

Assistance Law allows parents with children under
the age of six to request for shorter working hours,

In order to increase the FLP rate, labour market

which has benefited firms by reducing the turnover

institutions and practices should be designed in a

of skilled workers.37 In Sri Lanka, it is difficult to

way that reduces gender earnings disparities, while

implement flexible work arrangements due to the

ensuring sufficient flexibility to attract women to the

highly protective labour laws in the country at

labour force. However, reducing the gender wage

present. The high severance costs restrict job flows,

disparity is a particularly difficult issue to solve.

while discouraging employment growth in the formal

South Korea introduced legislation in 2006 that

sector.

required all firms with more than 1,000 employees
to draw up an action plan to promote gender

Raising the retirement age

equality. The initiative was unsuccessful, with the

Parametric reforms such as increasing the effective

programme failing to reduce the gender wage gap

and mandatory retirement age has the double

(females were only paid 60 per cent of what male

benefit of reducing the number of retirees and

Table 5.2
Mandatory Minimum Retirement Ages for Selected Asian Countries
Country

Men
(Year)

Women
(Year)

Revisions

Japan

61

61

Retirement age was raised from 55 to 60 years in 1998. From 2013,
retirement age will increase at a rate of 1 year every 3 years until
2025, when the minimum retirement age reaches 65 years.

China

60

50 or 55a

China’s current retirement age has been the same since 1950.
Currently planning on gradually raising the retirement age to 65
years by 2020.

South Korea

55b

55

The current contractual mandatory retirement age is typically set
by firms at 55 years of age. In 2013, the government passed
legislation that phased-in a minimum retirement age. By 2017, it
will be set to 6 years.

Singapore

62

62

Statutory minimum age of 62 years set in 2012 through the
Retirement Age Act (RAA). Retire and Re-employment Act now
replaces the RAA, which require employers to offer re-employment
to eligible employees who turn 62, up to the age of 65 years.

Notes:

a. Fifty-five years for a white-collar job; b. There is no mandatory retirement age in South Korea. The mandatory retirement age set by firms is typically
55 years.
Sources: Japan - Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare; China - Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security; South Korea - Center for Strategic and
International Studies; Singapore - Ministry of Manpower.

35

Sinha, N. (2012), “Demographic Transition and the Labour Market in Sri Lanka”, World Bank Discussion Paper Series, World Bank,
Washington, D.C.

36

DCS, “Sri Lanka 2012”, Department of Census and Statistics, Colombo.

37

Jones, R. S., and S. Urasawa (2013), “Labour Market Policies to Promote Growth and Social Cohesion in Korea”, OECD Economics
Department Working Papers No. 1068, OECD, Paris.
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increasing the labour force. Thus, it would help to
reduce the fiscal burden of old-age support, while
ensuring economic growth is maintained amidst a
graying workforce. Many countries in Asia have
initiated plans to raise their mandatory retirement
ages (Table 5.2). Implementing measures to raise
the retirement age in South Korea has been
par ticularly challenging and brings out some
per tinent issues that other countries should
consider before raising the retirement age. In 2013,
South Korea passed legislation to increase the
minimum retirement age to 60 years in response to
an ageing workforce and a comparatively low
retirement age. The law will take effect from 2016
for large firms and 2017 for small firms.
The seniority-age system in South Korea

To counter the
effects of
labour force
reduction, Sri
Lanka should
design policies
to increase participation rates,
particularly
among women
and the elderly.

incentivized employers to dismiss old-age
employees, whom they deemed to be too costly.

the Sri Lanka Ageing Survey (2006) identified labour

Reforming the compensation structure in order to

market inflexibilities, such as the inability to adjust

extend the longevity of employment has become a

working hours, as one of the main obstacles to

policy focus for the government. Further, the South

working at old-age. This discourages part-time

Korean government is considering drafting an Equal

employment, which is one of the most effective ways

Employment Oppor tunity Act to monitor and

to encourage longer working lives.40

penalize age discrimination in terms of employment
and retirement, which would be needed to reinforce

In addition, as mentioned previously, the highly

longer working lives in the long run.38

protective labour laws in Sri Lanka would induce
employers to stipulate mandatory retirement in

In Sri Lanka, the mandatory retirement age is 60

employment contracts in order to reduce the cost

years. The World Bank's Sri Lanka Ageing Survey

of lay-offs. This has been an issue in Japan,

(2006) revealed that the mandatory retirement age

Singapore and South Korea, which prompted their

with

governments to introduce measures to reduce the

around 40 per cent of respondents sighting it as a

cost of retaining old-age workers. In South Korea,

reason for their retirement. Workers in the public

the government set employment quotas for older

and private sector retire early, mostly due to

workers and offered subsidies to firms that hire and

mandatory retirement. However, casual and self-

retain them.41 In Singapore, the Retire and Re-

employed workers continue to work into very old

employment Act, introduced to re-employ workers

ages. Moreover, similar to other countries in Asia,

bet ween the ages of 62-65 years, offers

was a significant push factor for retirement,

39

38

Asian Productivity Organization (2011), Population Ageing and Productivity in Asian Countries, Asian Productivity Organization, Tokyo.

39

Vodopivec, M., and N. Arunatilake (2008), “The Impact of Population Aging on the Labour Market: The Case of Sri Lanka”, Institute for the
Study of Labour, Bonn.

40

Jones, R. S., and S. Urasawa (2013), “Labour Market Policies to Promote Growth and Social Cohesion in Korea”, OECD Economics
Department Working Papers No. 1068, OECD, Paris.

41

Jackson, R., N. How and K. Nakashima (2007), “The Ageing of Korea: Demographics and Retirement Policy”, Center for Strategic and
International Studies, Washington, D.C.
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considerable flexibility to employers to make

elderly person, with a disproportionately higher

adjustment to their employment contracts in terms

share of females amongst them.

of wages and benefits in order to reduce the cost of
re-hiring.42

Along with the demographic transition, Sri Lanka
will face several economic and social challenges,

To counter the effects of labour force reduction, Sri

particularly in meeting the social protection and

Lanka should design policies to increase

health care needs of the rising elderly population,

participation rates, particularly among women and

and addressing the implications of a shrinking

the elderly. Many East Asian countries have already

working-age population on the growth of the country.

implemented policies to increase participation rates,
recognizing the detrimental effects a shrinking

Given the rising elderly population in Sri Lanka, it

workforce could have on economic growth. As a

is vital to improve the current social protection

country that is facing a shrinking labour force, Sri

programmes for elders - their coverage, quality of

Lanka would benefit by introducing measures to

benefits, programme design, and sustainability.

make labour markets more flexible, reduce the cost

Less than a half of the elders are covered by existing

of labour protection, and incentivize employers to

old-age retirement benefit programmes at present

extend retirement ages.

like pensions, provident funds and cash transfer
programmes, while the bulk of the social protection

5.5 Conclusion

expenditure is on pensions for public servants that

Rapid demographic change is one of the key

country. Given the rising cost of pensions in Sri

challenges faced by Asia in the coming decades.

Lanka, reforming the current non-contributory

Many countries in the region, and East Asian

system to a pay- as-you-go (PAYG) system along

countries in particular, are experiencing a rapid

with some parametric reforms on retirement age

ageing of population alongside a decline in their

are important to ensure its long-term sustainability.

working-age population, which would be an

This would also allow utilizing the additional funds

impediment to Asia's growth momentum. While the

for other social protection programmes (e.g., cash

rapid ageing of population could raise the fiscal

transfers). In particular, it is important to improve

burden of social protection and health care services,

the benefit amounts, and gradually extend the

a shrinking working-age population could lead to

coverage of the existing cash transfer programmes

shortages of labour supply and have adverse

to include all elders who are without a regular

impacts on productivity and GDP growth.

income (e.g., pension or salary), like in the case of

cover only one-fourth of the total elders in the

the old-age allowance scheme in Thailand (or 'B500
Similar to many East Asian countries, Sri Lanka is

pension scheme). These measures are crucial to

undergoing a rapid demographic transition. The

ensure old age income security in Sri Lanka in the

'demographic dividend' or the 'demographic bonus'

coming decades.

that the country experienced over the past two
decades is expected to end by 2017. Sri Lanka will

Improvements to Sri Lanka's health sector are also

then be faced with a rapid ageing of population,

needed to accommodate the growing health care

where by 2031, the elderly population will reach

needs of the elderly. Given that the prevalence of

over 20 per cent of the total population. By 2041,

NCDs is likely to increase with an ageing population,

one-in-every-four people in the country will be an

resources have to be allocated for NCDs. Moreover,

42

Ministry of Manpower, Singapore.
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expanding the health insurance sector (which has

particular amongst females, raising the current

not been adequately developed) would be important

retirement age (above 60 years), and measures to

to help minimize risks arising from increasing

boost productivity through effective human capital

medical costs, and help reduce the burden on state

development are impor tant to address the

finances.

challenges arising from the rapid ageing of
population, and the shrinking working-age

Furthermore, labour market reforms with strategies
to boost the labour force participation rate, in

110

population in Sri Lanka.

6. Environmental Outcomes of Asia's
Economic Rise
6.1 Introduction

T

he rapid economic growth experienced by

ever increasing number of scientific findings

certain East and Southeast Asian countries

indicates that there is limited space to continue and

is widely viewed as a new phenomenon in

maintain current economic progress unless more

global economic history. Comparatively, even the

nature-friendly economic activities and lifestyles are

growth of many Western industrialized nations had

adopted. In this context, what appears to be a 'grow

taken place at a more gradual pace. Asia's

now and clean later' approach adopted by some

impressive indicators of growth, other key economic

Asian countries could be counterproductive in the

variables and social parameters concerning

long run.1 Hence, lessons from the experience of

education, health and life expectancy confirm this

fast growing Asian economies should be viewed

view. However, the experiences also raise some

from a balanced perspective of sustainable

critical questions. Can the same opinion be

development to understand its full implications.

expressed regarding environment conditions,
ecosystems and overall sustainability of economies

This Chapter attempts to review the environmental

of these countries? Could the same path followed

outcomes of Asia's economic rise with the objective

by these Asian 'wonders' act as a role model for

of identifying what lessons, both positive and

imitation in an era of rising scarcity of ecosystem

negative, can be drawn in order to make appropriate

services and declining environmental quality?

adjustments to Sri Lanka's own path towards

These are some essential questions that need to

economic progress. It begins with a review of major

be raised when assessing the rise of Asia as a

concepts regarding ecosystem services, the role and

global economic power.

functions they fulfil for human welfare, and the
impact of the 'core' model adopted by Asian

Asia's emergence as a significant player in the

countries on ecosystem services. Following this, the

global economy takes place at a time when global

current situation in key ecosystems and their

ecosystems and the environment are undergoing a

services in East, Southeast and South Asian regions

significant transition. The world is currently facing

are briefly examined. This is followed by a brief

the greatest environmental externality ever to be

overview of key challenges faced by ecosystem

experienced by humanity - i.e., global warming

services in Sri Lanka. The final section discusses

related climate change. It is not only confined to

some solutions and policy options available for Sri

climate change; all types of ecosystems at global,

Lanka in light of Asia's experience to overcome

regional, national and local levels have also come

these challenges so that a sustainable path for

under severe stress. The unprecedented growth in

economic progress can be achieved.

Asian economies is partly responsible for this. The

1

In fact, their predecessors in Western industrial nations seem to have taken a similar path of growth, though in an era when scarcities of
nature were much less visible.
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6.2 Conceptual Framework
A significant degree of scientific understanding has
developed recently over the role that ecosystems
play in ensuring welfare and sustainability of
economic systems. In the first place, ecosystems
offer numerous life support services that are
essential to sustain the life of humans and other
living beings without the mediation of any human
devised system. Besides their life supporting role,

evidence indicates that even partial substitutions
could be problematic.
The benefits arising from ecosystems are known
as ecosystem services (ES). According to the UN
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, numerous ES
can be classified under four major categories provisioning, regulating, supporting and cultural
ser vices. 2 The ecosystem services directly
contribute to various aspects of human wellbeing
as illustrated in Figure 6.1.

ecosystems provide the basis for almost all
economic activities even though the vital role they
play is not acknowledged adequately. They are not
wholly replaceable by man-made investments, and

Economists have made attempts to assess the
economic value of ES around the world. These
attempts include macro evaluations of ES at a global
scale, and evaluations of specific types of ES at

Figure 6.1
Ecosystem Services and their Contributions to Social Welfare

Ecosystem Services
Provisioning
Food
Freshwater
Wood and fibre
Fuel

Regulating
Supporting
 Nutrient cycling
 Soil formation
 Primary
production

Climate regulation
Food regulation
Disease regulation
Water purification

Cultural
Aesthetic
Spiritual
Educational
Recreational

Life on earth - biodiversity

Constituents of Well-being
Security
 Personal safety
 Secure resource
access
 Security from
disasters
Basic material for
good life
 Adequate
livelihoods
 Sufficient
nutritious food
 Shelter
 Access to goods
Health
 Strength
 Feeling well
 Access to clean
air and water
Good social
relations
 Social cohesion
 Mutual respect
 Ability to help
others

Freedom of choice
and action
Opportunity to be
able to achieve
what an individual
values doing and
being

Source: Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005), Ecosystems and Human Well-being: Biodiversity Synthesis, World Resources Institute, Washington D.C.

2

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005), Ecosystems and Human Well-being: Biodiversity Synthesis, World Resources Institute,
Washington, D.C.
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the micro level. According to one widely publicized

model has led to large flows of internal migration

study, the annual average value of ES from major

from rural areas giving rise to mega-cities that serve

ecosystems in the world could even surpass the

as centres of industry as well as service sectors.

annual production value of the global economy.

3

According to UN population statistics, out of 23 cities
which had over 10 million residents in the world, 12

An impor tant feature of many ES is that

were located in East Asia, Southeast Asia or South

unsustainable use of one type of service can lead

Asia. It has been predicted that this number would

to trade-offs in other types of ES. For instance,

go up to 22 out of 37 in 2025.5

unplanned logging of forest trees - a way of using
provisioning services - may reduce the forests'

Urban economies are empowered largely by fossil

ability to provide regulatory services such as

fuel energy sources for domestic (electricity),

cleaning air and protecting water sources. The

industrial (coal and natural gas) and transportation

trade-offs among the ES can lead to conditions that

sectors (petroleum). Food security needs of urban

make economic growth unsustainable. The

centres have been met through the so called

precarious facet of this issue is that many

'industrial model' of agriculture in rural areas,

environmental damages are not fully reversible. This

supported by 'green revolution' technologies that

explains the fundamental reason for growth-led

helped overcome labour shortages created by

environmental degradation which is taking place at

migration to urban centres. Besides agriculture,

different intensities and forms in different areas

urban centres have also placed heavy pressures

around the world.

on natural bio-diversity in all areas including marine,
coastal and inland aquatic ecosystems for products

Over the years, with the growth of economies and

such as industrial wood, non-wood raw materials,

increasing populations, unmistakable signs of

fisheries and plant products.

decline of ES have appeared locally, nationally and
globally. There has been enough evidence to show
that the economic development process has
significantly affected the quantity and quality of ES.
For instance, it is well established that global climate
change has been an outcome of emissions of
greenhouse gases (GHG) mostly by Western
industrial nations in their path to economic growth.4
Not only economic progress in Western industrial
countries, impressive growth performance reported
by certain Asian countries also has come at a
significant cost to local and global ecosystems.
Despite certain country specific circumstances and
the unique profiles of ecosystem/natural assets
involved, all economic success stories in Asia
followed a 'core' model of export-led economic
growth based on expansion of industrial production

By 2025, this would go up to
22 out of 37 cities

and extensive investments on infrastructure. This
3

Costanza, R., et al. (1997), “The Value of World’s Ecosystem Services and Natural Capital”, Nature, Vol. 387, pp.253-260.

4

IPCC (2013), “Summary for Policy Makers”, Climate Change 2013: Physical Science Basis, Cambridge University Press, UK.

5

UN Population Division (2012), “World Population Prospects”, Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
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The growth of Asia has largely been complemented

other externalities into the region - a logical outcome

by 'offshoring' of manufacturing facilities by western

associated with a scale of production aimed at

multinational corporations (MNCs), a process

catering to demand world over. As a result, besides

motivated by the search for cheap labour in

fulfilling increasing demands from rapidly growing

response to rising labour costs in the Western world.

local populations, ecosystems in Asia - especially

As a result, Asian economies have benefitted from

protection and supporting services - have to bear

large flows of FDI and technology transfers from

the pressure of externalities associated with a large

Western industrial economies. This helped these

population of consumers living outside Asia also.

economies to take-off within a relatively shorter

In a way, it helped Western industrial economies to

period of time without involving long gestation

pass on at least a part of the pressure, especially

periods required for technological innovations and

from local pollutants, on their own eco-systems

capital accumulation as experienced by Western

through offshoring.6 Evidence suggests that MNCs

economies. Aside from investments and technology,

have benefited from not only cheaper labour, but

at the take-off stage, the production of Asian

also the poor environmental management

industrial economies was mainly backed by import

standards in Asian countries to relocate relatively

demand from Western industrial countries.

hazardous economic activities when Western

Subsequently, growing demand from local middle

countries began to impose stringent standards. The

classes and other regions of the world helped to

Bhopal disaster in India, the worst industrial disaster

sustain and expand the industrial production base.

so far in world history, provides a prime example of

This model helped Asia - initially led by Japan and
subsequently adopted by NICs and China - to
become a global centre of industrial production and
economic growth. Despite certain country specific
variations, many other developing economies in
Asia also appear to be following the same basic
model with varying levels of success. Some
exceptional cases are the city states of Singapore
and Hong Kong that have become regional hubs
for services, lacking core industrial centres or
agricultural peripheries. While they share the megacity model and urban infrastructure like large
industrial economies, they depend more on imports
for industrial and agricultural commodities.
Parallel processes of industrialization, urbanization
and 'modernization' of traditional agriculture have
given rise to unprecedented pressures on land, air
and water resources in urban centres as well as in
rural areas, leading to over-exploitation of
provisioning services and the decline of protective/
supportive services of ecosystems in many Asian
countries. The Asian growth model has been
instrumental in shifting large scale pollution and

6

This does not apply to global externalities such as GHG emissions.
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this. Recent years have witnessed an increasing

agriculture in GDP has been declining in Asia, it

number of trans-boundary externalities in Southeast

still plays an important role in many economies for

Asia, severely affecting the quality of air and causing

ensuring food security, reducing rural poverty and

problems of visibility for air traffic. Overall, like the

generating employment, especially in South Asia.

phenomenal growth of economic activities, the scale

Competition among agriculture, infrastructural

of pressure exerted by the processes of growth on

developments and other economic activities for land

local and global ecosystems also seems to be

has intensified, and many countries have begun to

unprecedented in world history.

face various impacts of land degradation. 7 A
number of 'hotspots' have been identified owing to

6.3 Environmental Challenges in Asia
In this section, an attempt is made to review the
major environmental consequences of Asia's rapid
growth. It is based on statistical evidence available
from global/regional reports and evidence reported
by studies conducted in countries in East,
Southeast and South Asian regions. The review is
focused on the following major areas: overexploitation of provisioning services of ecosystems
(e.g., land resources; energy resources; forestry and
wild life resources; and fisheries, coastal and inland
aquatic resources); decline of protective and
supporting services (e.g., environmental pollution;
degradation of watersheds and water resources;
and degradation of bio-diversity). In addition, rising

impacts of land degradation. Among others,
salinization is expected to be an issue for irrigation
systems in the Indus, North-Eastern Thailand and
China. The sloping lands of the Himalayan foothills,
Southern China, and Southeast Asia are identified
as areas of significant soil erosion. Though
comprehensive estimates are rarely available on the
economic cost of land degradation, site-specific
studies show that various forms of land degradation
have direct economic costs.8 The importance of
agriculture in the economies of the region suggests
that land degradation might pose significant
challenges to Asia, especially for developing nations
in South and Southeast Asia with large rural masses
still dependent on agriculture.

Energy resources

incidence of disaster incidents and climate change

The energy situation represents a classic dilemma.

conditions are also reviewed briefly.

Fulfilling the ever growing demand for energy to
maintain the current momentum of growth is a major

6.3.1 Over
-exploitation of ProOver-exploitation
visioning Ser
vices (Productive
Services
Natural Assets)

challenge faced by all economies in Asia. According
to ADB (2013), the primary energy demand in Asia
is expected to rise significantly during the period
2010 to 2035.9

The sub-regional statistics show

that the annual growth rate of primary energy

Land resources

demand is to increase in East Asia, South Asia and

With increasing population and high economic

Southeast Asia by 1.9, 2.5 and 3.1 per cent,

growth, land has become a severely scarce asset

respectively. However, burning more and more fossil

in many Asian countries. As a result, the allocation

fuels - currently, the major alternative to meet this

of land among competing uses is fast becoming a

demand - poses the greatest threat to ecosystems

challenge. Despite the fact that the share of

around the world, potentially endangering all gains

7

Scherr, S.J and S. Yadav (1997), “Land Degradation in the Developing World: Issues and Policy Options for 2020”, International Food Policy
Research Institute Brief 44, June 1997.

8

UNCCD (2013), “The Economics of Desertification, Land Degradation and Drought: Methodologies and Analysis for Decision-Making”,
available at http://2sc.unccd.int/fileadmin/ unccd/upload/documents/Background_documents/Background_Document_ web3.pdf.
9

ADB (2013), Energy Outlook for Asia and the Pacific, Asian Development Bank, Manila.
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from economic growth in the long run. Even though

net gain in forest area due to the policy of increasing

converting to renewable, carbon neutral alternatives

plantation areas, its primary forest cover amounts

is the ideal solution to face the dilemma, it remains

to only 5.6 per cent of the total forest cover in 2010.

a somewhat far-fetched option given the cost of

Although Indonesian forests cover around 50 per

current technologies.

cent of the total land area, deforestation takes place
at a rapid rate. In Thailand, the forest cover has

Competition for global energy resources by large

reduced from 53 per cent in 1961 to 37 per cent in

Asian economies has become a decisive factor in

2010. The situation appears much worse in South

global energy markets, with China and India

Asia where forest cover ranges around 10-30 per

increasingly dependent on imported coal and

cent of the land area, except in Bhutan. In more

petroleum to meet growing energy demand. While

modernized economies in East and Southeast Asia,

environmental implications of coal as an energy

large scale commercial forestry for pulp and timber,

source are well understood, these countries

infrastructure development (e.g., urban centres,

continue to increase the proportion of coal in their

highways and dams) and competition from

energy mix. According to the World Energy Council

commercial crops such as oil palm rank high among

(2013), China and India together owns around 20

the causes of deforestation/degradation of forests.

per cent of the world's coal resources and in 2011

In low income developing economies, especially in

contributed to more than 51 per cent of world coal

South Asia, slash-and-burn agriculture, irrigation

production.10 This would further increase India's

and

and China's contribution to GHG emissions which

encroachment appear to be the main agents of

cause global climate change.

damage. In addition, population growth, poor

land

settlement,

illicit

logging

and

governance and lack of political accountability are

Forestry and wild life resources

common factors that contribute to deforestation and

Forests are multi-purpose ecosystems that yield all

degradation of forests in many Asian countries.

forms of ES - provisioning, protecting, cultural and
supporting services. In the drive towards rapid

Fisheries, coastal and inland aquatic resources

economic growth, many countries have given

Asia has become a major player in fisheries and

priority to provisioning services over other types,

aquaculture in the world, recording 70 and 89 per

endangering the sustainability of forest ecosystems

cent of world capture fisheries and aquaculture

as a whole. Deforestation due to conversion and

production, respectively in 2010 (Figure 6.2). China

degradation due to over-exploitation are the major

is the single dominant nation in the world which

causes for the decline of ES from forests.

contributes 17.5 and 62 per cent of the world
production of capture fisheries and aquaculture,

In Asia, China, Indonesia and Malaysia are the

respectively. Other major producers include India,

major countries involved in forestry in terms of

Vietnam, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Thailand,

resource ownership (over half of forest lands in Asia)

Myanmar, the Philippines and Japan. A high degree

11

of modernization of fishing technologies, and

According to the Forest Resource Assessment 2010

significance of small scale operators in Asia both

of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO),

contributed to this. FAO (2012) also shows that many

China's forest cover is around 20 per cent of its

Asian countries have expanded their fishing fleet

and the scale of the wood product industry.

land area.

12

Even though China has experienced a

in the recent past. Between 2007 and 2009, the

10

World Energy Council (2013), “World Energy Resources – 2013 Survey”, World Energy Council.

11

Cheng, B. and S.L. Clue (2010), “Forestry in Asia”, Responsible Research Pte Limited.

12

FAO (2010), World Forest Resources Assessment 2010, Food and Agriculture Organization, Rome.
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Figure 6.2
Fish Production in Asia and the World

demand with the growth of population and economic
activities has over-burdened ecosystems in many
parts of Asia, impairing their capacity to fulfill this
vital ES. While the per capita availability of water is
getting scarcer, a growing portion of available supply
is also becoming unsuitable for human use due to
deterioration of quality through various pollution
agents. The problems of water pollution are
extremely harmful and could result in deaths due
to chronic or acute toxicity or outbreaks of epidemics
such as diarrhoea, hepatitis, typhoid and cholera.
Major river systems are the basic source of water
for urban industrial centres as well as peripheral

Source:

FAO (2012), The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture 2012, Food
and Agriculture Organization, Rome.

motorized fishing fleet in Malaysia, Cambodia and
Indonesia increased by 26, 19 and 11 per cent,
respectively.

agricultural areas throughout Asia. Among others,
the Yellow river in China, the Ganges in India, and
the Amu and Syr Darya in Central Asia have been
recorded as highly polluted water sources in the
region. The groundwater in West Bengal, India, and
Bangladesh is also contaminated with extremely

Rapid growth of the fishing fleet and adoption of

high levels of arsenic. It is suspected that the major

modern technology, while increasing the fish output,

cause for chronic kidney disease in the Rajarata

are also responsible for a decline of the resource

area of Sri Lanka is due to water polluted with

bases. Overfishing reduces the stock replenishment

cadmium and arsenic sourced through fertilizers or

and indirectly affects food chains in oceans and

agro-chemicals. Rising loads of effluents from

freshwater bodies. Signs of depletion of stocks of

industry, inadequate sanitation facilities, poor

certain fish species have been observed in some

management of sewerage and wastewater and

parts of Asia. Over-exploitation using modern

overuse of agrochemicals are among the main

technologies and application of harmful illicit

sources of water pollution in Asia.13 The lack of

methods that affect the breeding capacity of fishing

proper data on water pollution parameters hinders

stocks are responsible for this situation. Unless

making a realistic assessment of the problem and

addressed through appropriate policies and

addressing the issues in an effective manner.

management approaches, it can reduce the
contribution of fisheries to the national economies

Air pollution

and food security over the long-term.

In many Asian cities, the level of air pollution
exceeds safe levels. 14

Rapid urbanization,

6.3.2 Decline of Protective and
Supportive Ser
vices
Services

increasing income and a growing middle class

Water pollution

thereby raising vehicular emissions. In addition,

Ensuring a regular supply of clean water is a major

rapid industrial development has also been a

service offered by healthy ecosystems. Rising

contributor to the deterioration of air quality. China

population have contributed to expanding the
vehicle fleet, especially in the major cities, and

13

Evans, A. E., et al. (2012), "Water Pollution in Asia: The Urgent Need for Prevention and Monitoring", GWF Discussion Paper 1222, Global
Water Forum, Canberra, Australia

14

Howes, S. and P. Wyrwoll (2012), "Asia's Wicked Environmental Problems", ADBI Working Paper 348, Asian Development Bank Institute,
Tokyo.
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and India together contributes to more than two-

many other costs including rising health costs. In

thirds of the estimated emissions in Asia. However,

addition, acid rains and consequent contaminations

Malaysia and Singapore have the highest per capita

of water sources also affect economies in a negative

emissions in the region. At the regional level, air

manner. Problems of visibility caused by air pollution

pollution has led to the formation of atmospheric

have even affected air traffic movements in certain

brown clouds over certain parts of Asia. The

parts of Asia, causing significant economic losses.

situation would further deteriorate with the growing

Of all types of ecosystem damages, air pollution is

use of fossil fuel energy sources. Aside from

the most itinerant that can easily lead to trans-

pollutants of industries, smoke and ashes from

boundary externalities, regionally and globally. A

burning of forests and peat has also contributed to

recent study conducted by the National Aeronautics

air pollution in Asia, sometimes even creating trans-

and Space Administration (NASA) has confirmed

boundar y externalities. Recent events of

that atmospheric pollutants from East Asia could

anthropogenic bush fires in Indonesia that caused

travel as far as Nor th America and cause

significant economic impacts to surrounding

disturbances to climate there. 15 It has been

countries such as Singapore and Malaysia is a good

confirmed that brown clouds have regional effects

example.

on climate. This implies that a country cannot ensure
a clean atmosphere by its own efforts alone, and

The problem of emissions is now widely discussed

regional and international cooperation is essential

in the context of climate change. However, in

to overcome the problem of air pollution.

addition to the contribution they make to global
warming, many pollutants are harmful to human

Solid waste

health and proper functioning of ecosystems. The

Generation of solid wastes in large amounts is

cost of air pollution consists of several aspects,

another serious environmental problem faced by

where health costs are prominent. Concentrations

many countries in Asia. This is par ticularly

of smog and brown clouds over Asian cities create

problematic in urban centres (mega cities), where

Philippines

Thailand

Figure 6.3
Road Transport Carbon Dioxide Emissions in Asia

Source: Clean Air Asia (2012), "Accessing Asia: Air Pollution and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Indicators for Road Transport and Electricity" Pasig
City, the Philippines.

15

Wang, Y., et al. (2014), “Assessing the Effects of Anthropogenic Aerosols on Pacific Storm Track Using a Multiscale Global Climate Model”,
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS).
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industrial and household waste generation has

of issues varies across sub-regions and individual

concentrated. While the solid waste generation is

countries.

growing worldwide, Asia shows the highest growth
rate. A majority of wastes generated by Asian

Water is made available to humans through an

countries consist of organics and paper wastes.

intricate system of protecting and supporting ES

East Asian and Pacific region and the South Asian

known as the water cycle. In this process,

region respectively show the combined totals of 72

ecosystems that serve as watersheds fulfill an

16

per cent and 54 per cent, respectively.

indispensable role to ensure quantity and quality
of supply available for human use. In Sri Lanka,

While the generation of solid wastes is on the rise

upper watersheds located in the central hill areas

everywhere in Asia, country-specific conditions

play an immensely important role to ensure regular

could exacerbate the environmental and social

supply of water throughout the country. Similarly,

costs associated with solid wastes. For instance,

there are ecosystems in Asia that serve as critical

problems of vulnerability are high in urban centres

watersheds, supplying water not only to one country

with large slum dwelling populations. More affluent

but for vast sections of population living in many

countries have invested significantly to address

countries. For instance, the Himalayas and Qinghai-

them, even though their generation rates are also

Tibetan Plateau provide water and other relevant

usually high. They have been adopting both social

ecosystem services for nearly one-third of the

and technological approaches to finding solutions

population in Asia from Pakistan in South Asia to

for waste problems. On the other hand, weak

China in East Asia.18 This shows the importance of

organizational structures and limited financial

ES of watersheds for individual countries and

resources have led many countries to discharge

regions. The ecosystems in the Qinghai-Tibetan

wastes in landfill sites.17 This can lead to a number

Plateau have been degraded significantly due to

of environmental and health problems.

impacts of industrialization and population growth
in the respective regions. However, there has been

Watersheds and water resources

little or minimal scientific assessments carried out

The demand for water resources is increasing as a

regarding the conditions of this watershed area.

result of growing population pressure and growth
of economic activities. Due to demand for multiple

Degradation of important watersheds will lead to

uses, water is fast becoming a scarce resource

the deterioration of important ES provided by them,

throughout Asia. As mentioned earlier, with the

affecting many facets of human life. As a result,

increasing problem of water pollution, the quality

economic growth in many countries would be

of even existing supplies is declining rapidly,

affected negatively. Agriculture being the main water

aggravating the situation further. In addition, many

consuming economic activity, would be severely

Asian countries other than island nations like Sri

affected due to lack of water resources thereby

Lanka, share common water resources, which has

leading to food security issues at regional, national

led to trans-boundary problems of scarcity and

and local levels. In addition, it would affect supply

externalities. Though the Asian population as a

of water for human use and industrial activities in

whole is facing issues of water supply, the nature

urban centers too, since many cities are served by

16

Hoornweg, D. and P. Bhada-Tata (2012), “What a Waste: A Global Review of Solid Waste Management”, Urban Development Series
Knowledge Papers March 2012, No. 15, World Bank, Washington D.C.

17

Dhokhikah, Y. and Y. Trihadiningrum, (2012), “Solid Waste Management in Asian Developing Countries: Challenges and Opportunities”,
Journal of Applied Environmental and Biological Sciences, Vol. 2, No. 7, pp. 329-335.

18

Earth Economics (2011), “Greater Asian Watershed Project, Ecosystem Services of the Himalayas, Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau and Associated
Watersheds”, April 2011.
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river systems that originate from watershed areas.
Cities can also be affected due to disasters such
as floods as a result of clearing and destruction of
vegetation in watersheds as demonstrated by many
such incidents recently. Further, city dwellers may
also face food security problems due to impacts of
damaged watersheds on agriculture. Overall,
degradation of ecosystems in watershed areas may
continue to exert pressure on human activities in
numerous ways.

Biodiversity
The destruction of critical habitats and consequent
losses of biodiversity leads to a decline of ES.
Whereas economic estimates on losses of
biodiversity are rare in Asia, certain indicators such

In addition to species losses, studies indicate that

as the number of threatened species provide clues

cer tain key habitats in Asia have become

about the ongoing degradation of biodiversity.

vulnerable. Examples include the Coral Triangle,

Available estimates show that more than 5,800

the Greater Mekong Sub-region, and forests in

mammals, birds and plant species are threatened

Borneo and the Himalayas.19 These habitats are

in East Asia, Southeast Asia and South Asia (Figure

threatened by expansion of human settlements and

6.4). The number of threatened species under each

economic activities, fragmenting them into isolated

category is highest in Southeast Asian countries.

patches, and subsequent exposure to externalities

The level of threatened species reported from Asia

of human origin. Those habitats are fulfilling

is generally high compared to other regions of the

important ES and their loss can lead to economic

world, and the situation in Southeast Asia is

costs and negative impacts on growth. For instance,

particularly distressing.

the destruction of wetland ecosystems that offer
flood retention services has exposed certain highly
populated urban areas to the threat of flash floods.

Figure 6.4
Number of Threatened Species in Asian Countries (2010)
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WWF and ADB (2012), "Ecological Foot Print and Investment in Natural Capital in Asia and Pacific", Gland, Switzerland.
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The decline of coral ecosystems affect tourism

Increased weather related natural disasters such

activities associated with them, and local fishing

as droughts, floods and cyclones impact on the

operations.

livelihoods of those communities directly. In addition
to life and livelihood damages, vast destructions

6.3.3 Natural Hazards and Disasters

are caused to infrastructure and economic
properties due to natural disasters. This has a direct

The frequency and the intensity of natural disasters

bearing on the economic performance of countries

are showing an increasing trend, posing more

that are affected (Box 6.1).

challenges to economic development in Asia.20
Over 38 per cent of global economic losses due to
natural disasters during 1980-2009 were reported

6.3.4 Global Environmental Threats

from Asia. This indicates the significant economic

Aside from the pressure on local eco-systems, rapid

cost imposed by natural disasters on the region.

growth powered by fossil fuels has exacerbated the

Like in other parts of the world, in Asia also, it is

threat of global climate change too. China and India

mostly the poor people that live in disaster prone

are becoming major sources of GHG emissions

areas. The vulnerable groups do not have enough

along with Western industrial nations. According to

risk management strategies to deal with negative

the World Energy Council (2013), China and India

economic and social outcomes of natural disasters.

together own around 20 per cent of global coal

Box 6.1
Causes and Economic Losses of 2011 Thailand Floods
Floods provide a good example for how declining ES can bounce back on economies, creating
huge economic losses. The economic cost of floods across the world is alarming. According to
US estimates, floods have led to the reduction of world industrial production by 2.5 per cent.21
Thailand experienced a severe flood in 2011 which affected 65 out of 77 provinces, and also had
significant impacts on the capital city of Bangkok. Around 884 people were killed due to the
floods and thousands were displaced, causing enormous hardship for the country. The floods
affected many sectors which are highly important for the Thai economy, including agriculture,
manufacturing, tourism, etc. Also, notable disruptions were recorded in regard to global supply
chains for major industries such as automobiles and electronics. According to World Bank
estimates, the total economic losses of the floods are around US$ 45.7 billion.
The assessments on the causes of the floods show that it has been an outcome of both manmade and natural factors.22 Thailand recorded the highest rainfall in the mid-rainy seasons.
This caused water run-off from major rivers to exceed their capacities, leading to overflows in
river banks and inundation in flood plains. The man-made factors worsened the floods to a
greater extent. It is now clear that rapid and unplanned urbanization and unsustainable land use
have had a significant impact in this case. Industrial and housing estates are located in the flood
plains, and there has been no land use zoning except in Bangkok. The incident provides valuable
lessons for other countries in the region as well as globally on the true costs of unsustainable
rapid growth, with zero or minimal considerations on environmental aspects.

20

World Energy Council (2013), “World Energy Resources – 2013 Survey”, World Energy Council.

21

UNISDR (2012), “Towards a Post-2015 Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction”, available at http://www.unisdr.org/we/ inform/publications/
25129.

22

Poaponsakorn, N. and P. Meethom (2013), “Impact of the 2011 Floods, and Flood Management in Thailand”, ERIA Discussion Paper
Series, available at http://www.eria.org/ERIA-DP-2013-34.pdf.
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resources, and in 2011 they contributed to more than
51 per cent of world coal production.

23

are connected to rapid growth in industrial and

This would

infrastructure development activities and are

further increase India's and China's contribution to

concentrated in, but not limited to, urban centres.

GHG emissions which cause global climate change.

While urban populations face distresses caused by

It has been estimated that carbon dioxide emissions

air pollution, water and solid waste problems, rapid

will be increasing by 57 per cent in the world during

growth in metropolitan areas also create demand

2005-2030, and China and India are estimated to

for food and raw materials, encouraging exploitation

24

Furthermore,

of resources in rural areas as well. Hence, growth

rapid deforestation in Asia also releases GHG

in urban centres affects vital ecosystems throughout

emissions, thereby increasing the share of Asia's

Asia. Asia's rising share of GHG emissions can

contribution to global climate change. It has been

mostly be identified as a growth driven outcome.

account for a half of this growth.

estimated that around 20 per cent of GHG
emissions are a result of deforestation and

On the other hand, poverty driven outcomes on ES

degradation of forests.

are more prevalent, but not limited to, in rural areas.
In rural areas, the negative consequences on ES

While Asia's contribution to global warming is set

can be linked to demand from relatively more

to rise, certain parts of Asia, especially countries

affluent urban populations, as well as to livelihood

located in the tropical region, are also among the

struggles by poor local agricultural populations. The

most vulnerable to impacts of global climate

spread of small scale agriculture is responsible for

Surface air temperature in these

pollution of local water resources and a decline of

countries is naturally high, and further increases

biodiversity due to heavy use of chemical inputs.

even by small margins could affect the living comfort

The rising scarcity of land resources with population

and health of the population significantly. Moreover,

growth has resulted in land degradation, soil

many parts of Asia are dependent on tropical

erosion, deforestation and destruction of habitats

monsoons, which have been projected to undergo

causing damages to many ecosystems. These types

changes from existing patterns of rainfall. This could

of damages are driven more by poverty. Usually,

change.

25

lead to harmful impacts on farming systems,
affecting agricultural production. Rising incidents of
extreme events are increasingly identified as an
impact of climate change, and crop failures and
disasters have brought significant losses to many
Asian economies already. It has also been
projected that global warming related sea level rises
would pose extremely high risks to small island
nations (e.g., Sri Lanka), archipelagoes (e.g., the
Maldives, Indonesia and the Philippines) and low
lying coastal areas and deltas (e.g., Bangladesh).
Broadly, Asia's damage to ES can be classified
under two categories: growth driven outcomes and

Broadly, Asia’s
damage to ecosystem services
can be classified
under two categories: growth
driven outcomes
and poverty
driven outcomes.

poverty driven outcomes. Growth driven outcomes

23

World Energy Council (2013), “World Energy Resources – 2013 Survey”, World Energy Council.

24

Clean Air Asia (2012), “Accessing Asia: Air Pollution and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Indicators for Road Transport and Electricity”, Pasig
City, Philippines.

25

IPCC (2014), “Asia”, in Climate Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability, Cambridge University Press, U.K.
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they are widespread in developing Asian nations,

diseases), expanding slums among untreated

especially in South Asia. Besides damaging local

garbage seem to be the norm in many urban centres

ecosystems, poor farming communities contribute

around Asia. Urban centres of population are

to global warming as well through deforestation and

surrounded by agricultural peripheries stripped of

degradation. However, poverty related ecosystem

natural vegetation, threatened habitats of fauna and

losses are not limited to rural areas alone. There

flora, water ways polluted with toxic agro chemicals,

are large slum-dwelling urban masses in many

water bodies silted with eroded soils, and air

Asian cities that aggravate pollution and other

polluted with chemical sprays and emissions from

environmental problems. The uncomfortable truth

agricultural machinery. Even relatively better

is that very often, the poor - in rural as well as urban

preserved swathes of natural vegetation has come

areas - are the ultimate victims of all types of ES

under pressure from agricultural encroachments,

losses whether, it being growth driven or poverty

extraction of timber and other non-wood products

driven.

and poaching. Marine, coastal and wetland
ecosystems are among the most threatened

Overall, the evidence suggests that impressive

habitats due to over-exploitation of resources,

growth in economic and social indicators in many

pollution, infrastructure and tourism.

Asian countries have come at a significant cost to
local, national and global ecosystems. While

While more affluent countries have taken certain

economic growth has brought some affluence in

steps to improve conditions, in many parts of Asia,

terms of physical wealth, associated damages to

significant populations are suffering from a decline

ecosystems and a decline of ES have created

in the quality of urban and rural environments. Such

conditions that prevent converting this wealth into

conditions have been exacerbated by population

true human welfare. Heavily congested cities and

growth and the rising threat of climate change.

traffic jams, ever worsening quality of air and water,

Hence, despite some improvements in a few centres

polluted rivers, rising incidence of diseases caused

of affluence, the qualit y of the environment

by poor quality environment (e.g., respiratory

experienced by a majority of the population in many
countries in day-to-day life has gradually been

Overall, the
evidence suggests
that impressive
growth in
economic and
social indicators in
many Asian
countries have
come at a
significant cost to
local, national and
global ecosystems.

declining. Even the centres of affluence are not
entirely immune to this situation, as indicated by
the recent Fukuhsima nuclear disaster in Japan that
has the potential to become a threat to ecosystems
around the world.

6.4 Environment and
Ecosystems in Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka is viewed on one hand as a special case
of Asian development, where significant levels of
human development have been achieved at a
relatively low level of national income. In spite of a
comparatively high human development index
(HDI), the country reached the economic milestone
of becoming a lower-middle income economy only
recently. On the other hand, Sri Lanka is also looked
upon as a classic case of missed opportunities - a
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nation that has been overtaken in development by

has also been low, except for a few areas around

many countries that were far behind not many years

EPZs. The limited development of industrial facilities

ago.

and infrastructure has not led to emission growth
levels as high as East or Southeast Asian countries.

Sri Lanka was the first country in South Asia to take

As a result, Sri Lanka still records one of the lowest

the lead from the East Asian model of growth in the

per capita emission levels in Asia. However, the

late 1970s. A new government in power took steps

gradual population concentration in the Western

to change the economic direction of the country from

Province, expansion of the vehicle fleet, and

the hither to followed inward looking impor t-

industrial projects with poor environmental

substitution strategies to an outward looking export-

standards have contributed to increasing air and

led growth strategy. Infrastructure and institutional

water pollution and solid waste problems in

facilities were developed to attract FDI for industrial

Colombo and the surrounding suburbs more

exports through export processing zones (EPZs),

recently.

popularly known as free trade zones. Incentive
packages, including tax holidays, were offered to

In contrast, Sri Lanka shares many poverty related

potential investors. Like in other Asian countries,

ecosystem problems in rural areas such as

the key attraction was cheap labour; an initial

deforestation, land degradation, soil erosion, loss

success was seen in attracting investments to

of biodiversity, destruction of critical habitats and

labour intensive ventures such as apparel

ecosystems, agricultural pollution and degradation

production. Parallel to efforts to attract foreign capital

of watersheds, in more or less the same scale as in

to develop industries saw large-scale investments

other Asian nations. Some issues have a long

on irrigation and hydroelectricity infrastructure with

history extending back even to the colonial era.

donor support, targeting the goals of self-sufficiency

Large scale irrigation-cum-land settlement projects,

in food production and energy supply.

spread of green revolution agricultural technologies,
and clearing of upper watershed areas for plantation

However, the country lost its way due to political

crops and commercial agriculture are responsible.

instability created by a long lasting armed conflict,

Conditions have become extremely bad in certain

eventually losing the competition for FDI to more

areas as indicative by the growing number of

attractive destinations in Southeast Asia and China.

fatalities due to chronic kidney disease in the

Instead of attracting investors in search of low wage

Rajarata area.26 Overall, many ecosystems in the

labour in Sri Lanka, the countr y saw the

country have faced serious issues of sustainability,

outmigration of its workers in search of low-wage

and conditions are becoming progressively worse.

domestic and blue collar employment in the Middle
East and other Asian growth centres. Over time,
remittances from migrant workers became one of
the main sources of foreign income to the country.
Along with income from the export-oriented apparel
industry, remittances have kept the economy afloat.
This has spared the country from experiencing
certain environmental consequences of a scale

6.5 Ensuring Sustainability of Ecosystem
Services: Solutions and
Policy Options

similar to that of East and Southeast Asian growth

For Sri Lanka, more favourable conditions for

centres. No mega cities or large urban centres have

economic growth arose after the end of the three

developed, and congestion due to internal migration

decades long armed conflict in 2009. Since then,

26

Dayaratne, G.D and Y.A. Ellepola (2014) "An Epidemic of 'Unknown Etiology'- A Second Look at Chronic Kidney Disease in Sri Lanka", The
Island, 11 June, 2014.
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the country has worked towards recapturing lost

Even though Sri Lanka has introduced a number of

opportunities in industry and services sectors. Sri

legislations connected to ES (e.g., Soil Conservation

Lanka is aspiring for rapid growth, positioning itself

Act, Fauna and Flora Act) many of them have

as a regional hub for services, complemented by

become ineffective. As a result, the degradation of

large investments on infrastructure. With a fairly

ecosystems has become widespread all over the

favourable outlook for take-off in economic activities,

country with little practical assistance from existing

the country needs to plan carefully so that its

laws to combat it. The responsibility for implementing

ecosystems are safeguarded from fur ther

these laws is scattered among numerous agencies

deterioration. Of the lessons to be learnt from Asia's

with little coordination. Similarly, many plans and

growth centres in this regard, many appear to be

policies such as the National Physical Planning

negative with more "do not's than do's".

Policy and Plan, the National Land Use Planning
Policy, and sectoral plans such as the Forestry

Sri Lanka faces two main challenges: avoiding all

Sector Master Plan also had little effect in arresting

bad consequences on ES resulting from rapid

the ongoing degradation of ES. It seems that the

growth as that experienced by economies in East

problem is not the absence of plans and policies,

and Southeast Asia; and recovering many

but having too many of them with overlapping,

ecosystem damages caused by poverty that it

confusing and out-dated mandates with scattered

shares with South Asian neighbours. It is a dilemma

responsibility among several agencies. The situation

that needs a careful balancing act if desired results

appears to have deteriorated further with regular

are to be achieved. This section outlines some of

reallocation of line agencies among different

the solutions and policy options available to the

ministries.

countr y for safeguarding ES and achieving
sustainable development.

6.5.1 Planning, Policy and Institutions
The

foundations

of

modern

ecosystem

management are integrated planning, setting up of
right institutions, and implementation of scientific
management practices with the participation of
relevant stakeholders. Integrated plans need to
address the issues of rationalizing resource use,
balancing provisioning services against protective/
cultural/suppor ting services, maximizing the
resource use efficiency and protection of
ecosystems. Once the plans are in place, necessary
steps should be taken to adopt scientific
management practices and prevent ad hoc,
unplanned interventions. It needs the support of
institutional mechanisms to ensure participation of
relevant stakeholders. The whole process should
be facilitated by suitable policies/laws designed to
create the right incentives and penalize violators.

Sri Lanka faces two
main challenges:
avoiding all bad consequences on ecosystem services
resulting from rapid
growth as that experienced by economies
in East and Southeast
Asia; and recovering
many ecosystem damages caused by poverty that it shares with
South Asian
neighbours.
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The lack of proper coordination among responsible
agencies can be identified as a major reason for
the above. It is necessary to rationalize this situation
by bringing all existing legislative, policy and
planning initiatives concerning the management of
ecosystems within a coordinated framework of
action. This framework should provide the
guidelines for ecosystem management at all levels
by different national agencies, sub-national
agencies, local authorities, private sector and
individual citizens. The required elements for such
an overarching framework is already available in
many existing plans and policies dealing with
ecosystems. They should be reviewed and
integrated into one framework of action under which
all developments and ecosystem protection
activities are streamlined.

It seems that the
problem in Sri Lanka
is not the absence of
plans and policies,
but having too many
of them with overlapping, confusing
and out-dated mandates with scattered
responsibility
among
several agencies.

6.5.2 Prevention of Critical Ecosystems from Further Degradation

facilities, coastal infrastructure, uncontrolled spread

Sri Lanka has certain critical ecosystems such as

increased coastal and marine pollution. These

upper watersheds located in central highland areas,

critical ecosystems have come under various

wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems, rivers

harmful human interventions with country-wide

and tank catchments which need urgent attention.

negative consequences. Hence, urgent steps are

The protection of these ecosystems is critical not

necessary to overcome the harmful impacts on such

only for local areas where they are located, but for

critical ecosystems. Some of the options available

the entire countr y's benefit. For instance,

are suggested below.

considering the importance of central highland
watershed areas, the National Physical Plan has
identified them as 'Central Fragile Area', earmarked
entirely for conservation purposes. Similarly,
wetlands are now recognized as indispensable
ecological assets. Until more recently, the tendency
was to consider wetlands as waste lands. As a
result, wetlands in both coastal and inland areas

of enter prises such as shrimp farming, and

Adoption of best practices: Guidelines for
best practices should be developed for land
use and infrastructure development in areas
of critical ecosystems that minimize the
damage to local environments. Action should
be taken to enforce such best practices in a
strict manner.

have faced severe threats. The level of danger faced

Promotion of sustainable practices:

by wetlands place them at a higher order of priority

Attention should be given to promote

in the conservation of critical habitats. Besides

sustainable land uses and management

wetlands, all t ypes of coastal and marine

practices such as agro forestry, conservation

ecosystems have faced increasing threats due to

farming, organic farming, etc., in critical areas.

rapid economic growth experienced in the coastal

Suitable incentive structures should be

belt. Among the major causes responsible for this

introduced to create a more conducive

situation are coral and sand mining, encroachments

environment for the adoption of such

of mangroves, haphazard development of tourism

practices.
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Prevention of encroachment in critical
areas: One of the major causes which

and technology are evolving and so are the

contribute to degradation of ecosystems in Sri

Therefore, facing the challenge of ES losses due to

Lanka is encroachment for agriculture and

industry and related activities is a continuing

settlement purposes. It has been responsible

process of improvement. A few of the improvements

for significant damage to ecosystems

that may help Sri Lanka is suggested below. It is

throughout the country. Its contribution to

acknowledged that some of the suggestions

deforestation and soil erosion can be

mentioned have already been initiated and

considered as high. Actions necessary to

progressing slowly.

ecosystem damages originating from them.

prevent encroachments in critical areas
should be implemented with the participation
of relevant stakeholders.

New products/technologies and
increasing efficiency: Rapid dwindling of
natural ecosystems has encouraged a

Restoration and stabilizing degraded
environments: There are various degraded

worldwide search for alternative products/

ecosystems which are vulnerable to various

reuse/recycling of products and utilization

on-site and off-site losses. They need to be

of waste and substitute materials. Some

restored and stabilized as a priority. An

interest is evident in Sri Lanka too on such

effective step in the stabilization process is to

alternatives, and certain pioneering efforts

restore the vegetation cover. Tree planting

have already been undertaken in certain

programmes should be implemented to

areas of production. Hence, necessary

rehabilitate such environments as appropriate.

initiatives to promote such efforts through

materials, energy efficient technologies,

research and facilitation through incentives

6.5.3 Environmental Profile of
Industr
Industryy

should be undertaken with the participation
of relevant government agencies, research
institutes, universities and the private sector.

Growth of industrial activities and infrastructure has
been a primary factor for the degradation of ES in

Pollution control:

Asia. Although Sri Lanka recorded comparatively

from industrial sources needs a multi-

limited success in industrial growth, the decline of

faceted approach that incor porates

ES due to externalities from industry has become a

educational and participatory measures

significant issue. The recent incidents of public

along with regulatory measures. Technical

unrest due to suspected cases of industrial pollution

standards concerning pollution control

provide examples for this. Sri Lanka introduced an

should be continuously improved, and

Environment Act in the early 1980s and established

capacity for monitoring enhanced. The

the Central Environment Authority (CEA) to deal with

implementation

such issues. Environment Impact Assessment (EIA)

regulations require community support and

procedures have been in operation ever since, and

public awareness.

Controlling pollution

of

standards

and

the CEA is vested with powers to monitor and
concerning all types economic activities. In spite of

Relocation of high polluting economic
ventures to dedicated areas: Among

this, significant damage to ES has taken place due

others, industrial effluents from high

to industry, infrastructure and other economic

polluting industries could be the most

activities. Some are of the opinion that poor

hazardous for human life and ecosystems.

monitoring is the key problem. However, industry

Pollutants from such sources usually end

implement environmental laws and standards
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up in surface or ground water sources,

should be established in strategic locations

dispersing them in larger areas. Even

to keep track of changes. Data from these

though certain environmental standards are

facilities should be analyzed regularly and

now in place, there are high polluting

practical measures for controlling pollution

industries that contribute to air and water

should be implemented.

pollution, causing significant damages to
The best strategy for

Reuse, recycling and composting: The

overcoming the damage from such sources

problem of solid waste happens due to

is relocating high polluting industries in to

accumulation, poor collection and improper

dedicated zones located away from densely

disposal. It leaves limited scope for private

populated areas and critical ecosystems.

solutions, and open dumping has become

While reducing the risk for health and

a serious problem. An integrated approach

ecosystem damages, it also allows for

should be adopted to overcome this

minimizing the damage by adopting

situation, beginning from the source by

common facilities for effluent treatment,

minimizing waste through reusing/

testing environmental quality, and efficient

recycling/processing of waste into recycled

monitoring in a cost effective manner.

products and compost. An integrated

ecosystems.

strategy needs the participation of all

Cleaner production technologies:

Air

stakeholders and a high level of public

pollution has gradually increased, and

awareness. Moreover, recycled products

research studies indicate that it could cause

and use of waste materials in industry

health impacts unless suitable control

should be encouraged through suitable

measures are taken. While rising emissions

incentive schemes. Recently, a few pilot

from the transpor t sector

is par tly

scale efforts were reported from certain

responsible for this, the industrial sector

local government bodies that need

also has its share of blame. The

replication on a larger scale.

government has already taken steps to
promote Cleaner Production Technologies

Disposal of hazardous waste:

(CPT) and declared it as a policy strategy.

and toxic waste produced by hospitals and

In addition to policy/legislative support and

industrial establishments needs special

standards, it needs development and

precautions for disposal. The situation is

adoption of technological innovations.

further complicated by rapid accumulation

Market Based Instruments (MBIs) also

of e-waste, a part of which is hazardous.

provide an avenue for promotion of CPT.

This is an area that needs urgent attention.

The government should encourage

Necessary strategies should be initiated by

adoption of CPT by industrialists through

introducing

appropriately designed incentive schemes.

standards and guidelines for safe disposal,

Monitoring facilities:

Protection of

ecosystems needs regular monitoring. Sri
Lanka has limited air and water quality
monitoring facilities which are not sufficient
for effective implementation of a successful
pollution control programme. Therefore,
monitoring facilities of environmental quality
128
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identification of sources and types of waste,
providing training on safe disposal and
increasing public awareness on potential
hazards. Strict enforcement should be
observed against violations and noncompliance.
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6.5.4 Enforcement and Monitoring
In spite of the fact that Sri Lanka has a large number
of agencies dealing with environment and natural
resources at national and provincial levels, the
enforcement of many laws concerning ecosystem

methods of detection and investigation, and by
providing necessary facilities and manpower to
relevant agencies.

6.5.5 Participator
Participatoryy Management

management is quite weak. Despite numerous rules

The participation of relevant stakeholders is an

and regulations against abuse of ecosystems for

essential precondition for successful management

commercial purposes, an increasing number of

of ecosystem services. From the design stage to

cases have been reported on illicit practices such

implementation and monitoring stages, all activities

as smuggling of local bio-diversity resources, bio-

have to be undertaken with community participation.

piracy, illicit logging and poaching, importation and

Local institutions should be strengthened to obtain

exportation of prohibited species and materials,

community participation in an effective manner.

violation of quarantine procedures, etc. More than

Participatory management can take different forms

weaknesses in existing laws and regulations, poor

depending on the nature of ecosystems. Community

monitoring and enforcement are responsible for this

management and co-management are widely

situation.

practised models. In Sri Lanka, some attempts have
already been made to ensure community

There are a number of agencies vested with

participation in ecosystem management with varied

enforcement and monitoring of rules and regulations

levels of success. A few examples are the

that affect different ecosystems in Sri Lanka. They

community forestry programme, participatory

include national regulating bodies such as the CEA,

irrigation management, and co-management plans

Forest Depar tment, Depar tment of Wildlife

in selected lagoons and inland reservoirs. Some of

Conservation, Department of Agriculture and Coast

the efforts are facilitated by NGOs and community

Conservation Department, etc. There are scientific

organizations. Among others, there are a few areas

agencies such as National Aquatic Resources

where participatory approaches can be especially

Agency (NARA) and National Building Research

useful in ecosystem management.

Organization (NBRO) that have to play a supporting
role by undertaking research studies and monitoring

Protected areas:

the situation of ecosystems. Proper enforcement

areas is often involved in human-resource

needs information, facilities and trained manpower.

conflicts. They include: controlled access to

All these agencies face limitations in this context.

customary rights of communities living around;

In addition, proper coordination between these

poaching and illegal harvesting of timber and

agencies and other legal enforcement bodies such

forest products; encroachment for commercial

as the judiciary and police also is essential for

agriculture or shifting cultivation; and human-

successful results. To overcome this situation,

wildlife conflicts (e.g., human-elephant conflict).

necessary capacity building measures such as

These conflicts affect local communities while

facilities and equipment, modern scientific methods,

threatening the goals of conservation too. The

training to improve manpower skills, information

only way to overcome this is consultation with

management systems, and scientific monitoring and

local communities and ensuring their

networking among relevant agencies are necessary.

participation in ecosystem management.

Institutional mechanisms for inter-agency
coordination at policy decision levels and
implementation level should also be established.
Overall, enforcement on abuses of ecosystem
should be strengthened by introducing modern

The periphery of protected

Critical watersheds:

The management of

critical watersheds is another area where
community support is indispensable. Suitably
designed, area specific management plans
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should be developed with the consultation of

Disaster management:

stakeholders and implemented with the

up for disaster management is still evolving in

participation of local communities.

Sri Lanka. Until recently, disaster management

The institutional set-

used to be a process of providing post-disaster

Co-management of coastal and inland
fisheries: The establishment of co-

relief. To face a disaster situation in a

management systems has legally been

coordination among several layers of the

sanctioned by the Fisheries Aquatic Resources

government, civil society and the public.

Act of 1996. The essence of this strategy is to

Improvements are necessary in several areas

share responsibility for managing productive

relating to disaster management such as pre-

resources under a common pool or open

disaster planning, collection of information on

access conditions between the community and

disaster prone areas and preparation of hazard

the state agencies. The establishment of co-

maps, establishment of hazard monitoring and

management systems is a necessary condition

early warning systems, developing effective

for ensuring the protection of aquatic

disaster mitigation measures and strategies for

ecosystems used for both coastal and inland

post-disaster recovery.

successful manner requires strengthening the

fisheries.

Adaptation:

Long term impacts of climate

6.5.6 Adaptation and Disaster
Management

change cannot be overcome by disaster

Being an island nation located in the tropical region,

plan with suitable institutional mechanisms to

Sri Lanka is vulnerable to impacts of climate change.

implement it.

mitigation measures alone. This needs
development of a national adaptation action

Even though the country's contribution to global
warming is negligible, it is certain to face its

6.5.7 Public AAwareness
wareness

consequences. In this context, Sri Lanka needs
significant preparation in areas of adaptation and

The goals of ecosystem protection cannot be

disaster management. Some areas that need

achieved unless there is public support from all

special attention are discussed below.

layers of society. Without a conscious and
responsible effort from the public, any measure

In order to take

taken to overcome the problem cannot be expected

action against climate change, information to

to yield the desired results. Therefore, increasing

assess the likely impacts is required. To

public awareness on ecosystems and ways to

achieve this, suitable climate information

protect them is a prerequisite for any kind of solution.

products should be developed through

It is necessary to raise awareness among various

extensive professional and scientific inputs. It

sections of society by conducting appropriately

is necessary to review locally conducted

designed education and awareness programmes.

research as well as implications indicated by

To achieve this, both formal and mass education

global models. In addition, climate forecasting

means can be used. The most effective way to

and communication skills of relevant agencies

promote awareness is to cultivate the right attitudes

should be enhanced.

from childhood at school level. Besides formal

Assessing the impacts:

education, civil society organizations such NGOs
and CBOs can also play a significant role in
conveying the message effectively.
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7. Urbanizing Asia
7.1 Introduction

R

apid industrialization in Asia has been

shanties, and offering greater recreational

accompanied by greater urbanization with

oppor tunities. These trends demand more

the shift of surplus rural labour to centres

sophisticated urban infrastructure.

of economic activity. In turn, countries that have
managed the growth in urbanization successfully

Urbanization holds both positive as well as adverse

have also been able to harness opportunities for

implications. The former include the prospects of

greater economic growth. While more newly

better wages, greater productivity, etc. whilst the

industrialized countries in Asia such as China and

negative consequences can include congestions,

India still do not have a majority urban population,

housing issues, pollution, waste management, over-

the number of urban inhabitants continues to grow.

burdened infrastructure, etc. Good practices in

By contrast, Asian 'tiger economies' such as

dealing with urbanization are evident from the more

Singapore, Taiwan and South Korea now have a

urbanized Asian economies. For Sri Lanka,

majority of urban population. It is estimated that by

eliminating the negative impacts of urbanization

2015, approximately 47.6 per cent of the population

while maximizing the positives will be a challenge

in Asian countries will be urbanized, and this figure
is set to increase up to 53.1 per cent by 2025.1
Therefore, more than a half of the population in
Asian countries will be living in urban areas by 2025.
As Sri Lanka aspires towards rapid economic growth
in the transition up the middle incomes ladder, the
country is also faced with the challenges of an
increasing urban population. Managing urbanization
has become an area of policy priority post-2009
with the easing of security-related measures
allowing a greater flow of people into the main
metropolitan regions of the country, namely
Colombo and Kandy, and the opening up of the
Northern and Eastern regions. As a result, rural to
urban travel and migration has been greatly
facilitated. In addition, increasing numbers of
tourists, and the emergence of a health conscious
urban population, is placing greater demand on
urban cities that are clean, free of slums and

1

It is estimated
that by 2015,
approximately
47.6 per cent of
the population
in Asian
countries will
be urbanized,
and this figure
is set to
increase up to
53.1 per cent by
2025.

UN (2014), "Population Estimates and Projections: On-Line Data, Country Profiles", United Nations Department of Economic and
Social Affairs, http://esa.un.org/unup/unup/index_panel3.html, visited online 25th April 2014.
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in the years to come. This Chapter attempts to

areas.3 Urbanization can encourage agglomeration,

examine the issue of urbanization in the context of

bringing resources together and allowing industries

economic growth and development, the best

to produce goods and services at higher levels of

practices to manage urbanization, and policy

productivity. At the same time, as more industries

recommendations to ensure that there is adequate

cluster together, it can generate higher wages for

planning for the future.

employees in urban centres of economic activity.
Indeed, much of rural to urban migration hinges on

7.2 Consequences of
Urbanization
The level of urbanization refers to the proportion of
the urban population out of the total population of a
country. The rate of increase in the urban population
is known as the urbanization rate and is calculated
by the difference between the urban annual growth
rate and the total annual growth rate. The precise
demographic definition of urbanization is the
increasing share of a nation's population living in
urban areas (and thus a declining share living in
rural areas). Most urbanization is the result of net
rural to urban migration.2

including Asia, have been experiencing rapid
urbanization. The expansion of existing cities and
the formation of new ones can be directly accredited
high

rates

of

economic

Urbanization results in high population density that
has its own advantages. When people live close-by
with a well-developed transportation network, the
commuter time from one place to another is reduced
significantly, allowing people to allocate their time
for more productive purposes. It also has other
advantages. In an urbanized setting, with paved
roadways and walking paths, people will be more
inclined to walk or cycle, rather than driving. These
elements are applicable for health conscious
communities, hence to a cer tain degree,
urbanization can also promote a more mobile and
healthy lifestyle.

In the past few decades, many parts of the world,

to

better employment opportunities and higher wages.

growth

It is easy to provide essential facilities such as
electricity, telecommunication, pipe-borne water,
safe sanitation, and safe drinking water to an urban

and

industrialization. Although urbanization is capable
of bringing about positive consequences, it can also
have some very adverse effects.

7.2.1 Positive Consequences of
Urbanization
Urbanization can bring about higher productivity in
economies through many positive externalities and
economies of scale. For example, available
evidence suggests that the productivity of urban
areas of Asia is 5.5 times higher than that of rural

Urbanization
can bring about
higher productivity in economies through
many positive
externalities
and economies
of scale.

2

A nation's urban population can grow from natural increases (births minus deaths), net rural to urban migration, and reclassification (as
what was previously a rural settlement becomes classified as urban, or as an urban settlement's boundaries are expanded, bringing into
its population people who were previously classified as rural).

3

Wan, G. (2012), "Urbanization Can be Good for the Environment", viewed at http://www.asiapathways-adbi.org/2012/12/ urbanization-canbe-good-for-the-environment/, visited online, 4th May 2014.
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Urbanization
can encourage
agglomeration,
bringing resources together and allowing industries to produce
goods and services at higher
levels of productivity.

7.2.2 Negative Consequences of
Urbanization
Urbanization comes about as a result of increased
rural to urban migration. This type of migration is
mainly for better employment opportunities, but with
lack of education and skills, the migrants can be
drawn into low quality jobs. In turn, this can result
in such migrants living amongst poor housing
conditions, leading to the problem of slums and
shanties. The prevalence of slums with low standard
houses and poor living conditions causes many
other problems. Slums are located on land which
the slum dwellers do not own. Most often, these
lands are owned by the government, making it much
harder to evict them as already marginalized
populations. Slums do not have proper sanitation
and drinking water facilities, and hence generate a
whole web of health issues. Crime and drugs issues

area as compared to other areas. Since people live

also tend to be associated with the existence of

close by, the provision of these facilities will be cost

slums, making surrounding urban neighbourhoods

effective as compared to a rural area. Also,

unsafe.

urbanization is characterized by the provision of
safe housing. Countries that manage urbanization

Urbanization can also create environmental

successfully are committed to the removal of poor

problems.

housing conditions such as slums from urban areas

from motor vehicles and industries, rising

and providing safe and affordable houses for people.

temperatures, water pollution, and loss of natural

Therefore, urbanization holds the possibility of

habitats are some of the significant environmental

increasing the quality of life, and standard of living

issues associated with rapid urbanization. While

for people.

factories and automobiles are symbols of

A high population density, emissions

urbanization, they are also the sources of emission
Urbanization can also generate revenues. With

of Green House Gases (GHGs) that contribute to

industries operating at a greater level of efficiency,

global warming. The temperature also tends to

and an educated and healthy workforce earning

increase in urban settlements mainly due to factors

higher wages, urban areas are capable of

such as paving over formerly vegetated land, and

generating required revenue for further expansions

increasing number of residences and high-rise

of urban infrastructure. Furthermore, urbanization

apartments and industries. Higher densities of

can bring about innovation. Green infrastructure and

suspended particulate matter in the air around urban

green technologies - especially with regard to

areas contribute heavily to respiratory problems,

transportation, better and efficient ways of solid

creating health issues as a by-product of unplanned

waste management, etc. - can result in the

urbanization. If the drainage systems are not built

introduction, as well as development of many

properly, urban areas tend to accumulate more rain

4

water than surrounding areas, resulting in floods.

innovation opportunities.

4

Ibid.
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Industrial waste, solid waste, and hazardous waste

urbanization and congested lifestyles can force

from hospitals can easily get into water bodies,

families to move out from urban areas leaving their

which can cause outbreaks of epidemics. Indeed,

elders behind. This could create additional burdens

solid waste management is a serious issue in

on the welfare systems, especially to look after

dealing with urbanization. An increased population

elders. On the other hand, in most Asian families,

leads to more waste, and if proper waste

the elders take care of small children. When young

management is not in place, waste tends to get

families move into urban areas, the infrastructure

accumulated creating environmental and health

needs to cater for the care of small children,

issues. Furthermore, it will hinder efforts towards

especially day care centres when parents are away

'clean cities'.

at work.

Urbanization requires large amounts of land for

7.3 Sri Lanka's Urbanization Trends and Challenges

houses and other urban infrastructure. This will
result in damaging the forests cover and other
natural habitats surrounding urban areas. It is
possible that the destruction of these natural
habitats will ultimately result in the extinction of

Sri Lanka's urbanization holds some unique

fauna and flora. In a well-planned urbanization

characteristics mainly because it is an island, 5

process, infrastructure is created in a practical way

primarily composed of urban settlements that are

to accommodate the population and their rising

found along the coastal areas. The distinct feature

needs, with most of the utilities including electric

of urbanization in Sri Lanka is that there is a low

grids, sewer facilities, gas lines and roads. When

density urban sprawl and ribbon development along

the rural to urban migration increases rapidly, the

the main roads of coastal areas.6 Approximately

urban infrastructure available might not be adequate

25 per cent of the population lives less than one

enough, especially if the industrialization fails to

kilometre from the coast that accounts for only 5

generate sufficient employment opportunities. This

per cent of the land mass of the country.7 The

will result in a poor cohort in urban areas, vulnerable

emergence of urbanization along the coastal belt

to both social and economic shocks. As this

areas has allowed the preservation of forests and

propor tion of people increases in a city, the

other greenery in the countryside, despite a gradual

government has to allocate separate funds for their

transition of the economy from a primarily agrarian-

social security and welfare, placing an additional

based one to manufacturing and services. However,

burden on its urbanization efforts.

over the years, urban centres along the coastal belt
of the country have lost their greenery, including

From a social science point of view, urbanization

mangroves and other coastal vegetation - the results

with its associated busy lifestyles can damage the

of which were prominently visible during the Asian

social cohesion and family kinships that can be

Tsunami of December 2004.

seen in a rural society, especially among the Asian
countries. Most Asian families continue to be closely

Unlike most of the other countries, an 'urban area'

linked, with several generations living together. But

in Sri Lanka is not based on any definite criterion

5

Urban population refers to people living in urban areas as defined by national statistical offices. As such, urbanization is the process of the
increase in the number of people that live in urban areas.

6

The term ‘urban sprawl’ suggests that metropolitan growth is ugly, inefficient, and the cause of traffic congestion and harm the environment.
‘Low density’ suggests residential subdivisions. Low density development may take up space while increasing the travel time. Ribbon
development exists when extensive commercial development occurs in a linear pattern along both sides of the major arterial roadways
[Holcombe, G. R. (2014), “Urban Sprawl, Pros and Cons: In Defence of Urban Sprawl”, Property and Environment Research Center, US].

7

World Bank and UNHABITAT (2012), “Turning Sri Lanka’s Urban Vision into Policy and Action”, World Bank, Colombo.
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as regards the size of population, population
density, proportion of the male population in nonagricultural occupations or status of civil
administration. 8 In Sri Lanka, 'urban status' is
conferred on an area by the Minister in charge of
Local Government purely for local administrative
purposes. However, ministerial discretion seems to
be based on the nature of the development of the
locality or its amenities and urban character. 9
Hence, the defined urban areas are classified
administratively. With administrative classification
to demarcate urban areas, 89 urban settlements
were classified as rural settlements after the 13th
Amendment to the Constitution in 1987. These
downgraded Town Councils included some of the
most dynamic and densely populated suburbs of
Colombo such as Maharagama and some fast
growing small towns in the Dry Zone.10

increased, leading to a higher urban population
growth rate.This is not expected to bring about rapid
rates of urbanization although an increasing trend
will be clearly evident with an urbanization level of
18 per cent expected by 2025 (Figure 7.1).
Even though the urban population is not increasing

Sri Lanka had an average urban population growth
rate of 0.3 per cent during 2005-2010 which was
amongst the lowest in Asia. With the end of the
North/East conflict, the rural to urban migration

significantly for Sri Lanka, the annual urban
population growth rate is currently on an increasing
trend, while the rural annual population growth rate
is decreasing, although it is still positive (Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1
Sri Lanka's Urban Population Trends

Source: UN, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Estimates and Projections Section.

8

Panditharathne, B., L., (1996), “The Development of the Sri Lankan Settlement System” in Groves A. Paul (ed.) Economic Development
and Social Change in Sri Lanka: A Spatial and Policy Analysis, Manohar Publishers, New Delhi.

9

Mendis, M.W.J.G. (1982), “Urbanization and Urban Development in Sri Lanka”, Office of Housing and Urban Programmes, Sri Lanka.

10

R.J.M Udaporuwa., (2010), “An Analysis of Urban Growth and Urbanization in the Sabaragamuwa Province of Sri Lanka”, Sabaragamuwa
University Journal, Vol 9, No. 1, pp. 115-132.
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Therefore, the total number of urban inhabitants will
keep on increasing for Sri Lanka.

7.3.1 Major Metropolitan Regions
of Sri Lanka
The Sri Lankan economy is primarily concentrated
around the Colombo Metropolitan Region (CMR).
The CMR has the largest urban population as well
as the highest level of urban population in the
country. As a result, it also records higher economic
density as well as higher productivity. The CMR has
had a population increase from 3.9 million in 1981
to 5.8 million in 2012. The region comprises only 6
per cent of the total land mass, but contains 28 per
cent of the population, accounts for 45 per cent of
GDP, and 73 per cent of the industrial production.11
The Southern and Central Provinces are the second
and third highest contributors to GDP, respectively.
Most of the foreign trade passes through the
Colombo por t. The CMR generates capital,
technology, human resources, advanced services
and human capital to increase economic growth and
help create jobs for labour in other parts of the

CMR, and are seeing increases in employment due

country. Although from a global or Asian perspective,

to manufacturing sector activities. The expansion

Colombo is still minuscule, it is symptomatic

in the neighbouring districts is partly due to

nonetheless of other growth patterns across

increased costs of inputs and land associated with

countries in Asia. Both the urban and economic

urbanization of the CMR. The spread to outer

density of the CMR is expected to increase as Sri

regions is being supported by developments in the

Lanka moves into an upper middle income country.

road net work, including recently constructed
highways. The end of the conflict also provided

Manufacturing activities which used to be heavily

opportunities to develop urban centres in the

concentrated around the outskirts of the CMR, have

Northern and Eastern Provinces. The infrastructure

now started to spread to other administrative

in those regions was damaged and destroyed, with

boundaries. In 2001, the CMR accounted for 53 per

Trincomalee and Ampara recording the lowest

cent of manufacturing employment but by 2009, the

infrastructure competitiveness.13 More investments

12

Manufacturing is

on urban infrastructure in these newly revitalized

becoming an integral part of the economies of Galle,

districts, including Jaffna, hold out the potential to

Puttalam, Kegalle, Ratnapura and Matara districts.

increase trade, fisheries, agriculture and tourism in

These districts are geographically adjacent to the

Sri Lanka.

share had fallen to 43 per cent.

11
12
13

World Bank and UNHABITAT (2012), "Turning Sri Lanka's Urban Vision into Policy and Action", World Bank, Colombo.
Ibid.
ADB (2006), Urbanization and Sustainability in Asia: Good Practice Approaches in Urban Region Development, Asian Development Bank,
Manila.
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Tourism has been a source of economic growth in

recovering from the conflict holds the potential to

Sri Lanka aims to
focus on five metro
regions – Colombo,
North-Central,
Southern, Eastern,
and Northern – and
nine metro cities –
Ampara,
Anuradhapura,
Batticaloa, Colombo,
Dambulla,
Hambantota, Jaffna,
Polonnaruwa, and
Trincomalee.

support economic growth and development. In order

such developments, Sri Lanka aims to focus on five

to cater to the urban infrastructure demands in these

metro regions - Colombo, North-Central, Southern,

regions, Sri Lanka should have a clear policy

Eastern, and Northern - and nine metro cities -

direction and a plan. The rising urban population

Ampara, Anuradhapura, Batticaloa, Colombo,

will demand not only more urban infrastructure, but

Dambulla, Hambantota, Jaffna, Polonnaruwa, and

better environment and socio-economic conditions.

Trincomalee.14 These regions will be connected and

In this context, the importance of greenery in urban

integrated to become a country-wide system of

infrastructure needs to be given due recognition with

cities. Thus the regions may grow together, but

special emphasis on developing Sri Lanka's urban

perhaps with different areas of specialization and

vision with more green infrastructure. The next

different sizes.

urban locations in the South and Central Provinces.
It is now extending to the Eastern Province as well.
The urban centres of Kandy, Galle and Trincomalee
are of tourist importance and contain World Heritage
Sites. Galle and Trincomalee are the most popular
beach tourism destinations in Sri Lanka. Agricultural
industries are important sources of economic growth
for the Central, Sabaragamuwa and Southern
Provinces. Handicraft manufacturing is a developing
industry particularly in the Central Province that can
benefit from rising numbers of tourists as it develops
into a major urban centre. Improvements in urban
infrastructure will also help the Northern, Eastern
and North Central Provinces to raise economic
growth from agricultural activities.
Thus, an urbanization process centred on the CMR,
tourism and world heritage areas, agro-process
industr y-based regions, and areas that are

section elaborates on current efforts to develop the
country's main metro regions.

The plan also takes into account sustainability.
Environmental and cultural assets are to be

7.3.2 Sri Lanka's Urbanization
Vision

safeguarded to maintain and promote tourism in Sri

As Sri Lanka aims for rapid economic growth to

of life in urban areas. Another important aspect of

move up the middle income ladder, it will be

the plans is to provide housing that is affordable

accompanied by some structural transformation of

and safe. The government plans to increase the

the economy, with increased diversification away

housing supply by 100,000 houses per year, with

from agriculture and towards the industrial and

special attention paid towards vulnerable groups to

services sectors. As part of the efforts to support

ensure equitable urban development.

14

Lanka. Greener cities are to be promoted to manage
issues of climate change and increase the quality

Department of National Planning (2010), Mahinda Chinthana: Vision for the Future, Ministry of Finance and Planning, Colombo.
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There are several major challenges related to the

development are considered as equally important

above urban development activities. These include

by the government.

(1) ensuring a sustainable urban environment,
urban security, and addressing capacity gaps at the
local government level; (2) improving access to
basic infrastructure such as water, sanitation,
drainage, paved footpaths and electricity; (3)
addressing bottlenecks in local investment climate,
productivity and competitiveness; (4) reducing
poverty and inequality among low income families
in urban areas; and (5) creating enough jobs.
Therefore, any urban development policy for Sri
Lanka must take into consideration these factors
and address them in a sustainable manner.

There are more than 15 mega development projects
associated with the town centres in Sri Lanka. Urban
regeneration efforts include the construction of
30,000 low cost housing units within the next three
years and another 40,000 units during the following
three years. These are intended for relocation of
households presently located in under-served
settlements in the city of Colombo. In addition, urban
housing requirements for middle income and high
income groups are overseen by the National
Housing Development Authority (NHDA). The NHDA
recently made available its National Housing Policy

At present, government effor ts to address
urbanization is focused on three key areas: mega
development projects, urban regeneration projects,
and city beautification and town centre development
projects. All these development efforts are handled
by the Urban Development Authority (UDA) under
the Ministry of Defense and Urban Development,
which is the apex body that overlooks all urban
infrastructures in Sri Lanka. Investments for these
projects are from the government itself, but there
are many public-private partnerships, as well as
private investments. All three key areas of urban

for Sri Lanka, aiming to provide sustainable and
adequate housing for all the citizens of the country.
Thus, there are many development efforts under
way according to the government's vision on a
successful urbanization process for Sri Lanka. The
government's goal is to develop a systematic
network of settlements and cities in the country that
are effectively linked with each other and with the
rest of the world.15 As a first step, it must aim to be
an example in managing urbanization in the context
of Asia. Therefore, in managing urbanization in Sri
Lanka, it is important to reflect on the Asian context
of urbanization.

Box 7.1
Colombo City Beautification
As a part of the Colombo City Beautification project, the former 17th Century Colombo Dutch
Hospital was transformed and restored into an arcade for restaurants and shopping malls. This
was opened to the public in December 2011, with the second phase completed and opened to
the public in June 2014. The Old Race Course restoration project was finished in two stages and
was opened to public in March 2014 with several restaurants and a shopping mall. The restoration
of the Arcade Independence Square was completed and opened in July 2014. This too
accommodates shops, restaurants and a state-of-the-art cinema hall. The Beira Lake Restoration
project currently underway will comprise of a boat service, a floating market, a public park and a
scenic driving area when completed. In addition, the Colombo City Beautification project has
seen a 'greening' of the city, including parks for leisure activities.

15

Department of National Planning (2010), Mahinda Chinthana: Vision for the Future, Ministry of Finance and Planning, Colombo.
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%

%

Figure 7.2
Urban Population Trends in Asia

Source: UN, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Estimates and Projections Section.

7.4 Urbanization: The
Asian Context
The urbanization of Asia is a result of
industrialization, and hold out the potential of

is expected to record an urban population of 1,065
million people, with an urbanization level of 62.7
per cent (Table 7.1).
During 1950-2000, West Asia and South Eastern
Asia recorded an annual urban population growth

greater economic growth for the countries that have

rate of 4.4 per cent (ranked 4th) and 4 per cent

managed urbanization successfully. As already

(ranked 6th), respectively, among other regions in

mentioned, while the newly industrializing countries
such as China and India still do not have a majority
urban population as yet, the Asian tiger economies
such as Singapore, Taiwan and South Korea have
already reached this landmark. By 2025, over 53
per cent of Asia's population is expected to be
urbanized (Figure 7.2).
At present, approximately 37 per cent of the urban
dwellers in the world are to be found in the East
Asian and South Central Asian countries, which
constitute the largest urban population globally. In
1950, East Asia had the largest urban population
of 121 million, but this amounted to an urbanization
level of only 18 per cent. Whilst the absolute urban
populations were much smaller in other parts of
Asia, the levels of urbanization were similar, apart
from a slightly higher level of 26.7 per cent in the
case of Western Asia. Over the following decades,
these figures clearly changed quite rapidly, with
rising urban populations. In fact, by 2030, East Asia
139
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Table 7.1
Urban Population and Urbanization Level among Asian Regions
Asian Regions

Eastern Asia

Urban Population (millions)

Urban Percentage/Level of
Urbanization (%)

1950

2000

2030

1950

2000

2030

121

617

1065

18.0

41.6

62.7

South Central Asia

83

441

969

16.6

29.8

44.0

South Eastern Asia

26

196

407

14.8

37.5

56.5

Western Asia

13

122

238

26.7

64.7

72.4

Notes:

The level of urbanization is also known as the percentage of urban, which is the proportion of urban population out of the total population of a country/
region. The rate of increase in the urban population is known as the urbanization rate and is calculated by the difference between urban annual growth
rate and the total annual growth rate.

Source:

UN (2001), "World Urbanization Prospects: 2001 Revisions", United Nations Population Division.

the world. By 2030, these growth rates are estimated

By 2030, as indicated in Table 7.1, Eastern Asia will

to decline to 2.2 and 2.4 per cent, respectively. By

have a level of urbanization of 63 per cent and South

2030, among the Asian regions, South Central Asia

Eastern Asia will have a level of urbanization of 57

will have the highest urban population growth rate

per cent. However, these two regions will also have

of 2.6 per cent. At the same time, rural population

the second and third largest rural populations in

growth rates will decline in the Asian region in the

the world by 2030. This implies that by 2030, the

coming years. Between 1950 and 2000, East Asia

two most populous regions in the world with

recorded an annual rural population growth rate of

urbanization levels above 50 per cent will still have

0.9 per cent, whereas South Central Asia recorded

space for further improvements in urban population

1.8 per cent, South Eastern Asia 1.5 per cent and

growth. However, these increase in urbanization

Western Asia 1.2 per cent. By 2030, these rates will

present many challenges to Asia, ranging from

decline to -1 per cent, 0.6 per cent, -0.1 per cent

economic, social to environment issues.

and 1 per cent, respectively. Figure 7.2 further
illustrates the urban and rural population growth

By 2020, two-thirds of the Association of South East

rates for Asia.16

Asian Nations (ASEAN) population will be residing
within five Mega Urban Regions (MURs). These are

There is an inverse relationship between the

Bangkok-centred MUR (30 million people), Kuala

urbanization rate and the level of urbanization where

Lumpur MUR (6 million), Singapore Triangle (10

the rate of urbanization decreases as the level of

million), Java MUR (100 million) and Manila MUR

urbanization increases. By 2030, Western Asia will

(30 million). The key drivers of global economic

record an urbanization rate close to 0.4 per cent,

growth in the coming years and decades is expected

while South Eastern Asia, South Western Asia and

to originate in emerging economies across the

Eastern Asia will record an urbanization rate

world, including in Asia. To meet the requirements

between 1.3 and 1.4 per cent. This is in line with the

of urbanization and economic development,

level of urbanization discussed in Table 7.1 as

significant new investments in infrastructure is

Western Asia has the highest level of urbanization

required, particularly in the Asian region.17

among other regions of Asia.

16

UN (2001), "World Urbanization Prospects: 2001 Revisions", United Nations Population Division.

17

Institute for Sustainable Communities (2014), “Urbanization, Infrastructure and Economic Growth in Southeast Asia”, http://www.iscvt.org/
news/urbanization-infrastructure-and-economic-growth-in-asia/, visited online, 30th April 2014.
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One of the main requirements in addressing

China

urbanization is the provision of infrastructure. For

China is probably one of the fastest urbanizing

example, only 6 per cent of urban infrastructure

countries in the world. Until 1978, migration to cities

requirements of the ASEAN region are met as of

was effectively checked by the centralized state

today. 18 More needs to be done in terms of

planning system, the household registration system

developing airports, seaports, and roads. While

and the commune system in agriculture.20 The

some countries are still lagging behind, there are

centralized planning system was the most important

Asian countries that have been successful in

mechanism for the allocation of resources. The

meeting the challenges of urbanization.

primary goal of the household registration system,
which divided the population into rural and urban

Urbanization in Asia has had cer tain similar

residents, was to control migration, but it also led

characteristics. Countries that were previously

to differences in employment, welfare and insurance

agrarian-based have now become industrialized

entitlements among urban and rural populations.21

and experienced higher rates of urbanization. But,

The commune system existed throughout the

mismanagement of urbanization also leads to

countryside and had a crucial impact on all aspects

complex issues that need to be dealt with across

of rural life. The commune system was not only a

Asia.

19

There are issues with the informal sector in

many countries, especially in slum and squatter

means to organize production; it also represented
the lowest level of central state administration.22

areas. Issues of pollution and congestion are also
prevalent across Asia. While outcomes can be

China's economic reforms from the late 1970s

unique to individual countries, there are certain

greatly reduced the significance of the state

aspects that are common to many countries.

planning system and the commune system.
Economic

7.4.1 Best Practices of Urbanization:
Lessons from Other Asian Countries
Many Asian countries have had successes in
handling urbanization during the last several years.
Their success hinges on in reaping the benefits of
urbanization while mitigating the economic, social
and environmental issues. The experiences provide
many best management practices that Sri Lanka
could also reflect on. This section highlights the
efforts of some Asian countries such as China,
Japan, Malaysia, and South Korea. India is also a
country that is in the process of addressing the issue
of urbanization in a similar context to Sri Lanka.

reforms

brought

about

rural

industrialization which required facilities such as
health and education. These activities have
strengthened the urban-rural relationships, helping
to bring about a rapid urbanization process in China.
However, there are several unique characteristics
of China's urbanization which also reveals the
problems associated with urbanization.23 These
characteristics include: (1) a high rate of
urbanization; (2) a large and growing urban-rural
income gap; (3) too many cities, too few people; (4)
skewed economic structure of cities; and (5) an
emerging urban hierarchy.
Thus, China's urbanization process highlights
pitfalls to be avoided. Urbanization in China was

18

Ibid.

19

Asian Development Bank (2011), Asia 2050: Realizing the Asian Century, Asian Development Bank, Manila.

20

Reino, H. (1998), “Urbanization: Its Global Trends”, Economics and Governance, Vol. 26.

21

Henderson, V, J. (2009), “Urbanization in China: Policy Issues and Options”, China Economic Research and Advisory Programme, Brown
University and NBER, US.

22

Kojima, R. (2007), “Urbanization in China”, The Developing Economies, Vol. 33, No. 2, pp. 151-154.

23

Ibid.
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fuelled by rural industrialization and restrictive

is around 0.6 miles. Almost all areas inside the

labour regulations in order to manage urban and

subway line can be easily accessed on foot.

rural labour movements. However, China's

Therefore, urban citizens were given enough

industrialization process attracted only a few

access, allowing their travel time to go down

industries to small and medium urban centres. The

remarkably, and making each citizen's participation

main cities with larger industries absorbed most

in economic activities that much easier.25 Thus, a

financial and other resources, leading to skewed

key message from Japan's successful urbanization

urban development. At the same time, it also led to

is the importance of a well-planned transportation

urban areas with fewer people, limiting the

system to support productive economic activities

productivity of urbanization in these regions.

in an urban setting.

Japan

Malaysia

Japan already has a high urban population, and it

Malaysia's urban population is primarily

is expected to increase further. The urban population

concentrated around six major centres of Kuala

percentage of Japan stands at 95 per cent at

Lumpur, Georgetown, Kota Kinabalu, Johor Bahru,

present, rising from 53.4 per cent in 1950. Even

Kuantan, and Kuching. Future expansion is also

though the urban population percentage appears

expected to be centred around these main

to have plateaued, it is expected to increase to a

metropolitan regions.26 In 1970, the government

level approaching 100 per cent. The urbanized

made significant policy changes encouraging the

population in Japan has had a positive impact on

movement of bumiputras ('sons of the soil') towards

economic growth in Japan, with the industrialization

urban centres, to be absorbed into urban-based

process playing a major role. The growth of urban

employment in order to eliminate the economic

areas is associated with the increase in human

differences between the Malays and the non-

capital, rents and wages per worker, and hence

Malays. This changed the population structures of

contributing positively to overall growth in the

the major city areas, especially Kuala Lampur where

economy.24

57 per cent of the population was migrants from

The development of solid transportation systems
and fast economic growth from the 1950s to the
1970s saw the net migration rates of Tokyo, Osaka,
and Nagoya increase significantly, allowing them to
emerge as the three main regions. Japan's economic
development with a successful urbanization process
is strongly attributed to the transport infrastructure
system that was put in place. Tokyo developed its
railway system when it had a smaller urban
population percentage, whilst considering the
requirements of future urban population growth. At
present, the average distance from station to station

24

25
26

27

rural areas. As Malaysia began to pursue exportoriented industrialization from the 1970s, it brought
about significant changes on the economic front
and urbanization. It led to an influx of FDI projects
and export-orientation efforts which encouraged the
development of FTZs and which saw the movement
of people from rural to urban areas. Consequently,
about two-thirds of all approved FDI projects were
located in the three major urban nodes of Kuala
Lumpur, Johor Bahru and Penang. Thus, an
inevitable directional bias in the migration stream
towards the major urban nodes marked the rapid
industrialization in the country.27

Eaton, J., and Z. Eckstein, Z., (1997), "Cities and Growth: Theory and Evidence from France and Japan", Regional Science and Urban
Economics, Vol. 27, No. 4, pp.443-474.
Ibid.
Thong, L. B. (2005), "Urban Development in Malaysia: The Case for a More Holistic and Strategic Approach to Urbanization", paper
presented at a conference on "Urban and Peri-Urban Developments: Structures, Processes and Solutions", University of Cologne, Germany,
16-19 October, 2005.
Yusoff, R. B. B. (2013), "Urban Development Challenge in the Malaysian Context", Economic Planning Unit, Prime Minister's Office,
Government of Malaysia.
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In 2013, Malaysia released its Tenth Malaysia Plan

alleviate overcrowding in Seoul's downtown area,

(MP10). With cities estimated to have three times

the city government drew up a master plan in the

the productivity of rural areas, the MP10 identifies

mid-1980s that envisioned the development of four

12 National Key Economic Areas (NKEAs), most of

'core zones' by 2000. Satellite cities were built

which are sectoral, but one of which is Malaysia's

around the main urban areas with adequate

28

transportation facilities, allowing people to commute

Malaysia is concentrating its urban transition to the

to and from the satellite city. Another policy measure

12 NKEAs rather than developing urban centres all

found in South Korea is building more high-rise

over the country. Another unique feature is

apartment complexes as a means of dealing with

Malaysia's commitment to providing adequate and

land issues and keeping urban areas affordable to

sustainable houses for its urban citizens.

a larger part of the urban population.

South Korea

India

While Tokyo started its urbanization with one million

With the second largest population in the world,

people, Seoul, one of the largest urban settlements

India appears to be in the midst of an urban crisis

in the world today, started its urbanization with only

with a rapid population increase and economic

190,000 people.29 As an Asian tiger economy, South

development.32 India has under-invested in its cities

Korea had undergone significant industrialization

in the past. To fulfill its urban vision, India will have

as well as rapid economic growth.30 By 1985, the

to build 700 to 900 million square metres of floor

largest cities in South Korea were Seoul (9.6 billion),

space per year and 350 to 400 kilometres of

Pusan (3.5 billion), Taegu (2 billion), Inch'on (1.4

metropolitan railways and subways per year.33 If

billion), Kwangju (906 million), and Taejon (866

India can meet the challenges of urban

million). Urbanization in South Korea is highest in

development, there is enormous potential to benefit

Seoul and the coastal cities of Pusan, Masan, Yosu,

from an expected 250 million people in the working

Chinhae, Ulsan, and P'ohang. The reason for

age population.

largest urban centre - i.e., Greater Kuala Lumpur.

urbanization in South Korea has been attributed to
spatial polarization, dominance of large cities and

The issues associated with urbanization in India

urban restructuring.31 The major reasons for urban

can be broadly categorized into those of inadequate

migration have been identified as new employment

infrastructure, growth mismanagement, and social

or seeking a new job, job transfer and business

divisions. One factor that ties in all of the elements

oppor tunities, education oppor tunities, and

is urban informality in India. In India, urban planners

convenience of living.

often

underestimated

the

infrastructure

requirements of the growing cities. To make things
South Korea identified a few key regions for rapid

worse, the state gave authority to private contractors

urbanization through a master plan that was the

to build and manage urban infrastructure which at

cornerstone to their success in urbanization. To

the end left the state with limited control.34

28

Government of Malaysia (2013), "Tenth Malaysia Plan", Economic Planning Unit, Prime Minister's Office.

29

The dislocation caused by the Korean War accounted for the rapid increase in the urban population during the early 1950s. During the
post-Korean war period, rural people left their ancestral villages in search of greater economic and educational opportunities in the cities.

30

Korea's rapid urbanization was made possible mainly because of a drastic change in its economic structure from an agrarian economy to
an industrial economy. Nearly 80 per cent of the labour force was employed in the agriculture sector in 1960, but by 1996 this figure had
fallen to 12 per cent.

31

Choe, S, C. (1998), "Globalization and Urbanization in Korea", abstract presented at the Tokyo Workshop organized by the World Bank, 31
November to 1 December 1998, Tokyo, Japan.

32

Dobbs, R. and S. Sankhe (2010), "Comparing Urbanization in China and India", McKinsey Quarterly, pp. : 1-3.

33

The Planning Commission of India (2013), "The Challenges of Urbanization in India: Approach to the 12th Plan", Government of India.

34

Roy, A., (2009), “Why India Cannot Plan its Cities: Informality, Insurgence and the Idiom of Urbanization”, Planning Theory, Vol. 8, No. 1, pp.
76-87.
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Other issues of urbanization in India include those

PPPs can promote sustainability of urbanization

of the predicted increase in urbanization and likely

projects, while urban development and governance

consequences to the environment, ecology and

may also become easier. There are many PPP

sustainability. There are issues associated with

initiatives for achieving India's urban vision.

increased water and air pollution. Urban ecosystems

However, there are some major concerns. Examples

are vulnerable to invasive species of both flora and

from the water sector in Maharashtra and Kerala

fauna. There are other challenges due to the scarcity

states in India show that private companies when

of water. Coastal cities and cities near rivers will

given authority can impose an additional burden on

have issues of flooding. The most vulnerable urban

people by focusing only on profit making. In these

residents tend to be the poor. Issues of solid waste

cases, even though the government was supposed

management also plague Indian cities and affect

to be the 'guardian' of the project, private parties

various ecosystems of India.

35

were allowed to increase tariffs, and impose many
restrictions on the usage of water, limiting the

In managing issues of rising urbanization and

accessibility to the utility services by urban people.38

unplanned city development, India initiated a

Official corruption is another main factor affecting

sustainable cities programme. Under this, city

PPP initiatives in India. Most of India's PPP attempts

governments were given a constitutional status and

in the road development and power sector are prone

were separated from provincial governments; state

to official corruption.39 Therefore, India's experience

governments could not suspend or override city

also shows that the infrastructure management

governments; Wardens and Councillors were to be

should be done very carefully. It is important to

elected; there were constitutionally defined powers

ensure control over projects and programmes so

for civic bodies; and city governments would collect

that people's welfare is always guaranteed and

taxes, duties and tolls which will be levied and the

mismanagement of funds are minimized.

state finance commission would decide the
resources allocation. There was also the

As the examples discussed above show, each

development

technology

country has its own strategy in dealing with

programmes such as low cost sanitation, low cost

urbanization. Their attempts are shaped by the

housing, and rain water harvesting to help further

socio-economic context of the country, economic

of

sustainable

36

alleviate urbanization related issues.

resources and population growth rates. However,
Sri Lanka can draw up on these experiences,

Public-private partnerships (PPPs) can be an

especially in view of renewed policy attention on

important means of developing infrastructure

urbanization. The next section looks at Sri Lanka's

required by urban areas. India plans to develop

current development efforts in urbanization and their

infrastructure and urban services through PPPs.37

relationship to the urbanization efforts across Asia.

35

Aggarwal, S. and C. Butsch, (2011), “Environmental and Ecological Threats in Indian Mega Cities”, Applied Urban Ecology: A Global
Framework, pp. 66-81; Narain, V. (2009), “Growing City, Shrinking Hinterland: Land Acquisition, Transition and Conflict in Peri-urban
Gurgaon, India”, Environment and Urbanization, Vol. 21, No. 2, pp. 501-512; Nagendra, H., et al., (2014). “Urbanization and its Impacts on
Land Use, Biodiversity and Ecosystems in India”, INTERdisciplina, Vol. 2, No. 2, pp. 305-313.

36

Chakrabarti, P. D. (2001), “Urban Crisis in India: New Initiatives for Sustainable Cities”, Development in Practice, Vol. 11, Nos. 2-3, pp. 260272.

37

Ministry of Urban Development (2013), “New Models of PPP to Improve Urbanization”, Government of India, http://pib.nic.in/newsite/
PrintRelease.aspx?relid=98678, visited online 4th May 2014.

38

Dongol, Y. (2013), “Intensive Public-Private Partnership for Sustainable Urbanization of Cochin”, Center for Public Policy Research, India.

39

Xu, B. (2014), “Governance in India: Infrastructure”, Council on Foreign Relations, US.
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7.5 Sri Lanka's Urbanization Efforts: The
Attempts and Lessons

in the urban areas of Sri Lanka, with many more
planned and under construction. Sri Lanka has thus
been successful to an extent so far in addressing
urban housing needs. However, there is much to be
done in the coming years. Despite the efforts by

Just like Malaysia, Sri Lanka is also investing in
urban housing development. These housing efforts
are targeted at vulnerable groups, middle income
as well as high income groups of the metro cities.
Housing for vulnerable groups is a joint effort by
the UDA and the NHDA. People who live in slums
and shanties are to be provided with 70,000 housing
units. This is under way, and is expected to be
completed in the next six years.

are being managed by the NHDA. Adequate and
sustainable houses for one million families are to
be provided through the 'Jana Sevana National
Houses

and

Human

for the urban poor and vulnerable, there are some
concerns. Where the re-located housing involves a
transition from 'horizontal housing' to 'vertical
arrangements', there will be considerable
adjustments to be made, both in terms of livelihoods,
community living, etc. For many urban poor,
livelihoods are very closely linked to the place they
live. Furthermore, unless the aim is to provide

Housing requirements of all other income groups

Million

many government institutions to expedite housing

Settlement

Development Programme' and the 'Nagamu
Purawara' housing development programme. This
programme, while among many other areas, will
also look into the housing needs of the poor and
lower middle income groups in urban areas. The
programme is geared in such a way that banks and
other financial institutions are linked to provide
financial assistance for poor and lower middle
income groups to start building their homes, while
making continuous government assistance
available. Additionally, these housing efforts are
focused on applying low cost and green
technologies, which suit the environment and
energy demands of the country.
Housing for upper middle income groups are mainly
supported by their own savings, but here again, the
NHDA is geared to provide necessary assistance
for them to secure financial assistance from banks.
Housing demand for a portion of the upper middle
income and the high income groups are mostly met
by private housing contractors. There are many

adequate housing for all urban poor and vulnerable,
the selection of beneficiaries is also going to be a
tedious task with concerns over equity and
transparency.40
Both Japan and South Korea were successful in
managing urbanization with the investments they
made on infrastructure development, especially the
railways and road systems. Sri Lanka's situation is
somewhat similar. As mentioned earlier, Sri Lanka
is focusing on the development of five metro regions
and nine metro cities. All these regions and cities
are being connected through a well-developed road
network and a railway system. The Ministry of
Transport launched its flagship project recently Urban Transport System Development Project for
Colombo Metropolitan Region and Suburbs - that
aims to meet the road and railway development
needs in urban areas. Both the road and railway
systems are focused on 'transit- oriented
development' to minimize congestions and reduce
the commuter time.
Under the National Road Master Plan for 2007-2017
released in 2007 by the Road Development
Authority (RDA), highways are being built at a rapid
pace, connecting all the metro regions of the
country.41 Therefore, just like Japan and South

housing development projects and condominiums
40

41

Rabenhorst, C, S. (2011),”Gender and Property Rights: A Critical Issue in Urban Economic Development", International Housing Coalition,
US.
RDA (2007), “National Road Master Plan 2007-2017”, Road Development Authority, Ministry of Highways and Road Development, Colombo.
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Korea, Sri Lanka has identified the urban area and

in urban areas, increasing slums in urban cities,

cities to be built to achieve its urban vision, and is

etc., pose many challenges to the urbanization

rapidly investing in and constructing the necessary

process. In order to overcome these challenges and

road and railway networks.

have a successful urbanization process in Sri
Lanka, some policy measures are proposed below.

Disaster preparedness and management is also a
major component of urban development efforts.

Strengthen municipal authorities

Managing heavy rains and floods and solid waste

Due to the centralized nature of municipal

generation to avert socio-economic impacts of

authorities, there are issues of inadequate funds,

disasters is important. Under the UDAs 'Metro

incentives and human resources.43 Thus, issues of

Colombo Urban Development Project', five key

urbanization may not be completely dealt with, as

Municipal Council areas of the CMR are being

roles and responsibilities overlap creating a degree

developed as urban centres. Just as in India, PPPs

of confusion. There is also lack of coordination

are one of the main frameworks that the

between different authorities. Issues of finance and

government of Sri Lanka is pursuing. Many of these

resource allocation also arise due to the

par tnerships are focused on building urban

mismanagement of roles and responsibilities.

infrastructures such as buildings, houses and

Human resources are another problem area as there

transportation systems. There are several PPP

may not enough technical knowledge and staff to

initiatives in the areas of water supply and sanitation

provide the required services. The CMR produces

facility developments that have proven to be

the highest amount of solid waste per day at more

successful. However, more effort is needed to build

than 100 Mt. However, neither the Colombo

joint investment initiatives.42

Municipal Council nor the Western Province solid
waste management authorities have the necessary

China

used

industrialization

to

promote

financial, human and technical capacity to handle

urbanization and economic growth. Sri Lanka's

this waste generation. As a result, solid waste

urban population is still at a low level, but increasing.

management in the main urban city of Sri Lanka is

In order to have a successful and sustainable

a major problem. This situation is not limited to

urbanization process, industrialization in urban as

Colombo, and can be seen in all other satellite

well as rural areas is necessary to allow the

municipalities in Sri Lanka. If Sri Lanka were to

movement of labour from lower productivity areas

achieve a successful urbanization, these

to higher productivity areas. Growing employment

municipalities have to be strengthened financially,

opportunities are not the only reason to boost

technically and in terms of human resources.

industrial urbanization. Apart from financial income,
transport facilities, close proximity from dwelling to
working place, modern living styles, education
services, housing and other facilities on offer to the
new rural migrants are some of the other pull factors
for industrial urbanization.

Address economic and environmental costs
Sri Lanka must also adequately address increasing
economic and environmental costs of urban
development. There are problems associated with
the low density sprawl and ribbon development that

However, rising environment pollution, land

include economic inefficiency and environmental

degradation, increasing land and housing prices

unsustainability.

42

43

Urbanization

demands

Rajapakse, G. (2013), “Develop Clean Green People Friendly Cities”, Sunday Observer, http://www.Sunday observer. lk/2012/10/07/fea01.asp,
visited online 4th May 2014.
World Bank and UNHABITAT (2012), “Turning on Sri Lanka’s Urban Vision into Policy and Action”, World Bank, Colombo.
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transportation services.44 Inadequate provision of

services. The use of private vehicles is also a major

such services and environmental unsustainability

source of environmental pollution. Hence, a strong

can place bottlenecks on urban infrastructure

public transportation system is needed to address

services. Poor land use is making urban areas more

these problems.

prone to natural disasters. Such exposure makes
planning for urbanization more difficult, and at the

Green cities

same time erodes the competitiveness of cities. The

Ensuring a greener environment is essential for

origins of natural disasters such as landslides and

urban development in several ways. This will help

heavy floods are most of the time associated with

to minimize environmental degradation, limit

land usages. Inefficient and unauthorized housing

adverse impacts of natural disasters and climate

and settlement projects can create more devastating

change, and will improve the aesthetic value of

results with natural disasters. Therefore, Sri Lanka

urban areas. Like in South Korea, it is important to

needs to carefully consider the status of land

establish green areas in Colombo and other

usages, housing conditions and possible exposures

metropolitan regions of Sri Lanka. The government

to natural disasters such as floods and landslides

has taken many steps to improve the greenery of

in making urban development plans. The CMR was

the Colombo city through the 'Colombo City

significantly affected by heavy rains in the recent

Beautification Project'. Similar efforts are to be

past. Subsequent efforts saw many water canals

expended on another 20 urban areas in Sri Lanka.

being cleaned and reconstructed so that heavy rains

The Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources

can take water to the sea without creating floods.

is also planning to have more trees in all

Many shanty houses in Colombo were removed and

metropolitan areas in Sri Lanka as a means of

people were given safe housing. However, there is

improving the greenery, as well as reducing levels

more to be done to ensure environment

of air pollution. With GHG emissions on the

sustainability and better provision of services.

increase, with metropolitan regions being the main
sources, establishing steps to mitigate the future

Develop railway systems and roads

impacts are quite important for Sri Lanka. Since Sri

Sri Lanka has a largely connected road network,

Lanka is an island, establishing green areas around

but the railways are not as well developed. Many

the coastal belt is also important so that the impacts

people commute to Colombo for employment, with

of natural disasters can be mitigated in the future.

vehicles entering the city on the rise. In order to

In spite of efforts made to establish green belts after

address the resultant road congestion, a highway

the 2004 Asian Tsunami, houses are once again

network for vehicles to bypass Colombo city when

being built close to the coastal line. Hence more

moving to other areas is under construction. Roads

investments and attention has to be given to ensure

within the Colombo city as well as access roads

urban centres close to the coastal line have a proper

are being widened. These efforts will reduce

green belt as a protection.

commuter time, while saving time and money. In an
successfully addressed urbanization, transportation

Provide safe and affordable housing, safe
drinking water and sanitation

systems play a major role with public transportation

The percentage of Sri Lanka's population with safe

being the most frequently used medium of travel.

housing, access to safe sanitation facilities and

In Sri Lanka, the use of private transportation is

access to safe drinking water are above 90 per

still high, mainly owing to poor public transportation

cent.45 However, housing prices are much higher

ideal situation, like in most of the countries that have

44

Ibid.

45

CBSL (2013), “Economic and Social Statistics of Sri Lanka”, Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Colombo.
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in urban areas, limiting the ability of low income

entity nor the public entity mismanages the PPP

households to secure housing, sanitation and water

efforts in Sri Lanka.

facilities. The government, as well as many NGO/
INGOs, is working to provide housing facilities for
low income groups in urban areas. But, there needs
to be better coordination between these groups. Sri
Lanka has launched a 'Sustainable Housing
Programme' to provide safe houses, water and
sanitation for low income groups in urban areas,
especially in Colombo, but more investments and
coverage is needed. Banks are reluctant to provide
loans for low income groups for housing facilities
and request collateral and clear land titles which
most low income households in urban areas are
unable to provide.46

Encourage PPPs
Sri Lanka is already making large investments in
improving urban infrastructure in the CMR as well
as other urban areas. Urban infrastructure is
expensive, making it difficult for the government
alone to meet the demand. Hence, PPPs are useful.
Sri Lanka is already engaged in PPP activities in
providing housing, water and sanitation; managing
solid waste; and building roads and other
transportation systems.47 However, there should
be proper management and coordination among
the state and private entities in order to make these
effor ts a success. Corruption and inefficient
management can be two major things that can bring
down PPP efforts. Therefore, while expanding the
use of PPP, it is also important that a proper
regulatory body is in place so that neither the private

Ensure an integrated and forward looking
planning process
As India's experience shows, the lack of an
integrated and forward looking urban planning
process hampers a successful urbanization
process. China also invested in too many urban
cities with too little people. By contrast, Japan, South
Korea and Malaysia did plan for the future,
identifying the impor tance of transpor tation
systems, housing, and especially the development
of key urban areas and supporting satellite urban
areas. Hence, learning from these experiences
suggest that Sri Lanka must develop a
comprehensive urban development plan that looks
into all aspects of socio-economics of urban
dwellers, environment, financing, and physical
resources. For example, most often, urban
development activities call for an Environment
Impact Assessment (EIA). However, most
developed countries now have moved on to
Strategic Environment Assessments (SEAs) which
integrates urban development efforts linking all the
elements of socio-economic, environment, finance
and physical resource issues.48 These integrated
planning tools will allow Sri Lanka to identify and
carry-out its urban area development, considering
future population increases, traffic congestions,
demand for wider roads and railway systems, air
pollution and land degradations and impacts of
climate change in a more effective, efficient and
sustainable manner.

46

Kelegama, S., (2013), “Sri Lanka’s Vision of Urban Development”, Financial Times, http://www.ft.lk/2013/05/17/sri-lankas-vision-of-urbandevelopment/, visited online 2nd May 2014.

47

UNHABITAT (2014), “Sustainable Cities Programme in Sri Lanka: Sustainable Colombo Core Area Project”, http://www.fukuoka. unhabitat.org/
programmes/scp/sri_lanka/detail01_en.html, visited online 2nd May 2014.

48

Rodrigo, P. C. J. and L.H.P. Gunaratne (2008), “Strategic Environment Assessment as a Subsumable Tool for Urban Solid Waste Management
Problem”, Proceeding of the International Conference on Business Management, Vol. 5
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8. Learning from Asian Best Practices
in School Education
8.1 Benchmarking Best Practices in School
Education

T

he most recent Programme for International

borders to learn from best practices in education

Student Assessments (PISA) results

and to find solutions for their education system

released in December 2013 revealed that

problems.

most of the best performing school systems are
situated in Asia. Shanghai-China was the best

PISA, a tool for assessing students across countries,

performer in Mathematics followed by six Asian

was conceptualized in the mid-1990s by the OECD,

countries including, Singapore, Hong Kong-China,

and the first PISA survey was conducted in 2000.2

Chinese Taipei, South Korea, Macao-China, and

Since then, a PISA survey has been conducted

Japan. But this result was not limited to

every three years covering OECD member countries

Mathematics. The release of PISA results has

and other partner countries. The PISA was designed

unleashed a plethora of articles that seek to

to assess 15 year old students across the globe for

understand the reasons behind the success of the

their competencies in reading, mathematics, science

Asian countries in teaching children.

and problem solving. This assessment is different
from normal exams, in that, it is not meant to

Along with the drive for innovation-led growth across

examine how well students know what they have

countries, the global competition for skilled workers

learnt, but it tries to assess how well they can use

has intensified. This is evident in the migration policy

that knowledge to solve problems situated in

changes of advanced countries favouring skilled

unfamiliar settings.

workers. A new sur vey conducted by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and

PISA identifies several policies and practices that

Development (OECD) in assessing adult skills

contribute to the success of school systems.3 The

shows that, adults with poor Mathematics skills limit

results indicate that resources are important for

individuals' access to better paying, more rewarding

improving educational outcomes. But, this is only

jobs.1 Further, unequal distribution of Mathematic

up to a limit. After a certain point, injecting further

skills has a negative influence on the wealth of

resources will have marginal impacts on the

nations. In this backdrop, countries have also

educational outcomes. As much as the amounts that

turned greater attention to improving their own

are invested in education, the way resources are

education systems to produce skilled graduates.

allocated is also important. For example, the high

Countries are increasingly looking beyond their

performing school systems are more equitable

1

OECD (2013), “PISA 2012 Results in Focus”, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Paris.

2

OECD (2014), PISA FAQ, available at http://www.oecd.org/pisa/aboutpisa/pisafaq.htm [accessed 9 May 2014].

3

OECD (2013), “PISA 2012 Results in Focus”, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Paris.
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across schools coming from a variety of socioeconomic backgrounds. The more successful
school systems have schools that are better staffed
and better equipped. Schools that have better
autonomy over how they set the curriculum and how
they assess students, perform better. Better schools
tend to self-evaluate their performance and use
student assessments to compare themselves to the
performance of other schools in their districts or
countries. Schools where students come to class
late or are often absent tend to perform less well
than other schools.
This Chapter compares the policies and practices
of the education system in Sri Lanka with that of

One key feature that differentiates teachers in high
performing
school systems from the
others is the
quality of the
teachers.

the best education systems in the world to assess
differences and recommend changes. It raises

sought after occupation. This is partly due to

several key questions: how are the education

relatively high compensation received by teachers.

system practices different in Sri Lanka from that of

In South Korea teachers are paid well. The starting

the best performing school systems? What practices

annual salary (US$ 30,401) of a new teacher in

can improve teacher quality and distribution in the

South Korea is close to the OECD average (US$

education systems? How can Sri Lanka improve

31,687), while the highest paid teachers receive

equity in the education system? How are the best

salaries that far exceed the average (US$ 51,317)

education systems financed and governed? How

for top scale paid by OECD countries. Although

can education providers be made accountable to

teachers are paid slightly lower salaries in Japan,

the performance of students? These are some of

and the starting salary of a Japanese teacher is

the questions that will be explored in this Chapter.

lower than the OECD average, the salaries of
Japanese teachers in their mid and top career levels

8.2 Teacher
Matters

Quality

exceed that of the OECD average. Teacher salaries
in Singapore are comparable with salaries of other
professionals. The highest paid teachers can earn

One key feature that differentiates teachers in high

as much as twice the GDP per capita income of

performing school systems from the others is the

the country. The Ministry of Education periodically

quality of the teachers. High teacher quality results

compares the teacher salary scales with other

from a variety of policy measures taken by policy

salary scales and makes adjustments to keep

makers. The key measures identified from the review

teacher salaries competitive. Successful teachers

of literature on PISA results are summarized below.4

can earn retention bonuses and performance
bonuses, some of which can be as much as 30 per

8.2.1 Better Compensation and
Status Attracts the Best

cent of their base salary. The selections for these

In most of the successful school systems, teachers

2009, the modal average annual salary for teachers

are highly respected, and teaching is a highly

aged 25-29 was US$ 43,563, which was slightly

4

bonuses are done after rigorous evaluations, which
also serve as a basis for teacher development. In

This section draws mainly from Center on International Education Benchmarking (2014), "PISA 2012", available at http://www.ncee.org/
pisa-2012/ [accessed 8 May 2014].
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higher than the OECD average of US$ 41,701.

In China, there were no standard mechanisms for

Teacher compensation depends on their position

teacher certification prior to the 1980s. Teachers

in the career path. Movement along the career path

usually served their home community in rural areas,

is based on performance and potential.

although it was a competitive occupation in urban
areas. However, since a policy shift in the 1980s,

High teacher salaries are used to attract the best

teachers need to get certified in order to become a

students to the teaching profession in the best

teacher. Certification happens in several steps.

performing countries. However, the selection

First, all aspiring to be teachers need to get their

process for recruiting teachers and for promotions,

general education certification. Individuals aspiring

as described below, is also very rigorous in these

to be elementary teachers need to get a certificate

countries. Thus, only the best are able to get access

from a special secondary school. While those

to the teaching profession, and they have to show

aspiring to be junior and senior secondary school

continuous performance for moving along the

teachers attend a two and four year junior colleges,

career ladder.

respectively, after completion of their secondary

8.2.2 Stringent TTeacher
eacher Recruitment

education. But, a general education certificate at
the secondary or tertiary level is not sufficient to

In most successful school systems, ensuring

become a teacher. They must also pass the National

teacher quality starts with recruitment. The best

Mandarin Language Test, plus qualify in four exams

performers in the post senior secondary level exams

covering pedagogy, psychology, teaching methods,

are chosen for a career in teaching. For example,

and teaching ability. Graduate teachers who have

in South Korea students for different teacher

covered these areas of study in their degree

education programmes are selected based on

programmes are sometimes exempt from these

performance at high school and their performance

exams. These requirements are more stringent in

at the College Scholastic Ability Test - a test taken

Shanghai-China, where all school teachers need

by all high school students aiming to do higher

to have a general certification in education (the level

studies. All elementary school teachers in South

of this certification varies with the grade level they

Korea are graduates of dedicated teachers' colleges

wish to teach), plus be certified in teaching, as well

(of which there are 11 in the country), while

as have practical training in teaching.

secondary school teachers can qualify in teachers'
colleges or courses taken at depar tments of

Teacher recruitment is extremely competitive in

education at colleges or universities or through non-

Singapore. Candidates for teacher training are in

degree teacher training programmes conducted by

the top three percentiles of their graduating classes.

colleges and universities. The competition for

Only one in eight applicants is accepted for teacher

secondary teacher positions is high with only 30

training. The selection process is rigorous and

per cent of all qualifying candidates securing a

includes interviews to assess the personal qualities

place. As a result, many good secondary school

of the candidates, and review of school records to

candidates opt to qualify as an elementary school

assess contributions to school and community.

teacher as the probability of finding a placement is

School leaders are also of good quality as they are

higher for elementary school teachers. This has

chosen primarily from amongst school teachers.

resulted in improving the quality of elementary
school teachers as well. Those selected as
elementary school teachers fall within the top 5 per
cent of their graduating class. Teachers are hired

8.2.3 TTeacher
eacher Promotions as a
Means to Improve Performance

based on a competitive examination held at the

In many of the better-performing Asian countries,

provincial or metropolitan level.

having well defined career paths, compensations
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and promotions based on performance, and special

education and teaching. Teachers in Japan can

incentives to encourage teachers to teach in difficult

expect to move up the career ladder from teacher

areas and challenging schools have resulted in

to head teacher to principal, along a 36 steps career

encouraging the best candidates to enter the

ladder. Promotions are based on performance and

teaching profession, and allocating them across the

experience. In South Korea too, teachers are

system to achieving best results.

evaluated based on experience as a teacher,
evaluation results, and research publications.

In Singapore, teachers can get promoted along
three different career tracks - teaching track,
leadership track and specialist track. Teachers in
the teaching track can be promoted along their

8.2.4 TTeacher
eacher TTraining
raining and
Development

chosen career paths to become principals or master

Most successful school systems do not stop with

teachers, while teachers in the leadership track can

recruiting the best candidates. They also invest in

work their way up to becoming the Director-General

training and developing those chosen for teaching

of Education. In the specialist track, teachers are

to do their best. Throughout the teaching career,

focused on research and teaching policy and can

teachers are provided guidance and support for

move up the ladder to become a chief-specialist.

teacher training. Successful teachers can move up

As teachers move along the career path, they

the career ladder and expect better salaries and

receive salary increases and opportunities to train

promotions.

and develop themselves. Newly recruited teachers
are

obser ved

for

three

years

before

In Shanghai-China, teachers are given space and

recommendations are made for a suitable career

are expected to undergo continuous development.

path for them. In China, movement up the career

One means of encouraging teachers to develop

ladder is based on professional evaluations, which

themselves is by allocating a significant proportion

include evaluations on teaching methods (based

of their time for lesson planning. Teachers are

on mock teaching sessions), ability to mentor and

provided with multiple avenues for development.

orient new teachers, and publications related to

One means of development is through peer support.
Teachers regularly meet in small groups, according

Most successful
school systems
do not stop with
recruiting the
best candidates.
They also invest
in training and
developing
those chosen for
teaching to do
their best.
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to their subject area and grade, to discuss teaching
methods, conduct mock teaching sessions, and to
comment and learn from each other. Teachers are
also provided with facilities for self-development. For
example, recently a web platform was launched in
China so teachers can discuss curriculum ideas,
teaching methods, and their research publications.
In Japan, since 2009, teachers are expected to
renew their certification every 10 years, after
undergoing professional development. This policy
change has encouraged teachers to participate in
professional development. Also, schools are able
to not renew appointments of teachers who fail to
upgrade or renew their certificates.
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8.3 When All Benefit, the
System Benefits

spending more time preparing for exams than
concentrate on learning. Shanghai-China has
managed to overcome this problem by eliminating
the special status enjoyed by key schools, and by

The best performing school systems did not

requiring children to attend neighbourhood schools.

succeed only because their systems produced more

This policy was not well received by parents. In order

students that performed at a high level, but also

to overcome the parent concerns, now children are

because their systems had a very small proportion

allowed to attend schools in other neighbourhoods,

of students who performed at a low level (Figure

but for a fee. The policy of neighbourhood

8.1). This is partly due to the strategic policies

attendance for primary and lower secondary levels

adopted by the best performing school systems 'to

has lessened the attention given to exams. In order

leave no one and no school behind'.

to alleviate inequity bet ween schools, the
government has invested in upgrading buildings and

Over time, the best performing school systems have

providing resources to underprivileged schools.

reformed to improve equity. The PISA results also
show that the more unvarying school systems tend

Some best performing school systems practice

to perform better overall. The education system in

positive discrimination to improve equity. In South

Shanghai-China has changed in several ways to

Korea, children from underprivileged families are

improve equity. In the past, Shanghai-China had a

more likely to be taught by better qualified teachers,

system of 'key schools', where selected schools

than more privileged students. Teachers are also

received better resources than other schools. The

given various incentives to attend schools serving

students for key schools were selected based on

low income families. For example, schools with a

exams. Given the privileges received by children in

higher proportion of children from low income

key schools, the competition to attend them was

families have smaller class sizes. The teachers

high. This resulted in children at very young ages

Figure 8.1
Proportion of Best and Worst Performing Students in Mathematics in Different
Education Systems
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teaching them have higher salaries and lower
instructional times, more credit towards future
promotions, and a better choice in the location of
their next school. Along with improving the quality
of teaching children from low income families, South
Korea also provides vouchers for children from low
income families to attend extra curricular activities,
and provides university scholarships. Singapore has
started the Programme for Rebuilding and Improving
Existing Schools (PRIME) initiative to renovate all
schools built before 1997 to incorporate better
science and computer labs and other facilities in
the schools.
A challenge faced by most school systems is
encouraging better teachers to move to rural areas
and to teach in more challenging schools. The
Shanghai government has taken steps to improve
the qualit y of teachers and principals in

A challenge
faced by most
school systems is encouraging
better teachers to move to
rural areas
and to teach
in more challenging
schools.

underprivileged schools. In Shanghai-China,
teachers are allocated to schools where they can
make the most difference. Specific attention is given

Children learn not only at school. A major part of

to ensure that the most disadvantaged schools have

their learning takes place at home. Students from

sufficient numbers of good quality teachers. On the

poorer socio-economic backgrounds are less likely

one hand, these systems provide incentive

to get support for their learning process for several

programmes to attract better qualified teachers to

reasons. Either, the parents of underprivileged

the more disadvantaged schools. On the other

children are more likely to be less educated than

hand, teachers in disadvantaged schools are sent

their counterparts. They are also more likely to have

for in-service training. In South Korea, teachers can

less time to invest in their children's education.

earn bonus points for teaching in rural areas and

Further, they are more likely to come from troubled

teaching special education classes.

home fronts, where the home environment is not
suitable for learning. Some countries with best

As with teachers, underprivileged schools are less

performing school systems have taken steps to

likely to have better resources and better leaders.

support families to help children. Singapore has a

To overcome this problem, Shanghai-China has

unique programme to help families with special

grouped schools. Each school cluster consists of a

needs through community suppor t. Local

variety of schools with different performance levels.

community councils are set up to identify and help

Each cluster is responsible for evaluating their

families needing special help. In Shanghai-China,

resources and improving the performance of the

teachers meet with parents several times a term to

whole cluster through resource sharing. For

brief them on what the children are learning. In

example, teachers and leaders from better

some schools, parents are taught how to support

performing schools within a cluster are sent to the

children to learn.

less well performing schools, so that they can
improve teaching and administrative capacity of the
less well performing school.
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8.4 Education Finance
and Governance
There is no clear relationship between the amount
of spending on education and the performance of
the education systems. Some of the best performing
education systems invest a lot on education. For
example, South Korea spends 6-7 per cent of its
GDP on education. This is far above the OECD
average of 5-9 per cent of GDP on education.
However, some countries spending below the
OECD average level such as Hong Kong and China
- spending 4.4 per cent and 3.3 per cent of GDP on
education, respectively - are also amongst the best
performers in education. Some of these low
spenders on education, realizing the need for better
funds in the sector, are reforming laws and
regulations to improve investments in education. For
example, in recent times, China has increased
resources for education through the promotion of
private schools. Traditionally, private schools in
China were meant for internal migrants who were
ineligible to attend public schools in their new
location. As such, private schools catered to children
from low socio-economic backgrounds. But, China
is aiming to promote high-end private schools which
can serve as role models for innovation in the fields
of science, technology, and education.
In most successful school systems in Asia, children
receive free education in their early years. In Hong
Kong, the first 12 years of schooling is free for
children. As recently as 2009, Hong Kong increased
the number of years of free education from 9 to 12.
In Singapore, all children are entitled to free
education in state schools. In South Korea, children
aged 5-15 years receive free education, although
children in senior secondary schools have to pay a
small fee. About 80 per cent of education in South
Korea is funded by the central government, while
schools also receive small amounts of funding from
local government bodies, school assets, school
fees, and other sources.

The governance of the successful school systems
in Asia are mostly centralized systems, where the
central Ministry of Education is responsible for
setting goals, distributing resources and funds, and
setting curriculums. But, there has been a recent
trend in decentralizing different aspects of
education. For example, China has moved from a
highly centralized system of education financing to
a more decentralized system. Initially, in China, all
schools in the country were financed by the central
government. But, in recent times local governments
and municipalities have been given the authority to
finance education. In some sense, this has created
inequality, as less affluent local governments are
less able to invest in education than the more
affluent bodies. But, this policy change has also
given opportunities for some local entities to change
policies to improve equality across their jurisdiction.
For example, Shanghai was able to remove an
earlier system of 'key schools' where selected elite
schools were given better funding and resources.
Under the current system, all schools are treated
equally. As the PISA results suggest, this has given
more opportunities for the underprivileged students
to flourish. The system has also allowed schools to
receive funding from private sources in the form of
donations and school fees, which has given schools
more resources for development. Decentralization
has also allowed Shanghai to reform policies and
to take initiatives to help underprivileged schools.
For example, the earlier discussed school clustering
programme has helped schools to share resources
and leaders so that underprivileged schools can
benefit from resources available to better placed
schools.
In South Korea too, education governance is
centralized. All education offices must take general
policy directions from the central Ministry for
Education Science and Technology (MEST). But
metropolitan, municipal/regional and provincial
offices of education have authority over their
budgets and hiring decisions. However, there has
been an attempt to decentralize the decision making
to the school level over some aspects.
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8.5 Accountability to
Ensure Performance

needs. Recently, the Ministry of Education has

Another key aspect that is different in successful

and guidance to improve. The results of these

school systems is their willingness to assess, learn,

school evaluations are available publicly, and

and improve. In the PISA study, more than 90 per

parents are able to examine the quality of the

cent of the students were in schools that either self-

schools attended by their children. Teachers are

evaluated themselves or evaluated their

evaluated by principals. Although principals do not

performance using external reviewers to improve

have the authority to reward or punish teachers

quality. A smaller proportion of schools also used

based on their evaluations, these evaluations are

written feedback from students to evaluate their

instrumental in promotions and opportunities for

school. The PISA study results show that the

studying abroad.

schools that sought written feedback from students
tended to perform better than those that did not.

started awarding bonuses to best performing
schools. Low performing schools are given support

In Japan, a Board of Education comprising five
members are responsible for appointing teachers

Transparency in school performance is one means

at the primary and lower secondary level, appointing

of ensuring accountability. In China, the public can

superintendents of education, and operating senior

easily obtain information on various parameters

secondary schools. Schools are inspected by

used for assessing school performance. As such,

supervisors at different levels. Typically, these

the public can easily determine performance of

inspectors are former teachers or administrators.

schools based on a variety of factors. In the past,

These inspectors are expected to provide guidance

school assessments were based on student

on school management, curriculum, and teaching.

assessments and, in turn, they influenced teacher

Japan also has a national level student assessment,

salaries. However, recently attention was given

called the National Assessment of Academic Ability,

more for rating schools rather than for ranking

undertaken by students in grades six and nine. The

schools. Every three years, the Shanghai Education

results of these assessments are also used for

Commission inspects schools based on individual

planning purposes.

goals set by the schools, as well as a common set
of criteria. These assessments are done based on
research as well as feedback from parents and
teachers. In Shanghai-China, teachers and

8.6 The Sri Lankan Education System

principals are accountable to their peers and to the

Sri Lanka has long enjoyed the accolade for being

school administrators. Top performing teachers and

one of the most literate countries, despite being a

school leaders are lauded and recognized. The

low income country. But, the country's education

operations of the poor performing schools are

system has not been able to keep up with the global

supported and assisted by the better performing

changes in education. Like most best performing

schools through the cluster programme, where

school systems, Sri Lanka provides free education

schools within a cluster share resources and

to children. But, unlike most best performing school

support each other to develop.

systems, even undergraduates in public universities
are educated free of charge. This section describes

In South Korea, schools are evaluated annually by

the education system in Sri Lanka and compares it

external monitoring groups according to guidelines

with those of best performing education systems in

and standards set by the Ministry of Education. The

the world. Comparisons are done along several

evaluations examine the teaching and learning

dimensions, as detailed below in separate sub-

processes, as well as curriculum and student

sections.
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8.6.1 Recruitment and Promotions
of Education Sector Professionals
There are four different services in the education
sector in Sri Lanka. These are the Sri Lanka
Teachers' Service, Sri Lanka Principals' Service,
Sri Lanka Teacher Educators' Service, and the Sri
Lanka Education Administration Service. All these
different services have experienced problems
relating to recruitment, promotions, and deployment
as evident in the following statement:
"A perennial problem in Sri Lanka has been
the recruitment and distribution of teachers
to meet the needs of schools and the
promotion of teachers without political

choosing a career in teaching for these candidates

bias…There appears to be considerable

is the lack of another suitable job. These teacher

confusion regarding the status of the

recruits obtain training on other aspects of teaching,

[principals'] service criteria for selection,

such as teaching methods, pedagogy and child

qualification of principals, the service to which

psychology, only after recruitment. Many of the

they belong, and their terms of service."5

graduates recruited under the unemployed-graduate
scheme obtain teacher training through the Post

Recruitments and promotions to different services

Graduate Diploma of Education (PGDE). The A-level

in the education sector has deteriorated mainly due

qualified individuals are recruited as apprentice

to deviation from established practices of

teachers to the teacher service at the provincial level.

recruitments and promotions due to political and

These teachers are sent to National Colleges of

other influences as described below.

Education to undergo training after completion of
two years of on-the-job training. Lastly, in areas

In Sri Lanka, teachers are recruited to the teaching

where there are severe teacher shortages, suitable

profession through a variety of ways. First, based

teachers are recruited at the school level to the

on A-level results, some students are recruited to

teacher service. These teachers, unlike teachers

train as teachers to the National Colleges of Teacher

chosen under the earlier mentioned schemes, are

Education and the departments of education in

not able to move to other schools for a period of

universities. Selection for teacher training under

time, usually five years.

these schemes is highly competitive. Second, from
time to time A-level qualified individuals and

The first method of recruiting teachers - i.e., teachers

unemployed graduates have been recruited to the

recruited from graduates of teacher colleges and

education sector through an exam. Both these types

departments of education in universities - to the

of candidates are selected to the teaching

education system mirror those practised by the best

profession without any education and teaching

performing school systems. But recruitment of

related training. They have also not had any

unemployed (both A-level qualified and graduates)

experience training students. The main reason for

is supply driven and has the danger of being

5

NEC (2003), "Proposals for a National Policy Framework on General Education in Sri Lanka", National Education Commission, Colombo,
p. 223 and p. 226.
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subjected to political influence. The third method of

Teachers are able to move up several different types

recruiting teachers - i.e., at the school level in areas

of career paths in Sri Lanka. Teachers can sit for

with severe teacher shortages - is appropriate in

exams to enter the Principals’ Service, the Education

the short-term until allocation of teachers across

Administrative Service, or the Teacher Development

schools is made more efficient.

66

Service. On entry, successful candidates can move
up the career path based on their experience,

These issues relating to teacher recruitment in the

success in examinations and interviews. However,

Sri Lankan education system has been well

this process of recruitment and promotion is not

identified in education sector related policy

entirely straightforward. On several occasions,

documents in the country. For example, they include

individuals have been selected for these careers

recommendations such as "recruits to teachers'

outside the formal system based on 'political

service should be only National Colleges of

victimization'. That is, when there is a change of

Education graduates or graduates who had followed

government, some individuals who claim to have

a three month course in education. This should be

been victimized on political grounds have received

valid for primary teachers as well. Under special

appointments and promotions on political grounds.

circumstances, only if there are not enough teachers

Although there may be genuine incidences of

with these qualifications to be recruited should

political victimization, individuals without proper

6

qualifications have also used this as a loophole to

This shows that Sri Lanka already has a system for

enter the education sector at various positions. As

recruiting best teachers to the profession. The only

a result, all those serving in different education

issue is the ad hoc recruitment of teachers outside

sector services have not been recruited based on

this system from time to time. A first step towards

merit.

anyone below this level be given appointments".

improving the teacher quality in the country is
avoiding deviations from the established system of

Again, these anomalies in the system have been

teacher recruitment.

well identified in policy documents, and there have

Figure 8.2
Proportion of Qualified Principals by School Size
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Source:

Arunatilake, N. and P. Jayawardena (2013), "School Funding Formulas in Sri Lanka", UNESCO, Paris.

Special Parliament Advisory Committee of Education (2013), "New Educational Policies and Proposals for General Education in Sri
Lanka", Government of Sri Lanka, Colombo, p. 38.
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been attempts to rectify this situation. For example,
7

having a qualified principal increases steadily with

the Sri Lanka Principals' Service, established in

school size. However, the largest schools too were

1997, clearly details a cardre through the Sri Lanka

less likely to have qualified principals than the

Principals' Service Minutes, and the mechanism

medium sized schools. The results also show that

through which principals are to be recruited for

the proportion of schools without properly qualified

different grades in the Sri Lanka Principals' Service.

principals is quite large. With the move towards

For example, the recruitment for the lowest level of

decentralizing management to the school level, as

the Principals' Service (Grade 3) is based on a

discussed below, well trained and dedicated

limited competitive examination, which can be taken

principals are essential for developing schools in

by trained teachers with at least five years of

the country. As such, it is especially important to

experience. Recruitments for subsequent levels of

adhere to established practices when recruiting and

the Principals' Service is based on examinations

promoting principals.

relevant for each level, and through promotions
based on merit and seniority. However, despite this

8.6.2 TTeacher
eacher Allocation

policy to establish and streamline recruitments to
the Principals' Service in Sri Lanka, by 2009 nearly

As mentioned earlier, the distribution of teachers

one-third of the schools in the country were being

according to need has been a problem facing the

managed by 'Acting Principals', most of whom were

country over a long time. Teachers are often

political appointees. 8 Although the Ministry of

recruited only taking into account the availability of

Education advertised for vacancies for principals in

teacher vacancies. But, often these vacancies are

2005, these vacancies were not filled until 2009. An

for specific subjects at specific grades. Recruiting

examination was held in 2005 for the recruitments

individuals who are unable or unqualified to teach

to the Principals' Service, but recruitments were

the subjects for which there are vacancies have

delayed for various reasons till 2009. The delays

resulted in a wastage of resources. The ad hoc

were at least partly due to issues relating to 'Acting
Principals'.
Again, policy documents on reforming the education
services sector have correctly identified the main
issues relating to recruitment, compensation, and
promotion of principals. These policy documents call
for recruitment based on the results of an
examination and for those with relevant
qualifications, as well as based on personal
characteristics that are essential for performing well
in their different positions.9
The irregularities in the recruitment of principals
have affected the smaller rural schools more. As
shown in Figure 8.2 smaller schools are less likely
to have qualified principals, and the probability of

Teachers are
often recruited
only taking into
account the
availability of
teacher vacancies. But, often
these vacancies
are for specific
subjects at specific grades.

7

Government of Sri Lanka (1999), "Minutes of the Sri Lanka Principals' Service", Government of Sri Lanka, Colombo.

8

Dissanayake, C. (2009), "4,000 New School Principals to Take up Duties in October", Sunday Times, 16 August, 2009.

9

NEC (2003), "Proposals for a National Policy Framework on General Education in Sri Lanka", National Education Commission, Colombo;
and Special Parliament Advisory Committee of Education Sri Lanka (2013), Government of Sri Lanka, Colombo.
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recruitment of teachers has made it more difficult to

teacher appointments, and appointments based on

plan the supply of teachers to match demand. On

school and subject based vacancies, can reduce

the one hand, certain schools have a surplus of

such inefficiencies in the system for the most part.

teachers for some subjects, while there are deficits
for other subjects. Some schools have taken

A part of the problem in allocating teachers is due

measures to retrain teachers to teach subjects in

to the fact that teachers are centrally appointed and

which there are vacancies. But, this is also not an

allocated at the national and provincial levels.

ideal solution. As seen in Figure 8.3, larger schools

Recent policy related documents have called for

(with more than 2,000 students, and typically more

several reforms to reduce disparities in appointment

privileged schools) tend to have higher paid teachers

of teachers. These include: a) appointment of

(who are more likely to be better qualified and more

teachers based on subject and school level

experienced), while smaller schools tend to have

vacancies, so as to minimize issues of teacher

teachers who are paid less on average.

surpluses and deficits; b) recruitment of teachers
for a minimum period of six years; and, c)

Ad hoc teacher transfers are creating other

transferring of teachers only when new

inefficiencies in the system. Teachers who are

appointments are made to positions being made

allocated to difficult areas spend a considerable

vacant.10

amount of time trying to move to more convenient
locations. This practice has also created

The problem of distributing teachers according to

administrative issues at the zonal level education

need is not a problem unique to Sri Lanka. This is

offices. On days when teachers are allowed to visit

an issue experienced by even the best performing

the zonal offices to ask for transfers, long queues of

school systems, partly because like in Sri Lanka,

teachers waiting to see the zonal directors of

in many of the systems, teachers are recruited and

education are to be seen. Some zones have

deployed at the central level. Along with

appointed deputy directors to especially look into

recommendations already made by some of the

the issues of teacher transfers. Decentralization of

policy documents in Sri Lanka, practices of some

Figure 8.3
Distribution of Teacher Salaries, by School
Size
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Arunatilake, N. and P. Jayawardena (2013), "School Funding Formulas
in Sri Lanka", UNESCO, Paris.

Teachers have limited opportunities for selfdevelopment in the Sri Lankan system. Teachers
in urban schools have very large classes. As a

Special Parliament Advisory Committee of Education (2013), "New Educational Policies and Proposals for General Education in Sri
Lanka", Government of Sri Lanka, Colombo.
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result, teachers have to spend a considerable

the passing of the Thirteenth Amendment to the

amount of time correcting student assessments.

Constitution in 1987. With this, education became

Many rural schools experience teacher shortages,

a devolved subject and the structure of the

and as a result, the available teachers have to

education system in the country became more

undertake an extra workload. Many successful

hierarchical with the provincial level education

teachers spend their free time providing private

departments entering the structure. With this

tuition to students. Even if there is time, teachers

change, the main responsibility for supervising and

have little incentive for developing themselves as

managing schools was vested with the Provincial

teacher appraisal is weak, and teachers are not

Councils through their ministries and departments

recognized and rewarded for good performance. The

of education. However, the centre kept the right to

National Education Commission (2003) calls for the

retain and supervise 'national schools' - i.e., schools

implementation of the Teacher Performance

that have been especially selected for development.

Appraisal scheme developed by the Ministry of

However, as in the best performing countries, there

Education.

11

However, this has not taken place.

has

been

a

recent

movement

towards

There is no formal mechanism for evaluating

decentralization. The

teachers, other than by principals and inspectors.

Commission identified school level management as

The resources available for self-development are

a means for improving the performance of schools

also very limited. Although many schools have IT

in its 1996 Report on General Education.12

National

Education

labs and access to Internet, these labs are not
generally intended for teachers to use for conducting

A first step towards this is the introduction of the

research, designing lessons, and improving

Education Quality Inputs (EQI) scheme in 2000 to

teaching styles. Even in the best schools in

give greater authority to schools and teachers to

Colombo, limited IT facilities available at schools

make decisions to improving teaching and learning

are not sufficient to even give all students adequate

methods in schools. A main feature of the

exposure to computers.

programme was to ensure the improvement of
learning achievements of all children through

There have been several attempts to bring in policy

decentralized decision making at the school level,

reforms to improve the professional development

to decide on teaching methods and to empower

of teachers in the country. A recent guidebook

teachers and schools to procure required resources

recommends several ways in which to improve

using funds directly provided to schools. In order to

teacher development at the school level (Table 8.1).

ensure equity, the amounts of funds to be allocated

Although this is a good practice, the implementation

are determined through a formula that take into

will be difficult unless teachers are given a motivation

account the grades offered by the schools, and the

to develop themselves, they are appraised through

size of the school. Further, schools with fewer

transparent methods, given space in their time

facilities were given special provisions.

tables, and provided with necessary facilities.
In the initial period of implementation of the EQI,

8.6.4 Governance
Sri Lanka has experienced various changes to the
governance structure of the education system over
the past several decades. The first change was with

although there were issues of utilization of funds
given to schools due to various implementation
problems, funds were distributed to schools
equitably.13 Since the formula used for distributing

11

NEC (2003), "Proposals for a National Policy Framework on General Education in Sri Lanka", National Education Commission, Colombo.

12

Ibid.

13

Arunatilake, N. and P. Jayawardena (2013), "School Funding Formulas in Sri Lanka", UNESCO, Paris.
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Table 8.1
School Based Teacher Development
Activity

Participation

Location

Specific Feature/s

Case discussions

A group of teachers

School or a common
centre (Teacher Centre)

Teacher writes a
case, reflects,
shares, enriches

Action research

Individual or a couple of
teachers

Classroom/school

Teacher/s engage
in reflective practice

Regular study groups

A group of teachers

School or a common
centre (Teacher Centre)

Regular collaborative interactions
on topics

Peer coaching

Two teachers

Classroom/school

Learning from each
other, mutual
development

School based mentoring

A teacher and a senior
teacher or external
facilitator (ISA)

Classroom/school

Less experienced
teacher/ Learn from
senior teacher

Partnerships with other

Teachers of two schools

In another school

Good practices schools
observed and shared

Professional networks

In large schools within the
school or school complexes in the case of
small schools

School or a common
centre (Teacher Centre)

Linking in person
through electronic
means with other
teachers

Using technology for
professional
development

Individual or group

School or a common
centre (Teacher Centre)

Use various
technology to learn,
i.e., computer, CDs

Examining student work

Individual or group

Classroom/school

Examining students’
work to improve
instruction

Demonstration lessons

In pairs or a couple of
teachers

Classroom

Work in a live class
followed with
discussion

Teaching & learning
material preparation

Individual or group, a
demonstrator may
help

School or a common

Developing teaching
and learning
materials

Academic facilitation

Teacher and experienced
teacher or external expert

Classroom/school

Individual consultation guided by
experts

Source: Ministry of Education (2012), "Guidebook on School Based Teacher Development", Colombo.

the funds favoured the smaller underprivileged

amounts distributed to schools were less than the

schools, these schools received more funds than

amounts stipulated by the formula. Also, there are

the bigger schools. However, over time the

delays in receiving the funds from the Treasury. In

implementation of the EQI programme has come

such instances, schools receive funds later in the

under threat. This is partly due to limited availability

year, compromising the effectiveness of the

of funds. The funds for EQI are allocated to the

utilization of the funds. As seen in Table 8.2, in 2011,

schools through the Provincial Councils. When

less than 30 per cent of the schools in the country

Provincial Councils are faced with financial

have received EQI funds, and the proportion of

difficulties, they restrict the amount of funds made

schools receiving funds varies substantially across

available to the schools. In some years, no schools

provinces.

were given EQI funds, while in other years the
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Another initiative for decentralizing education

programme is designed to bring together principals,

Schools
Receiving
Education
Quality
Inputs Funds

teachers, parents, students, past pupils and well-

Jan-June 2011

management to the school level is the

the

Programme for School Improvement (PSI) launched
in 2005 by

the Ministry of Education. This

wishers for the purpose of school improvement.
Under this programme, each school is required to
prepare a five year development plan for the school
and yearly implementation plans, according to
guidance provided by the Ministry of Education.14
The school has the power to undertake projects and
spend money on projects to improve teaching
learning processes, and the learning environment
in schools. The schools also have authority to raise
funds from the school community for the
implementation of these programmes.
Interviews with school principals and teachers in
Sri Lanka show that greater autonomy can improve
school development. But, school development
under a decentralized system at the school level
rests to a great extent on the competence of the
principals. Also, not all schools and the communities
served by them have the capacity or the ability to
mobilize funds for school improvement.

Education practices in Shanghai-China shows that
decentralized management of schools (at the local
level) can improve quality, through promoting
innovation and customized solutions to overcome
problems. But, decentralized management and
resource mobilization can also lead to inequality.

Table 8.2
Receipt of EQI Funds, by Province (First Six Months of 2011)
Total No. of Schools

Schools Receiving EQI

Schools

Funds by June 2011

Receiving

(No.)

Funds (%)

Western

1,291

516

40.0

Central

1,405

638

45.4

Southern

1,057

163

15.4

Northern

739

299

40.5

Eastern

880

209

23.8

North Western
North Central
Uva

1,164

74

6.4

747

183

24.5
59.3

808

479

Sabaragamuwa

1,058

86

8.1

Total

9,149

2,647

28.9

Source: Arunatilake, N. and P. Jayawardena (2013), "School Funding Formulas in Sri Lanka", UNESCO, Paris.

14

World Bank (2013), “School-Based Education Improvement Initiatives - The Experience and Options for Sri Lanka”, World Bank, Colombo.
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School development under
a decentralized system at
the school
level rests to a
great extent on
the competence of the
principals.

performance at O-level and A-level exams. In Sri
Lanka, although there is a system for appraising
schools based on school visits made by zonal level
officials, the results of these evaluations are not
available publicly. Further, remote schools are
visited rarely for inspections as it is costlier and
takes longer to visit these schools. This is partly
due the lack of time available to inspectors to visit
these schools, as well as unavailability of adequate
funds to visit all schools in a locality. Due to these
reasons, school inspections are not taking place
regularly. The public has very little information on
the quality of teachers available in the school, and
their ability to teach.
With the introduction of school based management

To improve equity, Shanghai-China has taken
measures to divert resources to underpriviledged
schools, and to provide better support to those
schools to uplift their performance. For example,
Shanghai-China has taken measures to send their
best school leaders and teachers to the most
challenging schools so that their performance is

and development, Sri Lanka now has the
opportunity to introduce mechanisms for assessing
school performance based on goals set by schools
themselves, as well as based on some common
benchmarks. In order to improve accountability of
the schools, it is essential that such evaluations are
made, and the results released for public scrutiny.

improved. Also, Shanghai-China practises a system
of school clustering so that under-performing
schools have access to the human and physical
resources of the more priviledged schools, as well
as the support and guidance from more capable
professionals to improve their performance. Hence,
along with giving schools greater autonomy,

At the same time, teachers should also be evaluated
for performance. Their performance should not be
limited to the number of well performing students
they produce. The evaluations should also look at
the progress made by all students over a period,
and their improvements.

measures are needed to improve equity and provide
more assistance to underpriviledged schools.

8.6.6 Equity

8.6.5 Accountability at Different
Levels of Education

Sri Lanka has a culture of giving some schools

In Sri Lanka, school performance tends to be

China. A good example of the key school scheme

measured on the basis of the performance of

in Sri Lanka is the 'national schools'. The rationale

students at national exams at various stages. Often,

behind the establishment of national schools was

the schools producing the most successful children

to allow bright students from rural areas the

are rewarded, without considering the performance

opportunity to enter good schools. However, many

of the school, based on its ability to teach all

national schools are integrated schools (which have

children. At the post-primary level, performance is

both primary and secondary sections). As such,

based on grade-five scholarship exam pass rates,

some students enter national schools without

while at higher grades it is based on the

having to sit the competitive entrance exam (the
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grade five scholarship exam), simply because they

Realizing the need for better resources for the

attend the primary section of those schools. This

sector, the government has taken measures to

has restricted the merit based places available for

improve the availability of funds to schools by

good students, and put undue pressure on the

allowing schools to source funds from well-wishers,

grade five scholarship exam. Although there have

fundraising projects and other means. However, too

been attempts to separate the primary and

much reliance on other sources of funds could

secondary sections of national schools, this has

increase inequality in the system.

not been possible due to influence by past pupils
and parents who benefit from the current system.

Figure 8.4 shows expenditure by schools, by size

In recent times, there have been other initiatives to

and source of funds. Of the sources listed, EQI funds

give schools special treatment.

are directly allocated to schools by the government
according to a formula. School Development

As experienced by some best performing countries,

Society (SDS) funds and School Facility Fees (SFF)

such special treatment of schools for funding and

are funds mobilized by schools at the school level.

resources increases inequality in the system as the

As seen, smaller schools - which are more likely to

more privileged students are likely to obtain places

be situated in rural remote areas - depend more on

at the better schools. A better approach is to treat

government funds (i.e., EQI funds). Their ability to

all schools the same, and to invest funds according

raise funds through the community and students

to needs. Education systems that managed to

(that is SDS and SFF funds) is low compared to

improve equity at the primary level were able to

that of the bigger schools. Some small schools are

abolish the need for a post-primary exam, which

unable to even collect SFFs, which are very small

has given space for children to concentrate on
learning a variety of things, rather than cramming
for an exam. For example, South Korea abolished
the middle school entrance exam in 1969 and

Figure 8.4
Per Student Expenditure by Type of Funds
and School Size (First Six Months of 2011)

introduced a system of admitting children according
to a lottery system in urban areas.15
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performing schools in the world are receiving more
than 1.8 per cent of GDP from public funds as

2000+

School size
Notes:

SDS = School Development Society, SFF = School Facility Fees, EQI
= Education Quality Inputs. Averaged over all schools (including those
receiving zero funds). Other expenditure includes funds received for
the higher order process (HOP), past pupil's associations, and other
funds.

Source:

Arunatilake, N. and P. Jayawardena (2013), "School Funding Formulas
in Sri Lanka", UNESCO, Paris.

simply increasing public funds for education alone
is not sufficient to improve quality. Increasing public
funds should go hand in hand with measures for
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Lanka spends 1.8 per cent of GDP on education.16
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discussed earlier. But, evidence suggests that

other
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has been a topic that has received much attention
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The inadequacy of funding for the education sector

improving effectiveness and efficiency of funds.

15

Center on International Education Benchmarking (2014), "PISA 2012", available at http://www.ncee.org/pisa-2012/ [accessed 8 May 2014].

16

CBSL (2013), Annual Report 2013, Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Colombo.
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amounts of funds collected from students for

school systems. For example, the system for

maintaining facilities in schools. These inequalities

developing, appraising and promoting teachers in

are likely to further widen with irregular distribution

Sri Lanka is not well developed. Maintaining the

of EQI funds to the schools, as this is the main

quality of teachers cannot be achieved only by

source of funds for small schools.

recruiting the best. Once recruited, the system
needs to support and encourage the development

8.7 Conclusion

of the recruits so that they improve their
performance and keep up with changes taking place

With the global competition for skilled workers,

globally. Although Sri Lanka has a system of teacher

countries are increasing looking at means of

appraisal, it is not functioning effectively. This is

improving the performance of their school systems.

partly due to financial and time constraints, and

The OECD has conducted the PISA surveys with

partly due to the limited emphasis given for teacher

the intention of identifying best performing school

appraisal. The system should place more attention

systems amongst surveyed countries, and learning

for encouraging and supporting teachers to develop

from the experience of those countries. This Chapter

themselves, and recognize and promote those who

compared the education system practices of the

perform well.

best performing school systems in Asia with those
of Sri Lanka. These are summarized below.

Another area where Sri Lanka can improve is in
accountability. The Sri Lankan education system

Sri Lanka has already established some of the key

lacks a proper mechanism for holding different

features of the best performing school systems in

stakeholders

Asia. For example, the system for recruiting teachers

performance to assess performance in various

through National Colleges of Education and

dimensions of education provision, and help to

Departments of Education in universities are similar

identify inefficiencies in the system and improve

to the way teachers are recruited in the best

performance. Here again, Sri Lanka can learn from

performing countries. Although, the selection

the best practices of the best performing systems

process for these programmes can be improved to

in Asia.

accountable

for

improving

match the personalities of selected individuals for
teaching, the existing mechanism for teacher

Lastly, Sri Lanka can do more to improve equity in

recruitment is competitive and encourages the best

the education system. The Sri Lankan education

students to enter the teaching profession. However,

system already recognizes the need for positive

the ad hoc recruitment of individuals to the

discrimination of schools. For example, it gives

profession through other means has reduced the

special treatment to underprivileged schools when

quality of teachers available in the system. It has

allocating EQI funds. The current system of giving

also made it difficult to plan the supply of teachers

special treatment to some schools, such as national

to match the demand according to need. The

schools, has created inequality. The movement

formally stipulated recruitment to the Principals'

towards decentralized management of schools is

Service is also competitive and seeks to attract the

likely to increase this inequality. Sri Lanka should

best to the profession. However, again the irregular

eliminate special treatment of schools, and intensify

appointment of principals has diluted the

positive discrimination to underprivileged schools

effectiveness of the implemented mechanism.

in order to improve equity.

The education system in Sri Lanka can learn from
some of the best practices of the best performing
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9. Asia's Emerging Donors
9.1 Introduction

T

shifted

competition dominated by Western/Nor thern

considerably within the last decade with the

he

donor

landscape

has

interests. The current standards and norms to

emergence of new donors such as China

evaluate donor activity have emerged from this

and India - themselves, previous recipients of

tradition, and is embedded in the official

development assistance. Overseas Development

coordinating bodies and institutional arrangements

Assistance (ODA) has long been a preserve of a

of the DAC and international finance institutions,

handful of OECDs Development Assistance

namely, the World Bank and the IMF, and regional

Committee (DAC) countries - i.e., the traditional top

development banks. Although these institutions are

five donors. In 2012, of a total ODA disbursement

not homogenous in their views on development,

of US$ 155 billion (up from US$ 38 billion in 1960),

they are instrumental in defining the terms of

the largest share was by the US (US$ 30 billion),

reference in development assistance, identifying

followed by Germany and the UK (US$ 14 billion

best practices and providing a framework within

each), France (US$ 13 billion), and Japan (US$ 11

which bilateral donors can interact with a higher

billion).1

degree of synergy.2

The two most popular sectors for ODA from DAC

The past decade has seen an evolution in the

countries in 2012 were social infrastructure and

international aid community, both in size and

services. They formed approximately US$ 45 billion

diversity. Research indicates that many traditional

(or 43 per cent of all DAC disbursements) and

donors' motives differ for multiple rationales. The

include areas such as education, health, water

US, for example, provides aid for reasons of military

supply and sanitation, and government and civil

collaboration, economic gains and to assist poorer

society programmes. Economic infrastructure and

countries in the developing world. By contrast,

services received US$ 19 billion (or 18 per cent of

France provides aid as a means of spreading its

all DAC disbursements) and includes areas such

own culture, lending aid to former colonies and to

as energy, transport and storage, communications,

those countries of strategic importance to France.

and banking services. The remaining 39 per cent

Correspondingly, Swedish aid was given

of DAC disbursements were allocated to production

predominantly to Portuguese colonies, followed by

sectors, humanitarian aid, or were cross-cutting

countries with a democratic socialist ideology.3

across multiple sectors.
Given the silent revolution in the donor aid
Modern development assistance programmes

community, traditional donors have been compelled

emerged in the post-Second World War

to change their donor aid practices. The

environment of decolonization and Cold War

implementation of the 2005 Paris Declaration on

1

OECD (2014), "Query Wizard for International Development Statistics", available at https://stats.oecd.org/qwids/.

2

Rowlands, D. (2008), "Emerging Donors in International Development Assistance: A Synthesis Report", Partnership and Business
Development Division, IDRC, Canada.

3

Fuller, S., (2002), "A Question of Motivations: Determining Why Donor Countries Give Aid", Journal of Undergraduate Research, Vol. 7.
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Aid Effectiveness calls for changes in work practices
including developing flexible rules and procedures,
and delegating more authority to country offices and
changing staff incentives. This includes less
micromanagement of policies and processes with
a more intensive engagement for dialogue;
recognizing and managing trade-offs between
minimising risk and helping to build a country's
capacities; and acknowledging that simple, countryowned solutions are most effective.4 It is in light of
these developments that the emergence of nontraditional donors - typically offering less stringent

approximately 40 per cent of non-DAC ODA during

conditionalities to aid - is examined in this Policy

this period. While net ODA from DAC countries has

Brief.

plateaued over the last eight years, assistance from
non-DAC countries has been rising steadily, with a

9.2 Emerging Donors

sharp upturn from 2011 (Figure 9.1).

The traditional top five donors have consistently

At the outset, the difficulty in gauging the importance

provided the lion's share of ODA over the last few

of these emerging donors to the development

decades. However, this is now changing. Close to a

assistance landscape should be stated. This is

half of all ODA disbursements in 2012 recorded by

because emerging donors do not have the reporting

the OECD came from other sources. In fact, aid from

duties of the DAC donors and hence a difficulty may

non-DAC donors increased by more than two-fold

arise to derive clear and comparable data on the

from USS 4.6 billion in 2005 to US$ 10.4 billion in

proportion of aid delivered.

2009.

5

The largest proportion of this is shared

collectively by Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and United

Emerging donors provide more targeted aid than

Arab Emirates (UAE), which together accounted for

traditional and more advanced DAC members.

Figure 9.1
ODA Disbursed by DAC Countries vs. Non-DAC Countries, 2001-2012

Source: OECD (2014), "Query Wizard for International Development Statistics", available at https://stats.oecd.org/qwids/.

4

Dreher, A., et al., (2010), "Are 'New ' Donors Different? Comparing the Allocation of Bilateral Aid between Non-DAC and DAC Donor
Countries", Kiel Institute for World Economy, Germany.

5

Smith, K., (2011), "Non-DAC Donors and Humanitarian Aid", Global Humanitarian Assistance, UK.
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Given that many new donors have been receiving

a reported increase from US$ 0.9 billion in 2005 to

aid until recently, their own experiences may assist

US$ 2 billion in 2009. With China overtaking Japan

them to better understand the needs of recipient

as the second largest economy in the world in 2010,

countries rather than adhering to conditions

it is expected that its levels of development

attached to DAC aid.6 New donor countries are not

assistance will also increase, particularly through

simply providers of aid but also influential players

its model of assistance known as 'commodities-for-

in aid politics. For instance, it is argued that Chinese

infrastructure concessional financing,' in which the

aid has strengthened trade links in Africa allowing

country provides financial assistance for the

improved growth, terms of trade and increased both

construction of infrastructure in return for resources.

export volumes and public revenues of recipient
African countries.7 Conversely, the emergence of

In fact, China was the largest non-OECD donor in

new donors is also argued to introduce three risks:

2012, recording over US$ 2.6 billion in

the accumulation of debt which may become

disbursements that year.11 Saudi Arabia, UAE, India,

unsustainable for poor recipient countries;

and Brazil rounded off the top five non-OECD

postponement of governance reforms proposed by

donors, with a combined total of US$ 6.1 billion in

traditional donors; and over-ambitious capital

disbursements.

projects due to the absence of careful investment
appraisals.8

The existence of these non-traditional donors is not
a new phenomenon. Since the 1950s, both China

While practices differ from donor to donor, emerging

and India have had long-standing aid programmes.

donors are perceived as showing less regard for

The recent prominence of emerging donors is linked

environment and labour standards imposing a moral

to their growing role in trade, investment and global

hazard on recipients. Although the delivery of aid

economic growth. While some emerging donors

by emerging donors has been critiqued, they have

choose to follow in the footsteps of traditional

provided an alter nate inter pretation of the

donors, the intentions of others have been

effectiveness principles of ownership, managing for

different.12

results

and

mutual

accountabilit y,

while

encouraging traditional donors to re-examine their

China in the 1960s had three initial motives for

approach.9

providing development assistance to other poor
countries: fostering South-South solidarity;

The BRICS countries - Brazil, Russia, India, China,

strengthening the Non-Aligned Movement; and

and South Africa - have also shown increasing

politically and diplomatically manoeuvring the

levels of assistance, accounting for approximately

Taiwanese government. Clear ideological and

32 per cent of non-DAC ODA during the five-year

political foundations underpinned these motives. As

period. 10 Within the BRICS grouping, China

China's industrial growth accelerated and the Cold

disbursed the largest proportion, close to 60 per

War tensions diminished, commercial motivations

cent per annum on average during this period, with

strengthened with the desire to secure access to

6

Ibid.

7

Sato, J., et al., (2010), "How do Emerging Donors Differ from Traditional Donors?", JICA Research Institute, Japan.

8

Ibid.

9

Chandy, L., (2012), "New in Town: A Look at the Role of Emerging Donors in an Evolving Aid System", Brookings Institute, Washington,
D.C.

10

Ibid.

11

OECD (2013), "Estimates of the Development Co-operation Programmes of Brazil, China, India, Indonesia and South Africa", available
at http://www.oecd.org/dac/stats/non-dac-reporting.htm.

12

Chandy, L., (2012), "New in Town: A Look at the Role of Emerging Donors in an Evolving Aid System", Brookings Institute, Washington,
D.C.
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natural resources. Thus, as China's role in the global
arena expanded, so did the magnitude of
assistance.
India's development assistance activities grew at a
slower pace and initial efforts were limited in scope.
Indian development assistance was primarily
directed towards India's immediate neighbours
whose stability was important to India. As the Indian
economy grew steadily and the country made the
transition from an aid recipient, it envisioned itself
as a self-reliant nation with global ambitions and

The model of
Chinese aid
embodies a
win-win principle which is
at the heart of
Chinese
donor aid.

influence. Hence, the importance as a donor in
regional hegemony and growing political and
commercial ambitions India could reap, have been
driving forces.

are paid to Chinese firms and workers through taxes
paid to the Chinese government. Natural resources
in the donor recipient countries are imported to
China through Chinese firms. In instances where

9.2.1 China
The Chinese foreign aid system differs considerably
from traditional donors. In a sense, the benefits work
both ways; for example, China utilises Africa's
natural resources in exchange for aid, thereby
advancing development both in China as a donor
and in its recipients.

debt is incurred through the provision of intergovernmental aid, it is repaid in the form of
resources produced through development. The
model of Chinese aid embodies a win-win principle
which is at the heart of Chinese donor aid. A
distinctive feature of Chinese donor aid is that aid
provided is not expor ted since Chinese aid
simultaneously suppor ts the development of

A distinct feature is the engagement of domestic
SOEs and tied assistance in the form of subsidies
to Chinese firms to expand overseas. In the recent

overseas businesses through the establishment of
Chinese firms in aid recipient countries, thereby
contributing towards Chinese development.13

past, China has adopted a 'trinity-st yle' of
cooperation. This form of cooperation combines aid
with market mechanisms to promote trade and
investment. This has allowed China to make inroads
to resource rich countries by providing them with
aid. Chinese firms have gained a competitive edge
as financial support and concessional loans are
provided by the Chinese government. Along with
aid, workers (through service cooperation with the
donor recipient country), plants (through contract
projects), technologies (through overseas design
and consultation services), capital (through FDI)
and goods (through trade) are provided. The
expense for and return on these market transactions

13

China has engaged in bilateral foreign assistance
in three key regions around the world - Africa, Latin
America, and Southeast Asia. Despite difficulties in
quantifying China's foreign aid - the government has
released relatively little information on its aid
statistics and the OECD's figures on ODA does not
encompass the entirety of China's foreign
assistance - there are reports that the country's
bilateral financial assistance has increased
significantly over the last decade. For instance,
some studies suggest that financial assistance and
investment projects supported by the Chinese
government in Africa, Latin America, and Southeast

Kondoh, H., et al., (2010), "Diversity and Transformation of Aid Patterns in Asia's Emerging Donors", JICA Research Institute, Japan.
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Asia have increased from less than US$1 billion in
2002 to US$ 25 billion in 2007.

14

initiatives to a military strategy which would grant

The projects and

convenient access to China's navy in the region,

assistance funnelled into Africa and Latin America

but China has rejected this idea and has instead

have gone primarily towards procuring and securing

focused on the potential economic opportunities of

natural resources, while assistance offered to

a 'maritime silk road', involving port facilities

Southeast Asia have served a more diplomatic and

throughout the Southeast Asian and South Asian

strategic purpose.

region.15

In fact, China's strategic interests in the Indian

On the other side of the Indian Ocean, China has

Ocean have in the past been referred to as the

provided aid to sub-Saharan Africa in the form of

'String of Pearls' - a series of ports and maritime

monetary and non-monetary aid, with an intention

facilities in the region developed by Chinese firms,

to increase aid further in the future through both

including the Hambantota Port in Sri Lanka, the

technical expertise and financial assistance in the

Gwadar Port in Pakistan, the Chittagong container

form of grants and loans for infrastructure, as well

facility in Bangladesh, and the Kyaukphyu Port of

as plant equipment. For instance, railway projects,

Myanmar. Some have likened these maritime

hydroelectric plants, and road building projects have

Box 9.1
China's Presence in Afghanistan
China has maintained positive relations with Afghanistan and its involvement in Afghanistan has
rapidly risen in the recent past. Relations between the two countries have further strengthened
since 2001 when China became the first nation to establish relations with President Karzai and
the Afghan Transitional Authority by reopening its embassy in Kabul and providing emergency
and humanitarian aid. Additional promises of reconstruction aid, steadfast diplomatic support,
including China's participation in the Kabul Declaration on Good Neighbourly Relations, and
support towards its peace process followed suit. In addition to the aid programme, China has
been actively involved in Afghanistan's economic development through the promotion of trade
and investment. These include the most notable contribution of financing the construction of the
Pakistani Port at Gwadar. The construction of this port serves as a means of easily importing
goods from Afghanistan and facilitates the export of Afghan agricultural and industrial products
including natural resources.
Subsequently, China and Afghanistan signed multiple bilateral agreements to advance overall
relations and facilitate closer and deeper economic and technical cooperation. These include
the provision of US$1 billion in 2007 to win the rights to develop the US$ 3.5 billion Aynak copper
mine, and to establish itself as Afghanistan's single largest foreign investor. The Anyak copper
deposit is the second largest in the world and was sought by China to assist the growing need
for raw materials and facilitate the growing expansion in infrastructure.
Source: Zyck, S.A. (2012), "The Role of China in Afghanistan's Economic Development and Reconstruction",
Civil Military Fusion Centre, available at http://www.cimicweb.org/cmo/afg/Documents/Economic/
Role_of_China_in_Afghanistan_Economy_Development.pdf.

14

Lum, T., et al., (2009), "China's Foreign Aid Activities in Africa, Latin America, and Southeast Asia", Congressional Research Service,
available at http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R40361.pdf.

15

Tiezzi, S., (2014), "The Maritime Silk Road vs. The String of Pearls", The Diplomat, available at http://thediplomat.com/2014/02/themaritime-silk-road-vs-the-string-of-pearls/. China's idea of a maritime silk road emerged during a visit by the Chinese President to Indonesia
in October 2013, during which he proposed a greater degree of maritime cooperation between China and the ASEAN countries, involving
infrastructure projects, particularly in ports, such as a US$ 2 billion proposal to improve the port of Kuantan in Malaysia.
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been undertaken in Nigeria, Ghana, and Tanzania.

community. From the late 1980s and 1990s, the

Technical assistance in the form of consultancies

provision of aid was closely related to economic

and specific assistance in development activities

interests, with a dependence on external trade.

have also been provided. For example, more than

South Korea promoted exports to the developing

6,000 teachers and 15,000 Chinese doctors are

world with the motive of expanding Korean

currently employed in Africa. Angola is a major

businesses overseas through development aid

beneficiary of this type of aid, and specialists in

activities.

different medical fields were trained to assist
Angolan staff in hospitals constructed by Chinese
firms.

16

While it has been an ODA donor for several decades
now, data indicate that it has become much more
actively involved over the last decade, with ODA

A White Paper released in 2011 by the Chinese State

levels rising from US$ 255 million 2001 to US$ 1.75

Council's Information Office, which published official

billion by 2012. 18 Although South Korean aid is

information on the management and distribution of

shifting towards a DAC model, it carefully balances

the country's foreign assistance for the first time,

traditional economic interests, universal values and

indicated that the amount of finances budgeted for

recipient humanitarian interests when considering

foreign assistance grew by almost 30 per cent

its donor model. Therefore, the South Korean pattern

17

Accordingly, 46 per

of donor aid is transforming into a mixed form of

cent of all foreign aid was distributed in Africa, while

commercialism and universalism. The government

33 per cent went to Asia, and 13 per cent went to

is adopting an ODA model which focuses on

Latin America and the Caribbean.

education and human resource development; health

annually from 2004 to 2009.

sector; poverty reduction; and governance.19
With regard to the sectoral distribution of aid, 61
per cent of all concessional loans were diverted

South Korean aid is also highly concentrated in

towards projects relating to the construction of

economic sectors such as communications and

economic infrastructure, while approximately 16 per

transpor tation. A breakdown of the sectoral

cent was diverted towards projects relating to
industrial development, and 9 per cent was diverted
towards energy and resources development.

9.2.2 South Korea
Another significant non-traditional donor playing a
key role in the development landscape is China's
eastern neighbour, South Korea. The country has
been engaged in the provision of aid since the mid1960s. Over time, the purposes behind its ODA have
evolved and changed. It was initially seen as an
instrument to establish and maintain international

South Korean
pattern of
donor aid is
transforming
into a mixed
form of commercialism and
universalism.

relations between South Korea and the international
16

McCormick, D. (2008), "China and India as Africa's New Donors: The Impact of Aid on Development", Review of African Political Economy,
pp. 73-92.

17

Provost, C., (2011), "China Publishes First Report on Foreign Aid Policy", The Guardian, available at http://www.theguardian.com/globaldevelopment/2011/apr/28/china-foreign-aid-policy-report.

18

OECD (2014), "Query Wizard for International Development Statistics", available at https://stats.oecd.org/qwids/.

19

Kondoh, H., et al., (2010), "Diversity and Transformation of Aid Patterns in Asia's Emerging Donors", JICA Research Institute, Japan.
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distribution of South Korea's ODA reveals that the
largest portion in 2012 went towards developing
transport and storage services (22 per cent),
followed by agriculture, forestry, and fishing (18 per

economic reasons could be a highly effective
means of improving relations. As such, India's ODA
has rapidly risen by a compound growth rate of 6.9
per cent from 2004-2010.22

cent), government and civil society programmes (15
per cent), health (13 per cent), water supply and
sanitation (12 per cent), and education (8 per
cent).20 The data also indicate that South Korea
also has regional targets for aid allocation. The
largest por tion of development assistance is
diverted towards Southeast Asia, including Vietnam,
Laos, Cambodia, and the Philippines, drawing in
38 per cent of total ODA in 2012, followed by Africa,
receiving 26 per cent, and South and Central Asia,
receiving 23 per cent.

9.2.3 India
Another emerging donor in the Asian landscape is
India. The country is striving for a more egalitarian
demand-driven

approach

to

development

assistance, whereby recipient countries determine
the overall nature of development assistance and
specific assistance projects to their country. This is
seen as different to more supply-driven approaches
of most DAC countries, where lending is most often
determined in the countries' capitals by donor
countries in coordination with recipient countries.
In fact, it is argued that India's approach can impact
the DAC country framework in the future.21
India's transition from a recipient of aid to a provider
of aid is noteworthy. Current trends suggest that

It is also noteworthy that India's donor aid-related
activities do not follow the traditional definition of
the DAC. There are three parts to India's donor aid
related activities. Namely, grants and preferential
bilateral loans to governments, contributions to
international organizations and financial
institutions, and subsidies for preferential bilateral
loans provided through the Export Import (EXIM)
Bank of India. While OECD countries promote the
DAC's focus on developing the social sector, India's
approach to aid is informed by its own experience
of development within democracy and growth.23
The South-South cooperation principles continue
to guide Indian aid, with the aim of making it more
adaptive and more affordable to developing
countries. As such, India places strategic
importance on its neighbours. The bulk of India's
ODA is directed to Bhutan, Afghanistan, and Nepal
where approximately 60 per cent of Indian ODA is
spent on training civil servants, engineers, and
public sector managers. Thirty per cent of ODA is
utilized for providing soft loans to governments to
enable the purchase of Indian equipment, public
health infrastructure or railway equipment, while a
further 10 per cent is spent on project related costs
abroad, namely, feasibility studies or technical
expertise from India on government run
institutions.24

India could become a net exporter of aid due to
cumulative factors including India's self-conscious
role as an emerging power, competition with China
for political influence and energy resources; and a
belief that providing assistance for political and

Indian focus on smaller interventions allow
recipient countries to define their own priorities
and encourage mutual economic growth and longterm trade linkages as opposed to a purely

20

OECD (2014), "Query Wizard for International Development Statistics", available at https://stats.oecd.org/qwids/.

21

Mullen, R. D., (2013), India's Development Assistance: Will It Change the Global Development Finance Paradigm?, New York University
School of Law, US.

22

Agarwal, S., (2010), "A Brave New World of 'Emerging', 'Non-DAC' Donors and their Differences from Traditional Donors", NN44 Policy
Brief, Network for International Policies and Cooperation in Education and Training.

23

Chanana, D., (2010), "India's Transition to Global Donor: Limitations and Prospects", Real Instituto Elcano, Spain.

24

Agarwal, S. (2010), "A Brave New World of 'Emerging', 'Non-DAC' Donors and their Differences from Traditional Donors", NN44 Policy
Brief, Network for International Policies and Cooperation in Education and Training.
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development impact. India's aid through technical

countries, and as such, Indian development

assistance or selectively financing of hard

assistance was able to train more in each country.

infrastructure is often unconditional and tied with a

More importantly, providing training for bureaucrats

substantial proportion spent by India. Given that

and technocrats from many developing economies

India cannot offer large grants and instead offers

has created generations of policy makers and policy

low impact long-term engagements, it generates

influencers who hold positive views of India. This,

goodwill by creating local capacity and soft

therefore, helps India to forge closer ties with these

infrastructure through consultation services.

25

One

countries.

example of this is the Pan African e-network, which
is a project funded by grants received from the

For example, India has provided scholarships for

Indian government to connect 47 African countries

Kenyan students to study in India and funded ITEC

with renowned universities and speciality hospitals

training for 50 Kenyan bureaucrats.27 This has

in India to build tele-education and tele-medicine

therefore helped India to cement close ties with the

with the motive of enhancing demand for doctors

Kenyan government whose support was relied upon

and university instructors.26

in relation to United Nations and other governing
bodies. Similarly, Afghanistan has received over 500

Another example is the Indian Technical and

short-term government official training programmes

Economic Cooperation (ITEC) programme, which

through ITEC in addition to 500 long-term university

is conducted in India where the overall cost of

scholarship and other training programmes from the

training was a fraction of the costs in developed

Indian government sponsored programmes.
As India's development assistance programme and

India cannot offer
large grants and
instead offers low
impact long-term
engagements, it
generates goodwill by creating
local capacity
and soft infrastructure through
consultation
services.

partnerships have increased, there has been a
regional re-focus of its assistance instruments and
an underlying focus to development partnership
efforts. This is being driven by changing ambitions
on regional and global roles. Data from the Ministry
of External Affairs through which official
development assistance is channelled exhibit a
reorientation in regional focus. A majority of India's
aid is distributed among South Asian countries and
this trend has increased due to an influx of Indian
grants channelled to Afghanistan and Bhutan.
Conversely, grants given to Africa have remained
low at 4 per cent of overall grants lent during the
period 2000-2013.28
Indian aid has also seen a strong focus on securing
natural resources, particularly energy, which feeds
into the booming Indian economy. As such, Bhutan
has constantly remained the largest recipient of

25

Chanana, D. (2010), "India's Transition to Global Donor: Limitations and Prospects", Real Instituto Elcano, Spain

26

Mullen, R. D. (2013), India's Development Assistance: Will It Change the Global Development Finance Paradigm?, New York University
School of Law, US.

27

Ibid.

28

Ministry of External Affairs (2012), Technical Cooperation Division, Government of India.
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Indian development assistance accounting for 49

from multilateral donors such as the ADB and the

per cent of the total allocated to be spent between

World Bank. In fact, a larger proportion of ADBs

2000/01 and 2013/14, mostly on hydroelectric

financial assistance to Sri Lanka now comes from

projects with an agreement that electricity would

the Ordinary Capital Resources mechanism, which

be produced and sold in India.29 Furthermore, India

utilizes the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR)

remains the fifth largest development assistance

in addition to a small premium, while World Bank

provider in Afghanistan with a commitment of US$

loans to Sri Lanka have a substantially shorter

2 billion with over US$ 1.2 billion already disbursed

repayment period of approximately 20 years,

on projects including hydroelectricity in Herat

compared to maturity periods of up to 40 years

Province and power transmission lines elsewhere

which the country enjoyed earlier.32

in the country.30 Afghanistan continues to play an
important role in its strategic location as a key

In addition to changes in financing among

gateway for accessing Central Asia's oil and gas

multilateral donors, Sri Lanka has also experienced

exploration opportunities.

a decline in financing from Western bilateral donors
more recently as a result of the conflict and related

Nonetheless, despite large foreign policy ambitions

allegations levelled by the West on human rights

and continued decentralized structure of

issues. Whilst the volume of aid from traditional

administering developmental assistance among

donors like the US and the UK was fairly limited to

different ministries and within ministries,

begin with, it was further curtailed in the post-war

deficiencies in institutional capacity to deliver large

period. Countries like China, less concerned with

quantities of aid effectively are prevalent. Critics

non-economic issues, have stepped in and the

argue that India's aid programmes are limited due

country has seen a significant change in its

to insufficient availability of resources, a lack of

development finance landscape in recent years. In

transparency and long-term strategic planning.

addition, Sri Lanka too has been more vocal in

Furthermore, rising expectations of aid recipients

ensuring that external assistance is directed at

and India's capacit y to closely monitor the

national development priorities of the country.

effectiveness of the aid have outpaced the
necessary processes of institutional adaptation.31

Table 9.1 gives a summary of foreign financing
commitments to Sri Lanka by way of both loans and

9.3 The Role of Emerging
Donors in Sri Lanka
With regard to the donor landscape in Sri Lanka,
much has changed within the last decade. As a
result of reaching a greater level of per capita
income and subsequent classification as a lower
middle income country, Sri Lanka no longer has
access to certain forms of concessional financing

grants from traditional and emerging bilateral donors
over the period 2006-2012. The bulk of
commitments (92 per cent) have come by way of
loans during this period. Clearly, the predominance
of China as a key development partner for Sri Lanka
is evident. Of the total foreign financing
commitments, China accounts for 42 per cent,
followed by Japan (25 per cent) and India (14.5 per
cent). Thus, more than 80 per cent of Sri Lanka's

29

Mullen, R. D. (2013), India's Development Assistance: Will It Change the Global Development Finance Paradigm?, New York University
School of Law, US.

30

Ministry of External Affairs (2012), Technical Cooperation Division, Government of India.

31

Chin, G., and F. Quadir (2013), “Development Aid and the Rise of New Donors”, Asia Research Brief, York Centre for Asian Research,
Canada.

32

De Mel, D. and A. De Silva (2012), “Sri Lanka”, in Kelegama, S. (ed.), Foreign Aid in South Asia: The Emerging Scenario, Institute of
Policy Studies of Sri Lanka, Colombo.
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Table 9.1
Foreign Financing Commitments by Bilateral Donor, 2006-2012 (US$ million)
Loans

Grants
23.7

Country Total

China

4087.3

4111.0

Japan

2249.9

167.8

2417.7

India

1126.9

295.7

1422.6

Russia

300.0

0.0

300.0

Netherlands

151.6

83.9

235.5

South Korea

225.2

6.2

231.4

France

135.8

0.0

135.8

Australia

105.2

29

134.2

111.2

0.0

111.2

106.1

0.0

106.1

73.8

7.8

81.6

0.0

77.1

77.1

70.2

0.0

70.2

Iran
Saudi Arabia
Sweden
US
Hungary
Germany

42.4

26

68.4

Kuwait

45.0

0.0

45.0

UK

44.1

0.0

44.1

Spain

31.1

0.0

31.1

Other bilateral
Total

140.6

28.8

138.6

9046.4

746.0

9792.4

Source: External Resources Department, "Performance Report", Ministry of Finance and Planning, Colombo, various years.

post-2006 external development finance has

the areas of railways and water supply, while grant

originated from Asia.

assistance is also provided for housing, human
resource development and livelihood development.

There are clear differences amongst the emerging
bilateral donors as well. India has provided nearly

Indian assistance during the period 2008 to 2013

20 per cent of its commitments by way of grants.

amounted to US$ 966 million. The total

The shares for China (0.6 per cent) and South Korea

commitments pledged during 2008-2012 were US$

(2.8 per cent) by comparison are miniscule. Thus,

1,126 million as loans, and a further US$ 296 million

India's donor interests in Sri Lanka are clearly a

as grants. The highest disbursement was made for

little different from the other emerging donors. India

railway development (US$ 590 million), with the

has been providing outright grants, particularly for

second largest commitment for livelihood

development of the former conflict-affected zones,

development (US$ 288 million) and a further US$

arising from India's own socio-political interests in

60.7 million to water supply development.

the South Asian region.
A noteworthy observation regarding Indian ODA
With forty years of formal development cooperation

disbursements to Sri Lanka is the focus on financing

between India and Sri Lanka, Indian assistance to

projects located in the Northern and Eastern

Sri Lanka saw a rapid increase from 2008. The

Provinces of the country, particularly in the years

EXIM Bank of India initiated increased funding in

following the end of the conflict. In fact, during the
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the China Development Bank (CDB), and the
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC),
which together account for approximately 15 per
cent of loans.
Thus, China has been a significant partner in Sri
Lanka's post-conflict drive to improve its
infrastructure services. China has underwritten key
projects including in the road sector (e.g., Southern
Expressway Extension, Katunayake Air por t
Expressway, Outer Circular Highway, rehabilitation
of road net works around the country), por ts
(Colombo Port Expansion Project, Hambantota
Port), airports (Mattala International Airport), energy
period 2011-2013, an average of 64 per cent of

(Norochcholai coal power plant), and in other areas

total loans and grants disbursed by India were

such as railways, irrigation and water resource

spent on projects in these two provinces, including

management, etc.

railway projects, vocational training centres,
rehabilitation of the Kankasanthurai harbour, and

Another key player in the non-traditional

housing units.33 It has been pointed out that India

development community in Sri Lanka is South

attaches few conditions to grants given to Sri Lanka

Korea. Since 2005, South Korea has committed to

because a large proportion of the loan

providing loans for specific projects worth close to

programmes are tied, and motivated by security

US$ 300 million over a period of nine years.36 The

priorities, electoral considerations, commercial

primary source of these loans is the Economic

opportunities and geopolitical concerns, including

Development Cooperation Fund (EDCF) of the

Sri Lanka's relations with China and Pakistan.34

Export-Import Bank of Korea, which has provided
loan assistance in the form of three Framework

China has played a substantial role in overseas

Arrangements since 2008. These Framework

development assistance to Sri Lanka, contributing

Arrangements act as a ceiling for total loans

approximately US$ 6 billion since 1971.35 Close to

financed under the EDCF during a stipulated period

94 per cent of this amount was disbursed in the

of time, and were recorded at US$ 140 million for

last decade alone, with annual commitments

2008, US$ 200 million for the period 2009-12, and

reaching up to US$1 billion between 2005 and 2013.

US$ 290 million for the period 2012-15.

The key areas in which these funds have been
invested include roads and transportation, power

Financial assistance from the government of South

and energy, and ports, which received 34 per cent,

Korea has gone towards projects in a variety of

30 per cent, and 26 per cent as of 2013, respectively.

sectors, ranging from education to water supply

A key source of Chinese funding is the Export-

management. The construction of roads and bridges

Import (EXIM) Bank of China, which accounts for

received the largest amount of assistance between

over 75 per cent of all Chinese lending, along with

2005 and 2013 (33 per cent), followed by water

33

External Resources Department (2013), “Global Partnership Towards Development”, Ministry of Finance and Planning, Colombo.

34

Amarasinghe, D., and J. Rebert (2013), “Dynamics and Trends of Foreign Aid in Sri Lanka: Exploring Space for Context-sensitive Aid
Delivery”, International Alert.

35

External Resources Department (2013), “Global Partnership Towards Development”, Ministry of Finance and Planning, Colombo.

36

Ibid.
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supply management (27 per cent), and
environment-related projects (11 per cent).37

9.4 Conclusion
As the global economy begins to be reshaped by

Another type of assistance received from South

the new emerging powers, so too is the aid industry.

Korea is in the form of grants, disbursed by Korea

Aid from traditional donors to Asia has been

International Cooperation Agency (KOICA). These

declining while the volume of development

grants are usually meant to fund small-scale

cooperation from non-OECD DAC members has

projects in the form of feasibility studies for future

been increasing. The presence of Asian aid

projects that receive funding under the larger ECDF

providers such as India, China and South Korea is

loan programme. The total received by Sri Lanka

visible across the world, and these Asian giants

during 2005-2013 was US$ 38.6 million, with almost

have changed the nature of international

80 per cent channelled towards the development

cooperation relationships, referring to themselves

of water and sanitation services.

as South-South cooperation partners rather than
as 'donors'.

In addition, South Korea's Ministry of Strategy and
Finance introduced the Knowledge Sharing

The underlying motives for Chinese and Indian

Programme (KSP) to Sri Lanka in 2010, which seeks

donor aid are widely deliberated. Both countries

to conduct policy research and consultation for the

compete to obtain the lion's share of the market. As

benefit of partner developing countries using the

such, this form of cooperation combines aid with

country's knowledge of its own development

market mechanisms such as trade and investment,

process. As of 2012, KSP was engaged in projects

thus embodying a win-win principle which is at the

which sought to promote exports and FDI by

heart of these donor aid countries.

enhancing the competitiveness of the SME sector
in Sri Lanka.38

In the Sri Lankan context, it is observed that China
is the largest provider of development assistance,

Overall, as Sri Lanka's relationships with traditional

followed closely by India and South Korea. Amidst

donors have become strained, there has been

the fastest growing competing Asian economies, Sri

greater reliance on aid from non-traditional

Lanka stands to benefit from the development aid

development partners, especially China. Whilst it

obtained from these giants. Besides financing,

can be argued that the priorities of non-traditional

available mechanisms for aid delivery can harness

donors are not always the same as traditional

the possibilities of exchanging technological know-

donors, the former are also more apt to consider

how to enhance skilled labour and links to modern

the ground realities in seeking greater influence and

technology. At the same time, Sri Lanka must ensure

engagement through aid assistance. As such, the

that ODA available for the country suppor ts

importance and relevance of China and India in Sri

sustainable development efforts and protection of

Lanka's development assistance process has also

the country's economic and social structures. A

changed significantly in the recent past.

balancing of power politics and a strong vision in
foreign policy implementation will help ensure that
the country stands to benefit from rising new donors
in the Asian region.

37

Ibid.

38

Kim, Yulan and MoonJoong Tcha (2012), "Introduction to the Knowledge Sharing Program (KSP) of Korea", Center for International
Development, Korea Development Institute.
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10. Asia's Precarious Work: The Need
for a New Policy Framework
10.1 Introduction

I

n the midst of the current global economic

Another core aspect of precarious work is that it

downturn following the financial crisis of 2008,

disguises or provides an ambiguous employment

job losses and spread of temporary forms of

relationship - i.e., a lack of clarity as to the identity

employment have become more prevalent in both

of the employer. For example, various forms of

developed and developing countries. According to

agency-hired labour are utilized for core business,

the ILO, dramatic increases in unemployment,

involving other entities such as sub-contractors,

working poverty and vulnerable employment have

franchisers and manpower agencies. Such workers

1

are hired by an agency or a sub-contractor, but

Heightened economic insecurity and market

perform their duties for a separate company. These

instability has seen the expansion of jobs of a more

workers are in precarious situation as it is unclear

precarious nature as a result.

as to who is responsible and accountable for worker

been observed due to the economic crisis.

rights and benefits.
In general, precarious work is part of a global
business strategy, practised by employers to shift

In recent years, most countries have experienced

risks and responsibilities on to workers.2 Precarious

growing casualization and externalization of

workers are those who perform duties and tasks of

employment.4 Some East Asian countries such as

permanent employees but are not protected with

Japan and South Korea have experienced a

3

the rights of permanent employees. These workers

substantial increase in temporary workers. The

are employed on temporary contracts for various

broad

durations. Temporary contracts usually undermine

externalization can have significant adverse

employee benefits such as access to social

consequences. It creates instability and insecurity

protection and other benefits usually associated

amongst workers and communities. Precarious

with permanent employment. The latter include

workers themselves are found to suffer a higher rate

substantial legal and practical obstacles to joining

of occupational unsafety and health issues. 5

a trade union and bargaining collectively, protection

Generally, these workers are subject to heightened

against hazardous working conditions, etc.

insecurity as they are aware that they can be easily

trend

towards

casualization

and

1

ILO (2009), Global Employment Trends, International Labour Organization, Geneva.

2

ILO (2012), “From Precarious Work to Decent Work: Outcome Document to the Workers’ Symposium on Policies and Regulations to
Combat Precarious Employment”, International Labour Organization, Geneva.

3

International Labour Rights Forum, available at http://www.laborrights.org/issues/precarious-work?qt-quicktabs_precarious_ work_=0#qtquicktabs_precarious_work_[accessed May 8, 2014].

4

ILO (2012), “From Precarious Work to Decent Work: Outcome Document to the Workers’ Symposium on Policies and Regulations to
Combat Precarious Employment”, International Labour Organization, Geneva.

5
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replaced. The ILO recognizes this spread of

will be extended, or whether they will face unjustified

precarious work as a "worldwide corporate attack

termination of employment, etc. It can also lead to

on the right to organize and bargain collectively, by

low wages regardless of experience and education

shifting to sub-contracting and individual contracts,

of workers. Income and employment insecurity limits

attacking sectoral and national bargaining, and

long-term planning, especially amongst the young.

evading employer responsibilities by complicating
what should in fact be a direct employment
relationship with their workers".

6

Further, precarious workers are more vulnerable to
inferior working conditions. They can be more
exposed to hazardous work environments, a high

Given the above, understanding recent trends in

workload, long working hours, etc. Even as job

precarious work internationally and at country level

insecurity increase on the one hand, social benefits

is important. The aim of this Policy Brief is to explore

decrease as most of these workers have limited

and shed light on current trends in precarious work

access to social security benefits, workers

in Sri Lanka, while discussing global development

compensation and health insurance. Sometimes

and drawing on country experiences in Asia. Given

these workers do not even have work contracts to

the breadth of possibilities in defining precarious

claim social security benefits, leaving them at the

work, the definition employed here limits the scope

risk of income and employment insecurity if they

to two categories of contractual arrangements

are injured or suffer from poor health.

which cover a majority of precarious work.7 The
two types of contractual arrangements are:


Limited duration of the contract (fixed-term,
temporary, and casual labour)



Precarious work is also characterized by an
insufficient or even a total absence of trade union
rights. Legislative frameworks in some countries do
not support the union rights of hired workers at the
user enterprise, as these workers are employed

Nature of the employment relationship

through a third party, such as workers hired through

(triangular and disguised employment

agencies or through sub-contractors. Such workers

relationships, agency-hired labour)

are excluded from the bargaining unit and are thus
denied the right to bargain collectively with the

Under the above, contract, temporary, casual,

permanent employees of the user enterprise.

employees with disguised employment relationships

Overall, this results in a decline in trade union

and agency-hired workers have been considered

membership, as well as a weakening of the

as precarious workers in the discussion to follow.

collective power of trade unions.

10.2 Implications of Precarious Work on Decent
Working Conditions

10.3 Trends in Precarious
Work
10.3.1 Global Context

Precarious work systems can affect decent working

Globally,

a

growing

casualization

and

conditions adversely. Temporary contracts tend to

externalization of work is observed. Most countries

lead to unstable and insecure work conditions for

have experienced a substantial increase in

workers - for example, as to whether their contracts

temporary forms of employment since the late

6

Ibid, p.3.

7

In defining precarious workers, only employees are considered. Employers, own account workers and unpaid workers are not considered.
Most of these fall into the category of informal employment.
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1980s. For example, while overall employment

flexibility in the case of both governments and

increased by 26 per cent in the EU during 1987-

employers, which in turn led to more precarious

2007, temporary work has increased by 115 per cent.

work in both formal and informal sectors.

During the same period, in OECD countries, wage
employment increased by 21 per cent, while
temporary work increased by 55 per cent.

8

In China, the largest economy in the Asian region,
the prevalence of precarious work was relatively
low until the 1980s mainly because of the dominant

The total number of jobless worldwide escalated to

presence of state enterprises. With the shift towards

202 million in 2013, with global unemployment

a more market-based economy, informal

increasing by 5 million people in 2013, and

employment increased rapidly over the next two

estimated to rise by a further 13 million people by

decades. Though employment in the private sector

9

The global unemployment rate has risen

grew substantively, most of the employments

from 5.6 per cent in 2007 to 6.0 per cent in 2013.

created were precarious in character. Census data

Given the present labour market trends and

from 2005 on urban workers show that while 73

conditions - increasing rate of unemployment,

per cent of unofficial rural migrant workers were

stagnant labour force participation rates and

employees, 47 per cent had no contract, 25 per cent

dominating share of vulnerable employment - a

had short-term contracts and only one per cent had

greater intensity in precarious work can be expected

a long-term contract.12 Problems associated with

in the future.

precarious work such as low pay, low skill, high work

2018.

intensity, poor work conditions, and lack of

10.3.2 Asian Context

employment protection were clearly evident in
China's labour market. In 2008, the labour law was

It has been noted that changes in patterns of work

amended to better protect workers and allow for the

and production in Asia are closely linked with the

conversion of fixed-term contracts into permanent

world patter ns, including the expansion of

ones.13

precarious work in developed countries. Indeed,
precarious work has become a critical challenge

Precarious work has been identified as a source

for governments and workers in the Asian region.10

for many 'vexatious issues' in South Korea.14 After

The spread of neo-liberalism as a political and

the Asian financial crisis in 1997, South Korea

economic ideology, the expansion of global

experienced a drastic growth in precarious work and

competition and technological developments have

its immediate impact on the course of individuals'

been identified as the major contributory factors that

lives and family lives. Massive lay-offs and

generated precarious work in more industrialized

restructuring were done because of the bankruptcy

countries in the Asian region. 11 These factors

of corporations, resulting in a sharp increase of non-

encouraged an environment that provided greater

regular workers such as temporary workers, sub-

8

ILO (2012), “From Precarious Work to Decent Work: Outcome Document to the Workers’ Symposium on Policies and Regulations to
Combat Precarious Employment”, International Labour Organization, Geneva.

9

ILO (2014), “Global Employment Trends 2014: Risk of a Jobless Recovery?”, International Labour Organization, Geneva.

10

Kalleberg A. L. and K. Hewison (2013), “Precarious Work and the Challenge for Asia”, American Behavioral Scientist, Vol. 57, No. 3, pp. 271288.

11

Ibid.

12

ILO (2012), “From Precarious Work to Decent Work: Outcome Document to the Workers’ Symposium on Policies and Regulations to
Combat Precarious Employment”, International Labour Organization, Geneva.

13

Ibid.

14

Shin Kwang-Yeong (2013), “Economic Crisis, Neoliberal Reforms, and the Rise of Precarious Work in South Korea”, American Behavioral
Scientist, Vol. 57, No. 3, pp. 335-353.
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contract workers, and dispatched workers. It has
been estimated that the proportion of precarious
workers in the total working population increased
from 27.4 per cent in 2002 to 37 per cent in 2004.15
Further, the absolute number of workers in the
precarious category has continuously increased
from about 3.8 million in 2002 to about 6 million in
2011. The wage gap between precarious workers
and regular or standard workers has widened from
33.9 per cent in 2002 to 44.6 per cent in 2011,
creating social and political issues in South Korea.
Non-regular workers were totally dependent on
social movements or non-regular workers
themselves in seeking solutions to their problems
due to lack of will and support from the political

Data reveal an
increasing prevalence of temporary/casual
employment
in Sri Lanka
over recent
years, similar
to other Asian
economies.

parties, and lack of interest of the formal worker
unions.16
cent of total employees do not have a permanent

10.3.3 Sri Lankan Context

employer. These workers and their families can be

In the present analysis, temporary, casual workers

considered to be in unstable and insecure situations

who do not have a permanent employer and

to take long-term decisions and plan their lives due

agency-hired workers have been considered as

to uncertainty of their jobs, and usually low wages.

precarious workers in Sri Lanka. The data reveal
an increasing prevalence of temporary/casual
employment in Sri Lanka over recent years, similar

Table 10.1
Employee Status
2006

2012

Permanent

46.2

45.7

Temporary/casual

36.1

38.3

No permanent employer
Total

17.7

16.0

100.0

100.0

Source: Estimated based on DCS, Labour Force Survey 2006 and 2012 data.

to other Asian economies. In 2012, out of a total of
4.6 million employees, 2.5 million (54 per cent) are
found to be precarious workers. Further, temporary
and casual workers have increased at a faster pace
than that of permanent employees during 20062012 (Table 10.1). It is also noteworthy that 16 per

15

Ibid.

16

Ibid.
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Figure 10.1
Private Sector Employees by Status

Source: Estimated based on DCS, Labour Force Survey 2006 and 2012
data.

As expected, the expansion of temporary and
casual jobs has been more prevalent in the private
sector, with the permanent workforce limited to a
minimum while increasing more contingent or nonstandard workers. The data reveal that 92 per cent

In Sri Lanka, the
expansion of temporary and casual
jobs has been
more prevalent in
the private sector,
with the permanent workforce
limited to a minimum while increasing more
contingent or
non-standard
workers.

of temporary and casual workers are attached to
the private sector. During 2006-2012, private sector

leaving them more vulnerable to precarious work

temporary and casual workers have increased by

arrangements. Also, there are arrangements for

21 per cent, while private sector permanent

daily hiring of workers where manpower brokers

employees have increased only by 5 per cent

hang around the EPZs and supply the workers for

(Figure 10.1). This is a reflection of more precarious

firms to meet their labour requirements. Further,

work being created by the private sector, while

some firms form their own manpower agencies from

minimizing permanent employment expansion. The

which they can hire workers at a cheaper rate with

possible reasons behind the increasing prevalence
of precarious work include high labour
turnover to cater for seasonal demand,

During 2006-12, in Sri Lanka

costs related to regular labour recruitment,
and nature of services provided by
businesses.
Although due to the data limitation it is
difficult to figure out the agency-hired
workers through manpower agencies, it is
widely practised in Sri Lanka, especially in
Export Processing Zones (EPZs). Formal
manpower agencies supply workers for
EPZ firms for their core business on
temporary or even without written contracts,
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Box 10.1
Gender Dimension of Precarious Work:
The Case of Women Migrant Workers of Sri Lanka
Globally, women are over-represented in precarious work situations and this trend is increasing.
In Australia, the trend in women's employment is increasingly part-time, casual work with 58 per
cent of part time jobs also of a casual nature. In the 15 years between 1991 and 2006, women
employed in full time jobs had declined from 59 to 55 per cent. Altogether 30 per cent of employed
women are casual employees as opposed to 22 per cent for men. In Japan, precarious work is
highly gendered. Women account for about two-thirds of non-regular workers. Temporary work
in Japan is gendered to an even greater degree than part-time work. Women make up more
than 80 per cent of temporary staff according to estimates by the International Trade Union
Confederation (2011).
Women are subjected to precarious work due to many reasons. Women are more likely to work
in low quality job settings, characterized by less financial rewards, fewer benefits, union protection,
and part-time work status. Further, they are disadvantaged by less human capital, overriding
family obligations and other work-related criteria and discriminatory practices in the workplaces
(Young, 2010).

Women Migrant Workers in Sri Lanka
Migrants are often the most precarious of workers and are exploited in relation to race, nationality,
regulatory discrimination, wages, and through a lack of access to even basic protection (Hewison
and Young, 2006). It is estimated that a total of 1.5 million Sri Lankans are working overseas as
migrants and every year more than 200,000 people leave the country seeking foreign
employment. The foreign employment market for Sri Lankan workers until recently was highly
biased towards women and it has been dominated by women over several decades. This is
mainly because of the high demand for housemaids in the Middle East region. Out of the female
migrant workers, 88.2 per cent are employed as housemaids with 94 per cent of them working
in Middle East countries (IPS, 2013).
Most of the migrant workers including housemaids migrate through recruitment agencies as
'hired labourers'. The execution of Rizana Nafeek, a Sri Lankan housemaid migrant to Saudi
Arabia with an altered passport is an example that illustrates the extent of vulnerability that
migrant women are exposed to. Sri Lanka has ratified the 1990 United Nations Convention on
the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families and the
Ministry of Foreign Employment Promotion and Welfare formulated the National Labour Migration
Policy for Sri Lanka supported by the ILO in 2008 with the aim of promoting opportunities for all
Sri Lankan men and women to engage in migration for decent and productive employment,
under conditions of freedom, equality, security and human dignity. However, significant gaps
exist in providing adequate protection, exposing migrants to a range of human rights abuses
including labour exploitation, violence, trafficking and even killings (Human Rights Watch, 2010).
Further, women migrants are exposed to a number of adverse psychosocial consequences due
to migration with different degrees of intensity (IPS, 2013).
Sources: Young, M., (2010), "Gender Differences in Precarious Work Setting , Industrial Relations, Vol.
65, No. 1; International Trade Union Confederation (2011), "Living with Economic Insecurity: Women
in Precarious Work, ITUC Belgium; Kalleberg A. L. and Hewison K. ( 2013), "Precarious Work and
the Challenge for Asia:, American Behavioral Scientist, Vol. 57, pp. 271-288; IPS (2013), "Migration
Profile Sri Lanka", Institute of Policy Studies of Sri Lanka, Colombo; Human Rights Watch (2010),
"Rights on the Line: Human Rights Watch Works on Abuses Against Migrants", Human Rights
Watch.
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diluted worker rights.17 However, dependence on
hired workers can have negative implications for
companies as well such as irresponsible workers,
inexperienced workers, and long-term sustainability
due to human resource gaps.

10.4 Policy Recommendations
As in the case of many other Asian economies, the
broad trend towards growing casualization and
externalization of work has become more prevalent
in Sri Lanka. These workers are often subject to
unstable employment, lower wages, and hazardous
working conditions. They also lack access to social
protection and face obstacles in joining a trade

Implementing
policies to
promote decent work, and
using tools
that prevent
further increases in
precarious
work is one
policy option.

union and bargaining collectively. Given the nature
of their employment, such workers also find it more
difficult to plan their lives in the long-term. The need

The second option is regulating precarious work

to promote more decent work in the country is

while safeguarding precarious worker rights. Under

therefore an important policy objective.

this, limiting the number of temporary workers,
offering legal protection for agency-hired workers,

This calls for exploring ways of transforming

regulating manpower agencies, and providing social

precarious work to decent work of greater quality.

protection for such workers are recommended.

One option is to pay attention towards creating more
and better jobs. Implementing policies to promote

The expansion of precarious work can have

decent work, and using tools that prevent further

negative implications on labour rights, the

increases in precarious work is an option.

conventional role of trade unions and collective

Employers can be held accountable for creating

bargaining powers. Therefore, the use of temporary

good jobs through public procurements and labour

workers and agency workers must be limited to

For example, Canada has introduced

legitimate needs - for example, to meet the seasonal

measures to discourage firms from hiring temporary

demand of businesses, to provide supplementary

agency workers, and established public or private

services such as security, and janitorial services,

sector 'benefit banks' for irregular workers otherwise

etc. Through such measures, companies can be

denied access to benefits as policy measures. As

discouraged from increasing temporary or agency

discussed before, in China, labour laws were

workers above a reasonable threshold.

18

inspections.

amended to better protect workers and allow for
the conversion of fixed-term contracts into

As agency workers are not protected by law, it is

permanent ones.

important to have regulatory mechanisms to protect

17

Ranasinghe, A., (2014), "Agency-Hired Labour in Katunayake and Biyagama EPZs", presentation of preliminary findings, Renuka Hotel,
30 April 2014.

18

Evans, J. and E. Gibb (2009), "Moving from Precarious Employment to Decent Work", International Labour Organization, Global Union
Research Network (GURN) Discussion Paper No.13, ILO, Geneva.
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their rights, including equality of employment

in triangular relationships can par ticipate in

conditions, social protection, etc. As a first step,

meaningful collective bargaining. Working with trade

issuance of letters of employment to all temporary,

unions to promote the above-mentioned standards

hired employees should be made compulsory for

is recommended.

companies that use such hired labour. Also,
mandatory employee insurance is recommended

Sri Lanka faces a pressing challenge on how to

for hired workers to cover all work place related

meet the social security needs of a large and

accidents. Awareness campaigns on worker rights

growing informal sector within the current systemic

of the agency-hired workers will be helpful to protect

capacity. In order to extend coverage to those not

the rights of such workers.

currently eligible for any existing scheme, the
introduction of a universal scheme could be

There is also a critical need to regulate all

entertained. Concurrently, the government can take

manpower agencies. As a first step, all the

necessary steps to facilitate private pension plans

manpower agencies should be registered under the

for those who are able to contribute towards their

Department of Labour. In addition, legitimate

retirement.

measures should be taken to ensure that workers
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11. Changing Lifestyles in Asia: Food
Habits and Health Risks
11.1 Introduction

R

apid changes in economies with greater

foods. Consumers are more apt to experiment with

globalization, urbanization, modernization

more diversified diets, particularly with the influx of

and westernization, have resulted in many

supermarkets and fast food outlets in urban centres.

countries and regions seeing shifts in food habits
and lifestyles. Indeed, the evidence suggests that

Changing food habits and lifestyles are often

the main determinants of the changes in food habits

accompanied by new disease patterns. They can

are income growth, population growth and

arise as a result of changing food and nutritional

urbanization.1 Asia, as one of the fastest growing

security.3 New threats to health can also arise from

regions in the world, has seen significant changes

unhealthy lifestyles in more urbanized settings, as

across these variables, albeit with varying country

well as exposure to environmental pollution, etc.

experiences within the region. As a result, significant

However, health-related risks from changing food

shifts in food demand, food supply and food habits

habits are especially important as they lead to

are taking place. Increasingly, populations are thus

serious health problems. Unhealthy food

shifting away from staple foods such as rice to a

consumption habits - an excessive consumption of

variety of modern/processed food.
In fact, available literature suggests that the demand
for high-quality grains, meats, and processed foods
will rise over time. This is already very evident in
rapidly urbanizing countries in Asia such as China,
where the urban sector demand for fragrant rice,
high quality wheat for breads, etc., is on the rise.2
Conversely, as urbanization levels rise, and rural
populations grow at a slower pace, there will be
reduced demand for food grains over time. Lifestyle
changes that accompany urbanization and related
external influences are expected to raise demand
for not only foods such as meat, fish, and dairy

Consumers are
more apt to
experiment with
more diversified
diets, particularly
with the influx of
supermarkets and
fast food outlets
in urban centres.

products, but also for highly processed convenience
1

Delisle, H. (1990), "Patterns of Urban Food Consumption in Developing Countries: Perspective from the 1980s", Food and Agriculture
Organization, Rome.

2

Hsu, H.H., and W. Chen (2002), "How will Rising Income Affect the Structure of Food Demand?" in Gale, F. (ed.), China's Food and
Agriculture: Issues for the 21st Century, Department of Agriculture, US.

3

Food and Agriculture Organization (2010), "Changing Food System", available at http://www.fao.org/asiapacific/rap/home /issues/changingfood-systems/en/.
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Changing
food habits
and lifestyles
are often accompanied by
new disease
patterns.
sugar and fats for instance - cause obesity and poor
overall health outcomes as evidenced by noncommunicable diseases (NCDs). Nutritional wellbeing is threatened by vitamin and mineral
deficiencies creating a simultaneous double burden
of over-nutrition and under-nutrition.

11.2 Asia's Changing
Food Habits
Food habits will change in both quantitative and

staple food of the population. These changing food
habit patterns are not only the outcome of changing
tastes, but also of other factors such as
convenience.6
Across the world, per capita consumption of food
has been on the increase with greater affordability
and access (Table 11.1). The data indicate that the
per capita food consumption in the world would have
increased by 25 per cent when compared to the
1960s. It is noteworthy however, that per capita food
consumption in East Asia- which had the lowest
level in the 1960s - will outstrip this, with a growth
rate of over 56 per cent. Thus, the region has
experienced a relatively high rate of increase in food
consumption over recent decades. Growth in per
capita food consumption has also been fairly high
in South Asia at 34 per cent over the same period.
Asian countries as a whole have far outpaced other
regions, although this is expected to slow
considerably in the run-up to 2030. The rate of per
capita food consumption in South Asia, however,
will still be twice that of global growth rates.

qualitative terms with income and population growth,
urbanization and lifestyle changes. With these

The data in Table 11.2 indicate that most developed

developments, the composition of the diet tends to

and emerging economies in Asia are seeing an

veer towards a higher energy density diet, with a

increase in the share of fats in their total dietary

greater proportion of fat and added sugars in foods

consumption. The intake of fats as a percentage of

(mostly from animal sources),and reduced intakes

dietary consumption was nearly 38 per cent in 2005-

of complex carbohydrates and dietary fibre, as well

07 in countries such as the US and UK. However,

as reduced intakes of fruit and vegetables.4

rapidly growing economies in East Asia and
Southeast Asia are catching up, with an average

These trends are visible across the world. In Africa,

share of around 27 per cent. South Asian economies

there is increasingly a marked preference for maize

such as India and Sri Lanka still indicate lower

and cassava as opposed to yams and millet. In

shares of around 18 per cent, but the trend is on

Europe, there is less consumption of oats, barley

the rise. Thus, the consumption of fats in diets will

and rye, in favour of wheat and potatoes.5 Food

continue into the future, indicating that there will be

products made from wheat, particularly bread, is

growing pressure on the livestock and fisheries

gaining popularity across countries in Africa, Latin

sectors to meet rising demand for high-value animal

America and Asia, even though wheat is not the

protein across the world.

4

Food and Agriculture Organization (2002)," Diet, Nutrition and the Prevention of Chronic Diseases", available at http://www.fao.org/
docrep/.

5

C. Latham, M., (1997), "Human Nutrition in the Developing World", Food and Nutrition Series No. 29, Food and Agriculture Organization,
Rome.

6

Ibid.
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Table 11.1
Changes in Global and Regional Per Capita Food Consumption (kcal per capita per day)
Region

1964-1966

1974-1976

1984-1986

1997-1999

2015

2030

World

2358

2435

2655

2803

2940

3050

Developing countries

2054

2152

2450

2681

2850

2980

Near East & North Africa

2290

2591

2953

3006

3090

3170

Sub-Saharan Africa

2058

2079

2057

2195

2360

2540

Latin America & the Caribbean

2393

2546

2689

2824

2980

3140

East Asia

1957

2105

2559

2921

3060

3190

South Asia

2017

1986

2205

2403

2700

2900

Industrialized countries

2947

3065

3206

3380

3440

3500

Transition countries

3222

3385

3379

2906

3060

3180

Source: FAO, "Diet, Nutrition and the Prevention of Chronic Diseases", available at http://www.fao.org/docrep/.

These changes are most apparent in Asia, with

across Southeast Asian and South Asian

economies

economies

undergoing

rapid

economic

transformation and urbanization, associated with

as

they

too

undergo

similar

transformation in their economies.

changing tastes and lifestyles brought about by
urban living. Such changes in turn lead to significant

As evident from the data in Table 11.3, the

impacts on food demand. For instance, East Asian

consumption of livestock products has grown

economies that underwent the earliest phases of

significantly over the years, and is expected to keep

economic transformation in Asia such as Japan,

on increasing. The East Asian region has seen a

South Korea and Taiwan have seen a drop in the

sharp increase in meat consumption, whilst in South

direct per capita consumption of cereals as a staple

Asia the increase is more notable in milk. Meat

food over the past three decades. 7 The shift overall

consumption in East Asia is forecast to rise by more

is away from staple foods to consumption of meat,

than 56 per cent by 2030 compared to consumption

fish, and dairy products, and this is expected to recur

levels in the late 1990s.

Table 11.2
Contribution of Fats in Total Dietary
Consumption in Select Countries (%)

With lifestyle changes, food purchasing habits will
also change, facilitating the shift in consumption
patterns. Those living in urban-metropolitan areas

Country

1990-92

1995-97

2000-02

2005-07

will tend to buy food products from Western-style

Japan
China
Malaysia
Thailand
Sri Lanka
India
US
UK

26
20
29
18
17
16
36
39

27
23
26
18
17
17
35
39

28
25
27
19
17
18
38
37

29
27
26
20
18
19
38
38

supermarkets, shopping centres, and 'box stores'

Source: FAO (2010), Food Balance Sheets, Food and Agriculture Organization.

7

which sell food and other household items in bulk.
These trends are already very evident in Southeast
Asian cities such as Bangkok and Manila. 8 In
addition, busy urban lifestyles and dual income
earners will also tend to encourage shifting demand
patterns. As more women join the labour force
demand for convenience foods, 'take-aways', and

Huang, J., and H, Bouis (1996), “Structural Changes in the Demand for Food in Asia”, International Food Policy Research Institute, Washington,
D.C.

8

Food and Agriculture Organization (2001), "Food Supply and Distribution to Cities", proceedings of the FAO-City Net-AFMA Sub-regional
seminar, available at http://www.fao.org/docrep/003/x6982e/x6982e05.htm.
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Table 11.3
Per Capita Consumption of Livestock Products
Region

Meat (kg per year)
1964-1966
1997-1999
2030

Milk (kg per year)
1964-1966
1997-1999
2030

World

24.2

36.4

45.3

73.9

78.1

Developing countries

10.2

25.5

36.7

28.0

44.6

65.8

Near East & North Africa

11.9

21.2

35.0

68.6

72.3

89.9

Sub-Saharan Africa

89.5

9.9

9.4

13.4

28.5

29.1

33.8

31.7

53.8

76.6

80.1

110.2

139.8

East Asia

8.7

37.7

58.5

3.6

10.0

17.8

South Asia

3.9

5.3

11.7

37.0

67.5

106.9

Latin America & the Caribbean

Industrialized countries

61.5

88.2

100.1

185.5

212.2

221.0

Transition countries

42.5

46.2

60.7

156.6

159.1

178.7

Source: FAO, "Diet, Nutrition and the Prevention of Chronic Diseases", available at http://www.fao. org/docrep/.

eating out is likely to become more evident in urban

sharply over time (Table 11.4). This is of course to

settings.9 As women continue to bear primary

be expected as income levels rise, and other factors

responsibility for food preparation at household

such as changing consumer preferences, relative

level in most Asian societies, aside from

price variations, supply condition variability, and

convenience, the affordability of eating-out is also

changes in demographic conditions apply.11

greater. In Southeast Asia, where most countries
record a high level of female labour force

Table 11.5 highlights food consumption pattern

participation, the demand for traditional fast foods

changes in Sri Lanka over the years. As in the case

such as take-away, catering enterprises and street

of other Asian economies discussed previously, Sri

food is increasing. Other influences include

Lanka too has seen a decline in consumption of its

advertisements that promote fast/processed food,

staple food - i.e., rice. At the same time, the

particularly targeted at children, creating supply-

consumption of meat, fish and eggs has been

driven demand for fast/processed food. Some

increasing. This shows that the quantity of

studies have shown that even a shor t food

carbohydrate intake (including rice, wheat flour and

advertisement can exert considerable influence on

bread) is reducing, while protein intake has slightly

food demand among pre-school children.10

increased through consumption of fish, meat and
eggs.

11.3 Sri Lanka's Changing Food Habits

11.3.2 Eating AAway
way from Home
Modern lifestyles and time scarcity have contributed

11.3.1 Shifting from Carbohydrates to Proteins

to an increase in food consumption away from home
in Sri Lanka as well. A growing number of women
employed outside their homes, increased number

In Sri Lanka, the relative share of food expenditure

of two-earner households, higher incomes, more

in the total expenditure of households has reduced

affordable and convenient fast-food outlets,

9

Ibid.

10

Borzekowski D.L. and T. N. Robinson(2001), "The 30-Second Effect: An Experiment Revealing the Impact of Television Commercials on
Food Preferences of a Preschooler",Journal of the American Dietetic Association, Vol. 101, No. 1.

11

IPS (2013), "Changing Food Demand and Consumption Patterns" in Sri Lanka: State of the Economy 2013, Institute of Policy Studies of Sri
Lanka, Colombo.
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Table 11.4
Proportion of Household (HH) Expenditure on Food
Year

1980/81

1985/86

1990/91

1995/96

1,232

2,079

3,905

6,525

65.0

57.6

64.6

54.4

Mean HH expenditure

2002

2006/07

2009/10

13,147

22,952

31,331

44.5

37.6

42.3

per month (Rs.)
Food ratio (%)
Sources: DCS, HIES data, various years.

increased advertising and promotion by large

income, an increase in the workforce and the

foodservice chains, etc.,tend to influence the way

changing consumption patterns.13

in which households' food habits change.
These trends are also influenced by greater
The above trends are also being facilitated by other

exposure to advertisements as more and more

developments, including a fast growing network of

households have access to different media outlets.

supermarkets in the country. The number is

For

currently estimated at 516, categorized as

advertisement to be one of the determinants in

supermarkets, hypermarkets and convenience

creating demand for fast food, soft drinks, and sweet

stores.12 Aside from the convenience factor, access

products.14 Of 100 school children in the Galle

to supermarkets can also change food and eating

district, 78 per cent of children's demand for food

habits. For instance, it is suggested that people are

was found to be influenced by advertisements. A

also attracted to processed food items found in

majority (44 per cent) believed that advertisements

supermarkets which are much easier to prepare.

have a considerable influence on their demand for

Going forward, Sri Lanka's supermarket trade is

food, while the rest (34 per cent) considered

expected to see an unprecedented growth within

advertisements to be highly influential.

example,

some

studies

have

found

the next few years, backed by increasing per capita

Table 11.5
Average Monthly Household Expenditure and Consumption of Major Food Items

Selected food items
Rice

Monthly HH Expenditure
(as a % of total expenditure)
1980/81
1990/91
2009/10

Monthly HH Quantity Consumed
(kgs.)
1980/81
1990/91
2009/10

20.45

15.62

7.33

46.7

44.3

36.3

Wheat flour

1.54

0.90

0.60

3.6

2.6

2.7

Bread

3.00

2.74

1.36

7.8

9.9

5.1

Pulses

1.54

2.94

1.75

1.4

2.6

2.8

Meat

1.14

2.05

1.65

0.8

1.2

1.4

Fish

3.25

3.51

3.71

3.5

2.4

3.8

Dried fish

2.27

2.59

1.57

1.4

1.3

1.3

Milk & milk products

2.19

3.12

3.31

2.7

1.4

1.9

Eggs

0.49

0.67

0.43

7.0

11.0

10.0

Source:

Adapted from IPS (2013), "Changing Food Demand and Consumption Patterns" in Sri Lanka: State of the Economy 2013, Institute of Policy Studies of Sri
Lanka, Colombo.

12

Equity Research Cargills (Ceylon) PLC (2012), Bartleet Religare Securities, Colombo, Sri Lanka.

13

Ibid.

14

Samaraweera, G.R.S.R.C. et al. (2010), "Television Advertising and Food Demand of Children in Sri Lanka: A Case Study from Galle
District", Colombo, Sri Lanka.
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According to DCS data, prepared food is

habits. Finally, price variability can arise from

categorized as 'food which is not being prepared at

competitive pricing as more and more sources of

home', effectively meaning that it comprises of food

prepared food become available.

that is considered to be a 'take-away' or eating out.
Table 11.6 indicates Sri Lanka's monthly household
expenditure on prepared food in 2002, 2006/07 and
2009/10. The trends on whether or not Sri Lankan
households are increasingly 'eating away from
home' is somewhat mixed.

11.4 Changing Food Habits and Health Impacts
As already discussed, a traditional healthy meal
comprised of a high fibre, low-fat, and low-calorie

The national figure on monthly prepared food
expenditure as a percentage of total food
expenditure of households increased only
marginally from 2002 to 2006/07. However, there
were significant shifts in spending habits on foods
amongst urban, rural and estate sector households
during the same period. Urban households are
spending less on prepared food whilst rural and
estate sectors appear to be spending more out
of their total food expenditures. The latter does
suggest a change in food consumption patterns in
Sri Lanka is taking place, albeit at a fairly modest
pace. The drop in the urban share of spending on
prepared food could partly be explained by price

diet, including whole grains, fruits, and vegetables,
has been shifting towards calorie-dense foods.16
The latter include high saturated fats, trans-fats, salt
and sugar. In addition to changing diet patterns,
urbanization and related lifestyles - consumption
of processed and unhealthy foods, lack of
oppor tunities for physical activity, increased
exposure to environmental pollutants and stress,
etc. - open high risk avenues for NCDs. As these
trends become more pronounced in regions such
as Asia, countries will face rising health risks
associated with changing food habits.

11.4.1 Unhealthy Diet and NCDs

variability, arising from a number of factors. For one

Changing food habits can lead to unhealthy diets

thing, Sri Lanka saw a period of high food inflation,

and cause significant health problems. Indeed, the

particularly in 2007/08, 15 that also meant an

food intake is identified as a key determinant in

escalation in prices of prepared food. Price

ensuring a healthy life. As stated by the World Health

variability can also be reflected in changing food

Organization (WHO),an unhealthy diet is one of four

Table 11.6
Monthly Household Expenditure on Prepared Food
2002
Prepared
Food
(Rs.)
Urban

Share in
Prepared
Total Food
Food
Expenditure (%)
(Rs.)

2006/07
2009/10
Share in
Prepared
Share in
Total Food
Food
Total Food
Expenditure (%)
(Rs.)
Expenditure (%)

1,277

21.8

1,894

17.2

2,419

15.2

Rural

572

9.8

919

11.1

1,278

9.9

Estate

198

3.4

479

6.4

692

5.7

Sri Lanka

640

10.9

1,032

11.9

1,409

10.6

Sources: DCS, HIES data, various years.

15

IPS (2008), "Does 'Foodflation' Call for Agricultural Reforms?" in Sri Lanka: State of the Economy 2013, Institute of Policy Studies of Sri
Lanka, Colombo.

16

WHO/SEARO (2011), "Non-Communicable Diseases in the South-East Asia Region: Situation and Response", WHO, Geneva.
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A traditional
healthy meal comprised of a high
fibre, low-fat, and
low-calorie diet,
including whole
grains, fruits, and
vegetables, has
been shifting towards caloriedense foods.

Table 11.7
Consumption of Fruits and Vegetable in
Select Asian Countries (%)a
Male

Female

Both
Sexes

Bangladesh (2010)

94

93

93

Bhutan (2007)

65

69

67

India (2007/8)

NA

NA

86

Indonesia (2007)

94

94

94

Maldives (2004)

97

93

97

Myanmar (2009)

90

91

90

Nepal (2007)

61

64

62

Sri Lanka (2007)

81

83

82

Thailand (2005)

83

82

82

Notes: a. Percentage of male and female adults eating less than five servings
of fruits and vegetables a day.
Source: "National NCD Risk-factor Surveys" in relevant countries.

modifiable (behavioural) risk factors.17 Unhealthy

and vegetables. As indicated by Table 11.7, the

foods are defined as the foods that are high in

average prevalence of inadequate consumption of

saturated fats, trans-fats, free sugars or salt. Eating

quantity of fruits and vegetables a day is greater

these types of food frequently increases obesity,

than 60 per cent in both males and females for many

which is a risk factor for chronic NCDs such as

Asian countries. In particular, inadequate fruits and

cardiovascular disease (CVD), diabetes, and

vegetable consumption is seen to be higher among

cancers. It is also important to note that the

females than males.

consumption of an unhealthy diet is particularly high
in lower resource settings, and increasingly lower

Apart from a low intake of fruits and vegetables,

middle-income countries are more prone to

high consumption of salt is associated with

consuming fatty diets.18 As already indicated in

hypertension and cardiovascular issues on the other

Table 11.2, dietary fat consumption has been

hand. The prevalence of hypertension is found to

increasing over time, especially in the Asian region.

be significantly higher in the highest quintile of mean
salt intake of 13.8 g per day, than the lowest quintile

Many countries across Asia are experiencing

of mean salt intake of4.9 g per day.20 In addition,

unhealthy diets, reflected by a low intake of fruits

another serious issue is that both body mass index

and vegetables, high consumption of salt, and

(BMI) and waist circumference are higher among

extensive use of trans-fats by the food industries.19

people with high salt intake. Further, when salt

According to related WHO statistics, half a million

intake rises, the total calories and percentage of

deaths in the Southeast Asian region are attributed

calories arising from fat diets also increase

to low intake of fruits and vegetables.

significantly. Some available data indicate that the
average salt consumption per person per day is

In addition, approximately 80 per cent of the region's

higher than the recommended limit by the WHO

population does not eat sufficient quantities of fruits

(5 g or less/day) in countries such as Malaysia and

17

WHO/SEARO (2011), "Non-Communicable Diseases in the South-East Asia Region: Situation and Response", WHO, Geneva; WHO
(2011), "Global Status Report on Non-Communicable Diseases 2010," WHO, Geneva.

18

WHO (2011), "Global Status Report on Non-Communicable Diseases 2010," WHO, Geneva.

19

WHO/SEARO (2011), "Non-Communicable Diseases in the South-East Asia Region: Situation and Response," WHO, Geneva.

20

Ibid.
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Sri Lanka. A Sri Lankan adult is estimated to

The prevalence of high blood pressure among

consume over 12.5 g of salt per day, while a Thai

males is higher when compared to females (Figure

adult is estimated to consume 10.8 g of salt per

11.1). Cambodia, with a population of 13.4 million

day.

21

reports one of the lower percentages of adult
population with high blood pressure - 30.5 per cent

Worldwide, the population with high blood pressure/

for males 25.1 per cent for females - among a

hypertension increased to nearly one billion in 2008,

sample of Asian countries. By contrast, Japan

from 600 million in 1980.

22

Of global annual deaths,

records a much higher percentage of the population

12.8 per cent of deaths (almost 7.5 million deaths)

with high blood pressure, 47.1 per cent for males

are estimated to occur due to raised blood pressure.

and 41 per cent for females. This is partly explained

Of the total adult population in the Asian region, 30

by its population demographics of a high elderly

per cent of adults are estimated to have high blood

and ageing population, given that high blood

pressure, and of total deaths, 9.4 per cent are

pressure is more prevalent among those 60 years

attributed to hypertension.

and above.

Figure 11.1
Percentage of Adult Population with High Blood Pressure in Select Asian Countries, 2008
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Source: WHO (2011), "Global Status Report on Non-Communicable Diseases 2010," WHO, Geneva.
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Wolfson Institute of Preventive Medicine (2012), "Consensus Action on Salt and Health (CASH)", Annual Report May 2012-April 2013,
University of London, UK; WHO/SEARO (2011), "Non-Communicable Diseases in the South-East Asia Region: Situation and Response",
WHO, Geneva.
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WHO (2011), "Global Status Report on Non-Communicable Diseases 2010," WHO, Geneva.
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Obesity and overweight is another by product of an

overweight (43.5 per cent for males and 52.7 for

unhealthy diet. More than one billion people

females).

worldwide are said to be overweight while more than
300 million are obese. 23 In addition, due to

The problems of obesity and overweight become

overweight or obesity at least 2.8 million people

even more acute in the case of children. Childhood

die annually. These problems are also found to be

obesity and overweight is one of the most serious

more prevalent in higher socio-economic settings.

public health issues in the world, particularly in

For instance, obesity prevalence in lower middle-

urban settings. As children have greater accessibility

income countries at present is 7 per cent, and that

to eat processed and fast foods, coupled with more

24

sedentary modern lifestyles, they are more prone

Another impor tant fact is that prevalence of

to increased weight problems. Children are also

overweight and obesity is higher in females than in

increasingly exposed to adver tisements that

males.

promote fast/processed food which can have a

in upper middle-income countries is 24 per cent.

detrimental impact on their diets.
As illustrated in Figures 11.2 and 11.3, the
prevalence of obesity and overweight is higher in
females than in males in each Asian country
considered. With regard to the lower middle- income
countries, China and India show the highest
prevalence for both obesity and overweight for both
sexes. However, there is little to differentiate
experiences by income levels. Even a high income
economy such as South Korea has significant
prevalence of an overweight population (34.3 per
cent for males and 29.2 for females) while an LDC
such as Cambodia also reports high prevalence of

11.5 NCD Prevalence in
Sri Lanka
It is evident that NCDs are creating a considerable
burden on Sri Lanka's health system over the years;
in par ticular, Sri Lanka's NCD prevalence is
substantial compared to countries in other parts of
Asia. In terms of NCD mortality, Sri Lanka is placed
third (66 per cent) in the ranking, behind the
Maldives (79 per cent), and Thailand (71 per cent).

Figure 11.2
Prevalence of Overweight in Selected Asian Countries, 2008
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Source: WHO (2011), "Global Status Report on Non-Communicable Diseases 2010," WHO, Geneva.
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WHO (2012), "Obesity: Key Facts", available at http://www.wpro.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/obesity/en/.
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Ibid.
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Figure 11.3
Prevalence of Obesity in Select Asian Countries, 2008
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Notes: Overweight and obesity are defined as Body Mass Index (BMI), a measure of weight relative to height, with obesity measured as (BMI>=30Kg/m2).
Source: WHO (2011), "Global Status Report on Non-Communicable Diseases 2010," WHO, Geneva.

In addition, Sri Lanka's age standardized mortality

of CVD, which is the leading cause of NCD deaths

rates for all NCDs are higher by 20-50 per cent,

in Sri Lanka is higher for males (384.9 per 100, 000

25

compared to developed countries.

population) than females (240.8 per 100, 000
population). In addition, the proportion of indoor

At present, Sri Lanka's disease morbidity pattern is

morbidity due to IHD for males in 2008 was 52.9

heavily weighted towards NCDs (including injuries)

per cent, while the same indicator for females was

accounting for 85 per cent of the country's disease

44.3 per cent.26

burden. For instance, indoor morbidities due to
cancers in 1990 at 142.1 cases per 100,000
population almost doubled to 329 cases per
100,000 population in 2007. During 1995 to 2008,

11.6 Conclusion and Way
Forward

hospitalization due to hypertension and Ischaemic
Heart Disease (IHD) has increased by 62 per cent

Empirical evidence indicates that increasing

and 61 per cent, respectively. In addition, a

income, urbanization and lifestyle changes are key

significant increase of almost 277 per cent was

determinants of changing food habits. These

reported from diabetes cases, on the basis of those

changes are most evident in the fast-growing Asian

admitted to hospitals.

region, albeit with differences amongst countries
across East Asia, Southeast Asia and South Asia.

On the other hand, 65 per cent of all deaths in Sri

Sri Lanka too is seeing structural transformations,

Lanka are due to NCDs. The rest comprise of 26

by way of rising incomes, higher levels of

per cent due to injuries, and 9 per cent due to

urbanization, changing lifestyles and food

communicable diseases, maternal, perinatal, and

consumption habits.

nutrition conditions. In addition, NCD deaths for all
causes by gender in 2008 were 66,765 for males,

Changing food habits leads to substantial health

and 51,140 for females. Particularly, the prevalence

risks arising from increased obesity and overweight,

25

IPS (2013), "The Emerging Challenge of Non-Communicable Diseases", in Sri Lanka: State of the Economy 2013, Institute of Policy
Studies of Sri Lanka, Colombo.

26

Ibid.
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high blood pressure, and diabetes. These trends
are evident across regions, including Asia. Studies
reveal that 60 per cent of Sri Lankan consumers
are unsatisfied about the quality of their food, with
many foods available in the market considered to
be not healthy as expected.27 In particular, many
food products are considered to have additives such as artificial colours and preservatives - that
exceed permitted levels. Even though Sri Lanka has
comprehensive regulations on food safety - for
instance on food preparation (coloring, sweetness,
iodized edible salt content, etc.), food packaging

manufactures/sellers meet the standards set out in

and labeling - the extent to which these regulations

the Act. There are regular media reports on expired

are practiced is questionable. Consequently, it is

food being sold in the market. Therefore, existing

important to strengthen the existing monitoring

policies and regulation need to be strengthened to

mechanisms with respective to the implementation

prevent such unethical practices.

of public policies and regulations.
Unregulated advertisements can also have adverse
Sri Lanka, already prone to a significant health

impacts on food choices. In fact, some studies have

burden from rising levels of NCDs, has initiated

found advertisements to be one of the determinants

some important and useful programmes. These

of an obesogenic environment that promotes

include a national policy initiative to tackle NCDs,

unhealthy food choices and minimizes opportunities

promoting healthier lifestyles through concepts such

for physical activities. 29 Many developed and

as the 'Super 8' (see Box 11.1), conducting health

developing countries, such as the US and Taiwan

screening campaigns and awareness building

for instance, have established effective initiatives

programmes, implementing nutritional programmes

to prohibit unethical food advertisements in order

both at household and school levels, etc.

to prevent obesity and other chronic diseases.
Taiwan, which has the highest obesity rate in Asia -

Nevertheless, there are unaddressed areas, which

19.2 percent in males and 16.6 percent in females-

require further policy attention. Sri Lanka is seeing

has drafted a Bill recently to prohibit advertising five

a rapid increase in fast food outlets as demand

kinds of junk food on children's television

grows. For instance, the largest percentage (62 per

channels.30 Sri Lanka at present does not have

cent) of regular users of fast food restaurants in

adequate

Colombo and Kandy are reported from poorer socio-

advertisements. However, enforcing stricter rules

economic group.28 Despite the Food Act, No.26 of

and regulations on unethical food advertisements

1980 to regulate and control the manufacture,

is perhaps another area that will need policy

importation, sale, and distribution of food, it is

attention, especially in regard to safeguarding the

questionable that all small and medium food

health of the country's young population.

regulation

to

ban

unethical

27

Liyanage, U. (2009 and 2010), "The Sri Lankan Post-Modern Consumer", Sri Lankan Journal of Management, Vol. 14, No. 4, OctoberDecember 2009, and Vol. 15, No. 1, January-March, 2010.

28

Ibid.

29

De Silva, A. (2012), "Marketing Obesity and Chronic Disease: Unethical Food Advertising and the Role of Nutrition Professionals",
Nutrition Focus, Issue 1, Nutrition Society of Sri Lanka, Department of Applied Nutrition, Wayamba University, Sri Lanka.

30

The China Post (2014), "Ministry Aims to Ban Ads for Junk Food on TV Channels for Kids", http://www.chinapost.com.tw /taiwan/national/
national- news/2014/04/10/404947/Ministry-aims.htm (accessed 10th April 2014).
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Box 11.1
Current Policies and Action for Nutrition Security
Divi Neguma
This programme was implemented in 2012, with the aim of strengthening people economically,
and minimizing their dependence on the market for food requirements. Further, it aims to improve
nutritional levels of families and to reduce cost of living of households by way of consuming their
own grown vegetables and fruits in their gardens by using organic fertilizer. It aims to increase
vegetable and fruit production by 25 per cent and increase per capita consumption of vegetable
from 134 grams to 175 grams per day.
Phase 1 of the Divi Neguma programme mainly focuses on 'home gardening', which encourages
people to grow their own fruits and vegetables.
School Nutrition Programmes
School health promotion programme
In order to improve health, the School Health Promotion programme was commenced by the
School Health and Nutrition Unit of the Ministry of Education in collaboration with the Ministry of
Health. This programme covers school children, and teachers in each school across the country
and conducts a variety of activities -i.e., identifying nutrition issues of the children; creating
awareness to address such issues; improving the nutritional food habits; and evaluating the
nutritional status of school children.
School canteen management programme
To promote healthy and hygienic food habits of children, a School Canteen Policy was introduced
in 2007. Subsequently, a Circular (Running School Canteens-No. 2007/02) issued by the Ministry
of Education requires school canteens to be responsible for providing a healthy meal (e.g., pulses,
fruits and vegetable items, fresh milk, herbal porridge, king coconut, and clean water). The policy
also requires that schools maintain a clean environment inside and outside the canteens, meeting
the standards of the Food Act of 1980. This policy bans the sales of artificial foods in school
canteens (i.e., fast food, sweets/fat food diets), and promotes indigenous food habits.
School mid-day meal programme
In order to improve the nutritional status of school children, particularly in disadvantaged areas,
a mid-day meal programme was introduced with government assistance and other international
development partners. A meal is provided to students in grades 1 to 5 in schools with less than
100 students, and other selected school across the country.
Glass of milk for students: Kiri Weeduruwa
With the aim of improving the nutritional levels in school children, a glass of milk is provided to
the children in selected schools of the country.
Chronic Non-Communicable Disease (NCD) Policy
In 2010, the Ministry of Health launched the National Policy for Prevention and Control of NCDs,
aimed at reducing premature mortality (less than 65 years) due to NCDs by 2 per cent annually
over the next 10 years. In order to reduce the NCD burden, the Ministry of Health conducts
programmes to promote healthy lifestyles in order to reduce the prevalence of common risk
factors; provides integrated evidence-based treatment options for diagnosed NCDs; and promotes
the integration of NCD policy into other policies across all government ministries, and private
sector organizations.
Concept of 'Super 8'
The Ministry of Health has launched the concept of 'Super 8' to change lifestyles via eight good
practices: (1) maintain a BMI between 18.5 to 24.9; (2) avoid excess salt in food; (3) avoid excess
added sugar in food; (4) engage in at least 30 minutes of moderate physical activity; (5) consume
5 servings of fruits and vegetable per day; (6) avoid food with trans-fat; (7) avoid smoking and
alcohol; and (8) check your blood pressure once a year.
Sources: Ministry of Economic Development/Ministry of Health (2010), "National Policy for Prevention and
Control of Non-Communicable Diseases"; National Nutrition Secretariat-Presidential Secretariat,
(2013), "A Nourished Nation Multi-sector Action Plan for Nutrition".
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12. Poverty and Equity in Asia and the
Post-2015 Development Agenda
12.1 Introduction

W

hile most of the countries in the Asian
region have made considerable
progress in reducing poverty, income

inequality has remained high or has risen in some
of the countries. Even non-income inequalities
remain high in some of the fast growing Asian
economies. If the countries in the region are to
continue their rapid path to development, improving
the living conditions of the people, especially
amongst the poorer groups, is critical. Indeed,
inclusive growth requires an equitable sharing of
the benefits of rapid economic growth. Most
developing countries in Asia are moving towards
meeting their MDGs by the year 2015 and are now
examining issues related to the post-2015
development agenda.
For Sri Lanka too, issues of equity in pursuing rapid
growth has been at the forefront of government
policy discussions. The countr y has made
enormous gains in alleviating pover ty with a

Sri Lanka has
already achieved
the targets for 17
important indicators even before
reaching 2015,
and most of the
other socio-economic indicators
that comprise the
MDGs are on
track to be
achieved
by 2015.

repor ted shar p drop in the national pover ty
headcount ratio from 15.7 per cent in 2006/07 to
8.9 per cent in 2009/10 and to an estimated 6.7 per

Some of these developments in Sri Lanka are even

cent in 2012/13. Reductions to poverty levels have

comparable with the developed countries. Free

been accompanied by a narrowing of poverty across

education for all, universal health care facilities and

sectors and regions in the country. With the

services - including public health services with

significant progress made in poverty alleviation

access even in remote areas - and a range of

efforts, Sri Lanka is also well placed to meet its

welfare programmes implemented for more than six

MDGs by 2015. The country has already achieved

decades have made significant contributions. As

the targets for 17 important indicators even before

such, Sri Lanka stands well placed for most

reaching 2015, and most of the other socio-

indicators in education, health and living conditions.

economic indicators that comprise the MDGs are

Nonetheless, there still remain a few gaps and

on track to be achieved by 2015.

regional disparities related to some of the indicators.
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The achievement of MDGs is an unfinished agenda,

(48.5 per cent) with East Asia and the Pacific at

not only in Sri Lanka, but across many low-middle

third place (12.5 per cent).1

income and less developed countries (LDCs)
across Asia. This Policy Brief examines the current

Even as many countries of the region grapple with

status of poverty and equity and the post-2015

high poverty levels, inequality within countries is

development agenda for Sri Lanka, in the context

also a significant challenge for some of the richer

of the wider Asian region.

Asian economies. The persistence of inequality can
trigger social and political tensions and lead to

12.2 Income Inequality
in Asia
Growth strategies cannot succeed in the long run
without a commitment to equality of opportunities,
giving everyone a fair chance to participate in the
growth process and enjoy the fruits of growth that
follow. Despite progress made in tackling poverty,
Asia still remains the largest source of the world's
poor. Estimates of poverty headcount ratios suggest
that South Asia has the second highest percentage
of poor (31 per cent) behind Sub-Saharan Africa

conflicts, while rising inequality poses a risk to
stability, which in turn affects economic progress.
The quintile income ratio and income Gini
coefficient (or index) are two indicators used to
measure income inequality in any country.2

A

cross-section of Asian economies captured in
Figure 12.1 suggests that countries such as
Malaysia (11.3), China (9.6) and the Philippines
(8.3) have high income inequality compared to
other Asian countries. Sri Lanka (6.9) is at an
intermediate level, while Afghanistan (4.0) records
the lowest income inequality. The Gini coefficients

Figure 12.1
Gini Coefficients and Quintile Income Ratios for Select Asian Countries

Notes:

Latest available figures during 2000 to 2010. Japan, South Korea and Singapore were excluded as figures are not available in HDR 2013.

Source:

Based on data from UNDP, Human Development Report 2013.

1

At US$ 1.25 a day at purchasing power parity, available at http://data.worldbank.org/topic/poverty.

2

The quintile income ratio is a measure of the average income of the richest 20 per cent of the population to the average income of the
poorest 20 per cent; the income Gini coefficient is a measure of the deviation of the distribution of income (or expenditure) among
individuals or households, within a country.
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Figure 12.2
Change in Gini Index for Select Asian Countries

Notes:

Latest available figures during 2000 to 2010. Japan, South Korea and Singapore, excluded as latest figures are not available in the HDR
2013; Afghanistan, Bhutan and Maldives are excluded as figures for 1990 are not available.

Source:

Figures for 1990 (given within brackets) are from UNICEF (2011), "Global Inequalities: Beyond the Bottom Billion", Social and Economic
Policy-Working Paper; the most recent figures are from UNDP, Human Development Report 2013.

also show a similar pattern with Malaysia at the high-

numbers, but also by socio-economic development

end of 46.2 per cent and Afghanistan at the low

indicators on multiple fronts. As such, it is important

end of 27.8 per cent.

to look at the achievements and progress that the
country has made so far within an Asian context.

Some Asian countries have shown significant

Sri Lanka stands out regionally, significantly ahead

increases in inequality over the last two decades,

of its South Asian neighbours in human

while others in Asia have succeeded in reducing

development indicators. However, the country

inequality. However, most in the latter group had

needs to look beyond to middle income economies

very high levels of inequality in the 1990s. For

in Asia such as Malaysia or even benchmark itself

example, Thailand has seen a reduction of its Gini

against high income Asian economies such as

index by 10.2 percentage points during the last two

Japan, South Korea and Singapore. Indeed, in some

decades, but from a very high level of 50.2 per cent

MDGs and human development indicators, Sri

in 1990 (Figure 12.2). Conversely, China records
the highest increase (10.2 percentage points),
followed by Sri Lanka (6.8 percentage points). Thus,
despite progress made in MDGs and other
indicators, income inequality remains an area for
policy attention in Sri Lanka.

12.3 Sri Lanka's Poverty
and Human Development vis-a-vis Asia
As Sri Lanka aims to be the 'Wonder of Asia', its
success will be judged not only by hard economic

Despite
progress made
in MDGs and
other indicators,
income inequality remains an
area for policy
attention in Sri
Lanka.
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Lanka's achievements are closer to the latter three

Sri Lanka’s HDI
value in 2012
stood at 0.715
with a rank of
92 out of 186
countries, well
ahead of other
South Asian
countries.

countries than its immediate neighbours in South
Asia.

GDP per capita and HDI
At a relatively low level of GDP per capita, Sri Lanka
has historically had a high human development
index (HDI). In fact, even at present, Thailand has a
much higher per capita GDP than Sri Lanka but
ranks lower on HDI (Figure 12.3). Sri Lanka's HDI
value in 2012 stood at 0.715 with a rank of 92 out of
186 countries, well ahead of other South Asian
countries. Sri Lanka's HDI value even in 1990 (0.608)
was higher than the HDI values of all the countries
in the SAARC region in 2012, except Maldives. Whilst
Sri Lanka lags behind Japan (ranked 10), South
Korea (ranked 12), Singapore (ranked 18) and
Malaysia (ranked 64), it is noteworthy that the
country is also ahead of the two fast developing
countries - China (ranked 101) and India (ranked
136).

Poverty
Poverty measured using the international poverty
line of US$ 1.25 a day (PPP) shows that Sri Lanka
had 4.1 per cent of the population below the poverty
line in 2009 (Figure 12.4). The Maldives (1.5 per
cent) and Bhutan (1.7 per cent) do better in South

Figure 12.3
GDP per Capita (at 2005 PPP $) and Human Development Index for Select Asian Countries

Note:

GDP per capita is at 2005 PPP $ and HDI values are for 2012. Singapore is not included in the chart as GDP per capita is too high (PPP $ 53,353);
the HDI rank of each country is given within brackets in the horizontal scale of the chart.

Source:

Based on the data from UNDP, Human Development Report 2013.
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Asia. By contrast, Thailand that has a poorer HDI
value than Sri Lanka does better in poverty with
only 0.4 per cent of its population considered to be
poor. Malaysia is a good example of a country with
a relatively high per capita GDP, high HDI and zero
poverty. While China has a poverty incidence of 11.8
per cent, India fares much worse with a ratio of 32.4
per cent, closer to LDC economies such as
Bangladesh (43.3 per cent) and Laos (33.9 per
cent).
Poverty levels rise when US$ 2 a day poverty line
is applied. However, the trends are very similar with
Malaysia (2.1 per cent) showing the lowest
percentage of persons below the line. Although Sri
Lanka (23.0 per cent) is comparatively better than
the rest of the countries considered in Asia, around
19 per cent (i.e., those between US$ 1.25 and US$
2 a day per person) of the population in Sri Lanka

at 25 years and above who have at least secondary

is vulnerable, and at risk of slipping back to poverty

education records 75.5 per cent for males and 72.6

due to any external or internal economic shock.

per cent for females (Figure 12.5). This is very much
above all South Asian countries, and many other

Education

countries in Asia, including Malaysia (72.8 per cent

Sri Lanka does well in education by generic

for males and 66.0 per cent for females). Only South

measures. For example, the proportion of population

Korea (91.7 per cent for males and 79.4 per cent

Figure 12.4
Incidence of Poverty in Select Asian Countries

Notes:

Based on international poverty lines (US$ 1.25 a day PPP and US$ 2 a day PPP) for 2009 or closest year.

Source:

Computations based on World Bank, PovcalNet.
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for females) and Japan (82.3 per cent for males
and 80 per cent for females) show higher
percentages for both males and females than in
Sri Lanka. Other countries show significant gender
disparities. For example, while China records a rate
of 80.1 per cent for males, it is a low 54.8 per cent
for females. Sri Lanka's ratio for women is even
better than that for women in Singapore (71.3 per
cent) despite the country outperforming Sri Lanka
by huge margins in many other key indicators
discussed previously.
As such, Sri Lanka is very much closer to the more
developed countries in Asia in terms of education,
with almost universal primary education, very high
adult and youth literacy rates. Despite gender equity
in education outcomes in Sri Lanka, the country
however continues to record a low female labour
force participation (FLFP) rate. In fact, Sri Lanka
has one of the lowest rates, even below that of
Bangladesh (Figure 12.6).

Figure 12.5
Population with at Least Secondary Education for Select Asian Countries

Source: Based on data from UNDP, Human Development Report 2013.
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Figure 12.6
Labour Force Participation Rate by Sex for Select Asian Countries

Source: Based on data from UNDP, Human Development Report 2013.

12.4 MDGs: Way Forward
for Sri Lanka
The following section examines a few priority areas
that require further policy attention as the discussion
at the global level moves to the priorities for a post2015 development agenda.

2015. The incidence of poverty at the national level
declined from 26.1 in 1990/91 to 8.9 per cent in
2009/10 (Table 12.1). It is estimated to have fallen
further to 6.7 per cent in 2012/13. The urban and
rural sectors have also achieved the target before
2015; while the urban sector achieved the target as
early as 2000, the rural sector achieved it around
2008. The latest estimates based on Household
Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES) 2012/13

12.4.1 Poverty Reduction

suggest that even the estate sector is on track to

Sri Lanka achieved the MDG target of halving

achieve the target before 2015.

poverty at the national level, seven years before

Table 12.1
Comparison of Poverty Incidence, 1990/91 to 2009/10
Poverty Line

Percentage of Population below Poverty Lines
1990/91

1995/96

2002

15.0

16.3

14.0

26.1

28.8

22.7

15.2

8.9

48.4

45.1

38.9

28.3

23.0

US$ 1.25 (2005 PPP) a daya
National Poverty line

b

US$ 2 (2005 PPP) a daya

2006/07
7.0

2009/10
4.1

Percentage of Population
% between US$ 2 and US$ 1.25 a day

a

33.3

28.8

24.9

21.3

18.9

Note:

US$ 1.25 (2005 PPP) a day and national poverty line measure extreme poverty. The incidence of poverty estimated based on US$ 1.25 a day per person
is around a half of the poverty incidence measured using the national poverty line, although some argue that it underestimates poverty in Sri Lanka.

Source:

a. World Bank, PovcalNet; b. DCS, HIES, various years.
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Figure 12.7
District-wise Poverty Incidence, 1990/91 and 2012/13

Despite the considerable success in
reducing pover ty, there are regional
disparities still which need to be
addressed. For example, a comparison of
poverty incidence between 1990/91 and
2012/13 indicates that certain districts are
still lagging behind - e.g., Moneragala has
seen an increase from 14.5 per cent in
2009/10 to 20.8 per cent in 2012/13. The
other districts with relatively high levels
of poverty in 2012/13 are Mullativu (28.8
per cent), Mannar (20.1 per cent) and
Batticaloa (19.4 per cent). However,
poverty in Jaffna has declined from 16.1
per cent in 2009/10, to 8.3 per cent in
2012/13.3
Persisting income inequality is also a

Source: DCS, "Household Income and Expenditure Survey", 1990/91 and 2012/13.

cause for concern. The Gini coefficients
for household expenditure have increased

The most recent estimates of poverty based on HIES 2012/

from 0.34 in 1990/91 to 0.40 in 2012,

13 at national, urban, rural and estate sectors are 6.7, 2.1, 7.6,

showing that inequality has increased

and 10.9 per cent, respectively. Sri Lanka's faster pace of

(Table 12.2). One of the reasons for this

economic growth in recent years that has delivered better

is that the income levels of richer groups

infrastructure services to rural areas, increased agricultural

are increasing at a faster rate than those

activity in former conflict-affected regions, a steady growth in

in the poorer groups, thus raising income/

remittance earnings where a large majority of migrants

expenditure inequality gradually over time.

originate from poorer households, higher tourist arrivals with

The other reason for persisting inequality

related direct and indirect employment opportunities, etc.,

is the existing disparities across regions

might explain the improvements in poverty levels.

and across different socio-economic
groups.

Table 12.2
Share of Household Income of Poorest and the Richest, 1990/91 to 2009/10
National Household Income
Quintile Group

Share of Household Income (%)
2012/13

2009/10

2006/07

2002

1995/96

1990/91

Poorest 20%

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.8

4.8

4.2

Richest 20%

52.9

54.1

54.7
52.8
Gini Coefficient

54.5

51.3

Gini coefficient of household

0.40

0.39

0.36

0.34

0.41

0.41

expenditure
Source: DCS, "Household Income and Expenditure Survey", 1990/91 to 2012/13.

3

Poverty figures for districts in the Northern and Eastern Provinces are not available for 1990/91 as the surveys were not conducted in those
provinces due to the on-going conflict.
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As Sri Lanka aims to reduce poverty further to 2.3

encourage more females to enter the labour force.

per cent by 2016 and to 2 per cent by 2020,4 it may

In addition, the provision of suitable day care

be necessary to focus attention on targeted

centres for children with qualified and experienced

interventions through current welfare programmes,

staff may also encourage more women to enter and

identifying the poorest and most vulnerable groups

remain in employment.

throughout the country, so that the most in need
are helped out of poverty.

12.4.2 Employment-to-Population

12.4.3 Under
-Nutrition of Children
Under-Nutrition
under 5 YYears
ears
Sri Lanka's high proportion of underweight children

The 'employment-to-population ratio' is a new MDG

is a vital concern. Although the country is 'on track'

indicator, which captures the proportion of a

to achieve the target of halving the proportion by

country's working age population (15 years and

2015, the proportion of underweight children in all

above) that is employed. The ratio typically falls

three sectors (urban, rural and estates) is high. The

between 50 and 75 per cent. In the case of Sri

Demographic and Health Survey 2006/07 carried

Lanka, the ratio for males stood at 72.8 per cent in

out by the DCS, shows that more than 20 per cent

2012 which indicates that a considerably large

of the children under five years of age at national

proportion of working age males in Sri Lanka are

level, and around 30 per cent in the estate sector

employed. However, the corresponding ratio for

are underweight. Studies indicate that the continuity

females is only 30.9 per cent, which is very low,

of a life cycle of malnutrition and intergenerational

obviously due to the low FLFP rate in the country.

transmission are the major causes of childhood

The low FLFP is despite rapid enhancements in
female education across the country, where it has
remained unchanged over the past 2-3 decades.

malnutrition among poorer socio-economic groups.6
This is rather puzzling as Sri Lanka has done well
in most other health indicators.

Higher education achievements of females relative

At present, the government is carrying out a number

to males may also be contributing to this. For

of interventions to address this issue. The National

instance, there are more girls continuing in

Nutrition Policy of Sri Lanka (2010), which covers

secondary and tertiary education in Sri Lanka than

not only the underweight children but all aspects

boys. Some of the educated females may also not

related the problems of nutrition, is expected to

be looking for work owing to childcare

address most of the issues on malnutrition and

responsibilities. Low FLFP, especially those with

under-nutrition in Sri Lanka. However, it would be

higher levels of education, is clearly a loss to the

necessary to have properly targeted interventions,

country's economy as well as a loss of income to

to achieve the goal of halving the proportion of

their own households.5

underweight children under 5 years by 2015,
especially in regions where under-nutrition is high.

With Sri Lanka’s ageing demographics, suitable
strategies to increase the FLFP is vital. The
generation of productive and decent employment
opportunities, policies to allow flexible working
hours, opportunities to work from home, especially

Districts such as Batticaloa, Kandy, Moneragala,
Nuwara Eliya, Polonnaruwa, Trincomalee and the
estate sector where under-nutrition is high, may
need special attention. Lack of information on this
indicator after 2006/07 is also a major concern, as

in IT and communication related fields, etc., may

4

Department of National Planning (2013), Mahinda Chinthana: Vision for the Future, Ministry of Finance and Planning, Colombo.

5

Discussed in detail in Chapter 5 on “Demographic Challenges of an Ageing Asia”.

6

Jayawardena, P., (2012), “Socio-economic Determinants and Inequalities in Childhood Malnutrition in Sri Lanka”, Well-being and Social
Policy, Vol. 8, No. 1.
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it is not possible to monitor the progress and

Besides better quality of education and education

effectiveness of interventions since then.

outcomes at primary level, attention must also focus

12.5 Post-2015 Development Agenda

on secondary and tertiary levels.
As Sri Lanka aims to develop a knowledge-based
economy, ensuring adequate education in science

As previously noted, Sri Lanka has already met

and technology, with special emphasis on subject

many of its MDG targets well before 2015 in key

areas essential to meet the requirements of a

areas covering pover ty, education, health,

knowledge economy, is vital. This will involve

environment, etc. There is, however, an unfinished

expediting the development of schools and facilities

agenda which also holds lessons going beyond

across the country. At present, only 27.2 per cent

2015. Some of the key lessons from Sri Lanka's

of the schools in Sri Lanka have grades up to 13.

experience when designing goals and targets for

Moreover, only 7.6 per cent of the total number of

the post-2015 agenda are as follows:










7

build the post-2015 development agenda on the
current MDGs and targets, considering progress
made towards MDGs and completing 'unfinished
business';

schools in Sri Lanka has a science stream up to
Grade 13. Under the 'Thousand Secondary School
Development Project' of the Ministry of Education,
at least three schools with all facilities are to be
developed in each Divisional Secretary (DS)

take into account the initial conditions as well as
the achievement in absolute terms, in order to
assess progress made during the period
specified;

division in Sri Lanka, which is a welcome policy

ensure that future goals are achieved not only
at the national level, but also at the sub-national
level, across regions and income groups;

regions, qualified/skilled teachers must be made

while ensuring access to services, the post-2015
agenda should look beyond 'access' to services
(or coverage) and take into account the 'quality'
of services as well;

mathematics, science and information technology.

incorporate emerging issues of importance into
the post-2015 agenda, such as climate change,
demographic changes (e.g., ageing),
governance, and emerging health issues such
as non-communicable diseases that are
pertinent to Sri Lanka.

quality teachers are recruited at all times. Students

measure.
Besides improving facilities in less developed
available. The latter is currently inadequate,
especially to teach subjects such as languages,
In order to fulfil the above objectives, it is essential
to minimize the unequal distribution of qualified and
skilled teachers across regions and ensure that
must also be taught skills that will help them to get
suitable jobs. Increasingly, some of the skills
required are non-cognitive skills, such as team
work, leadership, problem solving, etc. Having
already achieved universal primary education, Sri

There are many examples where some of the above

Lanka has to adopt a policy of 'quality education

suggestions apply. For example, while Sri Lanka

for all'.8

has seen successful outcomes in achieving all three
targets related to universal primary education, the

Similarly, an ageing population is an area requiring

quality of primary education needs to be further

policy attention on multiple fronts in the coming

improved, as success in secondary education

decades. Increasing longevity and falling fertility is

requires a strong foundation in the primary level.

leading to a rapidly ageing population in Sri Lanka.

7

Tilakaratna, G., (2014), "From MDGs to Post-MDGs: Some Lessons from Sri Lanka", available at http://post2015.org/2014/05/08/frommdgs-to-post-mdgs-some-lessons-from-sri-lanka/

8

Discussed in detail in Chapter 8 on "Learning from Asian Best Practices in School Education".
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The expectation of life at birth (based on available

Lanka has seen its total forest cover (excluding

estimates for the period 2000-2002) was 68.8 years

savannah forest cover), deplete from 33.8 per cent

for males and 77.2 years for females. The population

of the total land area in 1992 to 26.6 per cent in

aged 60 years and above increased from 7.9 per

2010.10 Sri Lanka is also seeing an increase in its

cent in 1991 to 12.3 per cent in 2012. Projections

carbon dioxide emissions whether measured in

show that the percentage is expected to increase

total, per capita or GDP terms.

to 20.7 per cent in 2031 and to 24.8 per cent in
2041.9

The environment is also impacted through growing
energy demand. In Sri Lanka the demand for

To effectively manage population ageing, the
national health care system has to be developed to
deliver necessary health care services to the
growing older population. In addition, owing to the
geographical mobility of young people to urban
areas or migration to other countries, the potential
family support system to elderly which still prevails
in Sri Lankan society will become seriously curtailed
over time. This will impact elderly females more, as
they will on average live around eight years more
than males. The policies to handle an increasing
ageing population may require labour market

electricity is increasing rapidly, rising from 1,516
MWs in 2003 to 2,163 MW in 2012. It has been
estimated that the demand will increase by 6.7 per
cent annually in the next 20 years.11 Sri Lanka is
increasingly relying on thermal power plants to meet
its energy requirements. At present, only around 6.2
per cent of energy is generated through renewable
sources (excluding hydro). Although the initial
investment cost is high for most renewable energy
sources, the return on the investment will be high in
terms of minimizing adverse impacts on the
environment.

reforms to encourage greater participation of older
persons in productive work. This will not only help

Sri Lanka is also experiencing greater environment

labour market conditions, but also reduce the

hazards from water pollution. Water scarcity in the

burden of the elderly on the working age population.

midst of climatic changes, growing population

Otherwise, the active population will have to carry

demands, etc., places additional stress on natural

the burden of financing the pensions and other

resources. The demand for water is rising to meet

social welfare payments to a rapidly increasing

the requirements for safe drinking water, sanitation,

elderly population. It is also necessary for the

energy, agriculture and other uses. At the same time,

people of all ages to maintain a healthy life

over-exploitation and pollution arising from

throughout, so that they will be able to lead a healthy

domestic, industrial, and agriculture usage

life when they grow old, so that the cost on health

constrains supply, owing to industrial waste, use of

care for elderly could be minimized. This is pertinent

chemicals in agriculture and other types of water

in view of changing lifestyle and food habits that is

contamination. These have serious health

also related to the rising incidence of NCDs in Sri

repercussions, as already evident from high

Lanka.

incidences of chronic kidney disease in certain
areas of Sri Lanka due to water polluted with

Climate and environment related threats are also
increasing and posing new development challenges
as countries strive for higher economic growth. Sri

cadmium and arsenic sourced through fertilizers or
agro-chemicals. Thus, as these threats to human
health, the environment and ecosystem gather pace,

9

De Silva, W.I. (2012), "The Age Structure Transition and Demographic Dividend: An Opportunity for Rapid Economic Take-off in Sri Lanka",
Sri Lanka Journal of Advanced Social Studies, Vol. 2, No. 1.

10

http://www.forestdept.gov.lk/web/.

11

Department of National Planning (2013), Mahinda Chinthana: Vision for the Future, Ministry of Finance and Planning, Colombo.
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new policies and regulations will need to be
developed, implemented and monitored.

12

MDG targets, identifying better ways of setting
indicators and goals, and exploring new issues
critical for sustainable development outcomes must

Thus, in defining the future global development
framework,

countr y-specific

form the basis of a post-2015 agenda.

experiences

implementing policies and monitoring progress of

12

Discussed in detail in Chapter 6 on "Environmental Outcomes of Asia Economic Rise".
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13. Prospects

O

ver the past half-century, Asia has seen
the most spectacular examples of

to see high and uninterrupted growth over the longterm.

economic development spanning from

Japan to South Korea, Singapore and Hong Kong.

External conditions are also closely aligned to

In more recent decades, China and India have led

country-specific reform agendas, necessary to

the way as fast growing economies, spearheading

sustain and drive growth in the face of ageing

Asia's seemingly relentless economic rise. While

populations, rising wages and other costs. Indeed,

there seems little disagreement that Asia will

the efficacy of such reform efforts will have a telling

continue to be a dynamic centre of global growth,

effect on whether today's aspiring Asian 'tigers' will

the pace at which countries will grow to lay claim to

emulate their predecessors in avoiding a middle-

a collective 'Asian Century' is debated. Indeed,

income trap. To avoid this pitfall, Asia has to navigate

some studies speculate on the possibility of two

competition in export markets from other low-cost

Asian futures: one that will see uninterrupted steady

producers and yet catch up with advanced

growth whereby Asia will account for a half of global

economies in higher value added goods and

GDP by 2050; the other, a less optimistic scenario
where Asia will account for less than one-third of
global GDP by 2050.1
The uncertainty relates to many factors: the pace
of global economic recovery following the turmoil
of the financial crisis of 2008, the appetite for
reforms in Asian economies, the future of
regionalism in Asia, and the risks from ever present
political tensions amongst leading Asian countries.
Asia's fortunes are inextricably linked to that of
advanced economies. This is because today's
global economy is highly interdependent, with both
broader and deeper linkages through trade, finance
and production networks. Thus, despite growing
intra-Asian trade volumes, the region still depends
significantly on advanced economies to drive enddemand for its goods and services. A prolonged
and weak recovery of the US and Euro Zone
economies as they grapple with a relative economic

Asia’s fortunes are
inextricably linked
to that of advanced
economies. This is
because today’s
global economy is
highly interdependent, with both
broader and
deeper linkages
through trade, finance and production networks.

decline post-2008, is not helpful to Asia's ambitions

1

ADB (2011), Asia 2050: Realizing the Asian Century, Asian Development Bank, Manila.
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services. Asia's rising sense of regionalism - finding
concrete expression in the proposed RCEP
process, for example - may help the region to stay
ahead of its competitors. It has, however, to address
a litany of seemingly intractable disputes - the
Koreas, Taiwan, Kashmir and the South China Sea
are just a few - threatening to derail meaningful
integration.
For Sri Lanka, the prospect of an invigourated Asia
is clearly important as the country seeks new
development partners, markets, and investors in its
post-war economic expansion efforts. The most
telling change in Sri Lanka's strategic political and

Sri Lanka’s
growing economic relations
with China has
tended to overshadow the
country’s bilateral partnership
with India.

economic relations over the last five years has been
a strengthening of relations with China. On the

political and economic leadership to South Asia.

economic sphere, a greater Chinese presence is

This may bode well for any ambitions that smaller

immediately visible as the foremost source of

South Asian countries like Sri Lanka may have, to

external development finance behind many mega

benefit from a larger Pan-Asian integration process.

infrastructure projects in Sri Lanka. China is also
increasingly becoming a key source of FDI through

In other ways too, Sri Lanka is increasingly looking

state-linked projects such as the Colombo port city

East. The development experiences, policies and

expansion. A proposed FTA between Sri Lanka and

institutions of its neighbours in Southeast Asia -

China is expected to be signed before end 2014 as

such as Malaysia and Singapore - are being

the next step forward in building a strong economic

examined more thoroughly than ever before. An

partnership.

integral part of this 'learning curve' is not only to
emulate the successes, but also to avoid the failures.

Sri Lanka's growing economic relations with China

For a country like Sri Lanka, this means not only

has tended to overshadow the country's bilateral

pursuing policies that temper growth with

partnership with India. Whilst trade and investment

sustainable resource management, but importantly,

volumes have strengthened, there has been no

instituting reforms that enhance productivity in

marked shift in economic cooperation since the

driving economic growth.

aborted negotiations in 2008 to close a deal on a
Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement

Reforms to raise productive growth in Sri Lanka are

(CEPA). India's economic star also waned in the

a must. The ADB (2011) study on 'Asia 2050:

interim as the aftershocks of the global economic

Realizing the Asian Centur y' classifies 49

crisis and domestic reform inertia took its toll on

economies into high income developed economies

the country's growth prospects. However, with a new

(7), fast-growing, converging economies (11), and

and confident 'pro-business' government in power,

slow or modest growth, aspiring economies (31).

India's more recent dismal economic performance

From the latter group, Sri Lanka is identified as a

is expected to reverse. Regionally, the new

country that "exhibits the classic signs of the middle

government is also expected to provide stronger

income trap".2 The determinants of falling into a

2

Ibid, p. 30.
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middle income trap are many: demography,

resources by the state - be it in terms of workers or

infrastructure, institutions, macroeconomic

finance - is not matched by revenue mobilization,

environment and policies, and economic structure

Sri Lanka will not have the fiscal manoeuverability

are perhaps some of the most important.

to address other critical areas necessary for
sustained rapid growth.

Of the above, the clearest progress for Sri Lanka is
on the infrastructure front. Notwithstanding a 'mixed-

One of these relates to the country's unfavourable

bag' of infrastructure projects, economically

demographics going forward. Increasingly, the state

beneficial improvements are to be seen in ports,

will have to support a larger population of elderly

roads and energy sectors. Over time, these

and pensioners. Sri Lanka's welfare net, inadequate

investments will boost productivity by enabling

at best, will need a serious revamp. At the same

swifter movement of goods, as well as people. More

time, the contraction of the country's working age

immediately, it is creating jobs and boosting

population will require higher and better quality

economic activity.

investments in education and training to make this
group of people more productive. The Asian tigers

Sri Lanka could also point to a better

made the most of their demographic dividend by

macroeconomic environment and policies; these

creating some of the world's best schools. With past

include higher GDP growth, improvements in broad

investments in education and health yielding high

fiscal indicators, a moderate inflationar y

human development indicators, Sri Lanka has been

environment, to name a few. But here, the headline

worryingly complacent so far. But with less than 15

numbers mask some troubling developments that

per cent of 20-24 year olds engaged in tertiary

suggest the lack of a serious attempt at reform. The

education, reforms to improve access to and the

most telling is fiscal reform, not least to increase

quality of education remain a high priority.

revenues sufficiently to reverse a low and weakening
revenue ratio. Fiscal constraints have been

Skills upgrading is a necessary prerequisite if Sri

overcome by resorting to foreign borrowing to

Lanka is to see a transformational change in the

finance Sri Lanka's public infrastructure investment

structure of its economy. Growth boosting

programme, exposing the country to a hefty external

infrastructure spending is skewing economic activity

debt repayment schedule in the medium to long-

towards non-tradable sectors such as construction,

term.

mining, utilities and in services sectors such as
tourism and retail trade. The related employment

Central government fiscal consolidation efforts have

opportunities tend to be in low skilled services

also largely by-passed attempts to reform the state

sectors with limited productivity gains for the

sector. Loss making SOEs are haemorrhaging

economy at large. These employment opportunities

funds, with spillover effects on other state entities,

may assist a country's structural transformation in

such as banks, impinging on productivity across

the early stages, moving surplus agriculture labour

the economy. Reforming the state sector is by no

to more productive jobs in services and labour-

means an easy task. But it is all the more important

intensive manufacturing. In Sri Lanka's case, non-

for Sri Lanka as government efforts to stimulate the

agriculture job creation has not been sufficient to

economy through infrastructure investment bring

decrease its overall share of employment in the

elements of greater state activity in the economy.

economy which still stands at over 30 per cent. More

For instance, state-run banks are raising

such workers will have to be moved into more

development finance from abroad, and facilitating

productive jobs over time, especially as the

government directed lending. If the absorption of

country's labour force growth slows.
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Skills upgrading has to be matched by efforts to

To sustain continued economic
prosperity, Sri
Lanka must institute reforms that
will reallocate
factors of production across
sectors of different productivity.

diversify, upgrade, and deepen Sri Lanka's
production and export base. So far, the country has
not seen any notable successes in drawing
investments into manufacturing or high value
services for export, with much of the FDI coming
into leisure and mixed-development projects that
bring little skills upgrading or technology transfer.
Indeed, Sri Lanka's declining share of exports in
GDP is a reflection of the fact that growth has
depended much less on trade than on domestic
consumption. This is to squander the country's postwar comparative advantages - a relatively stable
political outlook for the countr y, improved
infrastructure services, and a labour force that is
still young and highly literate.
To sustain continued economic prosperity, Sri Lanka

Further policy rate cuts could fuel a consumption-

must institute reforms that will reallocate factors of

led credit spiral and/or encourage investments with

production across sectors of different productivity.

low returns. As interest rates fall, so too might future

Here, the quality of a country's institutions matter.

inflows by foreign investors into Treasury bills and

Incentives built into institutional structures

bonds.

determine whether they act more as rent seeking
entities, influencing the allocation of resources,

Assuming that a prudent mix of monetary, fiscal and

including physical and human capital. Weak

exchange rate policy will be used to manage and

institutional structures also lead to administrative

maintain macroeconomic stability, the other most

confusion and entrench privileges of the political

obvious threat to the Sri Lankan economy in the

elite over time. In contrast, institutions, based on

near term is a potential external shock that holds

transparent rules and governance structures will

ramifications for its exchange rate. Greater

help instill confidence in investors and businesses

dependence on foreign sources of finance to bridge

to undertake productive investments rather than in

current and fiscal account deficits and a growing

rent-seeking.

external debt portfolio on non-concessionary terms
have weakened the country's ability to withstand

For Sri Lanka, stability tempered with modest reform

and ride-out a significant external shock to the

has yielded some early gains. The prognosis for

economy. A seemingly solid official reserves

the near term outlook also looks positive. GDP

position - estimated at US$ 9 billion in mid-2014 -

growth remains robust at 7.6 per cent in the first

that would normally act as a bulwark against

quarter of 2014, with a moderate inflationary

external shocks is another source of potential stress

outlook, fiscal targets on track, an improving

in view of its composition, made up almost entirely

external current account position and a steady

of borrowed funds.

exchange rate. The slow pick-up in credit growth to
the private sector - estimated at a low 2 per cent in

Notwithstanding any unforeseen shocks to the

June 2014 year-on-year - is the most pressing

economy, the short to medium term outlook thus

challenge in macroeconomic policy management.

far appears more assured than the long-term
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With productivityenhancing reforms,
Sri Lanka stands a
better chance of
harnessing gains
already made in
infrastructure and
socio-economic
conditions to meet
its interlinked goals
of sustained
economic prosperity
and social harmony
in the years to
come.

prognosis for the economy. Beyond the immediate
headline macroeconomic numbers, the Sri Lankan
economy continues to show skewed growth, high
levels of external indebtedness, modest export
earnings growth and limited private investor appetite
to expand production capacity. These are reflective
of underlying risks that can stymie Sri Lanka's
ambitions to swiftly progress along a middle income
transition - with plans already afoot to position the
country towards a US$ 7,000 per capita income level
by 2020. Lack of innovation and skills, low level of
investments in technology, declining standards in
education, rising labour costs and sluggish
productivity growth are some of the weaknesses
that threaten high and stable long-term growth. If
these can be addressed through productivityenhancing reforms, Sri Lanka stands a better
chance of harnessing gains already made in
infrastructure and socio-economic conditions to
meet its interlinked goals of sustained economic
prosperity and social harmony in the years to come.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Macroeconomic Indicators (Statistical Base)
Table A1: Socio-Economic Indicators
1. Basic indicator
Area:
Mid year population (2013)
Population growth rate (2013)
Life expectancy at birth (2012)
Infant mortality rate (2009)
Gross school enrolment ratio (2005)(a)
Adult literacy rate (2012)
Human development index (HDI) (2012)
Human poverty index (HPI) (2005)

Unit
Sq. km.
('000)
%
years
per 1000 live births
%
%
Value
Value

65,610
20,483
n. a.
75.1
9.4
62.7
95.6
0.715
17.8

2. Output, labour force and employment
GNP at current market prices
GDP at current market prices
GDP at current factor cost prices (k)
GDP per capita at current market prices
Labour force
Labour force participation
Unemployment

Rs. bn.
Rs. bn.
Rs. bn.
US$
mn.
%
%

2009
4,779.0
4,835.0
4,835.3
2,057.0
8.1(h)
48.7 (h)
5.8 (h)

2010
5,534.0
5,604.0
5,604.1
2,400.0
8.1 (h)
48.1 (h)
4.9 (h)

2011
6,471.0
6,543.0
6,544.0
2,836.0
8.6 (l)
47.8 (l)
4.2 (l)

2012
7,424.0
7,579.0
7,578.6
2,922.0
8.5 (l)
52.6 (l)
4.0 (l)

2013(e)
8,439.0
8,674.0
8,673.9
3,280.0
8.8 (l)
53.8 (l)
4.4 (l)

3. Real output growth
GDP (g)
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing
Construction
Services

%
%
%
%
%
%

3.5
3.2
8.2
3.3
5.6
3.3

8.0
7.0
15.5
7.3
9.3
8.0

8.2
1.4
18.5
7.9
14.2
8.6

6.3
5.2
18.9
5.2
21.6
4.6

7.3
4.7
11.5
7.5
14.4
6.4

% change
% change
% change
% change

3.4
3.5
-4.2
5.9

5.9
6.2
11.2
7.3

6.7
10.6
7.9

7.6
3.5
8.9

6.9
9.2
6.7

% change
% change

1.5
5.7

24.3
-2.7

-2.0
0.0

13.8
-0.6

-1.2
-1.9

% of GDP
% of GDP
% of GDP
% of GDP
% of GDP

82.1
24.4
17.9
23.7
6.5

80.7
27.6
19.3
25.3
8.3

84.6
30.0
15.4
22.1
14.6

83.1
30.6
16.9
24.0
13.7

80.0
29.6
20.0
25.7
9.5

% of GDP
% of GDP
% of GDP
% of GDP
% of GDP

14.5
24.9
18.2
6.7
-3.7

14.6
22.9
16.7
6.1
-2.1

14.8
21.9
15.7
6.2
-0.9

13.9
20.5
14.9
5.6
-1.0

13.1
19.2
13.9
5.4
-0.8

% of GDP
% of GDP

-3.5
-9.9

-1.7
-8.0

-1.4
-6.9

-1.1
-6.5

-0.8
-5.9

% of GDP
% of GDP

36.5
49.7

36.1
45.8

35.6
42.9

36.5
42.7

34.1
44.2

4. Prices & wages
CCPI (2002=100) - annual average
CCPI (2006/07=100) - annual average (n)
WPI - annual average
Implicit GNP deflator (g)
Real wage rates
Workers in wages boards trades
Government employees
5. Consumption, investment, and savings (g)
Consumption
Gross domestic capital formation
Gross domestic savings
Gross national savings
Net imports of goods and services
6. Government finance (g)
Revenue
Expenditure & net lending
Current expenditure
Capital expenditure & net lending
Current a/c balance
Budget deficit
Primary deficit
Overall deficit (before grants)
Public debt
External
Domestic

i
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Unit
7. External trade
Terms of trade
Import price index
Export price index
Import volume index
Export volume index
8.

% change
% change
% change
% change
% change

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013(e)

-2.7 (j)
5.2 (j)
2.4 (j)
-31.2 (j)
-14.7 (j)

27.4 (j)
10.2 (j)
40.4 (j)
19.6 (j)
-13.3 (j)

-8.9 (j)
22.0 (j)
11.1 (j)
23.6 (j)
10.2 (j)

-1.5(j)
-5.8(j)
-7.3(j)
0.5 (j)
-0.2 (j)

6.7(j)
-5.9(j)
0.4(j)
-0.3(j)
5.9(j)

-7.4
-0.5
6.2
0.9
0.0
8.3
49.7
22.4

-9.7
-2.2
5.7
0.9
-0.5
7.7
50.1
16.7

-16.4
-7.8
7.0
1.5
-0.3
4.7
55.3
12.7

-15.8
-6.6
7.2
1.5
0.5
5.4
62.5
19.7

-11.3
-3.8
4.7
1.3
0.4
5.7
59.2
25.3

External finance (g)
Trade balance
Current account balance
Capital & financial account balance
Foreign direct investments
Foreign portfolio investments
Import capacity
External debt
Debt-service ratio (m)

% of GDP
% of GDP
% of GDP
% of GDP
% of GDP
Months of imports (d)
% of GDP
% of exports

Exchange rates (year end)
U.S.A.
U.K.
Japan
European Union
India
SDR

Rs./US$
Rs./UK Pound
Rs./Yen
Rs./Euro
Rs./Rs. Indian
Rs./SDR

114.4
181.7
1.2
163.7
2.5
178.7

111.0
171.4
1.4
147.6
2.5
170.8

113.9
175.4
1.5
147.4
2.2
174.9

127.2
205.5
1.5
168.1
2.3
195.3

130.8
215.6
1.2
180.5
2.1
201.4

10. Money supply
Narrow money supply (M1)
Broad money supply (M2)
Domestic credit
External banking assets

% change
% change
% change
% change

21.4
18.6
0.5
417.2

20.9
15.8
18.6
-6.1

7.7
19.1
34.3
-74.0

2.6
17.6
21.7
-126.3

7.7
16.7
13.7
-195.5

11. Interest rates
Treasury bill yield rates
3 month
12 months
Call money rates
Average prime lending rate
Commercial banks saving
NSB saving
Commercial banks fixed deposits
NSB fixed deposits

% per annum
% per annum
% per annum
% per annum
% per annum
% per annum
% per annum
% per annum

7.7
9.3
9.0
10.9
10.5
5.0
19.0
9.5

7.2
7.6
8.0
9.3
9.5
5.0
17.0
8.5

8.7
9.3
9.0
10.8
8.5
5.0
11.0
8.5

10.0
11.7
9.8
14.4
10.5
5.0
17.0
12.5

7.5
8.3
7.7
10.1
9.1
5.0
11.8
9.5

Rs. bn.
No.
Rs. bn.
Rs. mn.

142.5
232
1092.1
-789

570.3
242
2210.5
-26335

546.3
272
2213.9
-19039

213.8
287
2167.6
38661

200.5
289
2459.9
22783

(Index, 1985=100)
(Index, 1998 Dec =1000)

3385.6
3849.4

6,635.9
7,061.5

6,074.4
5,229.2

5,643.0
5,119.1

5,912.8
-

9.

12. Share market indicators
Annual turnover
Companies listed
Market capitalisation
Net purchases by non-nationals
Share price indices
CSE share
CSE sensitive(f)
Notes:

(a): Combined first, second, and third level gross enrolment ratio.
(b): Excluding Northern and Eastern Provinces.
(c): Average of four quarters.
(d): Months of same year imports.
(e): Provisional.
(f): The Milanka Price Index (MPI) was introduced in January 1999, (1998 December=1000) to replace the Sensitive Price Index.
(g): From 2003, data are based on GDP estimates compiled by the Dept. of Census and Statistics.
(h): Excluding Northern Province.
(i): Excluding Mullaitivu and Killinochchi districts.
(j): From 2007 onwards, trade indices have been calculated with a wider coverage using 2010 as the base year.
(k): Estimates from 2006 onwards are based on National Accounts data of the Dept. of Census and Statistics.
(l): Data covers the entire island.
(m):The rebased CCPI (2006/07=100) has replaced CCPI (2002=100).
(n): Overall debt service ratios were reclassified to capture debt servicing“of government, short-term debt in accordance with the
External Debt Statistics Manual (2003)“of the IMF."

Sources: IPS database.
Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.
Colombo Stock Exchange, Annual Report, various issues.
UNDP, Human Development Report, various issues.
Dept. of Census and Statistics, Quarterly Report of the Sri Lanka Labour Force Survey, various issues.

ii
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Table A2: Gross Domestic Product (GDP), Mid-year Population (POP), Per Capita GDP
(PGDP), and their Growth Rates, 1991-2013
Constant Prices (c)
GDP
PGDP
Rs. mn.

Notes:

POP(b)

Rs.mn.

(‘000)

Growth Rates
GDP
PGDP

POP

1991

539,954.8

31270.9

17,267

4.6

3.1

1.5

1992

563,061.9

32311.6

17,426

4.3

3.3

0.9

1993

602,171.5

34125.1

17,646

6.9

5.6

1.3

1994

636,061.5

35552.0

17,891

5.6

4.2

1.4

1995

670,742.2

36984.0

18,136

5.5

4.0

1.4

1996

695,934.0

37954.5

18,336

3.8

2.6

1.1

1997

739,763.0

39840.7

18,568

6.3

5.0

1.3

1998

774,796.0

41247.7

18,784

4.7

3.5

1.2

1999

808,340.0

42419.2

19,056

4.3

2.8

1.4

2000

857,035.0

44866.2

19,102

6.0

5.8

0.2

2001

843,794.0

44889.8

18,797

-1.5

0.1

1.6

2002

877,284.0

46365.6

18,921

4.0

3.3

0.7

2003(d)

1,733,222.0

90399.1

19,173

5.9

4.6

1.3

2004

1,827,597.0

94036.4

19,435

5.4

4.0

1.4

2005

1,941,671.0

98843.0

19,644

6.2

5.1

1.1

2006

2,090,548.0

105274.9

19,858

7.7

6.5

1.1

2007

2,232,656.0

111415.5

20,039

6.8

5.8

0.9

2008

2,365,501.0

117005.5

20,217

6.0

5.0

0.9

2009

2,449,214.0

119766.0

20,450

3.5

2.4

1.2

2010

2,645,542.0

128094.8

20,653

8.0

7.0

1.0

2011

2,863,715.0

137223.4

20,869

8.2

7.1

1.0

2012

3,045,288.0

149807.6

20,328

6.3

9.2

-2.6

2013(a)

3,266,099.0

159454.1

20,483

7.3

6.4

0.8

(a): Provisional.
(b): From 1997 the figures are based on “Statistics on Vital Events 2000-2010” published by Registrar General’s Department in
January 2011. 2001 figure is based on Census of Population and Housing-2001. From 2008 the figures are provisional.
(c): Up to 2002 data are based on 1996 prices and 2003 onwards data are based on 2002 prices.
(d): From 2003, data are based on GDP estimates compiled by the Department of Census and Statistics.

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.

iii

iv
1.8
6.9
3.0
10.2
-2.9
23.6
17.8
6.2
1.4
6.4
6.3
9.0
6.4
6.2

2005

12.5
11.7
12.1
2.1
11.9
16.0
1.5
18.1
3.9
89.9
6.2
6.2
59.4

2005

6.3
3.5
-2.0
4.6
6.4
2.9
24.2
5.5
0.8
5.7
5.7
9.2
7.7
7.7

2006

12.3
11.3
11.4
2.1
12.3
15.9
1.7
17.7
3.7
90.0
6.3
6.3
59.5

2006

Data are based on constant (2002) prices.
(a): Provisional.
(b): Average annual growth rate.
(c): Data are based on GDP estimates compiled by the Dept. of Census and Statistics.

0.0
-0.1
1.6
2.9
3.7
-14.5
5.5
5.2
4.5
5.2
5.7
5.9
6.7
5.4

2004

Unit

% growth
% growth
% growth
% growth
% growth
% growth
% growth
% growth
% growth
% growth
% growth
% growth
% growth
% growth

13.0
11.7
12.5
2.0
13.1
13.9
1.3
18.1
4.1
89.7
6.2
6.0
59.3

2004

% of total output
% of total output
% of agriculture
% of agriculture
% of agriculture
% of agriculture
% of total output
% of total output
% of manufacturing
% of manufacturing
% of manufacturing
% of total output
% of total output

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.

Notes:

2. Real output growth
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing
Agriculture
Tea
Rubber
Coconut
Paddy
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing
Export processing
Factory industry
Small industry
Construction
Services
GDP

1. Structure of output
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing
Agriculture
Tea
Rubber
Coconut
Paddy
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing
Export processing
Factory industry
Small industry
Construction
Services

Unit

3.4
2.3
-1.8
4.2
5.1
-6.2
19.2
6.4
2.4
6.7
5.6
9.0
7.1
6.8

2007

11.9
10.8
11.0
2.2
12.6
14.6
1.9
17.7
3.6
90.2
6.2
6.4
59.6

2007

7.5
7.3
4.2
10.3
5.2
23.1
12.8
4.9
5.3
5.0
4.5
7.8
5.6
6.0

2008

12.1
10.9
10.7
2.2
12.4
16.8
2.0
17.5
3.6
90.2
6.2
6.5
59.5

2008

3.2
2.8
-8.4
7.9
5.3
-5.1
8.2
3.3
0.7
3.4
3.3
5.6
3.3
3.5

2009

12.0
10.9
9.5
2.3
12.7
15.5
2.1
17.4
3.5
90.3
6.2
6.6
59.3

2009

7.0
6.4
13.8
12.7
-14.3
17.5
15.5
7.3
5.8
7.5
5.5
9.3
8.0
8.0

2010

11.9
10.7
10.2
2.5
10.2
17.1
2.3
17.3
3.5
90.5
6.1
6.7
59.3

2010

Table A3: Structure and Growth of Output, 2004-2013

1.4
-0.2
-1.2
1.9
3.0
-8.4
18.5
7.9
0.9
8.3
7.0
14.2
8.6
8.2

2011

11.2
9.9
10.1
2.5
10.5
15.7
2.5
17.3
3.2
90.7
6.0
7.1
59.5

2011

5.2
4.7
0.3
-6.0
6.0
-1.6
18.9
5.2
6.5
5.2
4.6
21.6
4.6
6.3

2012

11.1
9.7
9.6
2.3
10.6
14.7
2.8
17.1
3.3
90.7
6.0
8.1
58.6

2012

4.7
4.5
3.6
-9.1
-16.1
19.5
11.5
7.5
0.6
7.9
5.1
14.4
6.4
7.3

2013(a)

10.8
9.5
9.6
2.0
8.6
16.8
2.9
17.1
3.1
91.1
5.9
8.7
58.1

2013(a)

4.1
3.8
1.3
4.0
0.1
5.1
15.2
6.0
2.9
6.1
5.3
10.6
6.5
6.5

2004-2013(b)

11.9
10.7
10.7
2.2
11.5
15.7
2.1
17.5
3.5
90.3
6.1
6.9
59.2

2004-2013 (b)
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30.2
39.7
0.9
1.7
10.7
8.9
0.6
4.9
2.3
100.0

2004

30.9
38.7
0.9
1.6
11.4
8.7
0.7
4.9
2.4
100.0

44.8
25.2
0.4
0.5
15.2
3.8
0.3
9.3
0.4
100.0

45.0
24.2
0.3
0.6
16.8
3.8
0.3
8.6
0.4
100.0

61,550 136,058 158,229
77,028 76,511 85,179
1,121
1,085
1,736
2,079
1,669
3,124
22,653 46,133 58,912
17,273 11,388 13,432
998
970
1,306
9,698 28,339 30,217
1,350
1,307
4,695
199,063 303,460 351,517

2002 2003 (b)

(a): Provisional.
(b): From 2003, data are based on GDP estimates compiled by the Department of Census and Statistics.

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.

Notes:

2. Composition of industrial production (%)
Food, beverages and tobacco
Textile, wearing apparel and leather products
Wood and wood products (including furniture)
Paper and paper products
Chemicals, petroleum, coal, rubber and plastic products
Nonmetallic mineral products (except petroleum and coal)
Basic metal products
Fabricated metal products, machinery and transport equipment
Manufactured products n.e.s.
Total

2001
1. Value added, current prices (Rs. mn.)
54,282
Food, beverages and tobacco
71,263
Textile, wearing apparel and leather products
1,639
Wood and wood products (including furniture)
3,103
Paper and paper products
19,245
Chemicals, petroleum, coal, rubber and plastic products
16,010
Nonmetallic mineral products (except petroleum and coal)
1,131
Basic metal products
8,731
Fabricated metal products, machinery and transport equipment
4,154
Manufactured products n.e.s.
179,558
Total

46.6
23.7
0.3
0.7
16.6
3.6
0.2
7.9
0.3
100.0

46.8
22.1
0.2
0.8
18.5
3.5
0.3
7.5
0.4
100.0

48.3
20.5
0.2
0.8
18.8
3.2
0.2
7.7
0.3
100.0

50.0
19.5
0.2
0.8
18.0
3.1
0.2
7.8
0.4
100.0

397,244
155,409
1,585
6,631
142,935
24,653
1,659
62,013
2,903
795,032

348,358
147,822
1,447
5,798
135,447
22,776
1,638
55,185
2,508
720,979

202,785 241,854 282,843
103,198 113,956 131,522
1,353
1,245
1,143
4,883
3,998
2,963
72,089 95,346 112,915
15,805 17,930 20,352
1,521
1,292
1,061
34,480 38,872 47,947
2,208
1,879
1,446
434,970 516,372 605,544

46.7
21.7
0.2
0.8
18.6
3.4
0.3
7.9
0.4
100.0

2009

2006

2008

2005

2007

2011

2012

2013 (a)

50.0
18.8
0.2
0.8
18.6
3.0
0.2
8.0
0.4
100.0

49.6
19.1
0.2
0.8
19.2
3.0
0.2
7.6
0.3
100.0

49.5
19.4
0.2
0.8
19.1
2.9
0.2
7.6
0.3
100.0

49.8
19.1
0.2
0.7
18.8
2.8
0.2
8.0
0.3
100.0

458,151 537,691 610,891 697,903
172,726 207,578 239,351 268,431
3,253
2,908
2,580
1,786
10,235
9,372
8,466
7,653
170,000 207,654 235,515 263,842
38,920
35,991
32,167
27,865
3,017
2,399
2,119
1,826
93,261 112,202
82,852
72,990
4,550
3,546
3,149
3,410
916,407 1,084,256 1,233,234 1,402,353

2010

Table A4: Value Added in Industry and Industrial Production, 2001-2013
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v

vi

(a): Average export price of the three major coconut products only.
(b): Guaranteed price.
(c): 20.9 kg. of paddy = 1 bushel of paddy.
(d): Revised.
(e): Provisional.

240.7
179.0
231.9
242.2
245.9
259.0
277.4
280.7
284.2
306.8
296.3
310.6
304.8
309.4
317.2
310.8
305.2
318.7
291.0
331.4
327.5
328.4
340.2

Price
Colombo (net)
Export (f.o.b.)
Rs/kg.
Rs/kg.
57.13
84.12
60.51
81.98
68.88
91.16
65.12
91.32
72.21
102.31
103.88
139.56
119.40
158.39
134.35
184.94
115.31
162.39
135.53
184.73
143.96
208.89
149.30
216.26
149.05
221.01
180.74
248.38
185.84
263.81
198.87
279.97
279.10
364.28
301.63
430.55
360.85
470.11
371.54
496.27
360.68
510.41
392.40
563.94
445.83
623.91

Tea

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.

Notes:

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005(d)
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013(e)

Production
Mn. kg.
103.9
106.1
104.2
105.3
105.7
112.5
105.8
95.7
96.6
87.6
86.2
90.5
92.0
94.7
104.4
109.2
117.6
129.2
136.9
152.9
158.2
152.0
130.4

Production
Mn. kg.

Price
Colombo (RSS 1)
Export (f.o.b.)
Rs/kg.
Rs/kg.
23.59
34.55
29.28
37.65
35.48
44.34
50.36
51.81
72.04
83.69
67.88
79.73
56.71
75.42
49.83
67.72
45.35
53.73
54.91
66.87
54.77
66.17
68.76
69.53
93.60
105.25
127.20
127.26
140.99
147.98
202.23
204.70
234.22
234.48
269.51
278.39
211.65
202.30
403.02
377.54
508.80
535.40
416.61
420.74
376.90
389.81

Rubber

2,184
2,296
2,164
2,622
2,755
2,546
2,631
2,504
2,828
3,096
2,796
2,392
2,562
2,591
2,515
2,785
2,869
2,909
2,853
2,584
2,808
2,940
2,513

4.82
6.47
6.31
5.67
6.08
9.42
9.63
8.31
9.95
7.35
7.05
12.06
9.98
11.03
13.04
12.08
16.26
23.46
18.23
24.64
39.15
28.80
29.36

Coconut
Production
Price(a)
Mn.nut
Rs./nut

Table A5: Major Agricultural Crops, Production and Prices, 1991-2013

2,389
2,340
2,570
2,684
2,810
2,061
2,239
2,692
2,857
2,860
2,695
2,859
3,071
2,628
3,246
3,342
3,131
3,875
3,652
4,301
3,894
3,846
4,621

136.00
136.00
155.00
155.00
155.00
155.00
155.00
155.00
155.00
155.00
-

Paddy
Production
Price(b)
‘ 000 Mt
Rs./bushel(c)
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Table A6: Labour Force Participation of the Household Population
All Island, 2001-2013
Household
population
(10 yrs. & over)
No. mn.
2001

2002

2003 (a)

2004

2005 (c)
2006 (d)

2007(d)

2008 (a)

2009 (a)

2010 (a)

2011 (a)

2012 (e)

Labour
force
No. mn.

Labour
force
participation
rate (%)

Labour force
Employed
No. mn.

Unemployed
Rate

No. mn.

Rate

q1
q2
q3
q4

13.7
14.0
13.9
14.1

6.7
6.9
6.7
6.8

49.2
49.0
48.3
48.9

6.2
6.3
6.2
6.2

92.3
91.7
92.2
91.7

0.5
0.6
0.5
0.5

7.7
8.3
7.8
8.3

q1
q2
q3
q4

14.1
14.2
14.3
14.3

7.3
7.0
7.0
7.2

51.7
49.5
49.4
50.6

6.7
6.3
6.4
6.7

91.3
90.2
90.9
92.5

0.6
0.7
0.6
0.5

8.7
9.8
9.1
7.5

q1
q2
q3
q4

15.6
15.6
15.7
15.8

7.6
7.5
7.6
7.8

49.1
48.3
48.6
49.6

6.9
6.9
7.0
7.2

90.8
91.9
91.6
92.1

0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6

9.2
8.1
8.4
7.9

q1 (b)
q2 (e)
q3 (e)
q4 (e)

16.3
16.5
16.7
16.7
16.9

8.0
8.0
8.0
8.2
8.1

49.0
48.6
47.8
48.8
48.3

7.3
7.3
7.3
7.5
7.5

91.9
91.0
91.5
91.8
92.3

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.6

8.1
9.0
8.5
8.2
7.7

q1
q2
q3
q4

14.8
14.8
15.0
15.0

7.6
7.5
7.6
7.6

51.7
51.1
50.7
51.0

7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1

92.8
93.7
93.6
93.7

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

7.2
6.3
6.4
6.3

q1
q2
q3
q4

15.0
15.0
15.0
15.1

7.5
7.4
7.5
7.6

49.8
49.0
50.2
50.1

7.0
6.9
7.1
7.2

93.8
93.5
94.4
94.5

0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4

6.2
6.5
5.6
5.5

q1
q2
q3
q4

16.3
16.3
16.3
16.4

8.0
8.0
8.2
8.2

49.1
49.0
50.3
49.7

7.6
7.6
7.7
7.7

94.9
94.5
94.5
94.6

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

5.1
5.5
5.5
5.4

q1
q2
q3
q4

16.6
16.5
16.7
16.6

8.2
8.0
8.1
8.1

49.2
48.3
48.7
48.5

7.7
7.5
7.6
7.6

94.5
93.8
94.1
94.3

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

5.5
6.2
5.9
5.7

q1
q2
q3
q4

16.9
16.8
16.8
17.0

8.1
8.1
8.0
8.3

48.2
47.9
47.4
48.8

7.7
7.6
7.6
7.9

95.0
94.6
95.1
95.5

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

5.0
5.4
4.9
4.5

q1
q2
q3
q4 (f)

16.9
17.2
17.1
-

8.1
8.3
8.3
-

48.0
48.3
48.3
-

7.8
8.0
7.9
-

95.7
95.8
96.1
-

0.3
0.4
0.3
-

4.3
4.2
3.9
-

q1 (f)
q2
17.8
8.3
46.4
7.9
96.1
0.3
3.9
q3
17.8
8.4
47.2
8.1
95.9
0.3
4.1
q4
18.1
8.7
48.1
8.4
96.1
0.3
3.9
2013 (e)(g)
q1
16.4
8.9
54.2
8.5
95.4
0.4
4.6
q2
16.4
8.9
54.2
8.5
95.6
0.4
4.4
q3
16.4
8.8
53.8
8.4
95.6
0.4
4.4
q4
16.4
8.7
53.0
8.3
95.9
0.4
4.1
Notes: Up to 4th quarter 2002, data excludes both Northern and Eastern provinces.
(a) Including Eastern province but excluding Northern province.
(b) Excluding Vavunia,Mullaitivu ,Kilinochchi districts.
(c) Quarterly labour force survey was conducted as a one off survey in August 2005.
(d) Excluding Northern & Eastern provinces.
(e) All the districts are included.
(f) Labour Force Survey was not conducted for this quarter.
(g) All persons of age 10 years and over are considered to be in the working age (Labour Force) , before 2013. However, this was
changed as age 15 and over from 2013 onward.
Source: Department of Census and Statistics, Quarterly Report of the Sri Lanka Labour Force.
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Table A7: Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation, 1991-2013
Private(a)

Public(b)

(Rs. mn., current market prices)

Private(a)

Private(a)

Public(b)

(At constant prices(c)(e))

Private(a)

Public(b)

(Growth in real terms)

1991

68,368

15,838

18.4

4.3

6215.3

1439.8

114.7

130.2

1992

86,407

13,632

20.3

3.2

8640.7

1363.2

39.0

-5.3

1993

105,305

20,570

21.1

4.1

11084.7

2165.3

28.3

58.8

1994

136,649

17,611

23.6

3.0

14693.4

1893.7

32.6

-12.5

1995

147,280

23,595

22.1

3.5

17533.3

2808.9

19.3

48.3

1996

160,181

23,328

20.9

3.0

13238.1

1927.9

-24.5

-31.4

1997

186,950

29,923

21.0

3.4

21738.4

3479.4

64.2

80.5

1998

221,754

33,960

21.8

3.3

26399.3

4042.9

21.4

16.2

1999

266,518

35,210

24.1

3.2

60572.3

8002.3

129.4

97.9

2000

311,460

41,132

24.8

3.3

46486.6

6139.1

-23.3

-23.3

2001

267,298

42,346

19.0

3.0

21556.3

3415.0

-53.6

-44.4

2002

298,731

31,812

18.9

2.0

35563.2

3787.1

65.0

10.9

2003(f)

318,909

46,285

17.5

2.5

62,531.2

9,075.5

75.8

139.6

2004

422,060

51,262

20.2

2.5

47,961.4

5,825.2

-23.3

-35.8

2005

478,917

94,347

19.5

3.8

46,049.7

9,071.8

-4.0

55.7

2006

624,972

105,938

21.3

3.6

55,307.3

9,375.0

20.1

3.3

2007

714,084

170,604

20.0

4.8

51,006.0

12,186.0

-7.8

30.0

2008

852,708

262,602

19.3

6.0

52,313.4

16,110.6

2.6

32.2

2009

838,629

308,811

17.3

6.4

142,140.5

52,340.8

171.7

224.9

2010

1,128,151

323,851

20.1

5.8

154,541.2

44,363.2

8.7

-15.2

2011

1,402,217

370,298

21.4

5.7

177,495.8

46,873.2

14.9

5.7

2012

1,695,184

494,621

22.4

6.5

190,470.1

55,575.4

23.2

25.3

2013(d)

1,946,925

589,723

22.4

6.8

290,585.8

88,018.4

63.7

87.8

Notes:

(a):
(b):
(c):
(d):
(e):

Private sector and public corporations.
Government and public enterprises.
Current series deflated by GDP deflator.
Provisional.
Up to 1995 data are based on 1982 prices. From 1996-2002 data are based on 1996 prices. 2003 onwards
data are based on 2002 prices.
(f): From 2003, data are based on GDP estimates compiled by the Department of Census and Statistics.

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.
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Public(b)

(As % of GDP)

5.6
23.5

Net private transfers

Gross national savings

(a): Provisional.

4.5

20.3

6.2

-1.7

6.2

15.8

22.0

2001

5.1

19.5

6.6

-1.5

6.7

14.4

21.2

5.5

21.5

6.4

-0.9

6.0

16.0

22.0

2002 2003 (c)

5.6

22.0

6.5

-1.0

8.8

16.4

25.3

2004

5.9

23.8

7.1

-1.2

8.9

17.9

26.8

2005

(c): From 2003, data are based on GDP estimates compiled by the Department of Census and Statistics.

(b): Also referred to as external inflow or the resources gap.

4.1

21.5

5.9

-1.8

10.6

17.4

28.0

2000

Sources: IPS database; Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.

Notes:

4.0

-1.6

Net factor income from abroad

Foreign savings

7.8

19.5

Gross domestic savings

Net imports of goods and non-factor services (b)

27.3

Gross domestic capital formation

(As % of GDP)

1999

5.3

22.3

6.7

-1.4

11.0

17.0

28.0

2006

Table A8: Saving and Investment, 1999-2013

5.7

23.3

6.8

-1.1

10.4

17.6

28.0

2007

3.9

17.8

6.3

-2.4

13.7

13.9

27.6

2008

5.8

23.7

7.0

-1.2

6.5

17.9

24.4

2009

6.0

25.3

7.3

-1.2

8.3

19.3

27.6

2010

6.7

22.1

7.8

-1.1

14.6

15.4

29.9

2011

7.1

24

9.1

-2.0

13.7

16.9

30.6

5.7

25.7

8.4

-2.7

9.5

20

29.6

2012 2013(a)
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ix

x
-5.9
1.4
4.5
4.4
3.4
1.0
0.1
-

-6.5
3.8
2.7
2.7
1.7
0.9
-

-6.9
3.4
3.5
3.6
2.9
0.7

-8.0
4.4
3.6
3.4
3.5
0.2
-

-9.9
4.8
5.1
4.9
1.0
3.8
0.2
-

-7.7
-0.1
7.1
7.0
4.4
2.6
0.1
-

-7.7
2.8
3.6
3.6
0.4
3.1
-

-8.0
1.4
5.6
5.6
2.7
2.9
-

-8.7
2.0
5.2
5.0
1.1
3.9
0.2
-

1.8
5.8
5.5
2.1

0.1

0.6

(a): Since 1994, privatization proceeds have been shifted from the capital expenditure and net lending category to the financing section.
(b): Provisional.
(c): From 2003, data are based on GDP estimates compiled by the Department of Census and Statistics.

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.

Notes:

0.6

-0.1
0.4

3.4
0.2

5.3
0.1

-1.2
5.7
-

-0.3
8.3

Bank
Non-bank
Other borrowings
Privatisation proceeds(a)

2.4
4.5
4.5

0.1
8.0
8.0

1.0

8.8
8.7
3.5

Foreign financing

Domestic financing
Market borrowings

-

-0.8
-0.8
-1.1

-1.1
-1.4
-2.1
-1.7

-3.7
-3.5

-2.0
-2.2

-1.6
-2.6

-2.4
-2.9

-2.7
-3.6

-3.9
-2.2
-8.2

-3.3
-0.9
-8.0

-4.4
-1.6
-8.9

-4.9

-4.1

-0.1
-

13.9
5.4
14.9
5.6
-1
15.4
6

16.7
6.1

18.2
6.7

16.9
5.7

17.4
6.1

18.6
5.6

18.7
6.0

19.2
4.3

19.0
4.7

20.9
4.6

21.6
5.9

-10.8

13.1
0.2
13.9
0.2

14.3
0.2

14.6
0.3

14.5
0.5

14.9
0.7

15.8
0.9

16.3
1.0

16.1
1.4

15.4
0.4

15.7
0.5

16.5
0.4

16.7
0.4

Revenue
Grants
Expenditure
Current expenditure
Capital & net lending
Current account balance

Primary deficit
Overall deficit (before grants)
Financing budget deficit

2013(b)

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003 ( c)

2002

2001

(As % of GDP)

Table A9: Summary of Government Fiscal Operations, 2001-2013
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16.6
18.5
129,152.0
-0.3
895,942.0
22.4
220,462.0
25.1
634,310.0
22.1
-207,515.0
-14.6

% growth
% growth

Rs. mn.
% growth
Rs. mn.
% growth
Rs. mn.
% growth
Rs. mn.
% growth
Rs. mn.
% growth

12.6
20.7

8.8
33.8

12.1
9.7

9.5
31.1

1998

12.8
13.3

9.8
32.4

1999

9.1
13.0

9.4
32.2

2000

2.7
15.6

7.4
32.1

2007

4.0
11.7

6.3
29.1

2008

21.4
19.9

7.0
31.8

2009

20.9
18.0

7.3
32.4

2010

89,292.0 93,724.0 83,892.0 59,448.0
44.3
5.0
-10.5
-29.1
323,046.0 369,517.0 432,888.0 549,927.0
10.5
14.4
17.1
27.0
45,250.0
64,618.0 93,915.0 147,304.0
-4.0
42.8
45.3
56.8
263,198.0 294,868.0 325,927.0 364,369.0
14.5
12.0
10.5
11.8
-79,874.0 -97,425.0 -106,660.0 -136,035.0
-19.5
-22.0
-9.5
-27.5

9.8
13.8

9.6
32.4

1997

7.7
20.9

6.7
33.5

2011

80,019.0
34.6
638,876.0
16.2
201,311.0
36.7
396,754.0
8.9
-163,867.0
-20.5

3.2
11.4

8.7
32.0

2001

167,147.0 185,005.0 225,989.0
88,760.0 358,554.0
390,284
150,916
29.4
10.7
22.2
-60.7
304.0
8.8
-61.3
1,067,385.0 1,382,004.0 1,607,786.0 1,897,500.01,907,748.0 2,262,861.0 3,037,970
19.1
29.5
16.3
18.0
0.5
18.6
34.3
249,565.0 357,289.0 374,100.0 582,907.0 640,326.0 627,185.0
833,610
13.2
43.2
4.7
55.8
9.9
-2.1
32.9
801,149.0 993,159.0 1,184,519.0 1,267,601.01,194,189.0 1,491,099.0 2,005,860
26.3
24.0
19.3
7.0
-5.8
24.9
34.5
-246,438.0 -348,644.0 -431,759.0 -452,423.0 -503,460.0
-548,895
-644,287
-18.8
-41.5
-23.8
-4.8
-11.3
-9.0
-17.4

22.4
19.6

9.4
33.6

2006

61,861.0
-7.0
292,395.0
11.3
47,131.0
21.9
229,773.0
9.1
-66,813.0
1.7

4.0
10.8

10.2
33.0

1996

Data have been reclassified starting from 1990. For more information, see Annual Report 1995, Central Bank of Sri Lanka.
(b) From 2003, data are based on GDP estimates compiled by the Department of Census and Statistics.

9.0
32.9

M1/GDP
M2/GDP

2005

Rs. mn.
64,467.0
% growth
34.0
Rs. mn.
206,047.0
% growth
14.9
Rs. mn.
31,362.0
% growth
5.4
Rs. mn.
163,278.0
% growth
21.7
Rs. mn.
-50,501.0
% growth
-24.0
2004

66,532.0
3.2
262,670.0
27.5
38,662.0
23.3
210,703.0
29.0
-67,974.0
-34.6

18.7
19.7

% growth
% growth

Unit

6.7
19.2

12.2
33.1

11.3
34.2

1995

M1/GDP
M2/GDP

1994

Table A10: Money Supply and Underlying Factors, 1994-2013

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.

Notes:

3.3 Other liabilities

3.2.2 to private sector

3.2.1 to government

3.2 Domestic credit

1. Financial depth
Narrow money supply
broad moneysupply
2. Monetary expansion/contraction
narrow money supply
broad money supply
3. Causal factors
3.1 External banking assets

Contd..

3.3 Other liabilities

3.2.2 to private sector

3.2.1 to government

3.2 Domestic credit

1. Financial depth
Narrow money supply
broad money supply
2. Monetary expansion/contraction
narrow money supply
broad money supply
3. Causal factors
3.1 External banking assets

Unit

7.7
18.0

5.6
35.3

2013

129,487.0
27.3
731,872.0
7.6
176,236.0
-8.7
519,444.0
16.9
-181,111.0
-7.5

16.0
13.8

8.9
31.9

2003(b)

112,395
133,808
-25.5
19.1
3,696,131 4,200,783
21.7
13.7
1,045,232 1,301,342
25.4
24.5
2,358,421 2,534,343
17.6
7.5
-741,230
-706,605
-15.0
4.7

2.6
18.3

5.9
34.2

2012

101,717.0
27.1
680,396.0
6.5
192,994.0
-4.1
444,371.0
12.0
-168,544.0
-2.9

14.0
13.2

8.8
32.3

2002
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xi

xii
12.9
13.7
12.0
13.0
12.5
14.3
12.0
4.0
8.4
14.5
9.5
13.0

17.8
18.2
17.0

32.0
20.3
21.5

11.0
2.0
8.4

15.0
9.0
15.0

Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Bulletin, various issues.

Sources: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.

18.0

25.0

Bank rate
Treasury bills, yield rates
3 Month
12 Month
Repurchase rate
Call money rate
Maximum
Minimum
Weighted average prime lending rate
Commercial bank saving
Maximum
Minimum
NSB saving
Commercial bank fixed deposit (one year)
Maximum
Minimum
NSB fixed deposit (one year, paid on maturity)

2001

2000

(%, end of period)

11.0
7.5
10.0

11.0
3.5
6.0

10.9
10.3
12.2

9.9
9.9
9.8

18.0

2002

7.8
5.0
7.0

7.3
2.1
5.0

8.3
7.4
9.0

7.4
7.2
7.0

15.0

2003

9.8
5.0
8.0

7.8
3.0
5.0

10.6
9.5
10.2

7.3
7.7
7.5

15.0

2004

11.5
5.5
9.0

10.3
3.0
5.0

11.0
10.5
12.1

10.1
10.4
8.8

15.0

2005

14.0
5.5
11.0

10.5
3.0
5.0

15.1
12.8
14.7

12.8
13.0
10.0

15.0

2006

Table A11: Interest Rates, 2000-2013

20.0
8.5
15.0

16.5
3.0
5.0

40.0
16.0
17.0

21.3
20.0
10.5

15.0

2007

20.3
8.5
15.0

16.5
3.0
5.0

20.0
13.3
19.2

17.3
19.1
10.5

15.0

2008

19.0
7.3
9.5

10.5
1.5
5.0

9.1
8.0
11.1

7.7
9.3
7.5

15.0

2009

17.0
5.1
8.5

9.5
1.5
5.0

8.4
7.8
9.3

7.2
7.6
7.3

15.0

2010

11.0
5.6
8.5

8.5
1.0
5.0

9.1
8.8
10.5

8.7
9.3
7.0

15.0

2011

17.0
5.0
12.5

10.5
0.8
5.0

9.9
9.5
14.3

10.0
11.7
7.5

15.0

2012

16.0
6.0
9.5

9.1
0.8
5.0

7.8
7.5
10.0

7.5
8.3
6.5

15.0

2013
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Table A12: Basic Indicators of the General Price Level, 1993-2013
CCPI
CCPI
CCPI
WPI
(1952=100) % change (2002=100) % change (2006/07 % change (1974=100) % change
=100)

GDPD
(1996=100) % change

1993

1,408.4

11.7

831.8

7.6

75.3

9.5

1994

1,527.4

8.4

873.4

5.0

82.3

9.3

1995

1,644.6

7.7

950.3

8.8

89.2

8.4

1996

1,906.7

15.9

1,145.1

20.5

100.0

12.1

1997

2,089.1

9.6

1,224.3

6.9

108.6

8.6

1998

2,284.9

9.4

1,298.7

6.1

117.8

8.4

1999

2,392.1

4.7

1,295.3

-0.3

123.1

4.4

2000

2,539.8

6.2

1,317.2

1.7

131.3

6.7

2001

2,899.4

14.2

1,471.2

11.7

147.6

12.4

2002

3,176.4

9.6

100.0

1,628.9

10.7

160.0

8.4

2003

3,377.0

6.3

105.8

1,679.1

3.1

168.2

5.1

2004

3,632.8

7.6

115.3

9.0

1,889.0

12.5

183.0

8.8

2005

4,055.5

11.6

128.0

11.0

2,105.9

11.5

202.1

10.4

2006

4,610.8

13.7

140.8

10.0

2,351.6

11.7

224.9

11.3

2007

5,416.1

17.5

163.1

15.8

2,924.4

24.4

256.4

14.0

199.9

22.6

3,653.6

24.9

298.3

16.3

2008

129.2

2009

206.8

3.4

133.6

3.5

3,500.9

-4.2

315.8

5.9

2010

219.1

5.9

141.9

6.2

3,893.0

11.2

338.9

7.3

2011

226.5

6.9

151.5

6.7

4,306.5

10.6

365.5

7.9

2012

-

-

162.9

7.6

4,457.3

3.5

398.1

8.9

2013(a)

-

-

174.2

6.9

4,867.9

9.2

424.8

6.7

Notes:

(a): Provisional.
(b): CCPI (2002=100) has been replaced since June 2011.
CCPI: Colombo Consumers Price Index
WPI: Wholesale Price Index
GDPD: GDP Deflator

Sources: Department of Census and Statistics.
Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.
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Table A13: Wage Rate Indices, 1992-2013
(December 1978=100)
Workers in wages boards trades(a)
Nominal

Nominal

Real

1992

590.0

112.0

557.6

106.0

1993

685.8

116.6

675.5

114.8

1994

712.4

111.7

735.5

115.4

1995

740.3

107.7

792.5

115.4

1996

801.7

100.7

818.2

103.0

1997

849.1

97.3

906.5

104.0

1998

953.3

99.9

1,001.4

104.9

1999

977.6

97.8

1,001.4

100.2

2000

1,000.4

94.3

1,084.7

102.1

2001

1,049.3

86.6

1,310.8

108.1

2002

1,126.5

84.9

1,525.3

115.0

2003

1,205.2

85.4

1,525.0

108.1

2004

1,233.0

81.3

1,872.1

123.3

2005

1,329.7

78.5

2,417.5

142.7

2006

1,358.2

70.5

3,150.8

163.5

2007

1,648.8

73.6

3,828.4

171.6

2008

2070.4

75.5

4116.1

150.4

2009

2171.4

76.7

4502.8

159.0

2010

2865.3

95.3

4651.6

154.7

2011

2996.1

93.3

4964.5

154.7

2012

3662.0

106.2

5304.7

153.8

2013(c)

3869.2

104.9

5568.3

150.9

Notes:

The wage rates used in the calculation of index numbers are minimum wages.
(a): Combined index for workers in agriculture, industry and commerce, and services.
(b): Combined index for non-executive officers and minor employees.
(c): Provisional.

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.
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Table A14: Sri Lanka's Direction of Foreign Trade, 1996-2013
Unit

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

1. Exports to selected countries and groupings
U.S.A
U.K.
Germany
Japan

US$mn.
US$mn.
US$mn.
US$mn.

1396
389
239
256

1666
525
230
234

1890
530
232
196

1792
604
216
159

2193
737
230
230

1926
576
199
186

1764
590
199
140

1777
640
232
162

1869
779
274
158

EC
Germany
UK

% of total exports
% of exports to EC
% of exports to EC

29.4
19.8
32.2

35
17.1
39

33.6
17.9
41

35.3
16.2
45

33.4
15.2
48.5

26.1
15.8
45.8

29.0
14.6
43.3

30.0
15.1
41.6

32.5
14.6
41.6

ASEAN
Singapore
Malaysia

% of total exports
% of exports to ASEAN
% of exports to ASEAN

2.8
52
23.5

3.4
43.7
16.6

3
38.1
10.1

3.1
37.9
6

3.5
38.7
5

2.9
51.4
5.9

2.6
63.6
8.4

2.5
61.8
11.7

2.6
67.9
7.1

SAARC
India

% of total exports
% of exports to SAARC

2.6
39.6

3.1
37

3
33.2

3.8
33.7

4.2
30.6

3.3
45.6

5.5
66.5

6.8
70.0

8.8
77.3

NAFTA
USA
Canada

% of total exports
% of exports to NAFTA
% of exports to NAFTA

35.6
95.6
3.1

45.5
95.3
3.2

51.5
95.4
3.1

49.8
95.1
3.1

50.5
95.4
3.1

42.1
95.1
3.4

39.6
94.6
3.3

36.6
94.6
3.4

34.4
94.5
3.6

APEC
USA
Japan
Singapore

% of total exports
% of exports to APEC
% of exports to APEC
% of exports to APEC

48.7
69.8
12.8
0.1

59.8
72.4
10.2
0.1

58.9
83.4
8.6
1.9

56.3
84.1
7.5
2.1

57.8
83.5
8.7
2.3

59.5
83.1
8.0
2.5

54.6
82.5
6.6
3.1

52.2
80.6
7.4
3.0

47.8
81.4
6.9
3.8

497
562
354
198
252
288

479
560
411
187
282
372

556
539
411
230
305
379

561
512
459
216
251
347

646
600
516
255
311
390

337
709
500
266
221
323

355
853
491
219
263
288

448
1073
560
198
273
276

412
1439
619
240
312
291

2. Imports from selected countries and groupings
Japan
US$mn.
India
US$mn.
Hong Kong
US$mn.
U.S.A
US$mn.
U.K.
US$mn.
Taiwan
US$mn.
EC
Germany
UK

% of total imports
% of imports from EC
% of imports from EC

15.4
18.4
30.1

17.6
20.5
31.6

23.3
20.2
30.3

19.4
15.8
29.1

18.8
16.5
32.8

14.2
16.3
26.0

14.6
13.6
29.5

16.5
13.0
24.8

15.7
15.4
24.8

ASEAN
Singapore
Malaysia

% of total imports
% of imports from ASEAN
% of imports from ASEAN

12.6
37.7
26.7

14.7
38.3
22.3

19.6
36.8
22.8

21.1
48.2
18

21
46.7
20.5

19.4
44.8
22.7

19.1
46.0
21.7

19.8
46.2
25.6

20.0
51.2
24.1

SAARC
India

% of total imports
% of imports from SAARC

11.9
86.9

13.1
83.9

15.1
83.3

14.2
81.4

14
84.8

11.9
84.4

15.6
89.4

17.6
91.5

19.7
91.4

NAFTA
USA
Canada

% of total imports
% of imports from NAFTA
% of imports from NAFTA

4.3
84.6
10

5.7
64.7
19

7.1
75.0
13.6

5.5
89
9.3

6
84.1
15.6

4.9
91.5
8.2

3.8
93.8
5.8

3.5
85.4
14.3

3.6
84.4
15.3

APEC
USA
Japan
Singapore

% of total imports
% of imports from APEC
% of imports from APEC
% of imports from APEC

50.4
7.3
9.2
9.5

61.9
5.9
9.4
9.1

45.9
11.6
28.1
15.7

53.4
9.1
23.6
19

54.9
9.2
23.2
17.8

55.6
10.1
12.8
15.6

52.1
8.5
13.8
16.8

49.2
7.1
16.0
18.7

46.4
7.6
13
20.5
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Cont../
Unit

2005

2006 2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013(a)

1988
576
272
186

2006
880
329
164

1970
1018
438
160

1869
1090
405
159

1576
1024
347
139

1701
990
400
171

2145
1112
510
223

2126
1059
455
217

2494
1078
468
224

1. Exports to selected countries and groupings
U.S.A
U.K.
Germany
Japan

US$mn.
US$mn.
US$mn.
US$mn.

EU
Germany
UK

% of total exports
% of exports to EU
% of exports to EU

30.9
13.9
39.6

33.7
14.2
37.9

37.6
15.2
35.4

37.4
13.4
35.9

38.5
12.7
37.6

33.3
13.9
34.4

33.9
14.3
31.1

33.0
14.1
32.8

31.5
14.3
32.9

ASEAN
Singapore
Malaysia

% of total exports
% of exports to ASEAN
% of exports to ASEAN

2.9
52.2
9.5

3.4
39.0
12.9

3.0
34.8
15.7

3.2
29.7
17.2

4.8
25.8
13.9

9.1
65.1
9.3

7.7
50.1
12.0

3.9
26.1
18.0

3.0
33.7
15.1

SAARC
India

% of total exports
% of exports to SAARC

10.3
86.7

8.7
81.6

8.5
79.8

6.9
74.5

6.2
73.0

7.2
76.8

6.6
74.1

7.8
74.4

7.4
70.4

NAFTA
USA
Canada

% of total exports
% of exports to NAFTA
% of exports to NAFTA

33.3
94.1
3.7

30.9
94.2
3.6

27.6
93.3
3.7

24.9
92.4
4.4

24.1
92.2
4.3

21.6
91.5
5.0

22.4
90.5
5.4

24.3
89.6
6.1

26.4
90.8
5.5

APEC
USA
Japan
Singapore

% of total exports
% of exports to APEC
% of exports to APEC
% of exports to APEC

46.2
82.3
5.9
3.3

44.0
81.5
6.6
3.0

38.8
66.4
5.4
2.7

37.0
62.3
5.3
2.5

37.9
58.7
5.2
3.2

39.9
49.4
5.0
14.8

39.4
51.5
5.4
9.8

38.1
57.1
5.8
2.7

40.1
59.8
5.4
2.5

337
709
648
205
221
279

450
2173
659
201
303
275

413
2610
725
412
230
264

426
3447
695
279
250
251

224
1820
517
259
254
201

584
2570
580
168
267
264

1025
4431
632
266
304
352

552
3640
605
234
297
365

668
3171
430
416
281
435

% of total imports
% of imports from EU
% of imports from EU

14.5
13.9
21.6

13.7
15.8
21.5

12.4
16.4
16.5

12.5
16.0
14.2

12.6
19.3
19.8

10.9
17.2
18.2

9.2
18.3
16.4

9.3
17.9
16.7

9.2
23.1
16.9

ASEAN
Singapore
Malaysia

% of total imports
% of imports from ASEAN
% of imports from ASEAN

20.5
48.2
25.7

21.7
52.9
23.7

16.9
58.4
14.8

15.8
55.8
16.1

18.7
55.8
15.1

18.8
61.8
15.2

18.6
56.4
18.2

18.2
48.2
23.2

18.6
50.2
17.0

SAARC
India

% of total imports
% of imports from SAARC

22.4
92.6

22.9
92.4

24.9
92.7

26.0
94.0

20.1
88.6

21.4
89.3

23.7
92.1

21.0
90.2

19.9
88.4

NAFTA
USA
Canada

% of total imports
% of imports from NAFTA
% of imports from NAFTA

3.2
71.2
28.0

4.1
48.0
51.5

4.4
83.5
16.1

4.7
42.4
57.6

5.2
48.4
51.6

3.3
37.6
62.4

3.2
41.3
58.7

3.0
41.2
58.1

3.6
64.0
35.2

APEC
USA
Japan
Singapore

% of total imports
% of imports from APEC
% of imports from APEC
% of imports from APEC

44.0
6.2
11.6
22.4

43.8
5.3
11.9
26.2

46.1
7.9
7.9
21.5

43.0
4.6
7.0
20.6

47.8
5.3
4.6
21.9

46.3
2.7
9.4
25.2

46.6
2.8
10.9
22.5

48.7
2.5
5.9
18.0

52.0
4.4
7.1
18.0

2. Imports from selected countries and groupings
Japan
US$mn.
India
US$mn.
Hong Kong
US$mn.
U.S.A
US$mn.
U.K.
US$mn.
Taiwan
US$mn.
EU
Germany
UK

Note:
(a): Provisional.
Sources: International Monetary Fund, Direction of Trade Statistics, various issues; Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.
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1. Consumer goods
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
1.1 Food
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
1.2 Other
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
2. Intermediate goods
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
2.1 Petroleum
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
2.2 Textiles
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
3. Investment goods
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
4. Total imports
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
1,344.0
13.0
20.1
564.0
-0.4
8.5
780.0
25.2
11.7
3,948.0
9.0
59.2
838.0
6.2
12.6
1,372.0
3.9
20.6
1,320.0
12.9
19.8
6,672.0
9.3

566.0
3.9
9.3
623.0
7.2
10.2
3,622.0
5.6
59.3
789.0
7.9
12.9
1,321.0
0.1
21.6
1,169.0
8.1
19.1
6,105.0
2.2

545.0
-3.7
9.1
581.0
-16.5
9.7
3,430.0
-12.4
57.4
731.0
-18.9
12.2
1,320.0
-10.3
22.1
1,081.0
-37.8
18.1
5,974.0
-18.4

566.0
2.7
7.7
696.0
19.8
9.5
3,916.0
23.6
53.5
901.0
80.2
12.3
1,471.0
11.4
20.1
1,737.0
11.0
23.7
7,320.0
22.4

551.0
-7.6
9.2
581.0
9.2
9.7
3,168.0
1.9
53.0
500.0
44.9
8.4
1,320.0
-5.5
22.1
1,565.0
6.0
26.2
5,979.0
1.5

596.0
-7.2
10.1
532.0
20.4
9.0
3,108.0
-3.9
52.8
345.0
-36.1
5.9
1,397.0
0.7
23.7
1,477.0
11.6
25.1
5,889.0
0.4

642.0
7.5
10.9
442.0
2.1
7.5
3,235.7
8.9
55.2
539.5
12.4
9.2
1,386.9
18.7
23.7
1,324.0
10.1
22.6
5,864.0
7.8

597.0
14.4
11.0
433.0
-6.1
8.0
2,971.0
2.4
54.6
479.9
24.1
8.8
1,168.8
0.9
21.5
1,203.0
1.2
22.1
5,439.0
2.4

522.0
7.9
9.8
461.0
3.2
8.7
2,900.0
19.6
54.6
386.9
30.6
7.3
1,158.5
11.6
21.8
1,189.0
-13.0
22.4
5,311.1
11.4

483.9
16.4
10.2

446.6
24.5
9.4

2,425.0
12.6
50.9

296.3
-4.2
6.2

1,038.1
20.0
21.8

1,366.5
30.5
28.7

4,767.3
18.8

2003

1,189.0
5.6
19.5

2002

1,126.0
-10.7
18.8

2001

1,261.0
11.5
17.2

2000

1,131.0
0.3
18.9

1999

1,128.0
4.1
19.2

1998

1,084.0
5.2
18.5

1997

1,030.0
4.9
18.9

1996

982.0
5.5
18.5

1995

930.6
20.1
19.5

1994

Table A15: Structure of Commodity Imports, 1994-2013
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xvii

xviii
611.0
2.5
6.9
891.0
5.6
10.1
5,458.0
13.0
61.6
1,655.0
36.9
18.7
1,531.0
1.1
17.3
1,869.0
11.9
21.1
8,863.0
10.8

596.0
-0.4
7.5

844.0
25.2
10.6

4,828.0
9.0
60.4

1,209.0
44.3
15.1

1,514.0
10.3
18.9

1,670.0
26.5
20.9

8,000.0
19.9

10,254.0
15.7

2,246.0
20.2
21.9

1,546.0
1.0
15.1

2,070.0
25.1
20.2

6,161.0
12.9
60.1

1,024.0
14.9
10.0

757.0
23.9
7.4

1,782.0
18.6
17.4

2006

11,296.0
10.2

2,597.0
15.6
23.0

1,724.0
11.5
15.3

2,516.0
21.5
22.3

6,983.0
13.3
61.8

862.0
-15.8
7.6

803.0
6.1
7.1

1,665.0
-6.6
14.7

2007

(a): Provisional.
Categories are reclassified from 2007 based on National Import Tariff Guide - 2010

1,503.0
4.4
17.0

2005

1,440.0
13.0
18.0

2004

Sources: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues; IPS database.

Notes :

1. Consumer goods
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
1.1 Food
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
1.2 Other
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
2. Intermediate goods
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
2.1 Petroleum
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
2.2 Textiles
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
3. Investment goods
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total imports
4. Total imports
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth

Contd…./

14,091.0
24.7

2,852.0
9.8
20.2

1,788.0
3.7
12.7

3,392.0
34.8
24.1

9,019.0
29.2
64.0

918.0
6.5
6.5

1,089.0
35.6
7.7

2,006.0
20.5
14.2

2008

10,207.0
-27.6

2,093.0
-26.6
20.5

1,529.0
-14.5
15.0

2,184.0
-35.6
21.4

6,158.0
-31.7
60.3

632.0
-31.2
6.2

933.0
-14.3
9.1

1,565.0
-22.0
15.3

2009

13,451.0
31.8

2,758.0
31.8
20.5

1,812.0
18.5
13.5

3,041.0
39.2
22.6

8,054.0
30.8
59.9

1,155.0
82.8
8.6

1,322.0
41.7
9.8

2,476.0
58.2
18.4

2010

20,269.0
50.7

4,286.0
55.4
21.1

2,321.0
28.1
11.5

4,795.0
57.7
23.7

12,275.0
52.4
60.6

2,087.0
80.7
10.3

1,567.0
18.5
7.7

3,654.0
47.6
18.0

2011

19,190.0
-5.3

4,590.0
7.1
23.9

2,266.0
-2.4
11.8

5,045.0
5.2
26.3

11,578.0
-5.7
60.3

1,691.0
-19.0
8.8

1,304.0
-16.8
6.8

2,995.0
-18.0
15.6

2012

18,003.0
-6.2

4,253.0
-7.3
23.6

2,046.0
-9.7
11.4

4,308.0
-14.6
23.9

10,554.0
-8.8
58.6

1,814.0
7.3
10.1

1,368.0
4.9
7.6

3,182.0
6.2
17.7

2013(a)
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Table A16: Structure of Commodity Exports, 1994-2013
1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

702.1

829.0

961.0 1060.0 1088.0

7.1

18.1

15.9

10.3

2.6

947.0 1005.0
-13.0

6.1

932.0

938.0

965.0

-7.3

0.6

21.9

21.8

23.5

22.8

22.7

20.5

18.2

2.9

19.3

20.0

18.8

1. Agricultural exports
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total exports
1.1 Plantation crops
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth

572.73 695.00 829.00 916.00 918.00 783.00 850.00 796.00 771.00 815.00
7.1

21.3

19.3

10.5

0.2

-14.7

8.6

-6.4

-3.1

5.7

17.8

18.3

20.2

19.7

19.1

17.0

15.4

16.5

16.4

15.9

424.2

481.0

615.0

719.0

780.0

621.0

700.0

690.0

660.0

683.0

2.8

13.4

27.9

16.9

8.5

-20.4

12.7

-1.4

-4.3

3.5

13.2

12.6

15.0

15.5

16.3

13.5

12.7

14.3

14.0

13.3

Value (US$ mn.)

72.5

111.0

104.0

79.0

44.0

33.0

29.0

24.0

27.0

39.0

Growth

13.3

53.1

-6.3

-24.0

-44.3

-25.0

-12.1

-17.2

12.5

44.4

2.3

2.9

2.5

1.7

0.9

0.7

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.8

% of total exports
1.1.1 Tea
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total exports
1.1.2 Rubber

% of total exports
1.1.3 Coconut kernel products
Value (US$ mn.)

50.1

69.0

81.0

82.0

56.0

84.0

77.0

41.0

41.0

48.0

Growth

30.9

37.7

17.4

1.2

-31.7

50.0

-8.3

-46.8

0.0

17.1

1.6

1.8

2.0

1.8

1.2

1.8

1.4

0.9

0.9

0.9

% of total exports
1.2. Minor agricultural crops
Value (US$ mn.)

129.2

134.0

132.0

145.0

170.0

165.0

155.0

136.0

168.0

150.0

Growth

7.0

3.7

-1.5

9.9

17.2

-2.9

-6.1

-12.3

23.5

-10.7

% of total exports

4.0

3.5

3.2

3.1

3.5

3.6

2.8

2.8

3.6

2.9

Value (US$ mn.)

86.9

87.0

96.0

90.0

60.0

64.0

97.0

86.0

90.0

84.0

Growth

14.7

0.2

10.3

-6.3

-33.3

6.7

51.6

-11.3

4.7

-6.7

2.7

2.3

2.3

1.9

1.3

1.4

1.8

1.8

1.9

1.6

2. Mineral exports

% of total exports
3. Industrial exports
Value (US$ mn.)

2,398.9 2,870.0 3,006.0 3,436.0 3,607.0 3,551.0 4,283.0 3,710.0 3,631.0 3,977.0

Growth

14.1

19.6

4.7

14.3

5.0

-1.6

20.6

-13.4

-2.1

9.5

% of total exports

74.8

75.4

73.4

74.1

75.2

77.0

77.6

77.0

77.3

77.5

3.1 Textile & garments
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total exports

1,551.9 1,853.0 1,902.0 2,274.0 2,460.0 2,425.0 2,982.0 2,543.0 2,424.0 2,575.0
9.9

19.4

2.6

19.6

8.2

-1.4

23.0

-14.7

-4.7

6.2

48.4

48.7

46.4

49.0

51.3

52.6

54.0

52.8

51.6

50.2

3.2 Petroleum products
80.1

85.0

104.0

97.0

73.0

74.0

98.0

68.0

73.0

65.0

Growth

Value (US$ mn.)

1.7

6.1

22.4

-6.7

-24.7

1.4

32.4

-30.6

7.4

-11.0

% of total exports

2.5

2.2

2.5

2.1

1.5

1.6

1.8

1.4

1.6

1.3

4. Total commodity exports inc. petroleum
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth

3,208.6 3,806.6 4,095.0 4,639.0 4,798.0 4,610.0 5,522.0 4,817.0 4,699.0 5,133.0
12.0

18.6

7.6

13.3

3.4

-3.9

19.8

-12.8

-2.4

9.2

5. Total commodity exports excl. petroleum
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth

3,128.5 3,721.6 3,991.0 4,542.0 4,725.0 4,536.0 5,424.0 4,749.0 4,626.0 5,068.0
12.3

19.0

7.2

13.8

4.0

-4.0

19.6

-12.4

-2.6

9.6

xix
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2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013(a)

1. Agriculture exports
Value (US$ mn.)

1065.2 1,153.8 1,292.7

1,507.2 1,854.8 1,690.3 2,306.4 2,527.80 2,331.50 2,581.10

Growth

10.4

8.3

12.0

16.6

23.1

-8.9

36.4

9.6

-7.8

10.7

% of total exports

18.5

18.2

18.8

19.7

22.9

23.9

26.7

23.9

23.9

24.8

1.1 Plantation crops
Value (US$ mn.)

903.30 970.40 1,098.20 1,275.80 1,567.60 1,449.90 1,779.60 1,963.30 1,745.90 1,818.10

Growth

10.8

7.4

13.2

16.2

22.9

-7.5

22.7

10.3

-11.1

4.1

% of total exports

15.7

15.3

16.0

16.7

19.3

20.5

20.6

18.6

17.9

17.5

738.9

810.2

881.2

8.2

9.6

8.8

16.3

24.0

-6.8

21.6

3.5

-5.3

9.2

12.8

12.8

12.8

13.4

15.7

16.7

16.7

14.1

14.4

14.8

Value (US$ mn.)

51.3

46.9

93.1

109.4

125.1

98.6

173.2

206.4

125.1

71.3

Growth

31.5

-8.6

98.5

17.5

14.4

-21.2

75.7

19.2

-39.4

-43.0

0.9

0.7

1.4

1.4

1.5

1.4

2.0

2.0

1.3

0.7
-

1.1.1 Tea
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total exports

1,025.2 1,271.5 1,185.1 1,440.6 1,490.90 1,411.90 1,542.20

1.1.2 Rubber

% of total exports
1.1.3 Coconut kernel products
Value (US$ mn.)

58.6

48.8

52.8

60.3

82.4

58.2

55.4

-

-

Growth

22.1

-16.7

8.2

14.2

36.7

-29.4

-4.8

-

-

-

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.8

1.0

0.8

0.6

-

-

-

% of total exports
1.2. Minor agricultural crops
Value (US$ mn.)

161.9

183.4

194.6

231.5

287.3

240.4

71.6

88.7

76

101.3

Growth

7.9

13.3

6.1

19.0

24.1

-16.3

-70.2

23.9

-14.3

33.3

% of total exports

2.8

2.9

2.8

3.0

3.5

3.4

0.8

0.8

0.8

1.0

120.0

143.3

119.9

127.8

97.8

88.7

24.2

32.9

61.3

51.6

42.9

19.4

-16.3

6.6

-23.5

-9.3

-72.7

36.0

86.3

-15.8

2.1

2.3

1.7

1.7

1.2

1.3

0.3

0.3

0.6

0.5

2. Mineral exports
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
% of total exports
3. Industrial exports
Value (US$ mn.)

4,506.1 4,948.4 5,401.1

5,967.3 6,158.0 5,305.4 6,096.1 7,991.70 7,371.20 7,749.40

Growth

13.3

9.8

9.1

10.5

3.2

-13.8

14.9

31.1

-7.8

5.1

% of total exports

78.3

78.0

78.5

78.1

75.9

74.9

70.7

75.7

75.4

74.6

3.1 Textile & garments
Value (US$ mn.)

2,808.9 2,894.5 3,080.4

Growth

3,339.6 3,468.7 3,274.2 3,356.0 4,191.20 3,991.10 4,508.30

9.1

3.0

6.4

8.4

3.9

-5.6

2.5

24.9

-4.8

13.0

48.8

45.6

44.8

43.7

42.8

46.2

38.9

39.7

40.8

43.4

Value (US$ mn.)

99.6

130.9

188.4

168.9

254.9

134.7

263.4

552.7

463

427.7

Growth

53.2

31.4

43.9

-10.4

50.9

-47.2

95.5

109.8

-16.2

-7.6

1.7

2.1

2.7

2.2

3.1

1.9

3.1

5.2

4.7

4.1

% of total exports
3.2 Petroleum products

% of total txports

4. Total commodity exports inc. petroleum
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth

5,757.2 6,346.7 6,882.7
12.2

10.2

8.4

7,640.0 8,110.6 7,084.5 8,625.810,558.809,773.50 10,394.30
11.0

6.2

-12.7

21.8

22.4

-7.4

6.4

7,471.1 7,855.7 6,949.8 8,362.4 10,006.1 9,310.5

9,966.6

5. Total commodity exports excl. petroleum
Value (US$ mn.)
Growth
Note:

5,657.6 6,215.8 6,694.3
11.6

9.9

7.7

11.6

(a): Provisional.

Sources: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issue; IPS database.

xx

5.1

-11.5

20.3

19.7

-7.0

7.0

Unit

1994

33,956
47,538

No.
No.

14,322
26,854
59.3
646,990
680,248
53,766
75,272

No.
No.

No.
No.

566,202
110,000
5,742
42,666.3
416.8
72.2
10.1

No.
No.
%

No.
No.
000
Rs. mn.
US$ mn.
US$
Nights

2004

422,367
448,437

No.
No.

Unit

10,742
20,929
56.6

407,511
8,413
4,251
11,401.6
230.7
54.2
10.4

No.
No.
%

No.
No.
000
Rs. mn.
US$ mn.
US$
Nights

1995

52,085
72,919

683,169
727,301

13,162
24,740
45.4

549,308
119,618
4,754
36,377
362.3
74.6
8.7

2005

35,068
49,095

459,441
504,420

11,255
21,680
52.6

403,101
10,556
4,024
11,551.6
225.4
56.1
10.0

1996

55,649
77,909

734,421
756,735

14,218
27,117
47.8

559,603
128,719
5,793
42,586
410.0
83.4
10.4

2006

31,963
44,748

488,055
494,258

11,600
22,040
40.3

302,265
12,863
2,947
9,559.1
173.0
57.9
9.8

1997

60,516
84,722

817,524
862,011

14,604
27,500
46.2

494,008
98,432
4,940
42,519
384.4
79.1
10.0

2007

34,006
47,608

482,850
530,712

12,370
22,944
49.1

366,165
18,265
3,680
12,980.0
216.7
58.6
10.1

1998

51,306
71,828

900,815
966,337

14,793
28,698
43.9

438,475
87,695
4,166
37,094
319.5
76.7
9.5

2008

34,780
48,692

481,793
518,050

12,770
23,373
52.8

381,063
27,629
3,944
14,868.0
230.5
59.5
10.4

1999

2000

14,714
28,978
70.1

654,476
112,497
6,548
65,018
575.9
88.0
10.0

2010

37,943
53,120

514,448
524,212

13,311
24,953
52.3

400,414
44,518
4,056
19,162.2
252.8
62.3
10.1

52,071
72,899

55,023
77,032

914,584 1,081,417
962,786 1,122,212

14,461
28,344
48.4

447,890
89,526
4,075
40,133
349.3
81.8
9.1

2009

36,560
51,184

521,073
496,963

12,918
24,216
57.6

436,440
28,335
4,479
19,297.3
274.9
61.4
10.3

Source: Ceylon Tourist Board, Annual Statistical Report, various issues; Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.

Notes: (a): Provisional.

Receipts per tourist per day
Average duration
Accommodation
Rooms
Beds
Occupancy rate, graded
Sri Lanka nationals
Arrivals
Departures
Employment
Direct
Indirect

Tourist arrivals
Excursionist arrivals
Tourist nights
Earnings

Contd…/

Receipts per tourist per day
Average duration
Accommodation
Rooms
Beds
Occupancy rate, graded
Sri Lanka nationals
Arrivals
Departures
Employment
Direct
Indirect

Tourist arrivals
Excursionist arrivals
Tourist nights
Earnings

Table A17: Tourism, 1994-2013
2001

57,786
80,899

1,210,951
1,239,290

14,653
28,844
77.1

855,975
119,875
8,560
91,926
838.9
98.0
10.0

2011

33,710
47,194

487,356
505,341

13,626
25,595
42.1

336,794
60,084
3,342
18,863.3
211.1
63.1
9.9

2002

67,862
95,007

1,210,914
1,268,792

15,510
30,399
71.2

1,005,605
126,523
10,056
132,427
1038.3
103.0
10.0

2012

38,821
54,349

493,947
533,565

13,818
25,956
43.1

393,171
63,560
3,989
24,202.0
253.0
63.4
10.1

2003

112,550
157,600

1,200,778
1,261,711

16,223
32,284
71.7

1,274,593
140,009
10,961
221,147
1715.5
156.5
8.6

2013(a)

46,761
65,465

560,602
561,126

14,137
26,511
53.2

500,642
82,066
5,093
32,810.0
340.0
66.8
10.2
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xxi

xxii

-36.0
-32.0
-25.3
-26.7
-1.0
-6.9
25.1
125.7
180.5
181.0
115.6
81.0
16.7

56,916
40,551
38,049
29,747
31,140
27,960
32,982
30,672
29,529
35,103
36,901
48,925
438,475

0.6
-5.8
8.6
-10.0
18.4
-9.3
-25.3
-31.4
-20.4
-5.2
-18.2
-19.9
-11.2

2008
No.
Growth

28,296
31,683
33,084
27,057
26,661
26,355
35,742
35,475
32,982
36,258
37,395
42,183
393,171

43.6
23.4
23.4
24.6
12.7
20.8
22.4
18.7
9.3
37.7
46.9
36.8
27.3

2003
Growth

-32.4
-15.7
-10.5
-12.4
-20.6
8.1
28.0
34.3
28.6
7.0
20.1
16.2
2.1

2009
Growth

38,468
34,169
34,065
26,054
24,739
30,234
42,223
41,207
37,983
37,575
44,311
56,862
447,890

No.

40,647
39,081
40,818
33,714
30,048
31,836
43,743
42,111
36,054
49,922
54,946
57,722
500,642

No.

50,757
57,300
52,352
38,300
35,213
44,730
63,339
55,898
47,339
52,370
72,251
84,627
654,476

No.

49,950
43,584
38,418
30,672
30,162
32,119
50,525
48,675
51,525
59,442
64,971
66,159
566,202

No.

31.9
67.7
53.7
47.0
42.3
47.9
50.0
35.7
24.6
39.4
63.1
48.8
46.1

2010
Growth

22.9
11.5
-5.9
-9.0
0.4
0.9
15.5
15.6
42.9
19.1
18.2
14.6
13.1

2004
Growth
No.

74,197
65,797
75,130
63,835
48,943
53,636
83,786
72,463
60,219
69,563
90,889
97,517
855,975

No.

38,187
36,645
50,418
42,261
40,878
45,699
56,745
51,216
43,536
44,095
48,457
51,171
549,308

Monthly growth figures reflect percentage changes compared to the same month in the previous year.
(a): Provisional.
Source: Ceylon Tourist Board, Annual Statistical Report, various issues and Monthly Statistical Bulletin, 2012.
Ceylon Tourist Board, Monthly Statistical Bulletin, 2012.

Note:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

Contd../

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

2002
No.
Growth

46.2
14.8
43.5
66.7
39.0
19.9
32.3
29.6
27.2
32.8
25.8
15.2
30.8

2011
Growth

-23.5
-15.9
31.2
37.8
35.5
42.3
12.3
5.2
-15.5
-25.8
-25.4
-22.7
-3.0

2005
Growth
No.
36.4
43.8
8.6
17.8
7.2
-3.6
-2.5
3.3
-11.6
-12.0
-22.4
-23.3
1.9

2006
Growth

15.7
27.0
21.3
9.0
17.5
21.6
7.8
9.7
18.1
15.5
20.1
25.4
17.5

2012
Growth

85,874
83,549
91,102
69,591
57,506
65,245
90,338
79,456
71,111
80,379
109,202
122,252
1,005,605

No.

52,103
52,687
54,746
49,776
43,825
44,066
55,354
52,931
38,485
38,815
37,591
39,224
559,603

Table A18: Monthly Tourist Arrivals, 2002-2013
2007
8.5
-18.3
-36.0
-33.6
-40.0
-30.1
-20.3
-15.5
-3.6
-4.6
20.0
55.8
-11.7

Growth

110,543
113,968
113,208
80,737
74,838
90,279
107,016
123,269
90,339
107,058
109,420
153,918
1,274,593

28.7
36.4
24.3
16.0
30.1
38.4
18.5
55.1
27.0
33.2
0.2
25.9
26.7

2013(a)
No.
Growth

56,553
43,051
35,031
33,039
26,307
30,810
44,142
44,742
37,104
37,011
45,102
61,116
494,008

No.
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Table A19: Tourist Arrivals by Country of Residence, 2002-2013
2002

2003

No. Growth
North America

2004

No. Growth

2005

No. Growth

2006

No. Growth

2007

No. Growth

No. Growth

19,866

24.3

25,110

26.4

29,759

18.5

46,457

56.1

35,323 -24.0

28,355 -19.7

Canada

8,301

9.1

11,164

34.5

14,633

31.1

21,185

44.8

14,623 -31.0

11,869 -18.8

U.S.A.

11,565

38.1

13,946

20.6

15,126

8.5

25,272

67.1

20,700 -18.1

16,486 -20.4

Western Europe
Germany

200,295

-1.8 255,169

27.4 284,440

-20.1 228,445

0.6 194,448 -14.9

55,170

-8.7

58,908

58,258

-1.1

46,350

-20.4

47,402

2.3

United Kingdom 67,533

-0.4

93,278

38.1 106,645

14.3

92,629

-13.1

88,306

-4.7

France

19,989

-4.6

28,585

43.0

29,996

4.9

26,653

-11.1

22,693 -14.9

Italy

12,177

0.9

15,654

28.6

18,862

20.5

10,192

-46.0

12,424 21.9

11,451

-7.8

Netherlands

11,748

-6.5

18,197

54.9

21,455

17.9

15,156

-29.4

19,360 27.7

17,526

-9.5

Asia

143,064

6.8

11.5 227,191

59.4 177,351

24.0 198,068

11.7 223,351

Japan

13,602

47.3

17,115

25.8

14.8

India

69,960

106.2

90,603

29.5 105,151

19,641

17,148

12.8 242,132
-12.7

16.1 113,323

16,189

35,042 -26.1
94,060

6.5

8,091 -64.3

8.4 202,480 -16.4
-5.6

14,274 -11.8

7.8 128,370 13.3 106,067 -17.4

Pakistan

6,756

-21.1

9,704

43.6

9,638

-0.7

11,029

14.4

11,145

1.1

10,204

-8.4

Australasia

13,209

0.8

22,965

73.9

26,540

15.6

29,738

12.0

25,127 -15.5

22,924

-8.8

Australia

11,217

-2.1

19,958

77.9

23,247

16.5

25,986

11.8

21,849 -15.9

20,241

-7.4

16,737

19.6

20,047

19.8

27,395

36.7

22,571

-17.6

28,576 26.6

45,801 60.3

Other(a)
Total

393,171

16.7 500,642

27.3 566,202

13.1 549,308

-3.0 559,603

1.9 494,008 -11.7

Contd…/
2008

2009

No. Growth
North America

2010

No. Growth

2011

No. Growth

2012

No. Growth

2013(b)

No. Growth

No. Growth

24,311

-14.3

24,948

2.6

40,216

61.2

49,057

22.0

59,236

20.7

65,616 10.8

Canada

10,258

-13.6

10,707

4.4

21,123

97.3

24,671

16.8

29,329

18.9

30,926

U.S.A.

14,053

-14.8

14,241

1.3

19,093

34.1

24,386

27.7

29,907

22.6

34,690 16.0
421,037 12.9

Western Europe

5.4

167,187

-14.0

170,123

1.8

256,861

51.0

315,210

22.7

373,063

18.4

Germany

30,625

-12.6

29,654

-3.2

45,727

54.2

55,882

22.2

71,642

28.2

85,470 19.3

United Kingdom

81,331

-13.5

81,594

0.3

105,496

29.3

106,082

0.6

114,218

7.7

137,416 20.3

France

10,594

30.9

15,886

50.0

31,285

96.9

48,695

55.6

56,863

16.8

64,388 13.2

9,126

-20.3

7,514

-17.7

11,423

52.0

13,527

18.4

15,871

17.3

17,982 13.3

13,030

-25.7

11,291

-13.3

17,861

58.2

23,966

34.2

26,754

11.6

22,281 -16.7

173,039

-14.5

174,534

0.9

244,124

39.9

333,841

36.8

380,289

13.9

509,653 34.0

Japan

10,075

-29.4

10,926

8.4

14,352

31.4

20,586

43.4

26,085

26.7

31,505 20.8

India

85,238

-19.6

83,634

-1.9

126,882

51.7

171,374

35.1

176,340

2.9

208,795 18.4
25,336 57.8

Italy
Netherlands
Asia

Pakistan

7,885

-22.7

7,373

-6.5

9,148

24.1

14,724

61.0

16,056

9.0

Australasia

21,839

-4.7

26,068

19.4

37,290

43.0

46,467

24.6

57,776

24.3

60,836

5.3

Australia

19,536

-3.5

23,239

19.0

33,456

44.0

41,728

24.7

51,614

23.7

54,252

5.1

52,099

13.8

52,217

0.2

75,985

45.5

111,400

46.6

135,241

21.4

438,475

-11.2

447,890

2.1

654,476

46.1

855,975

30.8 1,005,605

Other(a)
Total

217,451 60.8

17.5 1,274,593 26.7

Notes: (a): Latin America & the Caribbean, East Europe, Africa, and Middle East.
(b): Provisional.
Source: Ceylon Tourist Board, Annual Statistical Report, various issues and Monthly Statistical Bulletin, 2012.
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US$ mn.

US$ mn.

Private long-term (net)

Government long-term

2.1

Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.

-1.0

501

-72

60

176

554

11

234

798

974

250

5.0

1224

-2.7

-650

0.4

93

7.1

1736

-1.2

-299

1.4

338

-10.3

-2516

2005

Source:

2.7

-205

-189

11

-112

439

14

217

680

567

64

3.1

631

-3.1

-648

0.1

30

6.5

1350

-1.0

-204

2.0

419

-10.9

-2243

2004

(a): Provisional.
(b): Valuation adjustments, errors, and omissions.
(c): From 2003, data are based on GDP estimates compiled by the Department of Census and Statistics.

% of GDP

502

-148

2

-75

554

-33

171

722

648

74

3.8

722

-0.4

-71

0.2

36

6.4

1205

-0.9

-172

2.1

399

-8.2

-1539

2003(c)

Notes:

2.0

US$ mn.

38
338

US$ mn.

25

11. Overall balance

US$ mn.

53

162

-21

181

326

379

10. Other (b)

Foreign portfolio investment

US$ mn.

US$ mn.

Foreign direct investment

9. Short-term

US$ mn.

Long-term

US$ mn.

8. Financial account

65

2.7

% of GDP

US$ mn.

444

-1.4

US$ mn.

-237

US$ mn.

0.2

% of GDP

% of GDP

31

6.6

US$ mn.

% of GDP

-1.5
1097

US$ mn.

% of GDP

1.8
-252

% of GDP

US$ mn.

295

-8.5

US$ mn.

-1406

US$ mn.

2002

% of GDP

Capital account

7. Capital and financial a/c

6. Current account balance

5. Net official transfers

4. Net private transfers

3. Income, net

2. Services balance

1. Trade balance

Unit

0.7

204

-105

51

610

491

-35

451

907

1517

291

6.4

1808

-5.3

-1499

0.4

101

6.7

1904

-1.4

-389

0.9

257

-11.9

-3370

2006

1.6

531

-165

101

577

672

31

548

1251

1828

269

6.5

2097

-4.3

-1402

0.3

97

6.8

2214

-1.1

-358

0.9

302

-11.3

-3657

2007

Table A20: Balance of Payments, 2002-2013

-3.4

-1385

728

60

466

252

74

691

1016

1483

291

4.4

1774

-9.5

-3886

0.2

101

6.3

2565

-2.4

-972

1.0

401

-14.7

-5981

2008

6.5

2725

346

-6

1058

840

79

384

1304

2361

233

6.2

2594

-0.5

-214

0.2

77

7.0

2927

-1.2

-488

0.9

391

-7.4

-3122

2009

1.9

921

-881

-230

334

1796

149

435

2379

2713

164

5.8

2877

-2.2

-1075

0.1

52

7.3

3608

-1.2

-617

1.4

707

-9.7

-4825

2010

-1.8

-1062

-708

-171

790

2237

175

896

3308

4098

164

7.2

4263

-7.8

-4615

0.1

60

7.7

4583

-1.1

-647

1.9

1099

-16.4

-9710

2011

0.3

151

-412

273

-753

992

719

877

2589

4263

130

7.4

4394

-6.7

-3982

0.1

53

9.0

5339

-2.1

-1219

2.1

1262

-15.9

-9417

2012

1.5

985

-590

263

671

821

455

851

2128

3126

71

4.8

3197

-3.9

-2607

0.0

21

8.4

5619

-2.7

-1817

1.8

1180

-11.3

-7609

2013(a)
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S.L. Rs. per Pound

S.L. Rs. per Euro

S.L. Rs. per Ind. Rs.

U. K.

Europeon Union

India

REER 2006=100 (a)

Real effective exchange rate (REER)

Sources: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues.

Notes: (a): From 2006 onwards, NEER 2010=100.

NEER 2006=100 (a)

Nominal effective exchange rates (NEER)

24 currency

S.L. Rs. per Yen

S.L. Rs. per US$

Unit

Japan

U.S.A.

Nominal exchange rates

Currency

-

-

2.02

101.38

155.12

0.82

96.73

2002

92.82

113.75

2.12

121.60

172.20

0.90

96.74

2003

90.60

104.32

2.40

142.32

201.37

1.02

104.61

2004

97.43

104.06

2.27

120.96

175.94

0.87

102.12

2005

81.02

110.94

2.44

141.58

211.29

0.91

107.71

2006

78.07

98.96

2.77

160.27

217.15

0.97

108.72

2007

2008

95.19

100.07

2.36

159.45

163.28

1.25

113.14

Table A21: Exchange Rate Behaviour, 2002-2013

97.36

99.85

2.46

163.72

181.75

1.24

114.38

2009

100.00

100.00

2.48

147.56

171.41

1.36

110.95

2010

101.84

99.84

2.15

147.42

175.45

1.47

113.90

2011

2013

1.25

91.40

2.11

95.80 100.61

90.44

2.33

168.13 180.45

205.47 215.58

1.48

127.16 130.75

2012
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